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ABSTRACT 
STEPPING INTO HISTORY: Biography as approaches to contemporary South 
African choreography with specific reference to Bessie's Head (2000) and Miss 
Thandi (2002) 
This mini-thesis is located in historical discursive practices, choreographing 
history, biography as a source for making dance in South Africa and 
choreographic transformations in South African choreography since the 1994 
democratic elections. Derridian concepts of deconstruction will be referenced in 
an attempt to focus the argument of this research, which comments on 
choreographic transformations since 1994, by subverting the influence of the 
'violent hierarchies' enforced by the apartheid regime on South African cultural 
life and choreographic identity. The researcher draws on these considerations in 
order to explore the hybrid nature of South African choreography that has 
emerged since 1994. 
Chapter one examines the fallacious nature of historical discourse through a 
consideration and application of Derrida's notions of deconstruction and 
fabrication. Chapter two explores the notion of choreographing history in theatre 
through a focus on the objective/subjective fallacy and the history of the body as 
a textual medium. Chapter three focuses the study specifically in biography as a 
discourse within the idea of theatre. This approach to biography can be 
encapsulated by the phrase 'telling lives'. This chapter also explores the 
relationship between the traditional binaries of writing as a purely cerebral act 
and choreography as a purely visceral experience. Chapter four brings the focus 
to the specific post-apartheid South African context. This chapter considers the 
hybrid forms of dance emerging in South Africa as well as the notion of protest 
in relation to theatre and dance. The final chapter is an investigation and analysis 
of two choreographic works created by South African choreographers since 
1994 in relation to biography and concepts of deconstruction. These works are 
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Gary Gordon's Bessie's Head (2000) and Gregory Maqoma's Miss Thandi 
(2002). The focus of the analysis also reveals the inherent difficulty in objective 
interpretation, and considers the problematics of collaboration and 
autobiography when choreographing within a biographical context. 
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Introduction 
Modem Western logocentric thought [structure, order and teleos] presupposes a 
centre of meaning of some kind. This viewing of the world sets up a series of 
binary oppositions, or the notion that the 'self can only generate meaning in 
terms of the 'other'. However, as oflate there have been attempts to deconstruct 
these binaries and shift focus toward contextuallintertextual modes of 
representation. The influence of post-modem thought and democracy has either 
overtly or covertly affected current trends and thematic concerns among South 
Africa choreographers. The result is that questions surrounding the nature of 
history and biography have come to the fore in the latter part of the 20 th century, 
not only within theatre discourse but also within South African culture as a 
whole. 
In South Africa there has been a contentious debate surrounding the 
transformations in choreographic explorations since the 1994 democratic 
elections. Since the Truth and Reconciliation hearings of the mid-1990s there 
has been an interest among South African choreographers in histOlY. 
Choreographers were in need of establishing social and artistic identities and 
submerged themselves in the South African landscape. However, it must be 
understood that this shift towards history as an approach to choreography is not 
specific to the South African context. 
This thesis is to focus specifically on readings of history, notions of 
choreographing history, biographical histories/interpretation and transformations 
that have occurred in South African choreography since the 1994 democratic 
elections. 
The first chapter of this thesis, Plolling His/aries, will investigate some of the 
changing views on history as a discourse, both theoretical and performative. 
History is to be explored as an intertextual, linguistic construct that is situated 
within the cultural hypothesis. This requires a close examination of the idea that 
history consists essentially of seeing the past through the eyes of the present. 
This is done so as to reveal how history as cultural practice has played a pivotal 
role in the development of understandings of the body as a 'writerly' medium. It 
is this process of interpretation that then becomes important in relating history to 
the creative processes of choreography. 
In second chapter, Historical canvases wrapping present bodies, history is 
presented as a canvas that has numerous possibilities. An examination of the 
subjective/objective fallacy; or rather the idea that logocentricism dictates that 
the world be seen in terms of binary opposites, is pursued in order to consider 
the notion of choreographing history. The reasoning here is to lead to answers as 
to how meaning is generated within society and how and why choreographers 
consort with dead bodies. Susan Leigh Foster's, Choreographing History (1995) 
opens this inquiry with the suggestion that the historian is determined to trace 
and excavate the journey towards understanding present realities (the self) in 
terms of a past realities (the 'other'). These bodily writings are culturally defined 
as Foster suggests that the production of history is a physical endeavour. 
In chapter three, Tracing Narratives:Biographical Histories, focus is drawn to 
the question as to what it means to tell the story of a life. Biography becomes the 
focus as it necessitates a process of contextualiintertextualiinterpretive dialogue. 
In order to explore this, focus is drawn to the processes of interpretation and 
biography. Biography has its roots in life. Life denotes the biographical 
experIences of a named person. This chapter then attempts to examine the 
intimate relationship between biography and life thereby revealing the 
intertextual intimacy between life and death. 
Chapter four, Gloves on or off?, provides an introduction to chapter five as it 
attempts to question the impact of fallacious history, choreographing history and 
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biography on South African choreography. This chapter also considers 
the notion of protest theatre and whether history has become our new 
enemy after apartheid. This chapter then exammes the dynamic 
relationship between history and transformation, and considers the 
thematic/contextual/intertextual/choreographic shifts that have occurred in South 
Afl1can choreography since 1994. 
The fifth chapter, Remembering History/Choreographing Experience, will 
consider the ways in which South African choreographers have attempted to 
utilise biography as a source in the creation of their works. This chapter does not 
attempt to draw generalised conclusions about the rutistic ethos of the two 
choreographers under question, but rather attempts to focus the study of 
choreographing biographical histories within the specific South African and 
theoretical framework presented in the first four chapters. The selected works 
include: Bessie's Head (2000) choreographed by Gary Gordon and performed 
by members of the First Physical Theatre Comp'any and Miss Thandi (2002) 
choreographed and perfonned by Gregory Maqoma of the Vuyani Dance 
Project. Due to the fact that a mini-thesis does not permit space for extensive 
anal ysis of these works, the argument will attempt to consider some of the 
problematics of interpretation within the post-modem paradigm, as well as, 
consider some of the transformations that have occurred in individual 
choreographic identity/content/form. 
This thesis will attempt to locate biographical 'histories' as one of the driving 
forces within contemporary South African choreography. ' Histories' that 
provide potential inspirational sources and underpin transformation in the form 
and content of South African choreography. 
3 
Methodology and Research Procedures 
The conceptual framework that has informed this mini -thesis has been 
influenced by the seeming objectivity inherent in historical documentation. 
These traditional views of history have undergone significant developments 
since the post-modem revolution. In this regard the contemporary focus of South 
African choreographers on recasting biographical histories has become of 
increasing interest. The research has drawn on varied perspectives including 
views offered by philosophy, anthropology and sociologyl. 
The methodology and research procedures utilise perspectives offered by dance 
journalists, researchers and promoters. These research procedures are primarily 
concerned with the impact of history on contemporary choreography. These 
scholars provide critical insights into the relationship between choreography and 
history; both within intemational and localised contexts. These documents have 
provided critical insight into the emergence and realisation of the relationship 
between choreography and history within contemporary South African 
choreography, since 1994. 
A critical interpretation of interviews and video footage of the two works under 
discussion has provided crucial primary source material for the focus of the 
thesis. Further primary source material includes numerous newspaper clippings 
and reviews by a variety of dance scholars and critics. The South African 
Theatre Journal has also provided valuable insight into the shifting views on 
South African theatre in general and choreography, both prior 1994 and post-
1994. 
1 The reason these areas of enquiry have been followed is because the researcher read these 
subjects at undergraduate level at Rhodes University. 
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Historical documentation within South Africa has been dominated by the 
Western logocentric, white male, middle class view for centuries. The result is 
that this area of research has only recently emerged as a dominant field of re-
representation. The consequence is thus a lack of localised academic scholarship 
and hence a lack of knowledge and understanding as to the potentiality of South 
African choreography and dance. My hope is that this mini-thesis will assist in 
documenting and generating critical awareness of dance research in South 
Africa, as well as, open a door for those who wish to explore the pursuing 
arguments further. 
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Chapter 1 
Plotting Histories 
Introduction 
"'The very attempt at definition furnishes ground 
for new conflicts. History is not a recipe book; 
past events are never replicated in the present in 
quite the same way. Historical events are 
infinitely variable and their interpretations are a 
constantly shifting process ... There are no 
certainties to be found in the past. 
Gerda Lerner, Why History Matters: Life and 
Thought. [New York, 1998J, p. 199. 
The notion of history is not as simplistic as it seems. History's multifarious 
nature is alluded to with the analogy of the 'recipe book' (Ibid). This analogy 
suggests that there is no one system of interpretation with which the past can be 
prepared in order to produce an exclusive history every time it is written. 
Analogous to this position is the "common-sense view" (Carr, 1961, p. 3), which 
defines history as a corpus of ascertained facts; these are available to the 
historian in documents and other manuscripts2. "The historian collects them, 
takes them home and cooks and serves them in whatever style appears to him" 
(Ibid). 
::! Hegel advocated that all cultures are stri ving through time toward a single truth, however post-
modem thought (and I'm sure Hegel would have recognised it to) has recognised the rift 
between movement and the actual divers ity of human choices. The idea here is not to set out on 
a Free wil llDetenninism debate that a good friend, Mr Daniel Buckland, would encourage me to 
embark on, but rather to show that culture is authoritively the realm not of accidental but of 
fundamental di fference. Il almost seems impossible, in consideration of this, not to agree with 
Jacques Derrida's asseltion that monism remains our deepest metaphys ical pathos. 
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Many views on the nature of 'history', including those mentioned, necessitate 
history as an impression of past events. However, history is not a product for 
consumption, but rather presents a complex plethora of sensual possibilities. 
This shift from modernist to postmodernist understandings of ' history' has 
resulted in ambiguity and uncertainty. For example if you were to enquire 
among your friends as to a definition of history you would be confronted with a 
multiplicity of meanings and understandings. From 'history is a factual account 
of past events' to 'history is the story of the past' to 'history is a subjective 
discourse of a past reality,3. 
However, these views are not erroneous, for history has been understood by 
many to be a factual account of past events, including many of the great 
philosophers of the essentialist tradition (Wood and Foster, 1997, pp. 184-187). 
Nonetheless, the nature of history has come under much criticism of late with 
the advent of post-modern theory. Wood and Foster (1997) suggests that the 
idea of trying 'to get to know how the machinery of history works' , has lost its 
meaning. This notion may be explained with the following analogy, 
"Compare history to a tree. The essentialist tradition within Westem historiography 
focused the attention of historians on the trunk of the trce .. . [post-modem thought 
has resulted in] that the essence is not situated in the branches, nor in the hunk, but 
in the leaves of the historical trce . .. What remains now for Western historiography is 
to gather the leaves ... and to study them independently of their origins ... " (Wood 
and Foster, 1997, pp. 186 - 187). 
However, these suggestions present a set of uncertainties as to the essence of 
history. The notion that arises out of this uncertainty relates directly to history's 
ever-changing capacity. As Goethe (in Teggart, 1962) remarks, "History must 
from time to time be rewritten, not because many new facts have been 
discovered, but because new aspects come into view ... " The suggestion here, 
which originated almost half a century ago, is that discourse (in this case, 
history) needs to mould to the times in which it is written. 
3 These ideas on history are taken from disclIssions held with friends , lecturers and family. 
\ 
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The most striking consensus in all these understandings is the idea that history 
and the past are essentially different areas of inquiry. What this intimates is that 
our notions of terms such as history are culturally defined and are characterised 
by our specific relation to our environment (sociaVpolitical! geographical! 
theoretical). Jenkins (1991) considers the implications of this concept: 
.... . history is one of a series of discourses about the world. These discourses do not 
create the world but they do appropriate it and give it all the meanings it has. That 
bit of the world which is history'S object of enquiry is the past"(p. 5). 
1.1 Deconstrncting 'violent hierarchies' 
In order to locate these concepts of history within theoretical discourse and 
within theatre (both performative and theoretical) it is important to consider 
Jacques DelTida's notion of deconstruction. Deconstruction in its simplest form 
advocates the denial of structure, however, it is not destructive (Degenaar, 
1986). 
"Deconstruction is indebted to Nietzsche for teaching the mind how to dance by 
acknowledging the metaphorical power of language and the joyful affi rmation of 
the play ofthe world" (Ibid, p.8 1). 
Derrida contends that structure presupposes a centre of meaning of some kind. 
"People desire a centre because it guarantees being as presence " (Selden, 1989). 
Presence is closely related to logocentricism because both represent the illusion 
that it is possible to bypass language and arrive at something which is present in 
man and therefore guarantees certainty (Degenaar, 1986). This 'modernist' 
obsession, with the centre of being, stems from the fear of the denial of the 'self 
and the world. The logocentric world view has developed a number of terms, 
which operate as centering principles: being, essence, substance, truth, form, 
beginning, end, and so fOlih4. Attention to this ' logos' is proposed by both 
' These centering principles have been ass imilated from Degenaar (1986) and Selden (1989). 
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Seldon (1989), and Gordon and Tang (2002) when they make reference to the 
opening lines of the New Testament, "In the beginning was the word." 
"Being the origin of all things, the ' Word' underwrites the full presence of the 
world; everything is the effect of this one cause. Even though the Bible is written, 
God's word is essentially spoken. A spoken word, emitted from a living body 
appears to be closer to an originating thought than a written word," (Seldon, 1989, 
p.88) 
Deconstruction rids one of the views of language as a 'homogenous continuum 
of meanings' (Degenaar, 1986, p.90). Derrida argues that this privileging of 
speech over writing is a core feature of logocentricism5 Degenaar explains this 
relationship as follows, 
"Traditional binary oppositions in Western thinking are the following: 
speech/writing, truth/fiction, male/female, signified/signifier, presence/absence, 
reality/appearance. These hierarchical oppositions in which the first term is given 
priority over the second tenn arc said to be at the heart of logocentricism which 
describes the nature of West em thinking" (p. 93). 
It is this idea that leads Derrida to initiating the phrase 'violent hierarchy', which 
refers to the coupling of 'writing' and 'speech'. However, Allsopp (1997) 
suggests that Derrida provides a theoretical framework that prioritises writing 
over speech. On the contrary traditional, essentialist Western Philosophy has 
positioned speech over writing. The reason for this is that 'speech' retains 
presence, as "it incamates ... the speaker's soul" (Seldon, 1989). This presence is 
often seen to be lacking in writing. However, this hierarchy can easily be 
undone. This is achieved when we begin to see that both speech and wdting 
share certain 'writerly' characteristics: "both are signifying processes which lack 
presence" (Ibid). At the same time it is near impossible to avoid the fact that 
writing's object of enquiry is speech. Be this as it may Derrida advocates that 
'speech is a species of writing' . 
S Lehmanll (l997) says of logocentricism that it, "is about structure, order and teleos, not simply 
about the word" (p. 56) 
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" ... Nietzsche and Freud have revolutionised thinking by radically questioning the 
validity of these hierarchies ... Denida is intent on exposing all hierarchies ... in order 
to bring to light the hidden assumptions and to involve man in the limits of his own 
thinking" (Degenaar, 1986, pp. 93-94). 
'Writing' in this sense then does not merely lend itself to the ordering of words 
on a page, or in a further sense, as the ordering of movement on bodies6, but 
rather as "declaring itself the environment in which dramatic structure is 
situated" (Fuchs in Allsopp, 1997). Rousseau (in Degenaar, 1986) would argue 
that writing supplements speech or 'takes the place of speech, this sentiment is 
echoed by Artaud (in Allsopp, 1997) in his belief that the presence of writing 
extends rather than closes down possibilities of theatre. 
Derrida not only shows that writing supplements speech but also takes the place 
of speech, 'because speech is always already written' (Seldon, 1989). Writing 
can give rise to representations "both abstract and realist, both ambiguous and 
lucid" and thus becomes a trace/inscription rather than transcription/description 
(Allsopp, 1997). Seldon then concludes, "all human activity involves this 
supplementary" (Ibid). It is this conclusion that becomes valuable on the quest 
into understanding the notion of histo!"'} (writing) and the past (speech). In order 
to arrive at valuable insights into this area of study, let us for the moment return 
our focus to the relationship between history and the past. 
1.2. Views on History 
" HistOlY - what does that word mean? Sometimes it's used as a feeble synonym for 
the past, for all that happened prior to a thing's nowness. Sometimes it connotates 
the present-in-the-making. Sometimes it stands for longstanding authentications. 
Sometimes it flexes as a rubric, embracing biography, chronology, all the kinds of 
works for which dance writers have claimed the name history. Seldom is it invoked 
b It may even be suggested that movement is written on bodies. For example, Balanchine 
suggested that he wrote his ballets. 
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to signal its professional or academic conception: the study of change or process 
through time" (Foster, 1996, p. xii). 
History, in a narrow sense, is the science of the human past, as it is considered to 
be a set of facts that have been collected, analysed and interpreted empirically. 
However, as mentioned previously an ambiguity arises in attempting to 
investigate the distinction between 'past' and 'history'. What history is, what it 
is about, and what its purpose is, are questions that seem appropriate to any 
scholar approaching this area of study. The idea that Jenkins (1991) brings to the 
fore is that the past and history are two distinctly separate areas of study. The 
discourse of history is a special fonn of thought, research or inquiry 
(Collingwood, 1946) and is different to that which it discourses about (the past). 
In the past few decades, philosophers of history have challenged the idea as to 
whether or not history can provide a true and objective account of the past. 
History, like any science, is reliant on the interpretation of empirical evidence. 
However, because the interpretations are made in the minds of the historians, 
which are subject to specific cultural, social, linguistic and histOlical contexts, it 
then seems evident that the 'history', which is documented, is a subjective one 
(MacCullagh, 1998). As a subjective discourse, ' history' then seems to implode 
the traditional boundruies of science. The reason for this, just to clruify for a 
moment, is that empiricism is based on experience. Within a 'scientific lived 
experience, 7 the facts of empilical evidence are outside the agent experiencing, 
on the other hand, within an abstracted subjective form, such as history (with 
which all human beings have an association; because we cannot deny that each 
of us has a past), empirical evidence is based on a personal/emotional/spiritual 
connection to the historical' facts' . 
7 Au example of this kind of inquiry is: the sun rose today, it rose yesterday and the day before 
that. I can therefore empirically assign that the sun will rise tomorrow. There are many learnt 
empirical experi ences like this one, ones that are fam iliar and aren't based all manu scripted or 
documented facts. 
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Jenkins (1991) too denies the objectivity of history: 
" ... the historian' s viewpoint and predilections still shape the choice of historical 
materials, and our own personal constructs dctcnninc what we make of them. The 
past that we 'know' is always contingent upon OUf own views, our own 
'present' ... Epistemology shows that we can never really know the past; that the 
gapS between the past and history is an ontoiogica19 one, that is, in the very nature of 
things such that no amount of epistemological effort can bridge it" (pp. 12, 19). 
Jenkins (1991) continues with the idea that, "History (historiography) is an 
intertextual, linguistic construct." The idea here is that the past has happened but 
in order for humans to talk of the past now we require a means to discourse 
about it: 'history'. According to Munslow (1997), 'history' is best understood as 
a, "cultural product existing within society, and as a part of the historical 
process, rather than an objective methodology and commentary outside of 
society" (pp. 9 - 10). The most important point raised by Munslow here is the 
idea that history is a cultural product. This thought is clarified by Lerner (1997) 
in the suggestion that, 
"All human beings are practicing historians ... We stress different events as having 
been decisive at different times in our life history and, as we do so, we give those 
events new meanings ... What we remember, what we stress as significant, and what 
we omit of our past defines our present" (Lerner, 1997, p. 199). 
This quotation allows an understanding into the idea that because each of us has 
lived a 'past' that we are each then an expert in the field of interpretation of 
8 This notion of the 'gap' or 'in-between' spaces will be discussed later, but for a greater 
understanding of this idea refer to Homi Bhabha The Location of Culture, London: Routledge, 
1994. 
9 The branch of philosophy that deals with the nature of being and first principles. 
Davis, W.A. The Act of Interpretation (1978), suggests that, "The discovery that elaborate 
ontological assumptions underlie not only critical theory but shape the most minute perceptions 
critics achieve in practice would extend our a priori knowledge of criticism in many valuable 
directions" (p. 59). Davis' suggestion here is that such an inquiry (an ontological one) should not 
be regarded as a way to solve or eliminate our problems. Even if we were to discover some 
synthesis or truth, there is no rcason to assume that such a system would resolve the queries that 
have been uncovered. There is no reason either (\ priori or on historical grounds, that there is onc 
thing that all human beings do or must try to do. 
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historical fact. The reason for this is that histories reflect our own position in 
time, "history consists essentially in seeing the past through the eyes of the 
present" (Carr, 1961 , p. IS). The theory then becomes that history is not a 
discourse, which has as its focus a recording of the facts of the past, but rather as 
a di scourse that has as its prime objective the evaluation of these 'facts '. If we 
consider both Lerner and Carr's arguments then the next set of inquiry we are 
faced with is, which facts do we forward and which facts do we eliminate? Ang 
(1996) argues that the foundational theoretical questions are not only "which 
stories to tell, but also who the 'I' is who writes . .. what are my changing kinds 
of representational order?" 
The answers to such and related questions are found directly within history's 
connection to the cultural hypothesis. This idea is diametrically related to 
Jenkins ' view that history is a linguistic construct. The notion of any culture 
may be considered as two-fold: it is both an archive (a shifting discipline) and 
agentive (the means by which culture is performed and resignified). It is 
important to ponder this point of view for just a moment. The performance of 
'archive ' (theory) is always structured under specific conditions: contextually 
and intertextually (Tulloch, 1999). However, a further problem arises when 
considering the ' fact' of 'archive'. Put more crudely, what is meant by historical 
fact? 
"It used to be said that facts speak. for themselves. This is, of course, untme. The 
facts speak only when the historian calls on them: it is he who decides to which 
facts to give the floor, and in what order or context" (Carr, 196 1, p. 5). 
It has been argued that history is necessaril y an intelpretation of facts lO White 
(1978) and Lerner (1997) both argue that the historian must intelpret/reconstruct 
the facts of the past. The reasons provided by White are: "On the one hand there 
are always more facts in the record than the historian can include in his narrative 
10 In order to give the reader ins ight into the development of this argument 1 feel it important at 
this point to provide an understanding of interpretation: "Function, structure, and purpose, in that 
order, become the primary categories of interpretation." (Davis, 1978, p. 2) 
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presentation," and on the other hand the historian must fill in the gaps of the 
information in the historical 'jigsaw puzzle' 11 based on inference and 
speculation. 
" .. . ' all history is the history of thought' , and ' history is the re-enactment in the 
historian's mind of the thought whose history he is studying'[Collingwood, 1933]. 
The reconstitution of the past in the historian's mind is dependent on empirical 
evidence. But it is not itself an empirical process, and cannot consist in a mere 
recital of facts . On the contrary, the process of reconstitution govems the selection 
and interpretation of facts: this indeed is what makes them historical facts. 
'History', says Professor Oakeshott, 'is the historian's ex.perience. It is 'made' by 
nobody save the historian: to write history is the only way of making it" (Oakcshott 
and Collingwood in Carr, 1961 , p. 16). 
It then seems plausible to suggest that hi story be approached from two different 
arenas: firstly as an academic discourse and secondly as a social practice. As an 
academic (literary) discourse, history's object of enquiry is the past. As a social 
practice (as in theatre) the environment in which it exists governs history. This 
seems credible in that language determines the means by which we think, 
interpret, and analyse. History plays an important role in society as it provides a 
sense of meaning to a seemingly meaningless existence. If we are able to 
consider our present actions in terms of past events or our present events in 
terms of past actions, it provides a sense of community and wholeness with the 
world in which we live. Juanita Finestone in her paper "lv/emory in Translation" 
(2002) furtller substantiates thi s idea when she suggests that, 
" .. . often this his tory tells us more about the historians than past events. We begi n to 
understand that writing history is always the history of the present rather than 
documented chronological contexts that attempt to narrate the past.,,12 
" The notion of history as a 'jigsaw puzzle' is taken from E. H. Carr, What is History? (1961). 
"It never occurred to me to enquire by what acc ident or process of attrition that minute se lection 
of facts, out of all the myriad facts that must have once been known to somebody, had sUivived 
to become the facts of history. I suspect that even today one of the fascinations of ancient and 
mediaeval history is that it gives us the illusion of having all the facts at our disposal within a 
manageable compass: the nagging distinction between the facts of history and other facts about 
the past vanish because the few known facts are all facts of history. As Bury who had worked in 
both periods said, 'the records of ancient and mediaeval histOlY are starred with lacunae' . 
History has been called and enomlOUS jig-saw with a lot of miss ing parts." 1. B. Bury is c ited 
from Selected Essays (1930), p. 52. 
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However, even history as a social practice is governed by subjective realities. 
Each experience subjugates past events. The past thus becomes eternally open to 
interpretations, whereas history is apparently closed. Jenkins (1999) further 
argues that the construction of history as discourse is merely a means whereby 
[wo ]mankind is able to generate meaning for themselves, 
" ... the idea of the historical past can thus be considered as just one more example 
o f the many imaginaries we have fabricated to help us make sense of the apparent 
senselessness of ex istence and to protect us from the possible trauma occasioned by 
having to face radical finitude" (p. 14). 
In considering the argument here it then seems that the notions of both history 
and the past are imagined. However, Jenkins considers the fact that the past did 
actually happen, and in that sense it cannot be imagined. Nonetheless the past is 
imagined in the sense that the histOlical meanings and understandings it has 
been considered to have for us are dictated by the semantic authorities of the 
present. This idea suggests to us that the 'facts' of the past are able to be 
manipulated endlessly to fulfil the role of contemporary 'isms' - post 
modernism, structuralism, MarXism, feminism, racism, empiricism, sexism. The 
'fabrication' of the historical past is thus under question here. This notion of 
fabricating histories is excavated by Professor Gary Gordon and Acty Tang in 
their paper "Navigations and Fabrications" (2002). Gordon and Tang consider 
responses to two of the First Physical Theatre Company 's works, Surround Her 
with Water: An Epiphany (1992) and Bessie's Head (2000). Bessie 's Head is a, 
" . .. documentary danceplay that dissects the events surrounding that birth of the 
w riter bom in South Africa, Bessie Head. Facts and stories ... dance and 
drama ... words and songs . .. collude in this interior viewing of an artist's private 
domain" (Gordon, March 2000) 
" This idea is also explored by Acty Tang, "Physical Theatre as Historiography: Corporeali ty 
and Intertextuality in the transformation of personal past a re-enactment of the danceplay And 
the empty space of his shadow" (Spring, 2001). "Historiography ... thus exhibits an awareness of 
its construction as a nan'ative or discourse, and resonates with similar se lf-reflexivity in literature 
and theatre in the twentieth century. This self-reflexive act of narration reveals the present, and 
its attitudes towards and its methods of appropriating the past, more than revealing the past 
itself." 
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A critic responded to the documentary danceplay Bessie's Head as follows 
(translation by authors) "It is regrettable that many of the less informed 
members of the audience, after the show, kept asking the same questions that 
they had when they arrived: Who on earth was Bessie Head?" (Muller, 2000). In 
comparison another critic, reviewing Surround Her with Water was convinced it 
was a true story. However, the work was the fictitious creation ofa 'biography'. 
Gordon and Tang (2002) consider the irony of this as follows, "We have a need 
to 'know the truth', to 'have clarity' , to have a form of omniscience, to be 
provided with a logical succession of information that convinces us, that forms 
the proof of reality" (p. 30). This need to know against the backdrop of what 
constitutes fiction and reality sets up another uncertainty/grey area. The 
uncertainty that is brought to mind is the question as to where fact and fiction 
collude. We know now (in 2003) that histories are interpretations that become 
shadows of the past. Degenaar (1986) articulates this as follows, 
«All discourse is historica lly conditioned .... history, however, should not be viewed 
as a ground of meaning, [it is not] a privileged authority which detennines meaning. 
It is itself part of a general text that we are continually interpreting and re-
interpreting" (pp. 97-98). 
Homi Bhabha (1994) considers this grey area [between past and history, 
imaginaries and realities) as the most crucial and suggests that these ' in-
between' spaces provide the landscape for specifying strategies of 'selfhood -
singular or communal - that initiate new signs of identity .. . the act of defining 
society itself' (pp. 1-2). Loren Kruger (1999) suggests that, 
"people in society are their own cultural agents, transfonning those situations by 
acting on and acting in them, in short, by perfonning them ... The significance and 
even the audience's perception of cultural practice as culture arises out of the place 
and occasion, rather than the fonn, of its perfonmmce. This emphasis on 
penormance and participation in diverse cultural practices as rather than <ex tension ' 
of cultural property allows us to review drama as cultural practice . . .. By stressing 
the historical and social specificity ... of cultural practice ... it challenges the very 
commonplace that has excluded drama .. . " (pp, 56-57) 
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'In-between' spaces provide scope into who we are, and why we behave the way 
we do. Gordon and Tang (2002) suggest that this pursuit of history is a corporeal 
act. Corporeal acts are directly linked to 'proprioception' which Steinman 
(1985) defines as "how we sense ourselves". Foster (1996) defines corporeal 
acts as follows, 
"Corporealities seeks to vivify the study of bodies through a consideration of bodily 
reality, not as natural or abso lute given but as a tangible and substantial category of 
cultural experience." (p. xi) 
Both Bhabha (1994) and Gordon and Tang (2002) tend towards the idea that 
what becomes important is the in-between spaces in which we exist. What this 
then suggests is that the historical past and the historical present are subjugated 
by experience in the sense that empiricism celebrates truth/validity. However, 
the grey area set up by Bhabha and the ' corporeal acts ' acts suggested by Foster 
lend themselves towards the notion of the texluallandscape (Lehmann, 1997) or 
within theatre the idea of 'performing culture' (Tulloch, 1999). 
1.3 Why should we worry new meanings for "history,,?I3 
Foster (1996) suggests that the reason to 'worry new meanings ' is induced by 
the body. 
"Postmodem performances of bodies: cross-discipline fascination with the body as 
discourse; theoretical de-stabilizations of the grounds and identities in which bodies 
have moved. Long absent from analysis, the body looms open - open to theorizing, 
historicizing, interpretation. It is present that for dance demands a past to be 
wrought through the makings of histories. Dance must consider its constructions, its 
changes through time, its presents" (Ibid, p. xiii). 
History as cultural practice has played a pivotal role in the development of 
understandings of the body as a 'writerly' medium. By extending our studies of 
IJ Taken from Foster (1996, p. xii). 
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historical narratives we are able to situate bodily 'texts' within contemporary 
cultural practice. Desmond (1997) asserts, ", .. we can further our understandings 
of how social identities are signalled, formed, and negotiated through bodily 
movement." The idea here is that the body has been marginalized in 
contemporary society. The reason for this is that the modem world is dominated 
by logocentricism; the belief in a binary system. However, as of late, especially 
within South Atnca, the body has regained its importance. This idea is 
advocated by Mark Fleishman (1997), 
"In South African theatre ... the body is not simply a vehicle for the embodiment of 
the text; it serves as part of the text in its own right. The physical body in South 
African theatre is a source of primary meaning which constantly challenges the 
hegemony of the written word in the meaning making process" 
This renewed emphasis on the body, according to Flockemann (200 I) could be 
seen as indicative of the processes of transformation, "involving here the 
'unlearning' of previously learned social and racial identitiesfhabits", but 
perhaps also pointing to the possibilities of 'speaking differently' . The body is 
able to subvert and satirise aspects of society, which construct this 'social body'. 
The ideas presented here are directly ' linked to Derrida's deconstruction. The 
body as a system constitutes its own language that is socially constructed. 
However, in breaking the codified binaries inherent in the social body and 
reflecting on the historical social body, contemporary society is able to re-invent 
the body's text. The body is able to access a memory, a time before language 
intervenes, before conscription of identity/pulJlOse/intent. 
" ... we begin to appreciate that the body has a mind of its own. The body becomes 
historiography in motion. No textual construction of history can exhaust what the 
body remembers. And it is up to us to embody this unknown through the stains of 
memory" (Finestone, 2002, p. 13). 
Finestonc's observation becomes increasingly important as it paves the way for 
an understanding into the dynamic relationship between history and 
choreography. History provides us with no singular 'objective' tmth about the 
past. Rather history becomes an intertextual, cross-referential, interpretive 
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observation of the myriad of 'facts' from the past. It is this process of 
interpretation that then becomes important in relating history to the creative 
processes of choreography. The transient nature of dance, the past and the body 
all collude in order to create an intertextual, textual landscape that the 
choreographer dialogues with. This is evident particularly in the South African 
context where our documented history has been questioned since the 1994 
Democratic elections. South Africans, III this case South African 
choreographers, are now attempting to re-detine the past, and in turn re-shape 
the future. 
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Chapter 2 
Historical Canvases Wrapping Present Bodies 
Introduction 
"If we start by moving, by thinking through 
moving, and by living through moving, we'll 
arrive to that disturbing vision: that the 
predicament of dance is to be an art of erasure. 
Dance always vanishes in front of OUf eyes in 
order to create a new past. The dance exists 
ultimately as a mnemonic imprint of what had 
just lived there." 
Andre Lepecki, (1996) "Embracing the Stain: 
Notes on the time of dance", Perfonnance 
Research, 1(1). 
The dance like the past is ephemeral in nature, However, history the hard copy 
of the past is a fixed point of reference. Lerner (1997) suggests that this 
documented account of the past is "all form and no content". The past, unlike 
history, is a jumble of events. Events do not follow sequentially. This idea can 
be explained as follows: 
History is a canvas. The artist approaches a blank canvas and is able to 
interpret an event, an image (mental or physical) in whatever means he/she 
chooses, using any number of brush strokes and colour. He/she places the 
canvas on an easel at any point in the studio that he/she chooses; he/she 
dictates the light of the room so as to suit his temperament, as well as, the 
climate. The rendition may be expressionist, impressionist, nco-classic, 
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cubist, surrealist, and so forth , dependent on the artist' s chosen style of 
interest. The artist continues through a process of shading, applying lowlights 
then highlights, he/she chooses one image and re-creates it in his/her own 
image, statting with what fascinates him/her most, first. However, as the 
artist continues creating the image it moves beyond a point of erasure, for as 
a line is drawn, a perspective encouraged, the image grows more and more 
lucid. This image will live on canvas for eternity. He/she immortalises the 
. 14 tmage . 
The above analogy links well with the notion of ' fabrication' introduced by 
Gordon and Tang (2002) at the beginning of their paper, "Navigations and 
Fabrications". The idea presented is that fabrication results in no discernible 
beginnings or endings. This ambiguity in the processes of writing the dance and 
writing the past involve a transient response to the object. The moment of 
production thus also becomes the moment of reception. What is important to 
note here is that with regards 'choreographing history' it then becomes evident 
that choreography's point of reference is the hard copy of the past: history. 
Because the past is ephemeral, transient, short-lived, momentary, the 
choreographer then has to draw on the subjective interpretations supplied by 
researchers and historians. The idea here is that the choreographer making the 
dance or the historian wtiting the past is open to a field of representation: a 
representation that is directly linked to a fascination with 'othemess ' : An ' other' 
time/place/personlmomentlthought (Hall, 1997) 15. 
14 These ideas are taken from Edel (in Pachter, 1981). For more on the process of expression 
consult David Best's Expression in Movement and the A!ts: A Phi losophical Enquiry. Lepus 
Books, 1974. 
IS The notion of 'otherness' is captured in Stl!wart Hall's Representation: Cultural 
Representations and Signifying Practices. Sage, 1997. 
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2.1 The Objective/Subjective Fallacy 
As is now evident, the process of writing history is a sUbjective process. The 
researcherlbistorian chooses and produces topics that are determined by cultural, 
social and pre-academic practices. This notion sets up what Gottschild (in 
Desmond, 1997) calls the subjective/objective fallacy; or rather the idea that 
logocentricism dictates that the world be seen in terms of binary opposites, 
which are non-relational entities. However, be this as it may, the notion of 
binary oppositions neglects to recognise the interchange that occurs between the 
one end of the binary spectrum and the other. What we have failed to realise is 
that these oppositions are only definable in relation to each other. We only know 
bad in terms of good, poor in terms of rich, black in terms of white, the past in 
terms of the present'6. This idea draws us back to Den·ida and another concept, 
that of difJerance. Derrida (1981) explains this notion as follows: 
"The play of differences supposes, in effect, syntheses and referrals which forbid at 
any moment, or in any sense, that a simple element be present in and of itself, 
referring only to itself. Whether in the order of spoken or written discourse, no 
element can function as a sign without referring to another element which itself is 
not simply present" (p. 26)". 
[Wo]mankind is identified by placing itself in opposition to the 'otherness' of 
the known self. The question that now atises on the journey into an 
understanding of 'choreographing history' is; why is ditference so compelling a 
theme? The answer is four-fold and lies in the phenomena of linguistics, 
anthropology and psychoanalysis and points to an acceptance of binary 
oppositions. Hall (1997) investigates these In Representation: Cultural 
Representations and Signifying Practices: 
16 Valerie Preston-Dunlop is helpful on th is issue. For example when approaching Rudolf 
Laban 's motion factors: no longer is reference made to 'sudden ' or 'slow', but speed ex.ists on 
the eontinuum of time. 
Ii Deni da 's ideas are discussed more in-depth in 1. Dcgcnaar's Art and the Meaning of Life. 
University of Cape Town Department of Adult Education and b.tra-Mural Studies, 1986. 
I 
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I. Firstly, 'difference' matters because it is essential to meaning, without 
it meaning could not exist. Saussure argues that meaning is relational , 
the idea here is that it is the difference between language structures 
[like good/bad, rich/poor, black/white, past/present] that signify and 
thus carry meaning. Meaning depends on the difference between 
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opposItes . 
2. Secondly, everything we say and mean is modified by the interaction 
and interplay with another person [or time] . The argument here is that 
difference is required because we can only construct meaning through 
a dialogue with the 'other'. The 'other' is thus essential to the 
generating of meaning. 
3. Thirdly, a culture depends on giving things meaning by assigning 
them to different positions within a classificatory system. The 
marking of ' difference ' is thus the basis of that symbolic order which 
we call culture. Binary oppositions are crucial for all classification, 
because one must establish a clear difference between things in order 
to classify them. 
4. Lastly, the 'other' is fundamental to the psychological constitution of 
the selfl9. 
Ktisteya (in Hall, 1997) suggests that what these views encourage is a process of 
purification. To gain some clarity on this idea let us consider the argument for a 
moment: 
"Symbolic boundaries keep the categories 'pure', giv ing cultures their unique 
meaning and identity. What unsettles culture is 'matter out of place' - the breaking 
of our own unwritten rules and codes. Dirt in the garden is fin e, but dirt in onc's 
bedroom is 'matter out of place ' - a sign of pollution, of symbolic boundaries being 
transgressed, of taboos broken. What we do with 'matter OlIt of place' is to sweep it 
18 Hall here makes clear reference to cultural conditioning, masculine vs. feminine, British vs. 
alien. The idea here is that we classify ourselves in terms of what the self is not. 
19 For more on the Psychological aspects of self look to the work of Sigmund Freud. Especially 
Freud 's view$ on the formation of sexual identity. 
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up, throw it out, restore the place to order, bring back the nonnal state of affairs" 
(Hall on Kristev., 1997, p. 236). 
The views presented by Hall and Kristeva then suggest that cultural meaning is 
generated through symbolic boundaries. These views in conjunction with the 
arguments from linguistics, anthropology and psychology, although seemingly 
disparate, are not mutually exclusive. They each offer a rationale into an 
understanding of the role of 'otherness'. Gilman (in Hall, 1997) suggests that the 
world is a mere extension of the self, and even though there are no physical lines 
that separate the self and 'other' that an imaginary line needs to be drawn in 
order to maintain the illusion of the absolute difference between self and 'other' . 
Foster (1995) explains the role of the researcher in similar terms. 
" ... The historian's body wants to consort with dead bodies, wants to know from 
them: What must it have felt like to move among those things, in those patterns, 
desiring those proficiencies, being beheld from those vantage points? Moving or 
being moved by those other bodies? An historian's body wants to inhabit these 
vanished bodies for specific reasons. It wants to know where it stands, how it came 
to stand there, what its options for moving might be. It wants those dead bodies to 
lend a hand is deciphering its own present predicaments and in staging some future 
possibilities." (Pg. 6) 
What Foster points to here is that the historian is determined in the journey to 
understanding present realities (the sell) in terms of a past reality (the 'other'). 
The fact that we as a culture have made such a big deal of the oppositional 
nature of bimuy concepts, disregarding the symbiotic relation of opposites 
determining each other, "says a lot about how we perceive, what we value or 
devalue, what we do and how we do it" (Gottscb..ild in Desmond, 1997). 
However, from some process of 'lived research ' we might infer ideologies about 
kinaesthetic and affective ways of knowing. It is established that, no matter what 
we do, the world is seen from specific, individual , historical, socio-cultural, 
economic, and political conditions. The only meaIlS by which we arc able to 
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move beyond this process is to examine the linguistic methodologies versus the 
personal ideologies employed. 
The importance of language has already been itemised as one of the major 
ret1ectors of academic discourse. The reason for this is that language holds a 
mirror to the world in which we live and in tum it patterns our thought 
structures. However, language has for centwies been used as an intercultural 
weapon. The reason that language has warranted so much power over the 
marginalized is the fact that it negates the world of experience. Language, like 
science, follows stringent structures determined by the modem world. This 
world attempts to maintain a sense of order, the Apollonian myth, in order to 
maintain itself However, Nietzsche (1969) suggests that, "One must have chaos 
in oneself to be able to give birth to a dancing star". The suggestion here is a 
return to the world of the experiential in order to create a world of symbols that 
unify man with realitlo. 
In the 1930' s Antonin Artaud revolutionised the world of theatre with the 
introduction of concepts on language in theatre. Artaud's" view was that the 
theatre of authors (of language) is the fundamental source of the death of the 
theatre. Artaud suggests that the 'sacred theatre' should replace the dead theatre 
of representation, 
"The true purpose of the theatre is to create Myths, to express life in its immense, 
universal aspect, and from that life to extract images in which we find pleasure in 
discovering ourselves .... May it free us, in a Myth in which we have sacrificed our 
little human individuality, like Personages out ofthe Past, with powers rediscovered 
in the Past" (in Silverman, 1990, p. 142). 
Gottschild proposes that in order to avoid thi s dichotomy (that of linguistic 
versus personal ideology) that the focus should remain on the experiential nature 
of the world. The reason for this is that experience requires a variety of 
20 For more insight into these ideas consult Frederick Nietzsche's Thus Spoke Zarathustra and 
Twilight cflhe Idols. New York: The Viking Press, 1969. 
21 Also refe r to Antonin Artaud's The Theatre and its Double. Calder and Boyars Li mited, 1974. 
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investigative tools in order to create subjective understandings of the world. The 
fields of science and language dictate that the world is and always will be a 
certain way. And hence there is suspicion that our, "In the beginning was the 
Word" logocentric worldview has prejudiced our perception of all cultural 
systems (Polhemus in Thomas, 1993). 
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This notion shows the importance of following the relativity of the 
SUbjective/objective fallacy; and thus the idea that it all depends through what 
eyes we look at the world as to what we will see and what we will portray to 
culture at large. Or rather the way in which forces, movements, motifs, trends, 
languages of previous and contemporary societies influence us, live within and 
around us, and constitute the threads with which we weave our ' new' patterns 
(Gottschild in Desmond, 1997). These patterns are the anonymous, unauthored 
codes of a given culture. This leads to the idea that 'all texts are intertexts'. 
What this implies is that there is nothing new under the sun, only variations on 
prior patterns and processes assimilated and reconfigured in any present 
moment. Every culture is then panoply of quotations from a wide spectrum of ' 
past and present conditioning forces. 
2.2 Some Views on 'Choreographing History' 
In focussing on historical bodies we open up the studies on 'bodily texts' and 
how these shape identities. The notion of 'choreographing history' suggests that 
all bodily actions may be referred to as 'hodily writings' because they have all 
grown oul of cultural practices (Foster, 1995). The idea herc is that every 
gesture, movement, glance is culturally defined. These cultural practices 
construct corporeal meaning in the sense that each of the body's moves traces 
the physical fact of movement. Foster suggests that a 'nonnatural relationship 
develops between physicality and ref'erentiality'; meaning is thus generated 
I 
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through the physical and verbal colliding. This may be taken further to the 
objective/subjective, as well as, the Apollonian/Dionysian dualities colliding. 
Each 'bodily writing' is defined through an interchange between ' language 
context' and 'physical action'. Polhemus (in Thomas, 1993) suggests that we 
should celebrate the physical as it exceeds the limits of verbal culture. The idea 
here is that the body and its 'natural' behaviour are the primary source of 
meaning making and becomes our first object of encounter before the 
introduction of the 'Word'. Language and the physical collude in a 'present' 
moment (a moment of being), the exact moment of doing. However, be this as it 
may, these movements are historically prescribed. Historical bodies create 
physical imports that continually transform this 'nonnatural' meaning, and 
consequently continuity is prescribed through the comparisons between past and 
present action/reaction. 
Foster (1995) suggests that tbe production of history is a physical endeavour, 
"Once the historian's body recognizes va lue in kinaesthesia, it cannot dis-animate the 
physical action of past bodies it has begun to sense" (p. 7) 
If writing bodies require a proprioceptive relationsbip between past and present 
bodies, tbey also necessitate analysis of tbeir responsibility in the cultural 
production of meaning: their facility for expression, the relationships between 
the body and subjectivity they may elucidate, the bodily authority, 
representation and regimentation of which they are capable, the pbilosophy of 
individuality and sociality tbey may provide. Bodily meaning is not generated 
by the ' facts' that have been documented in discourse. These 'facts' validate tbe 
causal relationship between body and tbose cultural forces tbat 'prod, poke and 
tben measure its responsiveness'. They validate only bodily reaction. 
"The construction of corporeal meaning depends on bodily theories - annatures of 
relations through which bodies perform individual, gendered, ethnic, and communal 
identities" (Foster, 1995, p. 8). 
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However, this continuity is questionable if we consider the words Isadora 
Duncan, wrote toward the end of her autobiography, My Life (in Duncan, I and 
MacDougall, A. R. , 1929), 
"Incidents which seemed to last a lifetime have taken only a few pages ... I often ask 
myself desperately, what reader is going to be able to clothe wi th flesh the skeleton 
that I have presented?" 
This statement from one of the most revolutionary choreographer/dancers of the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries stresses the predicament of the choreographer 
attempting to write' history'. However, the question arises; what does it mean to 
choreograph history? As we have discovered in Chapter I, the past and history 
are two distinctly different but not separate things. How are we then able to 
create a dialogue between these seemingly disparate areas of practice? 
The first area of interest when approaching this body of research is a basic query 
into how the choreographer is able to maintain an intertext with the traditional 
views of writing as a purely cerebral act and dance as a purely visceral 
experience. In order to displace this traditional binary Hines (2000) talks of the 
"body as text" and discusses the language of corporeal semiotics. The idea 
raised by Hines is that there is a language in every-'body' that is unauthored and 
that is visibly available for anyone we come in contact with to read. All bodily 
actions, whether authored or unauthored, according to Banes (1995) may be 
referred to as bodily writings. Banes ' reasoning for this is that all these 'bodily 
writings' have grown out of cultural practices that construct corporeal meaning. 
Gottschild (in Desmond, 1997) suggests that the process of writing about the 
past is an exercise in metaphoric choreography, "choreography for the page". 
This sentiment is echoed by Lepecki (1996) and relates to Lehmarm's (1997) 
notion of the textual landscape. 
"If the body is a landscape, it is also a theatre of images, a site for history to rest. 
Dance happens in this fractured time, in this site for 1055 and desire that is memory 
- that primal stage tainted by the bodies whom we sheltered" (p. 104). 
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2.3 A brief history of 'Choreographing History' 
"In dance theatre the story is told as a history of the body, not as danced 
literature .. .. If a logic exists it is not a logic of the consciousness, but of the body, 
one that adheres not to the laws of causality but rather to the principle of analogy." 
(Servos in Kozel, 1997, pg. 101) 
Gottschild (in Desmond, 1997) suggests deconstruction theory has qualified that 
to invent a history means to interpret selected events. The research process is 
thus also affected by the medium in which it is made, in this case 
'choreography'. Choreographers enter ideas affectively, kinaesthetically and 
cognitively. The idea is that choreography is not a purely bodily-movement-
based experience. 
The notion of choreographing history may be traced to an interest in 
primitivism22 Torgovnick (1990) suggests that the nostalgia of civilized man 
for a return to a primitive or pre-civilized condition is as old as it seems his 
civilized capacity for self-reflection. It must be recognised that the term 
primitivism properly refers to a dauntingly ancient and universal human 
characteristic with a correspondingly wide range of manifestations. Many use 
the words primitive, mythic, interchangeably. The entire knowledge of early 
forms of mental life is necessarily inferential and has never been something on 
which all authorities have agreed. Primitivist discourse is a discourse 
fundamental to the Western sense of self-ness and 'other-ness'. 
Gottschild (in Desmond, 1997) identifies researchers like Katherine Dunham, 
Maya Dern, Robert Farris Thompson and Cornel West who absorbed themselves 
into the cultural experiences of the 'other' and advanced in their work from the 
view of a subjective/objective continuum. These efforts signify processes of 
22 For more insight into the notion of Primitivism consu lt Torgovnick, M. Gone Primitive: savage 
inteliects, modern lives. Chicago, III: University of Chicago Press, 1990. 
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experiential methodologies and trade the "horizontal" relationship of 
content/context for the "vertical" tenacity of cause/effect. 
"They parallel efforts by perfonners and other artists to turn to the - 'ings' - the 
dancing, not the dance; the singing, not the song"{Gottschild, 1997, p. 168). 
This is done so as to capture the vigour and energy of the integrated approach of 
process as an "antidote to overdoses of the declarative, full-stop mode of a 
product-oriented tradition"(Tbid). Barthes (in Wallis, 1984) suggests that 
interdisciplinary approaches occur when the solidarity of existing forms are 
broken down in the interests of a new obj eet, a new language. 
Foster (1995) explains this interest in the 'other' as follows, 
"It is one thing to imagine those bodies of the past, and it is another to write about 
them. The sense of prescience conveyed by a body in motion. the idiosyncrasies of a 
g iven physique, the smallest inclination of the head or gesture of the hand - all fonn 
part of a corporeal discourse whose power and intelligibility elude translation into 
words" (p. 9). 
Foster here explains the ideals of wanting to know from the past, but at the same 
time makes us aware of the seeming impossibility of this task for she continues, 
"Bodies' movements may creale a kind of writing, but that writing has no faci le 
verbal equivalence. In commencing to write a historical text, discrepancies between 
what can be moved and what can be written require of historians yet another fonn 
of bodily engagement and exertion. Yes, the act of writing is a physical labour, 
rendered more vividly so when the subject of that writing is bodily movement 
resurrected from the past by the imagination" (p. 9). 
This leads us to the next area of inquiry; although we have this desire to learn 
and know from the 'other-ness' of being, and we believe that the experiential 
model allows room for specificity, how does this body then transform into text? 
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2.4 An introduction to the body as/and text 
In modem philosophy language has been given priority as frame of reference for 
the exploration of philosophical problems. Rather than starting with the subject, 
the mind of man, or with the object, as in the past, the starting point now 
becomes language. Language, the structure of language, is believed to be the 
necessary condition for understanding the relationship between subject and 
object. Degenaar (1986) suggests that if we view both subject and object as 
composing reality then we can say, "How we articulate our world, determines 
how we arrive at what we call reality" (Hawkes, 1978p. 160)." Degenaar (1986) 
concludes by saying that since language is the basis of articulation the focus 
should be on the structure of language and the way it enables us to constitute 
meaning and understand the world. 
However, language is not merely confined to the written text. This is clear if we 
consider Finestone's (2002) suggestion of the acceptance that the body has a 
mind of its own. "The body becomes historiography in motion" (p. 13). This 
notion of the writerly body creates ambivalence as the former is situated within 
linguistic constructs and the latter within the personal. Polhemus (in Thomas, 
1993) suggests that we are able to create a dialogue between the traditional 
binaries of 'writing' and ' body' if we consider the fact that the body is 
inevitably caught up in a symbolic congruence with the social body. The social 
body has been written so completely that its writing directly influences the 
unauthored writing of the body. Foster (1996) suggests that in permeating bodies 
with corporeal experience that it then becomes clear that the body has always 
housed the capacity to be written. 'Writing the body' then seems less 
challenging than it did at the outset. To write the body is to imbue it with the 
social conventions in which it exists, and hence the body becomes a textual 
discourse through motion. 
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The fmal image then becomes a question into the liaison between life and death. 
Martin Heidegger (1962) suggests that the temporal dimension of human life 
extends both forward and back, so that people are not only able to establish 
meaning from the past but also anticipate a future for themselves. This then 
retwl1s our attention to the post-modern hypothesis, in that through a necessity 
to acquire meaning from the past we then lack 'being-as-a-whole' (Heidegger in 
Langness and Frank, 1988). The suggestion is then that only through immersing 
oneself in the everyday world of other people are we able to overcome the 
anxiety that the uncertainty of the past presents. This continual uncompletedness 
of a life illuminates the problem encountered by the choreographer attempting to 
choreograph history or more specifically choreographing biography. 
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Chapter 3 
Tracing Narratives: Biographical Histories 
Introduction 
"[TheJ .. . principal mode of engagement with the 
past concerns the need to develop a biogrdphy 
for the role ... This act of biographical invention 
serves the same function as it does for 
Stanislavski: it enables the actor to produce the 
illusion of a si ngle whole, coherent 'character' 
whose behaviour flows from a concrete past 
into a detennined present." 
W. B. Worthen. ( 1996) "Invisible bullets, violet 
beards: reading actors reading", in Textual and 
Theatrical Shakespeare: Questions of Evidence. 
(p. 210) 
The idea that history is able to recover and represent the content of the past 
draws attention to the relationship between history and narrative (MW1Slow, 
1997). Philosophers W. B. Gallie, Keith Jenkins and Hayden White (amongst 
others) believe that we do not live stories but only recount our lived experience 
in the story form. The argument runs that narrative does not pre-exist but rather 
that narrative is 'invented'. Invented is used here to signal that there are many 
different stories to be told about the same events, the same past.23 White (1978) 
believes that the past is invented or imagined rather than found, he does not 
dispute the existence of the past, but suggests that we impose narrative on past 
events for explanatory, ideological and political reasons. 
2.3 Professor Andrew Buckland brought this idea to my attention that there are only ten stories in 
the world, it just depends on how you tell them. Tbis idea relates to Jacques Lecoq's notion of 
Simplifi cation and Amplification. For more insight into this consult Lecoq's writing in Creative 
Teaching. 
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The process of culinary skill involved in bringing together the range of 
ingredients of the past leads us to the domain of interpretive research. 
Interpretive research, according to Denzin (1989), has as its subject biographical 
experience24 The biographical method centres on the collection and analysis of 
stories, accounts and narratives that speak to turning point moments in people's 
lives. A narrative relates to the causal, temporal sequence; or rather that every 
narrative describes a sequence of events that have happened. However, as post-
modern discourse suggests this sequence of events would not have to be 
displayed sequentially nor chronologically. More exactly the nature of a life 
demands a non-ordered, non-linear progression of 'fact'. This interpretation of a 
life points to an emphasis on experiential and affective modes of 
communication. 
Denzin (1989) points out that the emphasis on self, biography, history and 
experience must always work back and forth between a concern for process and 
the analysis of the specific lives of individuals who live the process that is being 
studied. Life denotes the biographical experiences of a named person (eg. Bessie 
Head or Raymond Vuyo MatinyanaiMiss Thandi). This process of naming 
becomes fundamental in the coherency of the agent acting on the world and 
atfected by the world. 
Levi-Strauss asserts that, as with the Apollo/Dionysus duality there is a sense of 
order versus chaos when this body of 'life' work is approached. This notion of 
being caught between the unwarranted dualities existent in the nature of 
narrative may be articulated as follows, 
", .. if historical facts are constituted rather than given, so too are they 'selected' 
rather than apodictically provided as elements of narrative. Confronted with the 
chaos of 'facts,' the historian must 'choose, sever and carve them up for narrative 
purposes'. In short, historical facts, originally constituted as data by the historian, 
must be constituted a second time as elements of a verbal structure which is always 
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24 As a distinctly qualitative approach to social research, interpretive theory attempts to make the \ 
experiential world of the subject more accessible to the receiver. Interpretation stems directly I' 
from the philosophical theories of Marx, Heidegger, Sartre and Strauss. 
written for a specific (manifest or latent) purpose. This means that, in his view, 
'History' is never simply history, but always 'history-for,' history written in the 
interest of some infrascientific aim or vision" (Levi-Strauss in White, 1978 , p. 55). 
3.1 Observations and Interpretations 
Before embarking on an understanding into the notion of the narrative form of 
biography, we first need to alTive at some conception of interpretation. 
Interpretation becomes the level at which all understanding is generated or 
mediated in order to establish the subjective 'facts' of the end product: the 
autobiographylbiography/social commentary. Denzin (1989) suggests that 
interpretation stems directly from observation, for in order to intelpret an 
action/event/moment one needs to have observed that action/event/moment. 
Observation necessitates a viewing of the world (via text, speech, movement, 
sight and so on) and an understanding of that world. It may be argued that we 
immediately, at the moment of inception, conceive and comprehend the world. 
The reason for this assertion is the idea that 'I' and the world atfect each other. 
'I' and the world do not function independently, nor are they in opposition, but 
rather coexist and inform each other. 
The question that now arises is, how are we able to validate observation? This 
question is of utmost importance especially considering the argument from 
subjectivity and the 'fact' that we live within a post-modem worldview. Post-
modernity proposes that the imaginary line between binary oppositions be dis-
mantled and rather be replaced by a process which encourages 
dialoguelintertextuality. This relates directly to Derrida's deconstruction 
principle and thus intelligibly corresponds to the ideas expressed in Chapter 2; 
that of breaking the 'violent hierarchy' of binary oppositions. 
As formerly established linguistics, anthropology and psychoanalysis, command 
that meaning is only generated by means of viewing the 'self in opposition to 
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the 'other'. However, considering the negation of this principle, it leaves us in a 
predicament. The idea now is, how can meaning then be generated under the 
conditions set up by the post-modem discourse of the 20th Century? 
At a level of credulity, meaning is generated through a process of intertextuality. 
As has been argued, "all texts are intertexts". Intertextuality, according to 
Tulloch (1999), looks at the discursive relationship between multiple 
subjectivities. It can therefore be argued that the generating of meaning follows 
a two way process. The world and all that is in it undergoes continual 
transformation. This changing world cannot be dictated by the scientific 
worldview; which demands that the world maintain a set way of being. The 
world contains its own "dialectic and its own internal logic" (Denzin, 1989). The 
meaning that is generated in and by the world can only be discovered by the 
observer's (in this case the choreographer's) participation in the world. This 
view is further extended to suggest that the world does not stand independent of 
the process of observation. The idea rather is that the world of the observer is the 
world being observed. 
There are many philosophical theories, which attempt to explain the notion of 
observation. The two, which are traditionally at binary opposites of the 
spectmm2S, are the positivis?6 and the interpretivist views. The positivist view 
on observation calls for the subject of enquiry to be directly dis-related from the 
object inquiring. However, this view attempts to negate the argument from 
experience; the idea that all interpretations and observations stem from man's 
direct experiential observations of the world. It is for this reason that Denzin 
(1989) advocates the interpretivist mode of thought. The idea here is a 
participation in the social world so as to understand and express more effectively 
its emergent properties and features. Mills (1959) expresses this viewpoint in the 
following way: 
.2S I use the binary oppositions here in order to produce a focus that is warranted from theory. 
26 Philosophers that provide insight into the subjectivity or observation may be consulted here: 
Locke, Hume and Descartes. 
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"The most admirable thinkers within the scholarly comrnunity ... do not split their 
work from their lives ... What this means is that you must learn to use your life 
experiences in your [work)" (in Denzin, 1989,p. 26). 
This becomes interesting from the perspective of the choreographer, as the 
engagement with artistic imaginings, expressions, communications and 
meanings often require personal sources and visions. The idea then becomes that 
interpretations of human experience can only stem from an observer who has 
completely submerged him/herself in the phenomenon they wish to interpret and 
understand. Davis (1978) suggests that the process if interpretation has become 
exceedingly difficult as none of the linguistic and social frameworks under 
which the world operates enables one to establish a relationship at the level of 
first principles27; 
"Until we think that problem through at the level ofprinciples ... we will most likely 
end up with an eclecticism of frameworks rather than a principled integration of 
them" (Davis, 1978, p. 82). 
We then seem to require an establishment of foundations of interpretation that 
function independently of language and social discourse. Interpretation has at its 
core an emphasis on lived experience and suggests that the phenomenon 
encountered should be judged from the persons most directly associated with it. 
Davis (1978) suggests that different interpretations of the world too do not 
function independently of one another but rather coexist and affect the medium 
of representation. 
" Walter Brown (MA Philosophy student at Rhodes University) suggests that the foundational 
theory of truth implicit in first principles may be challenged by a coherentist view of truth. This 
theory of truth is seeing the truth of each statement as being a function of its relation and 
coherency with all other statements. As opposed to the foundational where the first principles are 
used to construct the truth. 
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3.2 History/Choreographv/Knowledge 
Henry James (in Pachter, 1981) suggests that representations are nothing unless 
" ... we live over their [the object of enquiry] perceptions, li ve over their growth, their 
change their varying intensity of the same - s ince it was by these things they themselves 
Jived" (p. 7) 
These representations are then ascribed multifariously through a number of 
disciplines. However, what we now encounter is the question as to how different 
modes of enquiry affect each other. It has already been established that there is a 
fundamental relationship implicit between choreography and history. The 
literary historian tells 'tales' of the past by writing them with signs in language 
and choreographer historian writes the 'tales ' of the past by writing them with 
movement on bodies28• Both 'words and movement' and 'language and bodies' 
hold a past. Foster (1995) shows how the documents from which the historian 
sources his/her 'tale' can, 
"never produce an isolab le and integral single physical figure, hut instead stock an 
antiquarium storeroom with the sharded traces of bodily movement across the 
cultural landscape" (p. 6). 
Foucault (in Munslow, 1997) argues that language is an ideologically 
contaminated medium, and what it can and cannot do is dependant on the use to 
which it is put. Degenaar (1986) suggests that thi s dismantling of language 
produces a "catharsis of clarification since the human mind succeeds in 
mediating contradictions in experience on the level of imagination" (p. 62/9 
Language and body are linked through Foster's notion of the 'antiquaJium 
storeroom', as well as, Foucault's view of the contaminant features of language. 
The idea is that both language and body are open to many possibilities of 
28 The idea presented here is that the form history takes does not only have to be written in 
language, but rather that there are innumerable possibilities in documenting the past. 
29 The notion of the 'catharsis of clarification' relates directly to the ideas expressed by Levi-
Strauss in the belief that there exists a universal mind, which unconsciously structures the human 
mind . Th is idea then too exemplifies the idea from Foster (1995) that past bodies affect present 
bodies, which in turn affect future bodies. 
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'writing' in the sense that both house many rooms of documents to be 
excavated; all is thus dependent on the means by which these documents are 
interpreted. 
On the contrary these views appear to avoid a series of uncertainties that arise. 
The first of these uncertainties questions how we are able to create an intertext 
between the literary and the choreographic. The relationship between the 
choreographer and researcher may not seem an obvious one, but let us consider 
the resemblances. First, let us consider the procedures by which a dance is made 
and by which a 'history' is written. Layson (I983), "Writing Dance History", 
identifies the fo llowing two stages of research: selection of study area and 
interpretation of sources. Horst (in Thomas, 1995) suggests that choreography 
was founded on two things; "a conception of a theme and the manipulation of 
that theme." Although these concepts feed the 'intuitive/cognitive' continuum 
(Gottschild in Desmond, 1997) and seem to be contending approaches and have 
traditionally been viewed as binary opposites, we now find that they do not 
oppose each other but communicate with each other, work together and coexist. 
"They are processes which reflect, embrace, and require each other. The fact that we 
as a culture have made such a big deal of the oppositional nature of binary concepts, 
ignoring the symbiotic re lation of opposites defining each other, says a lot about 
how we perceive, what we value or devalue, what we do and how we do it." 
(Gottshild, Some Thoughts on Choreographing History, 1997, p. 168) 
What we must take into account here is that there is no one-way of writing 
' history' or writing dance. However, among the great diversity are discernible 
characteristics. Writing history and choreographing dances are ways in which 
knowledge of the subject can be brought into the public domain. Pachter (1981) 
assimilates these ideas in the consideration that public lives (like those of Bessie 
Head and Raymond Vuyo Matinyana) are not lived in isolation, but rather that 
these lives have impact far beyond their immediate frame and therefore invite 
and encourage response and interpretations. 
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"If certain lives have the power to touch or to transfonn our own, to exalt or to 
terri fy us , then we, with the biographer as our representative, have the right to make 
sense of those lives, to their innennost nature" (p. 6). 
The second uncertainty that arises, with regards biographical interpretation, is 
the concept of knowledge. Knowledge, is a belief about a particular segment of 
reality. Knowledge, like history, is socially and politically constructed. As 
Foucault (1980) states, "Knowledge derives not from some subject of 
knowledge but from the power relations that invest it..." (p. 220). Knowledge 
can be assumed neither to be objective nor to be valid in any objective sense 
(Denzin, 1989). As a result of the philosophical nature of both history and 
knowledge 'writing history' and 'choreographing dances ' can only reveal the 
interpreted worlds of interacting individuals. However, a written history is based 
in language, which according to Degenaar (1986) consists of arbitrary signs and 
thus we should not expect language to give us a referentially true account of 
things as they are. Degenaar here turns to Foucault's view that the knowledge of 
history inscribes that there is no truth-value to be found in the past. 
In answer to the question then as to how we are able to create an inteltextual 
communication between the literary historian and the choreographer historian 
we come to a series of conclusions: 
I. both stem from a physical self that dominates the mode of enquiry, 
2. both possess certain 'writerly' characteristics which are inherently 
infused in the creative process of interpretation, 
3. and, at an elemental level representation is fundamental to the telling of 
lives. 
Vedel (2002) suggests that the senes of discourses that contain the suffix 
'graphy' all point to the act of writing. "Where choreography deals with the 
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writing of the movements of the dance (chorea), historiography reflects the 
events of the past in the writing of history" (p. 3)30 
3.3 Philosophies of narrative as/and performance 
The notion that now surfaces is, how is the subjective imaginary reality of 
history able to generate meaning within any given context? History is an ever-
changing discourse. This idea may seem ambiguous in the sense that history 
discourses the past 'which is fixed ', however, it seems more plausible if we 
reconsider that history is the sUbjective/narrative of the past. Thus, although, 
there are a limited series of 'facts,3] within the past, there are in fact any number 
of ways in which these facts may be grouped together in order to create a 
history. White captures the essence of this in that, 
"Historical situations are not inherently tragic, comic or romantic. They may all be 
inherently ironic, but they need not be emplotted that way. All the historian needs to 
do to transform a tragic into a comic situation is to shift his point of view or change 
the scope of his perceptions .. . How a given historical situation is to be configured 
depends on the historian's subtlety in matching up a specific plot structure with the 
set of historical events that he wishes to endow with a meaning ofa particular kind." 
(Hayden White in Munslow, 1997, pp. 143-144) 
Michel Foucault expands Hayden White's view further. Foucault (l972) 
believes that man/woman is not able to stand outside society and history and 
thus generate objective and truthful knowledge. Foucault holds that language 
(the means by which we write and talk of past events) is dependent on the use to 
which it is put (social, political). 
30 Vedel is a dance scholar and research fellow at the University of Copenhagen Institute for Art 
History, Dance and Theatre Research. Yedel's paper deals with a South AfricanINordic 
exchange programme committed to developing dance history research. 
31 For a greater understanding on the concept of historical fact refer to E. H. Carr, What is 
History? (1961). Chapter l: The Historian and His Facts. (pp. 1- 24). 
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The idea here is that history is thus fabricated or invented within specific social 
conditions. However, it must be understood that the notion of ' fabrication ' or 
narrating history does not question the validity of the historical narrative, but 
rather points to the idea that one past has many histories. As Finestone (2002) 
explains, 
U[fabrication) ... does not mean concocting or inventing a history. Rather, it means 
that via a creative interaction with existing textual discourses and 
interpretations ... we can attempt to decode and construe meaning," 
Cooper Albright (1997) suggests the recasting of history is essentially 
performative. The idea here is that it is the creative facet in the telling, and re-
telling of histories that is inherently performative. Finestone (2002) points out 
that although the fundamental focus of Albright's study is Afro-American, we 
are however able to draw parallels to the South African circumstance by making 
reference to the procedures of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 
"testimonies transformed to become 'story' ". Ndebele (2000) articulates this 
idea as follows: 
"and so it is that the stories of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission seem 
poised to result in one major spin-off, among others: the restoration narrative. In 
few CQuntries in the contemporary world do we have a living example of people 
reinventing themselves through narrative" (in Finestone, 2002, p. 14) 
3.4 Biography as a process of interpretation: historical 'tales' 
Munz (1997) suggests that in order to do justice to time, it must be described in 
a narrative form. "Narrative is the only literary device that will reflect the past's 
time structure." This view supports Hayden White's assertion that historical 
accounts are nothing but interpretations. It thus seems evident that narrative 
structure is a means by which one is able to recount a past reality. When we 
think of narrative we immediately assume that a modernist mode of 
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representation should be followed, for example the structure of a well made 
play, or the structure of modernist novels, beginning, middle and end. 
Post modernity offsets this worldview in the sense that there are no certainties to 
be found in the past (Lerner, 1997) and thus the past cannot be recounted with 
objective assurance. The idea here is that the past is a jumble of events rather 
than a chronological series of events. However, Munz accepts this premise, he 
suggests rather that the past should be seen as a jumble of events and that history 
be seen as a series. The idea here is that through a process of selection and 
interpretation that documentation becomes systematic and sequential rather than 
random and episodic. 
Adshead and Layson (1995) suggest that historical writing is involved with 
recreating the past, and thus hinges on descliption and connecting narrative. 
Vedel (2002) turns to the writings of Foucault and suggests that the task implicit 
in writing is no longer to decide the truth-value but rather to explore the 
documents from within. The idea is now rather that the literary historian and the 
choreographer historian re-contextualise the artefacts of the past in order to 
reconstruct new meanings, narratives and images which are representative of the 
past in the present. 
The biographical method then rests on the collection, analysis and interpretation 
of events that speak of a turning point moment in a life. People build 
biographies around the experiences associated with the social construction of the 
self. The idea here is that through a process of naming and classification the 
world creates the self. Sartre adopts a phenomological standpoint and advocates 
the idea oflhe 'epoche'. The idea here is an assertion of the singularity of being 
and an experiential endeavour into the existent world. Sartre states that a person 
is "summed up and for this reason universalised by his epoch, he in tum resumes 
it by reproducing himself in it as a singularity" (1981). What is suggested here is 
an endeavour into the world of experience with no scientific or psychological 
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baggage. Interpretation thus attempts to uncover the plethora of the inter-
relationship between the self as singular and the self as a universal enterprise. It 
is for this reason that Denzin (1989) suggests that all interpretations are both 
biographical and historical and that they are always fitted to the historical 
moment that surrounds the subject's life experiences. 
Biography then has its roots in life. However, Derrida (in Smith, 1995) suggests 
that the thing/object we call life is perhaps neither a thing nor that which can be 
named nor recorded. Smith (1995) draws our attention back to the relationship 
between science and history, or more specifically in this instance ' life' and 
suggests that, 
"To call it [life] a thing, to name it as an object for ' science' (biology, biography, 
autobiography) is already perhaps to defend oneself against it, to fix it over there, 
bring it a little nearer, describe it with na'ive candour, to ward it off and protect 
oneself against it in bringing it close and making of it a shield" (p. (30). 
The nature of life then appears as illusive as the nature of the past. For neither is 
a tangible thing but rather an experiential entity that coexists, affects and is 
affected. Derrida argues that life is not definable in terms of 'death' . The idea 
here is that the 'violent hierarchy' is yet again deconstructed and rather places 
focus on the intertextual relationship between factors of discourse rather than an 
attempt to explain and define them in terms of each other. The complexity of a 
life's history can thus be recounted in numerous ways, under the auspices of the 
subjective lens. The telling of ' tales' has become the core of writing new 
histories, "a history that contains 'histories' and allows for the 'truth' to be 
found in diversity" (Persson, 2002). 
The process of consorting with dead bodies comes under the lens next. If as 
Derrida assetis, the life is not a thing as opposable to death, but rather a complex 
structure open for interpretation, how are living bodies then able to interiorise 
dead bodies? Freud (in Sandler, 1984) advocates that the ego wants to devour 
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this object (life) and thus incorporate it into itself. This idea is explained more 
lucidly by Smith (1995) in the suggestion that, 
"The living incorporate the dead by devouring them, in mourning. Incorporation 
makes a sepulchre, or stomach, for the eating of the other, a process of object 
idealisation not easily differentiated from scientific consumption, so that there is still 
life in the deceased, which is the life of the deceased within the bereft. The deceased 
are dead but still Ii ving, in the mourner, so it is still life, of a sort" (p. 131). 
However, contrary to this view is Derrida's suggestion that the dead are not an 
object, "neither a corpse nor a corpus, but already, from the beginning, the 
'condition' of life." Traditional views on biography place it on par with the role 
of the mourner, however biography does not have at its core the subject of life 
but rather the unique psychic configuration that is this life. 
The intimate relationship between biography and life is summoned up by the 
intertextual intimacy between life and death. Although biography has its roots in 
life; life has its roots in death, biography then becomes a consortium of life 
death. Smith (1995) suggests that, 
" .. . to think life death together must be, at the very least, to overcome the prejudice 
toward the one time and the unique to which the name of the subject. .. is given" (p . 
134) 
Wood (in Sallis, 1978) suggests that in considering life death a transformation 
occurs at the level of theory and opens up a re-inscription and re-working of the 
values of writing. The reason as already asserted is that there is an intertextual 
path between life and death. Biography then simultaneously incorporates these 
two preceding ' objects '. 
" ... it is both the course ofa life seen as a process rather than a stable entity and the 
unique psychic configuration that is this life and no other. In Platonic terms, I propose 
that we understand a world of becoming that is moving perpetually towards the world 
of being that is this phenomenological, eternal present.. ,or, in reverse perspective, 
that we should understand memory as a faculty of the present and an exact reflection 
of present being that also recapitulates and reverses the entire process by which 
present has come to be what it is" (Olney in Smith, 1995, p. 133). 
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This Derridian interpretation of the life death contingency and its relationship to 
the biographical method determines that life is already always death. To think of 
this concept philosophically, however, negates its purpose and it is for this 
reason that I tum to the writings of John Keats, 
No stir of air was there, 
Not so much life as on a summer's day 
Robs not one light seedfrom the feathered grass, 
But where the dead leaf fell, there did it rest 
Hyperion by John Keats, taken from Allot, M (1980) , Keats: The 
complete poems. London: Longman 
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Chapter 4 
Gloves on or off? 
Transforming South African choreographic identity/content/form 
Introduction 
"Theatre is the reflection of the society within 
which it is produced: be it purely popular [onns 
or serious theatre of engagement. With the 
ejection in April 1994 the old order fell , and 
with it the identities, structures, histories and 
issues of the past three decades have come 
under scrutiny, and still we are left asking: Who 
are we? What language do we speak? How do 
we access and interact in a multi-lingual and 
multi-cultural society? And finally . . .In the new 
era of redefinition, how will South Africa and 
its public define itself? 
Yvette Hutchison, " 'Access to rather than 
ownership of': Sowh African theatre history 
and theory at a crossroad', in South African 
Theatre Journal Volume 10, Number 1, May 
1996. 
As political events rapidly detennine new priorities in South African intellectual 
life, scholars of the theatre are playing an impOliant role in articulating the 
relationship of theatre to material circumstances. Steadman (1989) suggests that 
during the 1980s the source of theatrical works took the [onn of "recovering 
history from the distOliions of a selective histOliography". These methodologies 
needed to be continued through the transitionary period in South Africa and into 
the new millennium in order to reconstruct the fallacies of the past. Looking 
back over the past 10 years in South African theatre history it becomes evident 
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that the transformations shifted from the singular concern with "recovering 
history" to a dual concern of "recovering history" and breaking down traditional 
Western views of theatre. 
Hutchison (1996) suggests that over the past three centuries theories of drama 
and theatre in South Africa have evolved in a relatively stable framework due to 
the strong Eurocentric socio-cultural context provided by the rigid political 
structures. However, with the demise of apartheid, this secure framework has 
collapsed, resulting in the need for the redefinition of drama theory and theatre 
history32. 
This redefinition is discussed by Hauptfleisch (1992) with the suggestion that 
South African theatre may be viewed on a continuum of performance forms 
"which range from ritual dance ... to formal, classical theatre in the Western 
sense" (p. 65). Having played a prominent role in forging new cultural directions 
since the early 1970s, Steadman (1990) argues that the theatre of the 1980s 
"fail [ ed] to elicit popular appeal, and practitioners and observers were engaged 
in repetitive debates about the role of protest, resistance and struggle in the 
themes and styles of theatre" (p. 1). However, be this as it may, since the 1994 
Democratic elections South African society has undergone fundamental 
transformation. Dr. B. S. Ngubane (1996) suggests that in accordance with the 
principles of justice, democracy, non-racism and non-sexism, every sector of our 
society is facing change and "while this may be unsettling for some, for many, it 
brings hope that their needs, views and aspirations will now also become part of 
the mainstream" (p. 2). 
J:! Hutchison traces the history of theory in South African theatre in the article "Access to mther 
then ownership of': South African theatre history and theory at a crossroad", in South African 
Theatre Journal Volume 10, Number I , May 1996. 
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Furthermore the arts, culture and helitage contingency cannot be an exception in 
this transformation process, since it too was overtly affected by the unjust 
allocation of skills, resources and infrastructure under the apartheid regime. 
4.1 'dramaticallv speaking, Apartheid was better ,33 
In 1994 Robert Greig reported in the Mail & Guardian tbat "if theatre in South 
Africa is to grow, it has to find new enemies" (p. 35). Although this view is 
supported by many, especially the idea that South African theatre is inherently 
political, there is a counter argument which suggests that theatre in South Africa 
needs to find new forms which will allow it to escape the shadow of apartheid. 
Prentki (200 I) explains this as follows: 
"[the challenge is to] ... move beyond what Loren Kruger (1999) has called 'post-anti-
apartheid theatre' with its replication of fonns which no longer reflect or represent 
current realities. This is the process described by Athol Fugard (1997) as ' like being 
in a boxing ring by myself with the gloves still on' (p. 121). 
Fugard then proceeds to ask the most valuable of questions; "Will South African 
society and its theatre select the easier option of finding a new enemy or the 
more painful one of removing the gloves?" (p. 121). 
The answer to Fugard's question lies in the controversial nature of Antony 
Sher's title, "dramatically speaking, Apartheid was better". This title alludes to 
the idea that theatre after apartheid's demise was less informed, less interesting 
and perhaps less clear. This idea is reiterated by John Kani (1997, cited in Bain 
and Hauptfleisch, 200 I) in suggesting that artists who had in the past reacted 
against the injustices of the white regime, now" ... found they had nothing to 
say ... " resulting in " ... a strange lull" and work which was "unsettled, 
n Marcia Blumberg cites Antony Sher's title from an article published in The Economist (1995). 
Blumberg's article is entitled "Re-evaluating otherness, building for difference: South African 
theatre beyond the intelTegnum" in South African Theatre lournal Volume 9, Number 2, 
September 1995. 
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undefined, unclear". Duma Ndlovu too stresses that although dance in South 
Africa may be starting to map out a new course, that in fact it is exactly where it 
was in the late 1980s (in Bain and Hauptfleisch, 2001). However, it must be 
noted that Sher's title is highly contentious, for how can he suggest that South 
Afl~can theatre was better off under the apartheid regime? 
Perhaps the answer lies in the fact that apartheid provided a target for protest, 
resistance, satire, however, now the urgency has diminished and "the once sharp 
focus has blurred"(Blumberg, 1995, p. 33). Andrew Gilder, free-lance alis 
journalist and Arts Editor for the Cape Times suggests there was a lack of claI~ty 
in the mid to late 1990s and continues in saying that, 
"I think that we have come through a period where nobody knew what. . . was going 
on. In the mid to late 90s I think things were a little tricky, a little unclear, I'm not 
saying that they are clear now, by no means, but I think there is some clarity coming 
in" (Interview conducled on 14 September 2002 by JHB Snyman)'". 
The sense that some clarity is emerging is evident if we consider that post-
apartheid dance too has blurred its boundaries. In the 1980s there was a strong 
focus on fusion , however Srunantha Pienaar (2002) suggests that fusion was 
argued by many to be yet another form of cultural imperialism. More recently 
the shift has been towards confluence. CaI"Olus (in Donaldson, 2001) suggests 
that this move toward confluence highlights the multi-faceted, multi-lingual and 
multi-cultural society that is South Africa. The result is that, 
"More than ever South African dance is a theatrical force to be reckoned with. When 
choreographers tack le social biography and aulobiography ... they lake a less lileral, 
more complex multidisciplinary route. At the centre of the text is the moving, 
thinking, often talking, body" (Sichel, 24 March 2002, Sunday Independenl). 
34 This interview was conducted with Andrew Guilder at the FNB Vita Dance Indaba in 
September 2002. For more insight into these ideas please refer to video footage of this interview 
obtainable from the archives of the Rhodes University Drama Depal1ment. The reason the 
transcription is not available in the appendix is due to space constraints; the interview is over an 
hour long and deals wi th a range of issues all of which would not have been able 10 be included 
in the transcription. 
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This then leads to a theatrical syncretism that, according to Hauptfleisch (1992), 
is an attempt to move beyond the limitations of hegemony. The hybrid forms 
which are evolving in South African dance is substantiated by choreographer 
Gregory Maqoma as he attributes this to a need to show that 'personal feelings ' 
are also general public feelings; "we share the same sentiments" (Interview 
conducted on 14 September 2002 by JHB Snyman )lS 
4.2 Shifting Disciplines: the re-emergence of the physical body 
Traditionally theatre works in South Africa, and surely too in the rest of the 
world, were created from pre-existing texts. However, it is at this point that we 
begin to question the traditions of South African theatre. Due to the strong 
perfOlmative element prevalent in South African society, theatre has 
traditionally not drawn on writerly practices in the making of theatrel6. Prior to 
the 1994 elections the emphasis was on the way in which theatre reflected 
ideological and socio-political shifts. This is evident if we consider the political 
theatre of the 1970s and the prolific theatre makers of this period: 
"The workshop techniques of Fugard, Kani and Ntshona ... enabled them to create 
performances which rapidly captured the imaginations of audiences and identified 
their work as uniquely South African. Characterising all that new work were fonnal 
innovations like episodic structures, quick shifts of scene and tempo, oral narrative, 
music and street rhythms, jazz and factory work-rhythms" (in Gunner, 1994). 
Theatre in South Africa, according to Hauptfleisch and Steadman (in Huthison, 
1996), has largely been approached in tetms of dichotomies: "African/Western, 
Afrikaans/English, black/white, indigenous/imported, theatrical/literary, 
l5 I conducted this interview with Gregory Maqoma after his performance of Rhythm Colour at 
the FNB Vita Dance Indaba in September 2002 . For more insight into his understandings of this 
area refer to (Appendix A) . This interview is also available on video at the Rhodes University 
Archives. 
3(, By this I make specific reference to the oral traditions in South African culture. For more 
insight into this area of interest consult Liz Gurmer (ed), Politics and Perfonnance: Theatre. 
Poetry and Song in Southern Africa. Witwatersrand University Press (1994) and Ruth Finnegan 
Oral Traditions and The Verbal Arts. Routledge: London and New York (1992). 
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popular/political" (p. 40). What is now being called for is a shift away from a 
dominant single cultural focus towards a broader focus. There is evidence of this 
occurrence in South African theatre if we consider Miki Flockemann's (200l) 
assertion that theatre now (in the new millennium) more appropriately 
emphasises the way in which performance events themselves foreground 
processes of transformation. Flockemann (200 I) suggests that there is a renewed 
interest in the body and suggests that this focus has some relevance to the shift 
toward dance drama and physical theatre in recent years. The reason for this is a 
shift towards a body focus in South African performance. As Fleishman (1997) 
states, 
..... it is the physical body thaL should be the canvas on which new images are 
created ... The physical body forms part of the meaning-making process of almost all 
theatre where human perfonners appear live in front of an audience. In much Western 
theatre, however, most of the meaning is contained in the written text.37 The body 
provides secondary meaning. often quite unintentional and unplanned. The written 
text is given life when it is raised from the page and set inside the body of the actor. 
Much stress is laid on the clarity with which these words are spoken by the body but 
little attention is paid to the way that body moves in response to the words. In South 
African theatre, on the other hand, the body is not simply a vehicle for the 
embodiment of the text; it serves as part of the text in its own right. The physical body 
in South African theatre is a source of primary meaning which constantly challenges 
the hegemony of the written word in the meaning making process" (p. 201). 
The question that now arises is why the increased impOliance of the physical 
body in South African theatre? Fleishman (1997) suggests that the answer IS 
four-fold: 
I. firstly, the workshop techniques employed in the 1970s have played a 
profound role in the development of South African theatre over the past 
30years. Workshop implies a physical process "in which gesture exists before 
and alongside words as an independent sign system" (p. 20 [); 
37 "By this I mean theatre which is essentially South African} thematically and stylistically, as 
opposed to imported theatre produced in South Africa" (p. 2(3). 
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2. secondly, South Afiica has a fundamental history of oral tradition. Ong 
(1982) suggests that, "The oral word ... [is] always modifications of a total 
existential situation, which always engages the body" (p. 67); 
3. thirdly, Fleishman references Richard Schechner's argument that the 
theatre produced within a specific culture mirrors the social issues inherent in 
that culture. The argument is that life in South Africa, "has a physically 
dynamic nature which feeds physically dynamic images on the stage" 
(Fleishman, 1997, p. 202); 
4. and, lastly, it may be suggested that the focus on the physical body is a 
means by which are able overcome language diversity. According to Mbongeni 
Ngema (1989), there is a need to develop a style of theatre in which the body 
tells the story much more than the words. 
Now, however, because each of the body's moves traces the physical fact of 
movement the result then, according to Gottschild (in Desmond, 1997), is a shift 
from cause/effect to content/context. This process highlights the importance of 
experiential methodologies and hence requires allowing the context in which 
performance events are created (0 inform process and product. 
However, theatre practitioners are today, as they were 30 years ago, plagued 
with doubt and the theoretical and methodological practices of choreography 
have come under scrutiny. An integral part of the wider cultural fOimations 
affecting the status of theory as a practice within aJi historiography and cultural 
studies is the study of contemporary theories that impact on the current South 
African condition38. 
Thus faJ·, theories that impact international discourse have been discussed, 
however, it seems more appropriate at this point to turn the focus inward, that is 
re-tum our focus to the South African model. One of the most important areas of 
38 The ideas of transfonnations that have occUlTed in theory have been highlighted in the 
previous chapter. But for more on these ideas refer to Stiles, K. Theories and Documents of 
Contemporary Art: A sourcebook of artists' writings. University of Cali fomi a Press 1996. 
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study currently is the rift that has developed between writing and performance 
culture in South Aflica39 . Sitas (in Gunner, 1994) describes this rift as a 
"brilliant chaos". 
Both the traditions have been colliding in the context of socio-political 
initiatives, "the two primordial poles . . . stand opposite each other drenched in 
prejudice" (Sitas in Gunner, 1994, p. 139). However, if we once again consider 
Derrida's deconstruction plinciple, surely there is, rather than a rift between the 
two, an intertextual, two-way process communicating between these two 
seeming extremes. 
The question that now springs to mind is whether the notion of text is still based 
on the idea of writing as something which is still primarily located on the page. 
Allsopp (1997) suggests that with the advent of post-modem thought that the 
idea of writing has loosened its ties to the page. As a matter of fact post-modem 
discourse has had an incredible impact on the state and nature of most 
discourses. Once again it seems important to reiterate that we are encountering a 
difficult peliod of transitions in South Africa, however, one way of not falling 
prey to pessimism is to become involved in understanding the process of 
transition. Possibly the most prominent discourse affecting art historiography 
and cultural studies at present is the post-modem worldview, which entails the 
dissipation of objectivity and reveals the world as composed of an indefinite 
number of meaning generating agencies (Anderson, 1998). 
This shift in methodology necessitates that we listen to the 'language' we use. 
Language here not only refers to the spoken word but also to bodily language, 
aural language, among others. This awareness of language then holds a milTor to 
the world and moulds our thoughts. The idea is that South African people have 
39 I do feel that this rift may have its primary source in the fact that writing is based in the 
Western !ogocentric worldview, whereas performance is inherent in South Afdcan culture. [t has 
also been suggested that the 'violent hierarchies' be dis-mantled, but I fear that for the moment 
they may have to be reassembled, in order to establish the crux of the pending argument. 
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been divided because of experience, as well as, language. The Apartheid state 
produced a language of disempowerrnent and this is evident if we consider the 
thematic concerns of South African theatre prior to the democratic elections of 
1994. Since 1994, with the introduction of the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission, a theatre of memory and experience has emerged40 
Finestone (2002) draws on Sigmund Freud's suggestion that rnemor/ I "is akin 
to dream in the sense that it is neither logical, rational nor chronological" 
(p. 14). The journey to biographical history then becomes, for the 
choreographer, a journey into post-colonial discourse. Finestone (2002) suggests 
that post-colonial discourse "seeks to reinvent the past for the purposes of the 
future". The post-colonial discourse challenges the confidence of the authorative 
culture or system. There is an attempt to avoid hierarchical engagement, and 
work within as open a system as possible. Hutchison (1996) suggests, "one 
cannot simplistically separate the African and European traditions which have 
become so intertwined in the colonial experience". The idea then is not an 
attempt by South African choreographers to re-write the past, but rather to 
engage with it critically and with a sense of specificity. 
The idea is not to delve in to nostalgia but rather to allow the new definitions of 
theatre to determine "the kinds of histories that have been written, particularly in 
emphasis and interpretation" (Hutchison, 1996, p. 38). The idea is that 
experimental forms challenge theme, content and fOlm. Amongst these forms is 
the hybrid style of 'Physical Theatre'. Gordon (1995) states that, 
U •• • historically in this country, we have a sense of art with a capital A and that there 
are only certain kinds of ways that you can perform or make works. I think that 
physical theatre really changes thai (our brand of physical theatre). i think that it 
alters people 's perceptions" (in Frege, p. 99). 
40 For more insight into the nature of theatre in South Africa, I have included a series of 
overviews from the National A liS' Festival held in Grahamstown annually. These provide 
insight into the nature of productions prior to the re lease of Nelson Mandela. through the process 
of transition, and into the late 1990s. (Appendix B). 
41 I would like to suggest that experience be included in this discussion of memory, as it holds 
many s imilar traits. 
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This is not to say that physical theatre is the only challenging form in the South 
African context, but that it is one of the many dominant fOlms along with 
confluence, dances drama, afro-contemporary and integrated dance. The hybrid 
form of South African dance then becomes an intertextual dialogue between 
traditional theatre forms and Eurocentric ideals. The idea is not to set up a 
dichotomy here, but rather to elucidate the idea of intertextuality and hence, the 
focus on the experiential methodology. Flockemann (200 I) suggests that this 
syncretism is in keeping with the aesthetics of transformation and involves an 
attempt to "represent the unrepresentable, or to 'say the unsayable' , " . referring 
to the unspeakable atrocities of the past. .. " (p. 36). 
These ideas emphasise the importance of experience and memory and Gordon 
(1995) suggests that choreographers and artists need to consider the environment 
in which they exist, "perhaps you have to look at many people, many different 
groups, dealing with many diverse possibilities" (in Frege, p. 10 1)42. This notion 
is not specific to South Africa and is also not new. In 1977 Bellolt Brecht (in 
Prentki, 2001 , p. 122) stated, "Taught only by reality can/Reality be changed". 
Although not a new idea there seems to be a revival of this trend in 
contemporary South African choreography. The idea expressed by Brecht here 
is that only when theatre connects itself with the lived realities of the social 
structures in which it exists, can it explore those realities dialectically. Prentki 
(2001) suggests that only once this is achieved then "tbe legacy of apartheid43 .. 
can be surpassed, and "the theatre develop from an anti-apartheid to a post-
apartheid discourse" (Prentki, 2001, p. 131). 
42 This quotation is taken from "An interview with Gary Gordon, Rhodes University, October 
1994", conducted by Ilona Frege in Soulh African Theatre Journal. Volume 9, Number 2, 
September 1995. (Appendix C). 
'3 The nolion of "lhe legacy of apartheid" is discussed fu rther by Steadman, I. ( 1992). 
"Peljormance and Politics in Process: Practices in South African Theatre" in Theatre Survey, 
Volume 33, Number 2. 
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However, Prentki suggests that South African dance has changed from being 
primarily a theatre of production events. The suggestion is that it has become "a 
theatre of behavioural change, a theatre of social transformation" (ibid, p. 132). 
This change in aesthetic and ethos requires that all voices be heard that, 
"all truths are represented in the process; not so that we inhabit some individualistic, 
pluralistic, relativist, post-modem nightmare, but so that these contending truths may 
be structured into the dialectic that enables a community to rehearse its 
contradictions, achieve its transfonnations; not by resurrecting myths of identity but 
by engaging in self-development 'taught only by reality'" (ibid, p. 133). 
4.3 What are South African Choreographers making dances about iu 
the new century? 
Owing to the fact that interpretation is subjective in nature, it is less than possible 
to pinpoint one specific trend in South African choreography. However, it is 
possible to highlight some of the current trends. 
Over the past IOyears there have been dramatic shifts in the sources that South 
African choreographers have tumed to. Hutchison (1996) points out that 
immediately after the democratic elections of 1994, theatre in South Africa saw 
very little new writing li'om South African writers; this sentiment was reiterated 
by Nadine Gordimer (in Maree, 1998) when she asked the question "What do you 
have to write about now that apartheid is dead?" As disconcerting as this was for 
writing there was, however, a great deal of new work from South African 
choreographers. The reason for this perhaps is that the changes that occurred in 
South African society were more appropriately articulated through the physical 
text rather than the written text44 • By physical text, reference is not only made to 
dance but also other physical theatre works, such as: Andrew Buckland's Human 
Race (1996), Greig Coetzee's Tales from a Termite (1996). The reason for this is 
4-1 Reference here is once again made to fvlark Fleishman's notion of the 'Physical Image' 
(! 997). 
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perhaps that writing is directly associated with colonialism, whereas the body is a 
trait inherent to South African theatre and culture at large. 
More recently there has been a re-infusion of culture and history in the source of 
making theatre in South Africa. This is particularly evident in dance. 
Hauptfleisch (1997) highlights that the most fundamental issue is, 
" ... to discover and learn to deal with the vast treasure-trove of events and artefacts 
produced before and during the colonization period, but ignored, denied or 
undervalued in the past. At the same time, contemporary work too was being stunted, 
through the perpetuation of skewed attitudes and critical thinking, based on a false 
historical perspective" (p. 10). 
Maree (1998) argues that in the changing climate of theatre the past becomes 'a 
site for concern' and questions whether minds should be recast so as to prevent a 
reoccurrence of repression or should it be laid to rest? The idea here is that the 
fallacies of the past represented while South African theatre was dominated by 
the apartheid regime may be the new enemy that Greig (1994) sought. 
Idyllically the situation would be one of 'removing the gloves', however, the 
theatrical system in South Africa is still haunted by the 'legacy of apartheid' and 
therefore the answer seems clear. Surely we should re-cast, re-invent, re-
examine, re-consider and re-tell the past in a changing present? 
The idea of telling the past in theatre45 and telling the past in dance46 has 
become a prominent thematic concem as of late. Adrienne Sichel (2002) 
suggests that at the 2002 FNB Vita Dance Umbrella "Biography and 
autobiography ricocheted around from programme to programme". There is a 
desire to regain the lost voices of the apartheid regime. This sentiment is held by 
Bodil Persson (2002) with the suggestion that, 
45 Reference here is made specifically to three new works by South African writers presented at 
the 2002 National Arts' Festival held in Grahamstown: John Kani's Nothing but the Truth, 
Zakes Mda's The Bells of Amersfoort and Yale Faber & Duma Kumalo's He left quietly. 
46 There is a diverse range of South African choreographers dealing with tel ling the past; among 
them Robin Orlin's daddy, daddy I've seen this piece six times before and I still don ' t know why 
they are hurting each other (2000), Gladys Augulas' Slrings (2000), Vincent Mansloe's Motswa 
Hole (1996) and Barena (2001, Sylvia Glasser's Passages of Rites (1997). 
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"History is made up of thousands of vo ices from the past not only through stories that 
they tell but also through historical documents, objects and settings. All these link the 
past to the present. We might recognise ourselves in those forgotten voices or we 
might feel like strangers in their presence. But they all make us aware of ourselves 
and our present life. The personal sto!), is a very important palt of writing our history" 
(p. 59). 
In Aristotle's Poetics (in Lehmann, 1997) he declares explicitly that it is not 
characters that are imitated in theatre but their action. Lehmann suggests that if 
this view holds that language then undergoes a process de-semanticization. This 
idea is prevalent in South African Theatre, particularly South African Dance, 
where the body is the central meaning maker. This is evident in the work of The 
First Physical Theatre Company, The Forgotten Angle Theatre Company, 
MouthPeace, Vuyani Dance Project, among others. Fleishman (1997) suggests 
that, 
"In South African theatre ... the body is not simply a vehicle for the embodiment of 
the text; it serves as part of the text in its own right" (p. 
Fleishman is here suggesting that the essentiality of the physical image is what 
provides South African Theatre with its uniqueness. F10ckemann (200 I) 
reiterates Fleishman's sentiments in suggesting that this (the essentiality of the 
Physical Image) has some relevance to the shift to physical theatre and dance 
drama in recent years, "involving here the 'unlearning' of previously learned 
social and racial identities/habits, but perhaps also pointing to. the possibilities of 
'speaking differently' (Ibid). The physical image is able to subvert and satirise 
aspects of society, which construct the social body. 
However, Swerdlow (in Schwartz, 2001) suggests that, in the new century, 
theatre practitioners in South Africa need to reclaim a vision of" .. . all the things 
that theatre can be." What this suggests is that South African Theatre has failed 
to uncover a distinct voice during the post-Apartheid period. Swerdlow 
continues by suggesting that in order for South African theatre practitioners to 
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uncover a distinct voice that they need to " ... start doing work that we want to 
do, that we think is necessary, that excites us or disturbs us .. . " 
Artaud (in Lepecki, 1996) suggests that we should embrace the 'Time ' of 
history and that the most needed and radical revolution will take the shape of a 
regression into time. This sentiment is reiterated by DelTida when he says that, 
"the dance changes place and above changes places ... bodies .. .ideas .. . times." 
The fact is that dance is able to inhabit our bodies and reformulate the timing for 
new identities, and "open up spaces in which the Otherness can gesture" 
(Lepecki, 1996). 
The new textuality of South African dance produces a peculiar shift off axis, 
"while the dialogue on the stage is fading, dialogue returns with a new emphasis 
between stage and audience", between li fe and biography (Lehmann, 1997). 
4.4 " ... with a history like ours ... who needs enemies?,,47 
In this chapter I have questioned the nature of South African theatre, but more 
specifically South African choreography in new century. The characteIistic 
feature of the previous century was that of protest theatre, particularly evident in 
the mid 1970s and the majority of the 1980s, due to the socio-political 
environment of apartheid South Africa. 
After the democratic elections of 1994 the demise of apartheid as enemy resulted 
in the question being raised; should South African theatre continue to function 
under the guise of protest theatre? I have argued that South African theatre that 
has source in history is essentially protest theatre and there are many enemies left 
to fight. One is the legacy of apattheid, but another is the fallacy left over to us in 
enforced subjective histories. Biography then allows for the telling of 'otherness ' 
47 Flockernann (200 I) presents this question as a response to a need for different ways of reading 
both new and hislOlical texts. 
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by accepting the relativity of the subjective/objective fallacy. This new source for 
confrontation and protest allows for a dialogue between present realities and past 
fictions . The result is a shift toward a multi-lingual, multi-disciplinary, 
intertextual approach to making dance theatre in the new century. This approach 
attempts to overcome a certain type of written history. This type of history is the 
subjective perspectives offered by the fallacious dictatorial written historical 
perspectives that portrayed themselves as objective truths before 1994. 
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Chapter 5 
Remembering History/Choreographing Experience: 
The problematics of interpretation in Gary Gordon's Bessie's 
Head (2000) and Gregory Maqoma's Miss Thandi (2002) 
Introduction 
This chapter will explore the relationship between history, choreography and 
biography in making specific reference to two works created by South African 
choreographers since 2000. Bessie's Head (2000) choreographed by Gary 
Gordon of the First Physical Theatre Company and Miss Thandi (2002) 
choreographed by Gregory Vuyani Maqoma ofthe Vuyani Dance Projec/48 The 
analysis of these works will draw on the theories that have been employed in the 
first four chapters of the thesis. 
As has been established in previous chapters there is difficulty inherent in 
providing an objective interpretation of these works, however, a range of source 
materials have been utilised so as to create as broad an understanding as 
·bl 49 POSSl e . 
The analysis will explore current trends and thematic concerns in these works. 
This chapter does not attempt to draw generalised conclusions about the artistic 
ethos of the two choreographers under question, but rather attempts to focus the 
48 The pelformances of these works that are cited arc the video version of Bessie's Head, made 
for television by Alan Auld in May 2000, and a perfonnance of Miss Thandi at the FNB Vita 
Dance Umdudo on 17 April 2002 at the Rhodes University Theatre in Grahamstown. 
~9 It is at this point that I encourage the reader of these words to view both works, which are 
available on YHS video from the archives of the Rhodes University Drama Department. The 
reason this suggestion is made is so that the reader will be able to dialogue critica lly with the 
pursuing argument. 
\ 
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study of choreographing history within the specific South Afiican context 
presented: with regards interpretation. 
Apartheid provided South African theatre practitioners a focussed enemy. Now 
in the 21 st century South Afiica's social and political problems seem even more 
complicated and involve a range of issues that "because of their estimable 
relationship with the past - are difficult to categorise, even more difficult to 
successfully write about" (Bain & Hauptfleisch, 2001 , p.16). 
The ideas presented above place the following analysis of Bessie 's Head and 
Miss Thandi precariously on the edge of human memory and interpretation. 
Bain & Hauptfleisch (200 I) suggest that most of the challenging work done in 
South Africa in the recent past, tends to deal with coming to terms with the past, 
and more appropriately the ' legacy of apartheid' . 
The problematics of interpretation arise in Gordon's Bessie's Head because of 
his focus on collaboration as it necessitates the coming together of many 
different voices. Maqoma's Miss Thandi becomes problematic for a different 
reason. The reason here is the fact that Maqoma (the observer/ interpreter) knew 
his subject (Raymond Vuyo Matinyana) personally. However, as has been noted 
there is no one means of preparing the past so as to create an exclusive history 
every time. It is to be proposed that the aesthetic of both choreographers 
necessarily influences the mode of interpretation. 
This individuality in interpretive methodologies results in a unique authenticity. 
Stefanova (2000) suggests that there is a unique authenticity inherent in South 
African theatre as it considers the communication with its audience and tries (0 
speak to as wide a range of people as possible. 
" theatre which not only does not look down on the art of story-telling, but is finnly based on 
it and works hard to deve lop it through blending all the arts ' elements into a new theatrical 
language" (Stefanova, 2000, p. 198). 
\ 
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In analysing the works it is important to consider the new language that 
Stefanova talks of and to deliberate the relationship between the source of the 
works and the form and content of each. In order to achieve this the works will 
be analysed separately so as to draw conclusions from each individually. 
Comparisons and contrasts will be drawn at the end of the chapter in an attempt 
to consider the impact of these works on the ever-changing climate of South 
African choreography. 
The reading of these works presents another problem. Culler (1975) suggests 
that 
"The ideology of our culture promotes a particular way of reading literature [in this 
case dance], and instead of challenging it you make it an absolute and translate it 
into a system of rules and operations which you treat as the nanns of rationality and 
acceptability ... Texts can be read in many ways; each text contains within itself the 
possibility of an infinite set of structures, and to privilege some by setting up a 
system of rules to generate them is a blatantly prescriptive and ideological move" 
(in Degenaar, 1986, p. 91). 
The conditions that enable cultural analysis50 have changed. Apart from the 
more explicitly theoretical and politically driven questions of what sense one 
makes of sourcing biography, there is also the difficulty in defining this area 
expressly. Viewing biography from one point of view and attempting to analyse 
its affect on choreography in South Africa is problematic. The main reason for 
this is the changing views on historical subjects, as well as, the changing spatial 
and temporal complexity of the cultural terrain itself. This is said, not to cop out 
of arriving at conclusions, but rather to reiterate tlle interpretive nature of the 
analysis. 
However, an attempt at conclusions that may be reached, with regard the theory 
set up. Firstly there is the express fact that both Gordon and Maqoma question 
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the impact that symbolic boundaries have had on personal and social psyches. / 
50 \Vith the use of the phrase cultural analysis, I include dance and choreography. 
Gordon approaches this deconstruction through a focus on the relationship 
between identity and sanity/insanity. He questions the nature of identity through 
the production of a multi-disciplinary work that has at its core a focus on 
collaboration. Maqoma attempts to deconstruct logocentric perceptions of the 
black male dancing body, through probing the world of Miss Thandi, the drag 
artist. However, this biographical/autobiographical work re-invents the body's 
text through accessing Maqoma's personalised memories of Raymond Vuyo 
Matinyana. 
Both Gordon and Maqoma approach the subject with a dual interest. Bessie 
Head is caught between the two worlds of her identity and Miss Thandi is 
caught between the two worlds of her cultural identity. What becomes 
interesting here is that both choreographers acknowledge the interpretive 
medium of making dance, and hence this could explain why they both choose to 
explore the dual personality of their subject. Bessie Head and Miss Thandi are 
transformed from the ephemeral world of memory to the ephemeral world of 
performance. This becomes increasingly appropriate in that only through the 
performative can they truly express, Who is she? 
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5.1 Stepping into Bessie's Head 
"In Bessie's Head (2000), Gordon becom.es cartographer 
as he begins to map out a site for the ex. cavation of the 
imagination. The historical evocation of creativity is 
figured in South African writer, Bessie Head. A 
landscape is re-constructed using Bessie !-read's past as a 
source to assemble images and design responses to 
questions of power and identity." 
- Finestone (2002), "lvIemory in Translation" in 
Footsteps Across the Landscape of Dance in South 
Africa. December 200 1 - August 2002. 
Foster's (1995) idea that the production of history is a physical endeavour forms 
a good point of departure into an analysis of Gary Gordon's Bessie's Head 
(2000). Gordon's First Physical Theatre Company has, since its inception in 
1993, had a keen interest in history, mythology and the veritable journey of 
human emotion (Gilder, Interview, September, 2002). It is therefore not 
surptising that Gordon selected Bessie Head as a source for this work. Bessie 's 
Head deals specifically with the contemporary South African political condition 
in that it attempts to query the historical past and in tum comment on the 
historical present. This is arrived at through the processes of collaboration and 
interpretation. However, considering the subjective nature of history and 
interpretation the question then arises as to how Gordon is able to translate and 
re-invent the world of Bessie Head? Rather we should ask, how is he able to 
answer the question, "Who is she?" (Taken from text written by Reza de Wet for 
Bessie's Head) 
Finestone (2002) suggests "the work provides very different and subjective 
accounts of events surrounding Head's conception and birth, dispelling any 
notion of a fixed or official historical 'buth'" (p. 15). Iordaan (2000) provides 
insight into Finestone's suggestion through advocating that in Bessie Head's 
head as in Bessie's Head there are no clear-cut answers and hence generate no 
clear-cut answers for the viewer. This lack of identity intrigued Gordon but was 
found to be troubling for some including clitic Waldo Muller. In his review of 
Bessie's Head entitled "Stuk leer jou niks oar wie Bessie was " in Die Burger of 
II April 2000, Muller suggests that, 
"Dit is asaf die gegewe vassteck by die feit dat die skrywer in 'n tehuis vir 
sielsiekes gebore is en by geboorte van haaf rna geskei is. Die toestand van 
kranksinnigheid word so omvangryk verken dat dit 'n oorheersende 
tcenwoordigheid in die stuk verkry. Daar is saveel toespelings op 
geestesversteurheid dat '0 mens byna vergeet Head was 'n begaafde skrywer". 
In this quotation Muller suggests that the focus of the work detracts from who 
Bessie Head actually was; a renowned writer. However, Gordon was attempting 
to get to the heart of the question, Who is she? Gordon is more interested and 
swept up in Head 's lack of identity under the laws of apartheid South Africa 
than in merely documenting her life. For Gordon the main issue in Head's 
informative years was her grappling with the fact that she was born from a 
racially mixed relationship. Gordon thus chooses to embark on an emotional and 
intellectual journey into the disturbed psyche of a woman attempting to identify 
herself. Gordon does not set out, as is his right as historian, to only celebrate 
Head's life, but also to shed some critical light on the conditions and injustices 
of her time and the political climate in South Africa. 
Head's story becomes increasingly relevant in contemporary South Africa as it 
challenges preconceptions of the viewer and thus "gets into the heads of real 
people caught up in the topsy-turvy world that was, and is, South Africa" (Ryan 
FOliune, Cape Times, 24/03/2000). 
The process of interpretation in Gordon's Bessie's Head becomes more 
complex, for not only is Gordon interpreting events surrounding Bessie Head's 
life but he is also collaborating with a range of other theatre practitioners in the 
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making of the danceplay51. Each collaborator interprets the events depicted and 
dissects them from a personal framework, which is socially and culturally 
determined. After the initial phases of research and interpretation Gordon then 
brings these ideas to his cast of performers. The process of interpretation is then 
taken further with the fact that Gordon creates a movement language through a 
process of workshop and experimentation with the performers52 These ideas are 
reiterated by Andrew Gilder in his preview of Bessie's Head entitled "Breaking 
dance limits" (in Cape Times Monday, March 20, 2000), where he suggests that, 
"Typically for Gordon the process of creating the work began in extensive research, 
at the [National] English Literary Museum, into the enigma surrounding Bessie 
Head's birth", 
and by Ryan Fortune (2000) when he states that, 
"It's [the fact that Gordon is able to get in the head's of real people) a feal achieved 
by the fact the Gordon appears to have given his dancers/collaborators lots of 
freedom to experiment, and then put in the many hours of work required to hone the 
piece into its final, thought-provoking, and quite beautiful, fonn." 
Gordon's focus on research and collaboration is considered in his miicle 
'Physical Theatre: Weaving Together the Threads of the Curriculum' (1994). 
Here he highlights the core functions and importance of collaboration between 
artists and art forms: 
"Physical Theatre by its nature requires the collaboration of creati ve and performing 
artists. It cannot function solely on the endeavours of one artist. Physical Theatre is 
made by artists working as a collective. It draws on the artistry and skills of both 
staff and students in the [Rhodes University Drama) department ... Coliaboration, in 
whatever fonn it takes, is no easy process ... but there is another dimension to 
collaboration. The collaboration that exists amongst the collective during the 
conception, the working and the creative processes. The choreographer is 
interacting wi!h the biographies and the social, cultural and artistic backgrounds of 
the performers. It is through an exploration of these histories and her stories that a 
51 These collaborators include: lenni-Lee Crewe (Assistant to the choreographer and designer), 
Reza de Wet (original text and lyrics), Andrew Buckland, Samantha Rankin, Francois Le Raux, 
Lindsay Reardon, Roux Engelbrecht (design), Michael Carklin (lighting design) and Leonhard 
Praeg and Zingisani Mkefa (original music). 
52 The work was performed by luanita Finestone, Martin Gylling, Zingisani Mkefa, Jane 
O'Connell, Daluxolo Papu, Helen Seaman, Tanya SUitees and Acty Tang. 
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dialogue is set up through the utilisation and improvisational techniques, contact 
improvisation and partnering .. . (Physical Theatre weaves together the visual, vocal 
and aural elements ofperfonnance and thus] It becomes almost redundant to regard 
Physical Theatre as a separate area of exploration, study, research and perfonnance" 
(The Art of Physical Intelligence, Volume 3, Enquiries inco Physical Theatre, 
p. II-12). 
The process of collaboration then links directly to the interpretivist view on 
interpretation. This position, as mentioned in Chapter 2 of the thesis, establishes 
that it is only through an observation of the world by an observer, who has 
completely submerged hirn/herself in the phenomenon, that the exceeding 
difficulties inherent in interpretation can be overcome (Davis, 1978). 
In creating the documentary danceplay Bessie's Head Gordon utilised both 
writings by Bessie Head (A Question oj Power)53 and those important in her life 
in order to explore the complexities of Bessie Head's early childhood. Head was 
born in an asylum in 1937 to a white mother, who had been committed, and a 
black father, who was unknown to her. Ryan Fortune (2000) suggests that 
Gordon reflects on Head's dilemma and takes the audience on a 'lyrical and 
disturbing journey into Bessie's dreams and nightmares'. 
Although the work does not deal with Head's writings specifically, so as to 
become a dance biography, it utilises moments and relationships from her life in 
order to explore the fragile psyche of a woman whose mother, whom she never 
knew, greatly affected her (Toni Muller, Daily Dispatch, 31/03/2000). Gordon 
does this in order to "probe the unquiet mind of mental disorder" (Marilyn 
Jenkins, The Citizen, Tuesday 14/03/2000) so as to investigate Head's lack of 
roots, ' both geographical and familial' (Ibid). 
B Finestone (2002) suggests that A Question of Power "deals with the psychic disintegration of 
a woman and her struggle to free herself from the controlling, tormented vo ices she hears in her 
head" (MemolY in hanstation, p. 15). 
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Gordon's Physical Theatre aesthetic becomes a distinct ethos with specific 
objectives that affect both the fOlm and content of the product (Gordon, 1994, p. 
12). Gordon's interpretations reflect the post-modem paradigms under which the 
work was created. Karen Rutter of the Daily Mail & Guardian Online, 
21103/2000, suggests that, 
"There is no specific emphasis on Bessie's literary role, or indeed, in any 
chronological capturing of her life. Instead, the post-modem treatment stresses 
certain aspects, ignores some, (and] invents others", 
The structuring and process in the making of Gordon's Bessie's Head alludes to 
the multifarious nature of history or rather the idea that there is no one system of 
interpretation when considering the 'facts' of history. Gordon's utilisation of an 
episodic structure allows the viewer a means of considering Bessie's story from 
as many angles as possible. Although the work deals specifically with Bessie 
searching for her roots, Gordon approaches Bessie's dilemma through her head. 
It is in Bessie's head (a large cavernous skull at the back of the stage) where all 
her memories lie, where Bessie is able to embark on the journey into self-
discovery. 
Bessie re-invents herself through a series of duets54• It is this structure that 
challenges the logocentric worldview and the modernist obsession with the 
centre of being. Gordon's Bessie's Head suggests no fixed meanings. But rather 
"invites the audience to fill the open gaps with their own interpretations" 
(Jordaan, 2000). 
Gordon presents an inquiry into Bessie's identity through the combination of a 
physical text, vocal text, visual text and aural text. 
This decontructivist post-modem approach to Bessie' s Head results in what 
Karen Rutter (21 /03/2000) refers to as "part homage, part excavation, part 
54 For an analys is o f these duets and the work as a whole refer to (Appendix D) . 
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discovery". This observation becomes pertinent to the contemporary South 
African condition, in that Gordon is attempting to re-define himself, not through 
telling his own auto-biographical history, but rather through turning to the 
biographical history of Bessie Head. This is not to say that Gordon's own story 
is not to be found in Bessie's Head. 10rdaan (2000) sheds light on this idea of 
Bessie's Head becoming a biographical, autobiographical, socio-graphical 
encounter when she writes that, 
"Bessie's Head did not aim at giving a historical account of Head's life, but rather 
an artistic interpretation thereby allowing multiple decoding. Bessie Head was 
instead used as a source in such a way that she became a metaphor for the 'artist's 
private domain' , which does not only refer to the artists Head and Gordon, but to all 
artists and in a sense to the creativity that resides in every person" (p. 112). 
Gordon's Bessie's Head thus becomes an intertextual space where the audience 
is able to consider their own story in the physical story that they are 
encountering. In this sense then each bodies' memory; those performing, those 
viewing, those creating, becomes a text. It is in this space where "the 
psychological and metaphorical conspire with the physical" (Adrienne Sichel , 
'Cries and Whispers' in Star Tonight, 14/03/2000). 
Bessie's Head becomes a 'potent dance,55 that delves into the troubled psyche of 
the nation. Head's writings then become perfOlmative and create an inteltextual 
encounter that is bound by context. It is for this reason and the complexity of the 
subject matter Gordon is dealing with that it only seems appropriate that he 
takes a multi-disciplinary approach to making Bessie's Head. The multi-
disciplinary nature of Bessie's Head thus reiterates that this work is an inquiry 
into a life, rather than a factual , purely subjective re-interpretation. 
SS This is taken from Beverley BrommerCs article enti tles ' Polent dance that explores troubled 
p,yc'he' in Star Tonight, Thursday, 23/03/2000. 
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5.2 Stepping with Miss Thandi 
"Miss Thandi is not only a highly theatrical obituary for 
Raymond Vuyo Matinyana but touches on his own 
autobiography ... Miss Thandi is typical of Maqoma's 
eclectically provocative exploration of kinetic Afri can 
identity where the rural constantly impinges on the 
urban, tinged with sparkl ing irony. There is so much 
beneath the surface of Maqoma's dance. The 
contextualised acts and images are there for the taking. 
What you make of the debilitated dancer. .. depends 
purely on your own story deciphering abilities". 
- Adrienne Sichel. "Taboos stripped bare in dance of 
disempowermelll" in Sunday Independent 24/0312002 
Mark Fleishman's (1997) focus on the physical image becomes a pertinent issue 
when considering Gregory Maqoma's Miss Thandi. The reason here being that 
Maqoma presents a multi-valent, ambiguous and complex character which 
demands an imaginative response from the viewer. Whereas Gordon focuses his 
interpretation of Bessie Head on her struggle for identity, Maqoma focuses on 
the relationship between himself and the subject. The result here is a challenging 
of repressive racial, gender and cultural stereotypes. In his article "Dancing like 
a movie", (in Mail & Guardian, 18-24 February 2000), Robert Colman quotes 
Maqoma as saying, "I'm looking at how the past has int1uenced the present". 
This is evident in Miss Thandi where Magoma considers Matinyana's past 
body's influence on the present. 
Adrienne Sichel suggests in her article entitled' Taboos stripped bare in dance 
of disempowerment' (in Sunday Independent, 24/03/2002) suggests that 
Maqoma has an "eclectically provocative exploration of kinetic African 
identity". However, Sichel suggests that in turning to biographical histories 
South African theatre makers are "sparking an appreciation of indigenous 
drama" (Ibid) . Maqoma is no exception to thi s sentiment in that he is able to 
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imbue the ordinary with deep significance. However, there is nothing ordinary 
in Maqoma's treatment of lv[iss Thandi's biography. Maqoma says, 
"I don't look at dance as separate from other art fonms. My choreography always 
involves music, theatre, fashion, video, visual art and poetry ... [my style this is] as 
fusion of African and Western fonns"S6 . 
Maqoma's style is eclectic in that he incolporates elements of the ballet 
tradition, as well as, afro-contemporary. This confluence was formed from his 
training at Moving Into Dance and PARTS. However, it is because Maqoma 
takes on life that he creates work which is political and dynamic. Maqoma's 
exploration of Miss Thandi is both agonising and celebratory. Maqoma journeys 
into the dual world of Matinyana and through Miss Thandi tries to hold her 
together. 
In the Umdudo Views, the review and preview paper affiliated with the FNB 
Vita Dance Umdudo held at the Rhodes University Theatre in Grahamstown 
2002, Dr Fred Hagemann reported in his alticle "Dance reflects national psyche 
and concrete benefits,,57 that 
"three themes were evident - cultural identities, the self in the world, and 
biography_ Together, they reflect a national narrative that embraces public concerns, 
individual struggles, and private memories"(2002). 
Gregory Maqoma's Miss Thandi was featured in this programme on the opening 
night of the FNB Vita Dance Umdudo. The work is a biographical ttibute to the 
late Raymond Vuyo Matinyana. Matinyana was better known to the 
performance world as Miss Thandi, an African drag altist, of Xhosa tradition. 
Maqoma celebrates and laments Matinyana's life in an attempt to immortalise 
his significance. Matinyana challenged convention, culture and tradition through 
56 This quotation is taken from Robert Colman's article "Dancing like a movie" in Mail & 
Guardian, 18-24 February 2000. 
S? This article was the lead story in the Umdudo Views, Volume I, Issue 6, 22 April 2002. 
(Appendix E). 
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his creation of Miss Thandi. The question that we now ask is, why does Maqoma 
tum to the biographical histmy of Miss Thandi? 
The answer to this question lies in Maqoma's personal relationship with 
Matinyana. Maqoma identifies with the character of Miss Thandi and says 
"through reflecting Miss Thandi's biography I'm also ret1ecting my own 
autobiography" (Interview conducted by Bailey Snyman, 14/09/2002). Maqoma 
wishes for his audience to create their own story and believes that the dance is a 
two-way communicative process where he and the audience inform and move 
each other. 
Maqoma knew Raymond Matinyana before he established the character of Miss 
Thandi. Maqoma asserts further that, 
"I know him [Raymond and Miss Thandi] on a personal level and I know him also 
as an artist. And I' ve lived with him and shared with him so many things on a social 
level and even artistically or even at a professional level. I draw a lot from that 
character of Miss Thandi but also I draw a lot from the perception of people 
regarding that character, and I also draw a lot from the perception of people 
regarding the gay community" (Ibid). 
However, the challenge that is presented here in an attempt to analyse this work 
under the theoretical boundaries set up in the first part of the thesis, is the 
relationship between the biographical and autobiographical. It is argued that 
autobiographical accounts become even more subjective than biographical 
accounts. The reason for this, as set up by Pachter (1981), is that when the 
writer/choreographer relates too directly with the object of inquiry or to the life 
presented, there is the fear of the biographer allowing the life 'to become a 
vehicle for the airing of his biases, or, worse, for the satisfaction of his own 
longings, distorting the life to prove a point emotionally necessary to himself' 
(Pachter, 1981, pp. 8-9). Furthermore, there is a great threat when the biographer 
and the subject know each other, as is the case with Maqoma and Matinyana. 
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Edel (in Pachter, 1981) wonders if valid biography is even possible under such 
circumstances. 
However, Finestone (2002) suggests that autobiography is the "re-invention of 
what we imagine our most intimate memories to be" (p. 16). She states further 
that, 
"auto-biography .. . is where two areas of public and private either collude or collide. 
It questions the known relation between bodily experience and cultural 
representation, tracing relations between body and identity". 
Surely, however, there still exists in South Africa a viewing of the self in terms 
of the other? Autobiography, according to Albright (1997), is able to restructure 
the self/other dichotomy. Maqoma's Miss Thandi thus becomes such an 
excavation in that it draws on Maqoma's complex plethora of suhjectivities, as 
well as, Matinyana's experiences and their affect on each other. 
Maqoma's challenge is then to probe beneath the public self and claw at the 
intimacies of the private self. This challenge is met from theory in that the past 
is ephemeral in nature and because it is a jumble of events it then seems less 
than possible that Maqoma is able to recount all his own personal lived 
experience. Rather, the suggestion is that Maqoma recounts his own story in 
relation to Matinyana's biographical history. The endeavour then becomes a 
two-way intertextual process for Maqoma, as he believes, the choreographer 
carries the responsibility of portraying the "burden of history" (interview, 
14/09/2002). Maqoma suggests that, 
«i t is a reflection of people, it' s a reflection of cultures, it 's a reflection of histories, 
it 's a reflection of the evo lving history that we all follow ... [Maqoma is 1 dealing 
with issues that are affecting my society ..... (Ibid). 
Maqoma's Miss Thandi takes a multi-disciplinary approach to dance making. 
Linda Peyters in her article 'Moving on up' (in The Citizen, 13/03/2002), 
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"In Miss Thandi, Maqoma has found a truly authentic voice and breaks new ground 
in terms of dance language. His choreography is refreshingly unselfconscious, 
unapologetic and distinctly African". 
This authentic voice appears in the form of Miss Thandi, both as character and 
dance. Adrienne Sichel describes the multifarious nature of Miss Thandi as 
follows, 
"Maqoma's Miss Thandi is an unflinchingly honest multimedia biography and 
autobiography of two black South African artists caught in the crossfire of their 
sexuality and culturally shredded identities. On video is Raymond Vuyo 
Matinyana . . . On stage is Maqoma clad in a white designer mini dress. Strips of 
white, red and black cloth designating passages of Matinyana and Maqoma's life 
demarcate the dancing ground [and) inventive music .. . performed live" ('The night 
SA daneefinally grew liP' in Pretoria News Interval, 12/03/2002). 
Maqoma is prolific in his handling of biographical history in Miss Thandi as it 
reflects views of the contemporary social body. History becomes a 
commemoration of our common experience as South African's in that it honours 
the unconscious solidarity "of a people celebrated in the moments of greatest 
stress" (Kazin in Pachter, 1979, p. 84). Maqoma too becomes the physical 
epithet of Raymond Vuyo Matinyana, and transports the viewer into Miss 
Thandi's world of uncertainty. If this work is autobiographical then surely this 
too tells us something ofMaqoma's story. In Maqoma's words, 
"Identity is a big thing .. .I think we are actually in a crisis at the moment. .. That we 
are trying so hard to define ourselves within this diversity ... and in trying so hard to 
define ourselves we actually at the same time are trying to protect our own 
squares ... and by protecting our own squares we are actually creating an "identity", .. 
and the question is now, maybe we have found our own identity as individuals, but 
as South African what is our identity? .. .I think we find that it is that we are unique, 
that it is a nation without any identity, any strict fonn of identity, but we are sti ll 
South African because we don't have identity. So our identity is not having an 
identity,,58 . 
" This quotation is taken from an intelview conducted by JHB Snyman on 14/09/2002. 
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5.3 Resolving the problematics of interpretation 
It is clear from the above analyses then that the task implicit in making dance in 
contemporary South Aflica is no longer to decide on a truth-value but rather to 
probe the documents performatively and from within. The body thus becomes, 
for both Gordon and Maqoma, historiography in motion59. They draw on the 
idea that 'I' and the world coexist and consciously do not attempt to split the 
work from their lives. [t then seems pertinent that the world of the observer is 
the world being observed. 
Biography as with choreography follows a process of the conception of a theme 
and the manipulation of that theme. It then only seems appropriate that the two 
worlds collude and collide at this point of departure. Contemporary 
biographer's, according to Pachter (1981), 
"are far less likely to 'expose' a life, to treat its public ideals and manners, its 
pertected sense of self. as an ironic backdrop to the true inner drama of character. The 
biographer is less the judge or debunker: He is far more willing to accept as valid and 
revealing, if not as literally true, an individual's improved presentation of himself 
before the world. His goal is to portray, as Justin Kaplan has written, 'the whole sense 
of a person,' the relationship between the public ideal of himself, which he holds as 
his 'personal mythology,' and the inner fears, longings and spilited aspirations that 
call it forth" (p. 13). 
It then becomes evident that the biographer's!choreographer's intervening role, 
should to be taken into consideration. It thus encourages us to go beyond a view 
that personal stories are trapped in time. Rather the lives of these men and 
women encourage the questioning of conflicts over identity, and the relations 
between personal freedom and the responsibili ty to deconstruct the stereotypes 
that are still so prevalent in our society. 
59 For more insight into readings of these works refer to Appendix F. 
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Conclusion 
What does it mean to choreograph a life? It is this question that has been of 
utmost importance since the outset of this thesis. Modem archives present the 
historian with mountains of information; however, this does not seem to be the 
case within post-apartheid South Africa. We now realise that there is very little 
objective documentation of South African lives prior 1994. The choreographer, 
who turns to biography as a source for making dance is then enlisting more data 
into the minimal archives of South African history. 
However, the questions that have been presented in this thesis, have not only 
shed light on notions of history, choreographing history and biography but have 
also presented a predicament for the choreographer archivist. This predicament 
has been fuelled by post-modem discourse, in its attempt to deconstruct the 
'violent hierarchies'. The challenge to nullify that predicament, has been 
attempted, however, due to the limitations of a short dissertation, the researcher 
is once again made aware of the fallacy of objectivity. 
Attempting to come to decisive definitions only creates uncertainties. It has been 
established that we are unable to replicate lives in the same manner every time 
considering the myriad offacts available for interpretation. To reduce paradigms 
to their most simplistic understandings is to avoid the concepts inherent in post-
modem discourse. This opens the door to understanding concepts as intertextual 
references rather than separate entities. The notion of the body as established by 
Finestone (2002) having a mind of its own has become an integral device in the 
expedition towards generating understandings of transformations In 
contemporary South African choreography. The body becomes a textual 
landscape that holds a plethora of meaning generating images akin to the diverse 
nature of the historical biographies utilised in Bessie's Head and Miss Thandi. 
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South Africans are at a point of departure into establishing identity and meaning 
from the past in anticipation of a future for themselves and this is evident in 
current choreographic explorations. 
Characters from the past provide challenges for the contemporary South African 
choreographer attempting to re-define the processes and modes of inquiry into 
the past. As Foster (1995) suggests choreographing history requires two 
considerations, " ... that history is made by bodies [and that]. .. all those bodies 
continually conspire together and are conspired against". Dance produces bodies 
that are both able to initiate as well as respond. Derrida has provided critical 
philosophies into this area of study; the notion of deconstructing 'violent 
hierarchies' is pivotal to generating meanings for this study. 
This thesis has established that there is no truth-value to be found neither in the 
past nor in biography. Language and the physical collude in a 'present' moment 
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(a moment of being), the exact moment of doing. The challenge is rather to / 
become critically aware of fallacious South African histories and to probe 
beneath the landscape of the lives that have gone before. 
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Appendix A 
Interview with Gregory Maqoma 
Conducted by Bailey Snyman 
14/9/2002 
Do you feel South African choreography has shifted since the 1994 democratic 
elections? If so, what would you suggests are some of the dominant changes. 
Well, it has been a dramatic change. I think, for our choreographers who were 
fortunate enough that they appeared at that period, where there were changes 
and where there were acceptances from different cultures, there was an 
acceptance of one another. Also there was that curiosity from the outside world 
and in wanting to know what was really taking place in South Africa and that is 
the reason why we have South African Choreographers travelling a lot overseas 
and that was because of that curiosity that people had. But also in terms of 
productions there was also a development in terms of people were able to freely 
express their emotions and express their ideas which they couldn't do in the past 
because of those restrictions and also because people were lacking that identity. 
I call our generation a lost generation, because we are all still trying to find 
ourselves within this democracy and within this culture. 
Do you feel that the choreographer has a specific function role within our 
society? 
Well, I would say so. I think that any art form without a social responsibility for 
me is something else. I don't see it as art because art resembles people, it is a 
reflection of people, it's a reflection of cultures, it's a reflection of histories, it's 
a reflection of the evolving history that we all are following. So we carry that 
responsibility of portraying that history, that burden. It is a burden basically that 
we all carry, and we try by all means to express our emotions and our 
responsibilities through our art form. 
Does this responsibility lie within social or personal histories? 
I don 't think you can stop reflecting yourself. I think you are continually 
reflecting yourself within the whole society, and I think I'll take my own 
example where in Rhythm Colour I try to reflect a society but at the same time 
I'm reflecting myself, so it's a two way process. 
Something like Miss Thandi, that character I find similarities to, and through 
reflecting Miss Thandi ' s biography I'm also reflecting my own autobiography. 
At the same time I'm reflecting a society. So its all those things, I find it difficult 
to separate, unless I'm dealing with someone's biography that has got nothing to 
do with my own autobiography. But in most cases so far I have been dealing 
with issues that are affecting my society but have also have probably affected 
me directly or even indirectly. 
In making Miss Thandi did you allow source to inform the movement content? 
Yes. Mainly because I know Miss Thandi and I've known him before he even 
established this character of Miss Thandi. So, I know him on a personal level 
and I know him also as an artist. And I've lived with him and shared with him so 
many things on a social level and even artistically or even at a professional 
level. I draw a lot from that character of Miss Thandi but also I draw a lot from 
the perception of people regarding that character, and I also draw a lot from the 
perception of people regarding the gay community. So there is an element of 
fear, and whether it is a fear of going through the process of death, or a fear of 
the society you live amongst, there is always an element of fear which is quite 
evident within this character. 
How would you respond to Adrienne Sichel ' s suggestion that in the new century 
South African choreographers are taking a more multi-disciplinary approach to 
making theatre. 
I wouldn't say necessarily. It does affect but it is not necessarily so. If it does 
affect the choreographic approach, it does it on 2 levels: 
1. it is on a personal level, that you reflect what ever you feel inside or your 
experiences, 
2. and secondly, its on a general level , basically, and you ask, do other people feel 
the same sentiments that I do? And how can I then reflect people 's opinion, and 
that is why we find multi-media aspects coming into play, that' s why people use 
video that's why people use slides, just to enhance that even in the outside area 
and outside my own personal feelings there is that general feeling that we share 
the same sentiments. 
What does History in broad sense mean for you? 
History is for me is always evolving because it keeps repeating itself. History is 
not a past. I think we live the history, for me it is continuos, because we keep on 
going back to that history. We keep going back into things that have happened 
in the past, maybe to find answers, maybe to find comfort, maybe to find reason. 
But hi story for me is evolving, it like culture changes. It changes people, it 
changes who you are. 
How would you respond to Susan Leigh Foster's suggestion that past bodies 
affect present bodies, which then in turn affect future bodies? 
Yeah, definitely so. Already now I am passing my expereince of Miss thandi to 
a wider audience, probably some of them have never met him, may never meet 
that character. But I'm passing that to them, maybe someone else will embody 
that history or will embody my own history one day and say that I reflect the 
history of Gregory which Gregory reflected in his history. So there is always a 
carryover of those histories. 
Do you feel that the tum to history is a need by South African choreographers to 
establish an identity? 
Especially in South Africa. Identity is a big thing, its still a big thing. I think we 
are actually in a crisis at the moment, that we are trying so hard to define 
ourselves within this diversity. And in trying so hard to define ourselves we 
actually at the same time trying to protect our own squares and by protecting our 
own squares we are actually creating an "identity", some kind of an identity, 
which is not really a South African identity. However, it is still your identity. 
And the question is now, maybe we have found as individuals our own identity, 
but as South African what is our identity. 
Where do you hope it is all heading? 
I don't know. I like the way it is at the moment. We have all these options, we 
have all these cultures that cross each other, which influence each other, which 
we borrow from, and it is exciting. And I think we can't allow ourselves to be in 
our own squares because it has never worked in the past and it will never work. I 
think we find that it is that we are unique, that we are a nation without any 
identity; any strict form of identity. But we are still South African because we 
don't have identity. So our identity is not having an identity. 
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THE GRAHAMSTOWN FESTIVAL 
by Adrienne Sichel 
Thinking back on the he ctic nine -day Standard Bank National Festival of the Arta 
I remembe red a relevant s tatement that "the arts must define whatever neW' 
society it is that we're evolving . 
"To find what are the values. and hopefully to try to find better methods of 
human exchange and interchange". The speaker is Lloyd Richards. Dean of the 
\'ale Schoo l of Drama and artistic director of the Yale Repertory Theatre -
co incidenta lly 'Where FugaTd I B A Place with the Pigs had its 'World premiere 
be fore reaching the Grahamstown Festival. More to the point. in the same 
inte rview in the Chris tian Science Monitor's Agenda for the 21st Century seriea. 
Richards sa id O1A theatre is an exciting place to be. A dangerous place to be, 
because living people are the r e -- there is communication in so many different 
ways ... as long as that exists, we will have theatre. People telling stories 
and having conversations. And the theatre i6 a conversation . 01 
In this case Graha mstown was Conversation Capital, ' hosting a cultural summit, at 
the same time and on the same continent as the. historic Dakar conference. 
Author Andre P. Brink. replacing Fredrik van Zyl Slabbert at relatively short 
not i ce . gave t he ",linter School's keynote address on "The Arts in Society" before 
jetting north to Senegal. 
!tIS fitting that the 1820 Foundation, which instigated this national arts 
jamboree 13 years ago . has a l ogo which looks like an oblong window. The 1987 
event, which had a 50 percen t increase in attendance on 1986 and enormous 
support from young people. certainly provided a window onto var ious aspects of 
South African life. 
!"lhereas the State of Emergency was mo re than a bit player at last year's Festi-
val , this year people took over in no uncertain terms . Not that the Festival, 
~hich increasingly cannot in al l fairness be brand ed totally elitist, is repre-
sentative of t he "masses . But it did provide a wide base for socio- political 
exp r ess ion in a range of art forms . 
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The amount of community theatre was staggering. tiS top the revolution I went to 
get offl l' cried Ne .... Nation critic Tyrone August in a r,eview in t he new Festival 
daily newspaper Cue . He was referring to the a mount and poor quality of "pro-
test" theatre . What struck me most, no matter how low the technical standa r d, 
was the diversity of forms using virtually the sallie stock lIIaterisl drawn frolll 
daily experiences. Drs.stised narratives about townahip li fe with its Kltskon-
stabels. Young Lion8 , trade unions , detention et al, all featured in worker 
plays and teaching ploys. Not that these works were seen in their proper 
perspective out of their natural setting away from participat1ng target audien-
ces. 
ProfeS8or Isn Steadman put these unknown quantities, unknown to the ave r age 
white citizen at any rate, in their political and artistic context in his highly 
edifying Winter School lecture "Theatre and Society in South Africa". Prof . 
Steadman pinpointed and discussed three particular forllls: 
union- and black theatre. 
community-. trade 
One of the main criticisms the adjudicators had of the Student Drama Festival 
(which drew a record eleven entriea out. of a possible thirteen) wa s that the 
groups tended , to intellectualise the scripts . They didn't fill the Bc ting space 
~ith their bodies or tell a story. That couldn't be said about the "protestlt 
theatre. 
The heavy township participation ranged from the mainstream Sekunlslo. Gibson 
Kente's slick, touristy, ideological miah-mash musical (which ironically went on 
to be banned in King William's Town) to the truly illlpreasive Kvaneie by the 
Nyang3 Th~atre Group . This well structured beautifully acted and directed work 
highlights the function of the cultural worker. 
Among my most unforgettable moments of Fest 'B7 ~as the one-off performance by 
52 people, from 10 years old to middle-age, in the minute makeshi ft theat re of 
Dicks. The Black Solidarity Cultura l Group fr om Langs. u nder the i nspiri ng 
leadership of fl distinguished gentle~sn named Chris Zingelwa, we re deposited a t 
the Monument unannounced . determined to participate. They were found accommoda-
tion in a t ownship church hall, and given a single alot. This incident waa an 
act of theatre in itself. Their passionate, if chaotic. performance of Langa 
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~, a chronicle of ,their daily lives, was wildly energetic and not W'ithout 
nuggets of c onsid~rabl~ dramatic merit. 
I n this same technically limited venue, totally unsuited to ensembles. I was 
al s o vastly entertained by the eight-member Islz.we Experimental Theatre Group 
(al s o Crom tangs, Cape Town) and their people's alternative history The Question 
Mark dating from Jan van Riebeeck to present day. 
Then there was ~. a two-hander. with considerable commercial potential in 
the tradition of Bophal, performed by young tIIen from Sebok-eng. It centred on 
the ~nternational frontline of rhe guerilla struggle and the education system . 
The Breughel Theatre. Group of Stellenbosch ",ere a treat with their am-dram1sh 
but deliCiously or1g1nal, in concept and design, Lucy Strata in which lysi-
strata, transplanted to the Cape, plots to bring Apartheid down her famous way. 
Trade unionism, and how it can ultimately fail, ~'as theatricalised in Khaya 
Hqayisa's How About Black Coffee? Processed community theatre was exemplified 
by the Cape Flats Players' Aluta Continua - The Struggle Continues. Women's 
rights and plights \Jere explored in t wo other Cape Town cOllUllunity projects : 
Vuk~ was a potential winner from the dynamic Nomthe t o Sibis i and friends . 
Some of them partook 1n IsegBzlnl - It's in the Blood, a Fringe hit, in the form 
of a moving collage of music, drama and movement . It te11s the emotionally 
Charged· true story of the re lationsh~p between Athlone. IInanny " Hyrcle Cupido 
( .... ho makes her stage debut) and' Yda, the white child she raised. 
Apart from Sekunjalo, Soweto was represented by the music-based Uphu I van der 
Merwe (which won a Fringe Merit Award) and Township Boy previously staged at the 
Harket. Both group productions. featuring white directors . received capacity 
audiences and standing ovations . 
But there wa s more to Fes tival fare thsn battle cries of reslstan~e and communi-
ties at war with the system, and with each other. the full spectrum of theatre 
tra ditions was on show at. this theatre bonanza. Festivalgoers could take their 
pick from PieteT Toerien's classy offerings of Michael Atkinson a. George 
Berna rd Shaw in · the one-man show My Astonishing Self and the delightful Noel and 
8' 
Troopies Barry Berk and Damon Galgut won cheers they didn't expect. 
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Leslie Fang and Antoinette Kellerman in " Anatomie Titus Fall of Rome;'. 
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Gertie (Cowar d and Lawrence. of course). Or laugh and c ry at the Undberg's 
staging of the freshly imported West End comedy I,Then I \Jas a Girl 1 u s ed co 
Scream and Shout. 
On the main prograU\lJle the Arts Co uncils l et rip .... ith the equ i ne curiosity 
~ (PACT's great. hit with the audience, less so with the critics) and 
Anatomie Titus: Fall of ROIf,e (CAPAS's stupendous ly theatri cal spectacle about 
violence breeding violence). Both Councils were .... ell represented On the fringe. 
Judging by their choice of material and the performance standa rd Pact emerged as 
stylish and versatile, but entr'enched In "sa fe " theatre. CAPAB on the othe r 
hand (and I'm not counting Carvings of Conflic t. that lulu of a lemon frolll Pnrt 
Elizabeth) takes laudable risks with a remarkably flexible ensemble of players. 
Another major presence On the mainstream Fringe (s main frin&e. Fringe Fringe, 
And Beyond the Fringe were obvious this year) .... as Pieter-Dirk Uys. He shocked. 
and alienated many of hh adoring followers \Jith the hard - hitting s atire Re-
arranging the Deckchairs on the SA Rothatanic (no l ifebe lts f o r complacent 
ja-broers) and won a new flock with his new b ilingual comedy Panorama se t on 
Robben Island. Awarded a Fringe Herit Award. this t .... o- acter, featuring Sus an 
Coe.t2.er'g brilliant portrayal of an Afrikaans school t eacher, is a snappy 
designer number, but. the seams are still s howing . Uys's marathon Di e van Aardes 
van Grootoor was given enthusiastic, but misgUided treatment at the Student 
Festival by the Natal Technikon. 
revival is long overdue, 
It did prove, howeve r, that a profe s sional 
AfriKaans theatre fared very well with Titus and three ATKV Kampustoneel p lays: 
drama Student Wayne Robb ins's UCT s t unne r Dis aI, the Win dhoek Akademle's 
Smeerige Geskiedenis and K1nderspe1et l ies. The latter, a black comedy, go t fu ll 
professional treatment from Gerrit Schoonhoven and a su perb PACOFS a ll female 
cast. 
Spontaneous events included the South African premieres of Satu rday Night at the 
Palace: The Movie and another local film Wereld Sander Grense . 
Husic tastes were ca te red f or from marimbas to the much hailed visiting V~rdl 
String Quartet. the Cape Town Sinfonietta and a number of top choi r s . 
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Lively public debate was stimulated by CUI!: the newly introduced daily Fe s tival 
newspaper· produced at the Department o f Journalism and Media Studies. festival 
news. gossip a nd review8 provided a useful public service. at the cest of 20e. 
Among the contributors were members of the high powered arts Press corps from 
around the country and ·the London Sunday Express's Clive Hirschhorn. a judge at 
the Student Festival. 
Hirschhorn commented 1n an article headlined "lt I a bloody difficult to write a 
play" on the fact that not a single dramatist, albeit one 1n embryo. has sur-
faced fro~ one of the country's campuses' on the student Fringe. I suggest he 
was both at the 'Wrong FestiVAl and looking in the wrong place. If he had 
ventured into the wider Fringe he would have discovered the likes of Dean 
OppenDsn (G.A. T.), Wayne Robbins (~) and other young talents who first 
surfaced at the ATKV'a Kampustoneel which. paired with PACT's Pot-pourri, has in 
the past four years revealed considerable talents . 
What remains after such a bombardment of entertainment? Basically individual 
responses and images. 
One morning I aaw a local little boy. walking hand in hand with his older 
siblings to the shops. White-faced Francesco the Clovn, aglimmer and aglitter 
in satins, sequins and feathua was carrying props to his car. The child 
stopped dead 1n his tracks. Enchanted. For a few seconds his humdrum world waa 
transfol'llled. 
That was on a pavement . Transformations. and enchantments we r e happening in 
performance apacea by the minute for nine days. Whether it was Elube Zlets-
man's stupendous voice and personality in her sell-out cabaret; · the sight of 
Mar ius Weyers transforming into Strider. a dying horsej Jennie Reznek smoking 
cigarette ads 1n Cheap Flightsj or Lesley Fang dangling from a rope by his 
ankle above the bloody carnage of Anatomic Titus; David Dennis outdoing Charlie 
Chaplin and Peter Sellers in CAPAS's Ubu Roi; spells were cast. 
Ultimately in an arts event of this scale, which acts as a aocial barometer and 
forecaster, theatre is not only a great conversationalist, hut a master lDagi-
ciano Long live the. Standard Bank National Arts Festival so graciously hosted 
by the ci ty of Grahamstown. 
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Andre P. Brink: ASPEKTE VAN DIE NUWE DRAMA 
Pretori~: Academica. Second, revised edition, 1986. 
Recommended price: R18,95 + GST. 
Reviewed by Temple Hauptfleisch 
Besides being a major novelist, playwright and academic. Andre P. Brink is 
arguably the most influentia l Af rikaans critic of the late seve nties and early 
eighties. While the real impact of his literary column in the Afrikaans Sunday 
paper Rapport 'Will no doubt only become clear later, he has patently had a 
significant canonidng influence on recent writing, in virtually all fields . 
The first appearance of this book in 1974 was therefore an important event In 
many waya . Brink's erudite analysis of twentieth century trends in theatre and 
hia coinage of the term "die Nuwe Drama" (the "NeW' Drama") to describe t hose 
elements philosophical, struetural, critical - which can be said to dis-
tinguiah the theatre of our times from preceding traditions. (Chapters I -IV in 
the new version) became a basic text in Afrikaans theatre and literary studies. 
And his brave, creative and lucidly argued evaluation of the "new ll wdtars in 
Afrikaans who so forcibly changed the form snd content of theatre in this 
country during the sixties and seventies stIll remains one of the base texts for 
any study of Afrikaans drams (Chapters V-VI). 
What 'Je have noW' is a revised and updated version of the original text, a 
version 'Jhich includes some dis cu ssion of certain new theoretical trends 1n 
literary studies (e.g. Re ception Ae sthetics and Deconstructionist theory, 
notably through a discussion of the work of Bartha Emit in Chapter VII) and an 
evaluation of all significant ("beduidende ll ) neW' (published) work up to 1985. 
(Brink ia certainly still not afra id of going ou t on a limb as a Critic!) 
And one once again cannot but laud Brink's sound -- and amazingly still rather 
solitary -- contribution in this field. despite two fundamental difficulties the 
present critic has with the book. In the absence of any other comparable work. 
there seems to he little point in overemphasising the weakne sses which the 
second edition (and the passage of time) have brought to the fore, but in view 
of the whole c urrent debate around the entire canonizing structure in the 
country, it might be useful to sound a W'arning of some kind . 
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THE 1991 GRAHAMSTOWN FESTIVAL: An Overview' 
Darryl Accone 
The Star, Johannesburg 
The only incontrovertible tbing about the Graharnstown Festival is that it was ~ 
inevitably - bigger than last year's: more people bought more tickets to see more 
produclions. 
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Dut was bigger better in aesthetic terms? Did the 102 drama productions on the 
Fringe present significant new writing on South African issues or seize the 
opportunity provided by the Fringe to present experimental work? 
For me the festival shQwed the first attempts by writers to humanise the victims of 
apar~heid and move away from .didactlvi,sW CtlitHJSfi.l i(TI!ITattEr regard wi.1b-sigDai 
lack .. QLsnccess.Jn_somc. "pr.oducllcms).. . Bludgeoning messages gave way to a~ 
consideration of the dehumanising. effe.cts . .of.apaItb~i.q ~QlJ l.be.·jndi~dual: belie~;ble 
. _ .•.. -..... .. .. '. ' .... .-- ... . .... __ . " .. ' . . -----. 
characters replaced demagogues! dialogue s.upplanted. slol~~~.:~~.: .... ~?~:~~:!f 
evidently, perceptions depended on how many ~nd. w4i.~ .. E~£f~.-f.II!~~.cc:s .. l?~.law 
(perhaps the strongest ·argument adduced by those in favour of a reduced Fringe). 
The practical problems that influenced the perspectives and altered appreciation 
were considerable. The sheer number of productions presented problems for 
festival~goers and critics alike. For the public, to the possibility of aesthetic 
disappointment were added the factors of wasted money and time, all made more 
likely by the paucity of production information in the prograrrune (not the fault of its 
compilers). However. there was an inherent safeguard in the improved overall 
performance standard - quite marked for those wh0 have been watching the Fringe 
develop over the last four or five years. 
It was content rather than presentation that worried others, a by no means 
;;gHgible number of whom vo~t:.e~ ... c.9I1£.e!!!.jh.~j .~~w '~or~ f~jl~~: t9j~~Iwim.m.~fQj 
locarfs~ues and that, infected by the same malaise of avoidance,. o~h.~._o~!~.rjngs 
were convenient stagings of non~South African classics. 
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Gamakhulu Diniso from Kuyanuka . Stink For Us All, performed at the DALRO 
Pot-Pourri Festival in April. 
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But there was no absence of political an.qyiQ.!1mti~!:!.es, Education, one of the most 
~)(aiIie'-;nd-~-litic~l-o-~bj~'~t-~--(t;~e we forgot;~ the 1976 Soweto student 
uprising and its continuing consequences?) was examined in, among others, 
Gamakhulu Diniso's Kuyanuka - Stink for Us All, the Lukhanyo Freeway Artists' 
Crisis in the Classroom and Smal Ndaba's NET Boys' High. Nevertheless, it is true 
that the violence of political aspirations (too often simplistically described as 
Xhosa/Zulu tribalism) received short shrift from playwrights. Possibly the only play 
to address ·the issue was the Zakheni Otltural Group's Living in Fear, which 
accorded with its programme billing as "an anti-violence tragedy . of inter-
organisation conflicts". 
The kernel of an answer to addressing this issue may lie in the comment of the ANC 
Department of Arts and Ol1ture chief and writer Wally Serote, following his Winter 
School address "Our Uves and Poetry: A Personal View": 
Writers are very dull people, (he suggested,) but only in the sense that they 
can't articulate immediately what they see, perceive and experience ... But 
they are absorbing and processing before writing. 
The fruits of such process were evident in, for example, At the Edge, Ronnie 
Govender's Caw ' Manor inspired piece as well as the reworked Tooth and Nail, 
which undermined comfortable notions of the New South Africa, And what should 
not be overlooked is that both those works, together with the Young Artist Award-
winner Peter Ngwenya's Where is My Son? and Janice Hpneyman's resurrection and 
adaptation of Percival Gibbon's The Stor; of Margaret Harding, appeared on the 
Mainstream drama programme: unthinkable eve~ a few years ago. 
Equally inconceivable then would ha~ .12.e.:..n" a . I?aj~~ AN~.p're_s_~~c~ .. '.nJb~ festival. 
All tl;a't;aschangedby-B~a~;M~sekela's watershed visit of 1990, in the wake of 
which Albie Sachs, Chris Hani, Gertrude Shope and Wally Serote were all 
scheduled to participate in this yetj,r's Winter School. However, the timing of the 
ANe National Congress in Durban meant that all but Serote had to withdraw. 
Nevertheless, Sachs's paper, A Bill of Rights for South African Artists was read for 
him at the Winter School. 
Accofle: Grahams(owil Report 
J t began by saying 
". less than two years ago .,. 1 made a simple suggestion to my colleagues in 
the ANC, namely, that we ban ourselves from saying by way of monotonous 
incantation that culture was a weapon of struggle. 
Now in addre~ing an audience made lip more of aesthetes than of activists, I 
propose, with equally banal solemnity, that we prohibit ourselves from 
repeating from morning till night that art is not a weapon of the struggle ... 
We have huge questions that need to be faced up to in our country and 
culture is right at the centre of the enquiry. 
A Bill of Rights, Sachs maintained, "creates nothing. It acknowledges and defends 
what is already there, and guarantees space for development of the new". He 
continued: 
We know some of the things we have fought for ... abolition of censorship, 
freedom of expression, the right to criticise our rulers and challenge the 
system under which we live. 
A Bill of Rights is thus imperative to consolidate principles that have been 
established in struggle, to block retrocession and tn impede new modes of 
violation. 
TIle draft bill includes clauses guaranteeing freedom of speech, assembling, 
information, association and religion and language rights. But of particular 
importance to the arts (and particularly disturbing) is the clause Oll creative 
freedom. It reads: 
There shall be freedom of artistic activity and scientific enquiry, without 
censorship, subject only to such limitations as may be imposed by law in 
accordance with principles generally accepted in open and democratic 
societies. 
There are many who see in this an insidious caveat, a hidden proviso that makes 
allowance for the future suppression of the very freedom it purports to promote. If 
the example of the recent furore over America's Nalional Endowment for the Ans 
is anything to go by, the "principles generally accepted in open and democratic 
societies" are prescriptive and proscribing. Having laboured under those yokes for 
far too long, theatre and the arts in South Africa deserve to be freed, not set up to 
be ensnared Once more. 
1U1 
lUr. 
That very danger formed part of the subject of The Dogs Must Be Crruy, presented 
by Cape Town's Community Arts Project (CAP). A presentation combining mime, 
surlitJes and subtitles, the show also examined searchingly other major questions in 
the arts, like the cultural boycott. While some of the material may have been crass, 
much of it was withering satire. Equally exposing local grotesqueries was the ultra-
sharp One Man, One Pizza, which showed off a meaner, even more incisive Ian 
Fraser. There was sharp writing, too, in Owen de Jager's The Porno Shoppe, an 
acute consideration of the currencies of social and sexual interaction. Those were 
also the subjects of CharI Blignaut's Dangerous Liaisons, which borrowed here and 
there from distinguished percursors and included a neatly appropriate lifting from 
Hamlet. The writing really needed a more experienced cast (Nicky Rebelo and 
Lynita Crofford aside) to transmit the author's comic and other intentions. 
Well served by performers Charles Halati and Mathy Matlaopane was Sekiswa 
Sewanywa's Is it too late?, a production from the Mmabane Cultural Centre. Again, 
the work focused on the individual in the light of the everyday degradations of 
apartheid. 
Another tack was taken by Nicholas Ellenbogen's Theatre for Africa. On the lighter 
side of its offering, the immensely popular Raiders of the Last Aardvark repeated its 
success of 1990 while its sequel The Return of the Son of the Raiders of the Last 
Aardvark Il, proved even better. Ellenbogen's environmental musical concept took 
flight in the accessible, entertaining and poignant Trophy Hunters, co-written by 
Neill Solomon. The addition of Andrew Buckland gave audiences the breathtaking 
spectacle of body artists Buckland and Ellis Pearson together in Raiders II and Sala 
Kahle. Unfortunately I did not see the latter, but judging by the company's other 
Offerings, its subject - the re-allocation of land - would have received trenchant and 
engaging treatment. 
What does all of this tell us about the Festival? That it is in transition, yes. But it is 
a potentially exciting time, rather than the picture of gloom perceived by many. I . 
In terms of drama, the desire is to craft plays rather than statements. That is a giant 
step fOlWard, and it yielded a number of works of intense "relevance". All I left Port 
Elizabeth's H F Verwoerd <l:irport, my mind held the image of that grand architect 
of apartheid as seen in Paul Slabolepszy's considerable Braait Laaities - presiding 
Accone: Grahamstown Report 
over and bedevilling the simplest human contact between two individuals. 
Note 
1. SATI would like to Ihank The Star for permission to reproduce tbis arlide, ami the accompanying 
photographs. 
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Take the Floor by Susan Pam· Grant and D.J . Grant. Directed by Lara Foot. Photo: 
Ruphin Coudyzer. 
SATJ 8/1 September 1994 
THE 1994 GRAHAMSTOWN FESTIVAL 
Michael Arthur and Tom Arthur 
James Madison University, U.S.A. 
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It has been said time and again that the Grahamstown Festival is like a mirror held up 
to South African society. During the last several years of transition especially, (he 
Festival has been analyzed as a barometer measuring societal and cultural changes in an 
emerging "New" South Africa. This year, for the first time ever, such observations 
ceased to be contingent upon a theoretical "New", The 1994 Grahamstown Festival was 
the first to take place during the reign of a majority elected South African government. 
While it remains too early to make any definitive statements regarding the successes 
and failures of the transition, such a momentous ' change in the lives of both the 
performers and presenters manifests itself less in the productions of the Festival than in 
the general atmosphere of Grahamstown. 
Two years ago, (the last time we attended the Festival) many of the shows actively ~ 
and, frequently, self-consciously -confronted the questions presented by rhe challenges 
of the ongOing transition. This year the works at Grahamstown reflected an ambiguity 
which defies easy categorization. In several of the main~stage shows the emphasis was 
upon entertainment over analysis and rhetoric. For example, Pamela Sue-Grant's 
pleasant enough Take the Floor, nicely staged by (the seemingly ubiquitous) Lara 
Foote, contained enough shameless mugging by the performers that it was easy to 
forget that the work contained all the substance of cotton candy. Similarly, productions 
of both Dean Opperman's Goya and Capab's presentation of Tom Stoppard's Arcadia. 
while essentially ~idea· plays, worked best precisely because they were supposed lO be 
about something, rather than because they actually had something to sayl, 
One of the greatest controversies going in to this year's festival had to do with the main 
stage exclusion of PACT and its premiere of American playwright Tony Kushner's 
celebrated epic Angels in America due to labor problems between the Performing Arts 
Council and its union workers . While the Performing Arts Councils face increased 
scrutiny in a changing society, the organizers of the Grahamstown Festival did see fit to 
invite one of the more celebrated community theatre troupes in South Africa. the 
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Amakhwenkwe Cultural Group, to perform their Eita de! Roezit? in the Festival's main 
township venue, the Community Centre. Although these two events are not necessarily 
related, they may be indicative of the shift in the festival's perception of what 
constitutes an accepted cultural institution in the New South Africa. Nevertheless , at a 
Winter School lecture devoted to the fUlure of South African theatre, the emphasis was 
upon established while artists and their observations. The panel participants, Reza De 
Wet, Andrew Buckland, and festival-favorite Nicholas Ellenbogen all seemed to 
respond to chairperson Tim Huisarnen's questions with varying degrees of impatience 
and enthusiasm, while observers were left to wonder what a representative from (for 
example) the Amakhwenkwe Group might have contributed. 
Members of smaller community arts companies used the Grahamstown Festival as a 
resource to get feedback on their work while examining the efforts of others. The July 
7 issue of Cue featured a story about Jou's Masande Players and Luvuyo's Lukhanyo 
Freeway Anists: 
[They] cannot follow a hit formula because they know none. And while 
concern about money is one of the issues about which they create work, 
they are not at the festival for money. They want comment. 
"How can we make our snow better?" asked 23-year-old Gray Kesheni 
from Masande. 
On a rainy afternoon during one of the Festival's last days we watched the work of 
young dancers with the Mamelodi Theatre Organization (a few of them no older than 
six) perform before about ten people in the cavernous city hall as if they were working 
a full house. The reason for their enthusiasm became apparent when the performance 
was halted after about half an hour so that Germaine Acogny, previously associated 
with Maurice Bejan's dance school in Dakar, could lead them in an impromptu dance 
workshop. 
This year, audiences could be forgiven if they had the impression that all theatre 
lobbies led to Sophiatown. In such works as Barney Simon's The Coat, Paul 
Slabolepsky'~ Victon'a Almost Falls, and in the revival of Fugard's Nongogo audiences 
were reminded of the spirit of a multicultural South Africa which might have been, had 
it not been - bulldoz~d ~ nearly thirty years ago. In some ways this attitude was an 
, 'f' 
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extension of li'1e new-found national pride on display throughout the streets and shops 
of Grahamstown where merchants hawked pins and t-shirts emblazoned with the new 
South African flag. 
For these reviewers, the most dramatic example of this national spirit occurred in the 
Monument theatre during the blackout which hit a large section of South Africa's 
southern coast midway through the festival. About a hundred people from the audience 
took to the stage and, illuminated only by the beams of a few flashlights , turned the 
delay into a celebration by leading the audience in an exuberant medley of Motown 
songs. As a bad situation turned into an opportunity for community spirit, the singers 
began a rousing version of N'kosi Sikeleli Africa which nearly brought the darkened 
house down. 
Another distinguishing characteristic of this year's Festival was the preponderance of 
~monologue-plays,· works which depended not on the presence of dialogue and 
multiple characters but solo performers stepping out and telling their stories directly to 
the audiences. In Dean Opperman 's Goya, as well as in his Sweel Sorrows, Athol 
Fugard's collaborative My Life, Thuli Dumakude's Buya Africa, and even in Hearts and 
Eyes Theatre's choice of presenting American performance artist Tim Miller's text, Gel 
Hard, Grahamstown's stages presented actors going one on one with their audi~nces. 
Watching Sweet Sorrows and Goya we were reminded of a moment near the end of 
Opperman's Women in the Wingsl two years ago. In an attempt 10 comfort a young 
actress who fears that the new South Africa will have no place for a young ingenue, the 
older actress played by Wilna Snyman (who also starred in Sweet Sorrows) tells her, 
-there will r . . . ] always be stories and music and laughter--for these things arc [ . . 
] scamped into the earth of this land. And where they are, there you will find the actor 
too' (73). 
The following reviews represent a small fraction of the works presented at 
Grahamstown this year. 
Eita Da! Hoezit!? 
Written and Directed by lablani MasiJela 
Director Jacob Masilela described the subject of Eita in the Festival programme as "the 
rise and fall of apartheid," an answer to -Eita da!· (-Hello there-) and -Hoezil? " 
--------
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("How is it going?W). The ensemble production was presented at the Recreation Centre 
in loza, one of the Black townships neighboring Grahamstown, by the Amakhwenkwe 
Cultural Group from Nelspruit after being awarded the "Best of the Lab Showcase' at 
Johannesburg's Market Theatre Laboratory earlier in the year. 
The production began with a drum roll introducing a township master of ceremonies . 
Things went wrong within minutes when a voice belonging to a young boy in tIl(: 
auditorium objected that the person on stage was the Rkiller- of his family_ As the man 
on stage nervously attempted to dismiss the interruption, other performers planted in 
the house took turns urging the boy to speak: and demanding that the show continue, 
uninterrupted. Thus incited, others. from the audience began to pour onto the 
performance platform until the assembled group suddenly turned forward announcing 
that the previous action had been a pray within their play. 
At this point the company began singing about their Mmiserable life in this country· and 
went on to address the foolishness of avoiding school. Thereafter, the scenes shifted to 
1948 and the formal establishment of apartheid, and then began moving forward in 
time as a staged history of apartheid. Cast members each assumed many roles, 
including the white police, black mourners at a funeral interrupted by gunfire, 
reformers, a drunk possessed of a bitterness beyond repair and other characters. At 
times the entire company would stop suddenly, face out towards the audience and shout 
things like ~Mister Government, when are you going to stop this violence?M andlor 
conversely ·We must let bygones be bygones." Ultimately the time of the action shifted 
to the moment, just before the election, when people in the townships must decide 
whether they believe in the possibility of genuine reform and a M new, non-racial South 
Africa. M 
The nrst section of the presentation, ~ith its illusion of audience interchange, was 
initially puzzling but ultimately proved to be both uncomfortable and gripping. In a 
society confronted everyday with the notion that neighbors and allies may have been 
former enemies, the accusations of the child towards the man on stage caused enough 
uncertainty to elicit genuine discomfort. However , after the first few minutes the group 
generally stayed within ·the cliches of that Mprotest theatre W which supposedly lost its 
reason for e~istence on the day Nelson Mandela was elected President. Interestingly. 
the company members several times articulated their own worry that South Africa was 
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headed into a banal Tupperware-peddling television desensitized American sty le 
existence. 
Eiza was highly praised by outside critics, with one newspaper writer . Andile Xaba 
calling it •... an impressive ensemble piece,· a ~celebration presented with verve , 
insight and ... a positive outlook, " another saying H • •• it takes the mickey ou{ of 40 
years of National Party rule and all that socia-political jazz . . . • and a London 
Financial Times columnist remarking on July 10 that the play was one of a number of 
1994 Grahamstown offerings marking the end of "apartheid angs(." (The first two 
reviews were printed in the Festival programme's introduction.) 
The National Song and Dance Company of Mozambique 
Though th is superb professional company was begun fifteen years ago, in a neighboring 
cou~try, this was its first Grahamstown appearance and, in fact , its first anywhere in 
South Africa. According to the Festival program, the group was ~originally composed 
of students, soldiers and workers from various regions in Mozambique n and in recent 
years has been -highly praised in the many part of [he world~ it has visited. These 
reviewers attended all three of the Grahamstown programmes presented. 
The first work, ·Peace Poem," emphasized themes of national reconciliation and 
empowerment as well as the educational benefits, within that context, of art in 
particular and culture in general. The company's nineteen dancers and five musicians, 
performing before an almost entirely white audience, gave a vivid, athletic and above 
all committed performance to the accompaniment, first of a lute-like instrument, and 
then to various combinations of drums. marimbas and their own vocalizations. The 
performers frequently split into separate single-sex choruses dressed in colorful. 
tradition-based costumes; blue trimmed in orange and white, green against a 
background of yellow, orange against green. etc . . As Eastern Province Herald dance 
critic Janet Buckland wrote in the July 6 Cue, the company often looked like a "richly 
textured African tapestry" in motion. 
This first performance, based on recent Mozambique history , began with a "war~ 
which broke down into [he confused exhaustion of all concerned. Individual "fights " 
then erupted, demonstrated by duelling dancing between two, then four, then the entire 
troop of performers. Out of the symbolic wreckage of this ·combat, ~ the participants 
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ultimately forged a reconciliation (symbolized by a dancer dressed as the White Bird of 
Peace), and moved on to cooperation, and finally democracy, 
The second programme, entitled "The Sun Has Risen, M consisted primarily of collages 
of traditional Mozambican dance styles unified by a contemporary choreographic 
treatment. The implied question posed by this equally energetic, deeply dedicated 
offering was, if a basically multi-ethnic country with as many dispirit and formerly 
warring factions as Mozambique can grope its way towards cooperation, is there not 
hope for us all? 
The last concert, ·Celebration,· consisted of combinations of the previous offerings 
and a few new group pieces, with more of an emphasis upon music, both vocal and 
instrumental. During the final moments of each of the three pieces, the performers 
came forward and invited, almost commanded, audience members to join them in their 
dancing, a summons taken up enthusiastically by many people in the house. 
Arcadia by Tom Stoppard 
A CAPAB Production Directed by Patrick Curtis 
As the Grahamstown program has it, Stoppard 's Arcadia "takes us backward and 
forward in time" between the early years of the nineteenth century and the present in 
one English country mansion. The play alternately mocks academia in general and the 
new historicism in particular, while dealing with matters as dispirit as chaos theory, 
entropy, thermodynamics, Fermat's Last Theorem , Newcomen's Improved Steam 
Pump, feminism, the history of British landscape gardening, the life of Byron, the 
differences between the classical and romantic imagination and the end of existence as 
we know it (referred to in the piece as "the arrow of time). Though dauntingly 
complex, the work is possessed of a luminous clarity of tone and is regarded by many 
commentators , including these writers, as its prolific author's besrwork to date. 
The plot of Arcadia moves between events occurring in 1809, including a relationship 
between two fictitious characters, precocious thineen year old Lady Thomasina Coverly 
and her tutor, Septimus Hodge and, simultaneously, what Lord Byron, a houseguest at 
the time, was doing just before his first departure from England and arguments almost 
two hundred years later about what precisely took place regarding both matters. Just 
before her accidental death in a fire, Thomasina successfully formulates modern "chaos 
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theory," leaving her brilliant doodlings in the form of an elegant though necessarily 
incomplete algorithm , which in turn causes her late twentieth century counterparts in 
the play (and us) to wonder what might have happened, not only to Byron but science, 
had things worked out differently. 
Having seen Arcadia on London's West End just three days before viewing CAPAB's 
South African production, we could not resist some comparison of the two 
presentations. Though the acting. in the Grahamstown version was excellent, in most 
cases superior to that of the much-praised English cast, mundane lighting and scenery 
as well as clumsy blocking served to obscure the meaning of the second presentation. 
CAPAB director Patrick Curtis often placed his actors in straight lines parallel to the 
front of the stage or clumped together in the center of the set, leaving four to five feet 
of empty space between the proscenium walls and the action. Whereas in London the 
rear flats in the crucial last scene were licked with flickers of red and orange light 
foreshadowing the coming fIre, the production presented in Grahamstown was lil in a 
flat white wash illuminating, but not supporting, the action during the same scene. 
Arcadia is not simply about algorithms, but is an exceedingly graceful iterated 
(repeating) algorithm itself. Ultimately the play seems to suggest that "getting on with 
the dance,· physically and metaphorically, is the only sensible response to mankind's 
inevitable end, as much a play-filled (as opposed to merely playful) response to 
Beckett's Endgame ~ Stoppard's first play, Rosencrantl. and Guildenstem Are Dead, 
was to the older playwright's Waiting for GodD!. Though London direc:tor Trevor 
Nunn's production was up to the challenge of Stoppard's demanding new script, rhe 
CAPAB presentation got the words right but blurred the meaning by awkward, unsure 
handling of both atmosphere and choreography. 
Buya Africa 
Featuring Thuli Dumakude and directed by Welcome Msomi 
Buya Africa (Come Back Africa) was written and developed by its central figure , 
international star performer Thuli Dumakude. The South African singer/dancer/actress 
was the 1983 winner of an Obie for the Off-Broadway season of Poppie Nongena and a 
1984 Lawrence Olivier Award for Best Actress in a West End production of the same 
play. The production was directed by Welcome Msomi, an award winning practitioner 
himself as well as the husband of its lead. Ac:cording to Ms. Dumakude, who has not 
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lived in her native" country in recent years, Buya is a ·celebration- of her experiences 
from her youth to the present. 
The first act was devoted to Ms. Dumakude impersonating and singing the parts of 
fural Zulus; a woman as child and mother. an eighty-five-year-old man who recalls 
being pushed out of his house and off his land as a youngster, the courtship and 
marriage of a country girl -- and the experience of the long awaited voting day this last 
April. Each of these vignettes ended in established South African songs. The second act 
began with memories of Ms. Dumakudc's own rural grandparents. the performer's first 
days in Brooklyn ("another township in New York-) and her early experiences as a 
singer in America. Ms. Dumakude erroneously took American folk singer Pete Seeger 
to task fOf taking writing credit for the popular ·Wimoweh. ~ previously established in 
South Africa as -Mbube" - "The White Cat W in English'. The presentation concluded 
with an introduction of Ms. Dumakude's percussionist, Valeri Naronjo, and guitarist, 
Emma (both Americans) who then joined the singer in performing a tribute to South 
Africa's slain anti-apartheid activists. 
Ms. Dumakude, obviously an accomplished performer, was bitterly attacked in the July 
7 Cue by City Press writer Sandile Memela. In an article entitled ·Losing the Spirit of 
Africa,. Memela granted that the performer was a .·vocal powerhouse" who "pulls at 
the heartstrings and inspires the soul,· but maintained that the show lacked ·spiritual 
depth and content" and further charged that Ms. Dumakude had achieved little or no 
connection with her audience. "It has been said that it is just not enough for an artist to 
sing or write a poem about Africa, " wrote Memela. 
For an artist to capture the soul of the continent she has to become part 
of her living people and pulsating culture; the songs will come by 
themselves. After almost twenty years of living in the concrete jungle of 
New York Thuli Dumakude ... has lost all the ingredients that make her 
songs carry the spirit of Africa. 
In addition the reviewer noted with obvious distaste that the production's ~musical 
arrangements had been entrusted to an American" and further accused both hackup 
musicians o~ being out of tune. 
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The July 10 Sunday Times' Festival summary by Barry Range also criticized Buya , 
though from a different standpoint. Noting that eminent South African director 
Welcome Msomi had directed the piece for Ms. Dumakude, Range charged that it had 
been -Billed as a drama, ~ but was no more than -brief bursts of patter W to introduce a 
cabaret "starring his wife. ~ This chauvinistic dismissal of the star's artistry on the bas is 
of her domestic arrangements, or to put the matter plainly, Ihis blatant sex ism, was 
echoed in other Festival-connected coverage. A July 6 Cue article by Scope's Gram 
Siddall called -The Girls of Grahamstown," put forward a view of the city al Festival 
time as a pick-up paradise, -a mecca for right-thinking men the country over" full of 
"translucent -skinned, flaxen haired nubiles· and "ethereal, pixie like creatures. W 
Finally these reviewers, who heard nary an out-of-tune note and personally witnessed 
audience members. not only applauding every Dumakude number enthusiastically but 
often literally dancing in the aisles , ended by being troubled at Memela's and Range's 
reaction to her work. Whether Buya Africa was drama or cabaret, and irrespective of 
the degree to which Ms. Dumakude 's work was or was not influenced by her 
directorlhusband, the presentation was one of the few top flight international-level 
offerings at this year's Festival. It seemed to us that factors besides performance 
excellence, such as Ms. Dumakude' s leaving South Africa years earlier to conrinue her 
work, and apparently worse still, returning with American musicians - as well as her 
daring to be both a woman and an international star -- were being considered in these 
reviews of, and commentary on, Buya Africa4. 
"Culture? What Culture" , 
Winter School Lecture by Mike Van Graan 
General Secretary of the pOlitically independent National Arts Coalition Mike Van 
Oraan addressed a packed room, the only Winter School presentation attended by these 
observers at which large numbers of black and In~ian young people were present. 
Ignoring a -joke" by his introducer to the effect that Van Graan's color accounted for 
his recent rise to national eminence, the former African National Congress arts activist 
set forward his self-defined charge. 
When the topic MCulture? What Culture?~ was first proposed to me a 
few months before the election as a Winter School topic, it reflected a 
concern that as the country underwent its hean surgery, the doctors did 
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not think it impOTrant that the revived patient should sing or dance or use 
. . creative imagination. It was sufficient that the patient had a new 
lease of life; the subsequent quality of that life would be left to chance. 
Van Graan first commented upon the Mmixed signals~ the new government was sending 
to the arts community and then went on to discuss three challenges which had to be 
faced; ~to motivate and locate the importance of the arts and culture within the current 
discourse facing national priorities~; to ·propose concrete recommendations for how 
the am should be 'developed~; and to organize Min the most effective waysM in order to 
have those recommendations taken seriously at the national and regional levels. He 
went on to urge his fellow arts advocates to learn from the mistakes of other in the 
post-colonial era to concentrate on the spiritual/artistic as well as material needs of the 
newly enfranchised population. 
The remainder of Van Graan's presentation was devoted to considerations of culture 
and development in any newly emerging society; far from being mutually exclusive, 
the former was integral to the latter, he said. Van Graan also discussed strategies by 
which national and regional arts groups might empower themselves in post election 
South Africa, specifically emphasizing the importance of achieving access to decision 
makers with what he termed -quality arguments· and ·practicaJ· policy prop.osals in 
support of projected activities and/or organizations. 
Van Graan asserted his belief that western models of economic and social development 
would not always be applicable to South Africa, particularly with respect to the 
distribution of, and access to, the arts. Van Oraan adopted the perspective that art itself 
was not cul ture, but a reilec[ion of culture. In Van Graan's conclusion, he noted that, 
because colonialism in general and apartheid in particular had created psychological and 
emotional scars which the arts were uniquely suited to address, they would be a 
·crucial component~ in developing citizens' "human essence- and that creativity most 
essential to building a positive national future. 
Goy. 
Wrilten and directed by Dean Opperman 
Though admirting that little is known about Goya's life, as opposed to his work, 
festival veteran and former Young Artist Award Winner for Drama Deon Opperman 
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wrote and directed his interpretation of the great Spanish painter's thoughts from youth 
to old age for the Grahamstown main bill. Established classical actor Dick Reineke 
performed the role of the artist for seventy-five uninterrupted minutes, sounding very 
much like a solo SaEeri in Peter Shaffer 's Amadeus. 
A romantic artist in the baroque tradition, the historical Goya was an iconoclastic 
observer whose superb painting reflected the political turmoil and uprooted conventions 
in Spain which presaged the start of the modern era. Opperman's version of the artist 
seems to have reflected a "more personal, as opposed to historical, perspective. As he 
said in a July 2 Cue interview with Barrie Hough, a considerable part of himself went 
into the work: ~My arrogance, my pain. 1 wrote my own world into Goya. II In 
Opperman's and Reineke's portrait, Goya is a brilliant, outspoken, often angry artist 
existing in a world of venal and cruel dull~ds. The play's turning point occurs when 
the painter loses his hearing after a fever and, once he begins to work again, does so 
with Mnewly flayed eyes .· 
Goya, exceptionally beautiful to the eye and ear, aspired to a virtually operatic scale. 
At one point Reineke appeared out of a murky on-stage dimness in a dark cassock over 
a crimson suit wearing a lighted candelabra, at another he sported a white shirt, ebony-
colored breeches, ivory stockings and black shoes with silver buckles-4 hyper-dramatic 
toning which in theory seemed appropriate for its subject. Nevertheless, the 
performance got poor reviews and was not especially well received by audiences. This 
might have been because the presentation, while impressive in scope and visual detail, 
lacked both humor and warmth. The historical Goya worked in a number of different 
styles, some of which , to be sure, may appear enigmatic from a contemporary 
perspective. However, he seems to have been a painter who, whatever his excesses, 
had a special empathy for his subjects, whether in portrairure or scenes of the 
"Desastres de la Guerra" ("Disaslers of the [Napoleonic] War"). 
At the end of his Cue interview, Opperman was quoted as saying "I hope Craya is more 
than a portrait of an artist as 1 see him and a vehicle for my own private ache . I hope it 
casts a mirror for all mankind to look into.· It is not surprising that the Grahamstown 
audience failed to embrace Ihis dark, abstracted and highly intellectualized set of 
images as its mirror. 
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My Life 
Staged by Athol Fugard and Rebecca Waddell 
After Athol Fugard's years of writing plays which indirectly reflect the violence and 
injustice endured on a daily basis by his fellow South Africans, the very ground 
beneath his feet must seem to have shifted, with recent events such as the abolishment 
of apartheid and establishmem of a democratic government elected by universal 
suffrage. Perhaps in response, the playwright's 1993 Play/and was little more than a 
staged dialogue between a South African zulu and an afrikaaner about the future of the 
country. almost as jf Fugard is now groping for new means of on-stage expression 
given the changing political situation in his country. 
In My Life Fugard has returned [0 the coUaborative method out of which his earliest 
scripts were developed (including Orestes and StatemenIs After An Arrest Under The 
/fTl1TU)raliry Act with Yvonne Bryceland and her husband Brian Astbury as well as Sizwe 
Bansi Is Dead and The Island which were evolved with John Kani and Winston 
Ntshona). For this most recent presentation, Fugard has worked with a multi-racial, 
multi-ethnic group of six South African young women (five as performers and one as 
an assistant director) ranging in age from fifteen to twenty-one, rather than older 
veterans of the country 's struggles. 
My Life is generated out of the performer's own stories and performed as a ·recital, not 
a performance- (according to Fugard's program notes). As Fugard observed in the July 
8 Cue , ·When everybody else was listening to the hollow rhetoric of the election, I was 
hearing the girl's fresh and wonderful stories. - Notwithstanding this apparent 
excitement about the work, Fugard went on to note almost apologetically that he had 
not dealt directly with the writing as he had with previous collaborators, but 
nevertheless, along with Ms. Waddell, had done his bes.t, " . .. given the limited scope 
of this project, to reflect and celebrate the cultural diversity of our South African 
reality . . . • The presentation used the direct audience address so often employed 
throughout the '94 festival, with each of the performers stepping forward to talk about 
her own genuine experiences, aspirations and fears. (It is noteworthy that, for whatever 
reasons, no one of Afrikaans heritage was included.) 
There were a few startling and poetic moments in the piece, such as a segment in which 
one of the players juxtaposed a severed arm with the sentence, -Songs are the wings of 
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the mind. R The presentation was smoothly staged and beautifully lit. On the whole, 
however, My Life was banal, sometimes cloyingly so. "We have given you our hearts, 
our slories R said one of the young women while another added that "If we are to build 
a new country, that's what we'll have to do ,· an insight with which one even the most 
hostile audience member could not quarrel. The presentation culminated in a seemingly 
endless stretch of preachiness. 
Argus critic Ian Macdonald asserted in the July 9 Cue that "The old master- had ·done 
it again," that My Life was "Heartwarming and touching," leaving the audience Rwith a 
smile. R These reviewers agree that the slice-of-life authenticity and youthful optimism 
of the performer's stories in My Life had some impact and induced what Weekly Mail &: 
Guardian reviewer Mark Gevisser referred to as feelings gone "all soft and fuzzy" in 
his piece on Paul Siabolepsky's Viaoria Almost Fa/Is published in the same issue of 
Cue. Nevertheless, we believe My Life lacked depth and insight, notwithstanding its 
multi-culturalism and implied assurances that the new South Africa will include females 
and belong to the young. To be plain we wondered if the work would have been 
produced at all without its public identification with Athol Fugard. 
Nongogo by Athol Fugard 
Directed by Jerry Mofokeng 
In his excellent book on the theatre of Athol Fugard, Truths The Hand Can Touch, 
Russell Vandenbrouke quotes the playwright's own assessment of his 1958·wriuen 
Nongogo as ·inflated verse drama" which, in retrospect, he finds immature, gauche and 
derivative. Vandenbrouke himself asserts that it is ·unlikely· this dated and deeply 
flawed work would ever be staged at present "except out of curiosity. R The play 
revolves around the desires of "Queenie, - a successful shebeen proprietor and former 
"nongogo· (prostitute), to escape her past and live a normal life. 
Director Jerry Mofokeng, this year's Young Artist Award Winner for Drama in South 
Africa, took on this historically interesting but theatrically unpromising material for 
production on Grahamstown's main stage, an effort these reviewers found as doomed 
as Queenie's efforts to escape her fate as a ftfallen woman~ in this late fifties 
melodrama. In fact Mofokeng's efforts to bring the play to life, which chiefly consisted 
of a massive technical investment and carefully "designed- actor movement and line 
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3. Actording to a reference on page 50 of Popular Music: A.n A1I1I0tated Index of A~rican 
Popular Songs, Volume 1, 1950 to '59, edited by Nat Shapiro and published by the Adrian 
Press of New York, NY in 1967, ~Mbube' was first adaIlted for America.n consumption as 
"Wimoweh" by Paul Campbell, a collective pseudonym for the folk group "The Weavers" of 
wIDch Seeger was a pan, hom a recording made in 1930's South Africa by Solomon Linda--to 
which it was credited. 
4. Not every reviewer was as negative as Mamela and Ra nge. In a July 9, page 10 column entitled 
"Vibrance in ThuH's stories, song and dance," Eastern Province Herald critic Terry Herbst 
praised the singer's accompanists and added, not ooIy that her "vibrant showing" to capacity 
howes had · put paid to critics who have stlllcrured her" for forgetting her African roots "during 
her long exile," but that he, b.imself, felt "the richer for having bad the privilege of watching" 
this "hard working showbiz phenomena· do ber work in · ber own distinctive way . " 
5. Hwnphrey Taylor in "GRAHAMSTOWN FESTIVAL: top billing shows sell out as attend;u)ce 
figure breaks records,' in The Weekly Mail &: Guardian, Ju.ne & to 14, 1994, p. 30. 
6. 
7. 
Terry Herbst .• Nas, despite fine acting, Victoria falls," Eastern Province Herald, Saturday July 
9, 1994, p. 10. 
Mark Gevisser, ·Pap and fetrucini in l culnml. melting pot,· Cue. July 9, 1994, p. 5. 
8 . Ibid. 
9. Robert Greig, "Introduction" in MODi Street and Owr Moves, Witswatersrand University 
Press:Jobannesburg, South Africa. 1994, p. xvii. 
-
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Michael Atkinson, Roger Dwyer, Alan Swerdlow, Mauro Faraoni in Graham Green's 
Travels with my Aunt, adapted by Giles Havergal, directed by Mark Graham. Photo: 
Ruphin Coudyzer. 
Buya Africa (Come Back Africa), written by Thuli Dumakude, directed by Welcome 
Msomi. Photo: Ruphin Coudyzer. 
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REPORTS, REVIEWS and PAPERS 
The Standard Bank National Arts Festival 
Grahamstown, 4-141uly 1996 
Keith Bain 
University of Stellenbosch 
If the Grahamslown Festival can be seen to be a microcosmic reflection of South African society, then - from a certain perspective - this year's Festival suggested that perhaps a social, economic and political stalemate has been reached, Dirty, 
windb lown streets, crowded pavements, unrelenting crime, heart-breaking poverty, 
drug indulgence and sleazy third-rate Fringe Festival producti ons seemed determined to 
mar the good name and reputat ion of thi s o therwise fantas tic celebration of South 
Afri can art and culture. It was thanks largely to the clearheaded decision-making of the 
Main Festival organisers, that the disappointments associated with poor shows, dirty 
side-walks and traffi c congestion were overshadowed by a smorgasbord of 
uncommonly fine theatre on the Main Festival programme. The excilement and 
en th usiasm which is so much a part o f the annual Grahamstown experience was 
noticeably down on previous years· a significan t change speculatively altributable to 
both the po pularity of the smaller Oudtshoorn Festival earlier this year, and also due to 
growing financial instability. 
Whatever the reasons, s ta.tislics ind icated waning box-office sales on the Fringe. Cue 
reporter, Maria McCloy (1996:2) reported that ticket sa les .. ... this year are 101 128 as 
compared to 113 826 in 1995. " Theo ries concerning dwindling sales included the 
speculation thaI the cold had kept "weekend da y trippers" away, and that the increased 
average ticket price, from R1 5.18 in 1995 to R17.58 this year, had caused potent ial 
Festival-goers 10 stay away. Many of the masses complained tha t it was simply too 
expensive to atte nd shows and be in Grahams town for the Festiva l, and for some, the 
"experience'" was si mply more important than the art. 
Despite an overdose of rave reviews fo r many mediocre and even sub-standard Fringe 
shows in the official Festival newspaper, Cue, many' Festinos - critics, performers and 
spectalors alike - complained tha t both the quality of many productions as well as the 
atmosphere o f the Festival as a whole were significant ly disappoin ting in comparison 
with previous years. More - it seemed - is not necessarily better, and the theatre on offer 
on the Fringe was slim ;n quality, despi te the sheer enorm ity of choices available. The 
Main festival, however, saw increased sa les and after the fi rst week, "ticket sales for the 
Main were up 5,3 % compared to the same time last year· (McCloy, 1996:2). And, the 
fringe was the source of most disappointments. Whereas one is accustomed to find ing 
several welcome surprises away from the Main Festival, this year saw the Fringe hosting 
a plethora of shabby productions. For my own parI, the 1996 Festival represented an 
enormous paradox. Many of the finest shows converged to compete with the lower end 
of mediocrity and it is perhaps appropriate that this report focuses on the Main Festival 
which proved to be the chief exponent of quality productions. The Fringe, however, 
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was a veritable mine-field ri ddled with inconsistencies and non-profeSSionalism, and 
perpetuated by scandalous, inaccurate marketing hype , 
That said, where productions were good, they were extremely good, and usually selVed 
as remarkable tributes to the organisers and those companies which brought exce lle nt 
theatre to the Festiva l. Unfortunately, what was very clear from the distribution of good 
and very poor productions, . is that financial restraints playa considerable part in the 
worth of the fina l product. And while higher budgets were dearly a contributing factor 
for many shows, jt was clear thai wise·spending Festival-enthusiasts saved their precious 
Rands for the more expensive Main productions, and often wisely stayed away from the 
lesser fare on offer from the Fringe. Those in the know sought quality entertainment 
rather than submitting themselves to excessive show-hopping, and the result was full 
Main ven ues and disappointing (although often deservedly so) houses for the Fringe. 
The demand fo r not-only-good - but brilliant - theatre is possibly best suggested by the 
success of the two Mark Graham directed Terrence McNally productions, Lovel Valourl 
Compassion', an hilarious Aids drama, and Master Class which featured Jana Glliers as 
the opera d iva, Maria Callas, were both resounding successes - both at the box office, 
and according to Festival critics. Strangely, despite the fact that both plays were penned 
by the same writer, and both share the same director, they emerged as very diffe rent 
and quite independent productions - similar only in their undeniable quality and value 
as fine entertainment. According to the Vice·Chairman of the Festival Committee, 
Mannie Manim, "The rights to the McNally plays were acquired by rieler Toerien and 
PACT Drama respectively, both of whom proposed these productions to us for inclusion 
in the Festival" (In Knox, 1996:1), According to Cue crilic, Catherine Knox (1996:1), 
"(b)olh were hot from Broadway and represented fine work by one of the most 
commercially successful dramatists working today." Commercial success is certainly an 
apt description (or both of these shows despite the fact that one is a gay play, while the 
other delves quite intensively into the very private mind of an opera star but makes use 
of little on-stage action. The quality and success of both of these productions can 
certainly also be at~ributed to the talent and artistry of Mark Graham who was described 
by Manim as a director ·whose time has come" (In Knox, 1996: 11. Manim further 
described. the .budgeting considerations of the McNally/Graham combinations, in terms 
of the emphas is on the business aspect of showbiz: ·It was desirable to engineer a 
balance between commercia l productions which could end up in the black, and very 
expensive shows which were important to include even though they were sure to cos t 
far more than the box office couid recoup, The McNally/Graham plays clearly belong to 
the money-spinner category" (Knox, 1996:1), 
While these two plays originated from the same source, both represented quite dive rse 
theatrical styles, while sharing common points of departure in terms of their comic 
brilliance, dramatic dexterity and theatrical genius . The in-your-face gay-play 
perspective was understated enough to never interfere with the entertaInment worth of 
the tragedy-comedy concoction of Love! Valour! Compassion!, A brilliant unravelling of 
its eight characte rs (played by seven men) - all gaYi friends whose various interpersonal · 
relationships reveal the desperate soul searching which might be experienced by any 
human being, Explicit and extended nudity was handled carefully, though quite bold ly, 
to suggest life's realities and to emphasise those vulnerabilities which affect us ail. 
Andre Roothman and Terry Norton in a scene from Marthinus BaS50n's production of 
Macbeth. 
lAI N- AMST - ES1W 
While psychological barriers are exposed, so 100 are physica l barriers, hence multiple 
scenes featuring the characters undressing - laying themse lves on the li ne, so 10 sl1eak. 
But ultimalely, the play deals wi th raw human reelings and emolions, and Iile 
performances were sincere and memorable - side-s tepping the blandness o f cha racter 
types in order to reveal real pt~rsonillities. The company, th,l1lks to creative direction, 
was able 10 transcend the restrain ts of time and place, while the provocative use of 
language and movement on a stylishly clever set, came to reveal many of life's. startling 
intricacies and many truths concerning the world of arl and show business. Running for 
th ree hours, and including two intervals, Lovel Valourl Compassionl nevertheless held 
audiences' attention and received favourable crilicism from Barrie Hough, who wrote in 
Cue that, " Love! Va/oUlI Compa~s;onl is profound and poetic wh ile being ex treme ly 
entertaining. With plays like this around, theatre has li ttl e chance of dyingN (Hough, 
1996:1). His enthusiasm was justified praise of a superbly directed text. 
Mark Graham's second production, Master C/as5 was a tour de force of brilliant acting 
by Jana Cilliers, faultless direction and stylish min imalis t set design (by Andrew Botha). 
With her sympathetic but thoughtful characterisation of the opera diva, Olliers 
delivered a convincing Callas in the time after her career had waned. Her 
reminiscences of her roller coasler life emerge as a colourful and often sadnening 
expression of words and energy which reveal as much about the opera star as aboul a 
life in the theatre and the dedication necessary to make one a great performer. Natal 
Witness crili c, Margaret von Klemperer wrote in the Cue that Olliers' performance was 
certa inly the finest at the Festival this year: "Oll iers never sings a note during the p lay. 
But she lives the roles her students attempt, and she shows what can be done wilh the 
spoken rather than the sung word. In whal is vi rtually a monologue she reflects wi th 
enormous passion on geni"us and the sacrifices it demands. It is an intensely theatrical 
performance, profoundly moving, often funny, and exciting to watch" (Von Klempe rer, 
1996,3). 
While McNa lly's two contributions to the Mai n Festival proved that con temporary 
theatrical innovation can be entertaining and didactic - even if only on an emoti onal 
leve l - much of the Main programme was filled with classical and proven successes . 
Shakespeare, Brecht, Miller and Puli tzer Prize-winning August Wilson were 
represen ted, alongside local writers and directors Deon Opperman, Andrew Buckland, 
Ronnie Govende r, Janice Honeyman and Pieter-Dirk Uys. 
Acclaimed Cape Town director, Marth inus Basson brought new life to the Bard's 
Scottish Play, which premiered in Grahamstown before a home-lown run aimed al 
school pupils who are studyi ng the playas a sel work. Macbeth took on a high-tech, 
spectacularly post-modern look, combining sta te-of-the-a rt technology with the 
trappings of modern communication. Basson went so far as to alter the conception of 
the supernatural and the occult. According to the Rapport's Barrie Hough, writing in the 
Cue: 
Against thei r all pervasive power the 'evil' Macbeth and his ambitiolls 
lady are turned into frightened and even frai l victims. It is even suggested 
that Macbeth's experience of supernatural creatures is induced by 
e lectrodes while lady Macbeth's dementia can be attributed to mind-
altering drugs. Mirrors are cleverly used to suggest the states of 
hallucination. Mirrors become a metaphor for vulnerability, which brings 
the audience very close to Macbeth and his lady. At various stages 
throughout the production the audience sees themselves reflected and 
contorted in a mirrored surface. Has a produdion of Macbeth ever been 
so personal? (Hough, 1996:3). 
Indeed, Basson's vision of a disturbingly surreal Scotland was a somewhat provocative 
and at times disturbing one, filled to the brim with clever gadgetry and theatri cal effects 
w izardry. The Macbeths become (ragile victims of an out-of-control political system -
~Bureaucratic gods" as Hough refers to them. The play had a surreal look and reel, 
suggesting cinematic stylism and depth, but suffered from inconsistent and even hapless 
performances - especially from a desperate 8anquo who appeared to be searching (or a 
wave which he could catch out of the Rhodes Theatre. Terry Norton's cold and 
calculating Lady Macbeth brought a euphoric turbu lence to her fi rst victimis ing, then 
late r defeated character. On the other hand, Andre Roothman ' s Macbeth proved the 
ultimate victim; impressionable and disquieted from the start. With high-brow 
eclecticism and a penchant for stylistic wizardry, Sasson's concoction was a wowing 
crowd-pleaser - visually arresling to say the least. Hopefully, his mesmerising vision of 
an alive and lively interpretation of Shakespeare will prove inspirational to other South 
African directors who are not yet comfortable with innovation and experimentation. 
Bertold Brecht's The Good Woman of Setzuan was wonderfully transformed into the 
colourful and appropriate The Good Woman of Sharkvjf/e for this years Festival. Janet 
Suzman's highly theatrical and marvellously staged production was hardly alienating, 
but proved the point that educational can be entertaining and st imulating. In jected with 
several powerful performances - particularly by Pamela Nomvete as the kindly 
prostitute turned corrupt businessperson, and Sella Maake kaNcube as her bitter lover, 
Vuyani • the production was energetic and lively from start to finish. The cast certainly 
had fun with this epic journey through co-related worlds of good and bad which iake 
place in a tawdry dead grey set designed by John Engels. The essence of Brecht's 
original is captured quite admirably in Suzman's adaptation - and the characters work 
well against the grandiose backdrop which represents the poverty-stricken slum world 
which is Sharkville. It is this setting which gave the play its meaning for a new 
generation of South Africans who must seek goodness within the ruins of the past. Our 
slruggle - the play suggests - is with an evil which has the ability to emerge from each 
and everyone of us, and it is only through discipline and respect for ourselves and 
fe llow members of our society that we will be capable of overcoming the bad which 
looms over our future. 
While the South African version of Brecht had much to say about our past and future, it 
was oeon, Oppe rman's superlative epic Afrikaans production, Danker/and, which most 
awesomely captured my imagination. An inspired creation which was at once moving 
and entertaining, this tribute to a changing South Africa proved Opperman to be a 
worthy torch-carrier for emerging theatre in this country. Produced in two parts, 
Danker/and follows the "saga of the De Witt family, whose· trials and tribulations over 
158 years are lovingly recorded by Opperman in a mammoth theatrical exercise that 
takes five hours 10 unfold .... Opperman's work makes no attempt to apologise for, or 
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judge, the Afrikaner. What it does do is provide a trenchant indictment of racial 
discrimination, with the wheel turning full cycle from De Wilt illegally claiming land as 
the Great Trek took place, to his family losing it nine generations later to, ironically, a 
black government. The episodic play, performed on a revolve with a minimum of 
props, reads like a history book as the De Witt family is torn apart by prejudice and 
hatred. Mother and her daughter die in a British concentration camp, Meidjie loses her 
husband tragically, another loses a leg in a mine accident, and a biUer youth 
indoctrinated to hate blacks dies after killing the child of his brother and a labourer" 
(Herbst, 1996: 1). The play - despite its epic nature - is essentially about people's lives, 
and it is Opperman's ability to reach the soul of his characters often using only a few 
lines in a few scenes, which gave t~e production its warmth and theatrical brilliance. 
A range of stunning performances emerged from the intelligent - and in places, qu ite 
brave - casting. Eric Nobbs, Andre Odendaal, David Clatworthy and Petru Wessels, for 
example, all gave stunning portrayals in changing roles - altemating according to the 
passing generations depending on the age of the characters conce rned. Witty, apt, and 
in its tempo, absolutely engaging from start to finish, this drama was fresh both in its 
style and narrative technique. Emotionally appealing and texturally complex, 
Donker/and is very much a new departure for South African theatre - mesOlerising in its 
capture of our blood-stained history, ils imaginative suggestions for a hopeful fut ure 
spill over into our hopes and dreams fo r our cultural identity. Donkerland may be about 
our tortured nation, but it offers careful wisdoms which are universal and quite 
profound. The drama offers spirited revelations concerning the eternal circle of life in 
all its cyclic glory, and the numerous tableaus comment all the ability of mankind to 
endure all the hardship and cruelly which life throws our way. Man's survival against 
the odds - and often in spite of himself - appears 10 exist at the core of Opperman's 
poetic production. 
Sadly, it seems that Donker/and was unable to tour the country, because of the cost 
involved in transporting the set, and because of the financial insecurity associated with 
the overly long produdion. It is outrageous to think that many non-Festival goers will 
be prevented from experiencing one of the highlights of this year's Festival because of 
financial and logistic constraints . Clearly, this was the most memorable work at 
Grahamstown this year, and it can only be hoped that the film or telev ision version will 
be hot on its ta il. 
This year's winner of the Standard Bank Young Artist Award for Drama was lara FOOl 
Newton, who also directed another Grahamstown hit, Arthur Miller's The Crucible. 
Precise and intense, the production was carried off with astounding sincerity, and the 
no-nonsense handling by the director allowed the integrity of the play's deeper 
metaphoric meaning to come across with great gusto. Parallels between the witch-
hunting in Salem, and the search for truth by our own Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission, are no doubt just beneath the surface, and the power of Miller's language 
unquestionably seeks the rools of moral truth through logic and common sense. That 
people are all too keen to hang any suitable scapegoat is a valuable truth which 
certainly applies to our society at this juncture. Lara Foot Newton explored Miller 's 
landscape w ith magical ease, and led a fine cast into a spectacular ensemble of 
explorative portrayals which made the performers one with their we ll-textured 
characters. It was perhaps only Marcel van Heerden's schizophrenic accent which 
disturbed the purity of the production. 
Accents, it seems, are an unavoidable problem in South African theatre at the moment. 
8asson's Macbeth suffered thanks to various incons istencies, and Jerry Mofokeng 's 
production of August Wilson's The Piano Lesson was hard-pressed to secure satisfactory 
American South accents from its all-b lack cast. Marthinus Basson claims that the 
so lu tion lies in "'mother-tongue versions of the plays'" (In Knox, 1996b:1). Concentration 
on accents tend to cloud aclor training - especially for those speaking English as a 
second or even th ird language: "'Our training is lousy. We're pussy-foot ing around the 
iss'ue of accen!. After three years at UCT, a lot of black actors can't handle the 
language" (In Knox, 199Gb:l). Perhaps his point is a valid one - and South Africans 
simply need to be more adventurous in their production of classic English texts - daring 
to translate such works. However, where cril les and audiences are justified in their 
complain t, is where inconsistencies crop up, and even worse, where dialogue cannot 
be understood at all. If a production is performed in English, then a precedent should be 
se l as far as the qualify of the diction and pronunciation are concerned. Numerous 
performances at this year's Festival contained uneasy portrayals by actors 
uncomfortable with their accents. 
August Wilson's The Piano Lesson explores the difficulties of an Afro·American family 
which is struggling to deal wi th a past which has grown out of slavery. The struggle 
focuses on the conflict between a brother and sister who fa il to agree on the sale of a 
family piano - an heirloom which symbolises the family's oppressed history, and it's 
link with a lost cultural identity. While the siblings struggle with the ghosts of a terrible 
pas t, it is the ir presen t interpersonal conflict which threatens to destroy them both. Rich 
with emotion, the drama is a relentless portrayal of human confl ict and the importance 
of investing in a personal heritage, told in the realis tic idiom. The cruelty of slavery and 
the difficulty of dealing with this sordid side of American history, suggests some parallel 
with our own current socia l situation. Each character fights for ind ividual freedom, and 
in the process, each is in danger of foregoing a greater freedom of expression. The 
personal experience, it seems, is an intrinsic component of our popular memory, but 
does not always serve the compensatory which we share with those close to us . 
Tile Piano Lesson was di rected by Jerry Mofokeng, who commented that, "for me, the 
journey we take with The Piano Lesson is not about how to succeed, but about taking 
the opportunity to dream and the courage to pursue the dream. I'd rather we dream and 
fail, than die cowards as we wrestle with our new democracy'" (Mofokeng, 1996:69). To 
an extent, it is this spirit of hope which most accurately describes this particular 
production brought to Grahamstown by Johannesburg'S Civic Theatre . Mofokeng's 
handling of this feisty text demonstrates a wrought-iron ab ility and an intelligent 
understanding of the complexities of the American black experience. The cast gave 
slrong performances despite the single casualty which was the often tiresome accent. 
Other successful· Main Drama productions included Janice Honeyman's adaptation of 
Dickens's A Ta le of Two Cities and Andrew Buckland's inventive and playful Human 
Race which combined mime, dance and movement theatre to good comic effect. 
Conflicting opinions met both of these productions - but in most respects, both were 
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enterta ining, and full of promise. Honeyman's Tale was big and complex - following an 
epic story, and suffering technically as a resu lt. With its huge sets, intricate costumes 
and pageant-styled theatricality, the "Le Mis withou t the musical fanfares· (Chisholm, 
1996: 1 0) tended to forgo narrative simplicity for stage wizardry, a problem further 
enhanced by the sheer enormity of the tale being told. Colourful and explosively 
powerful jn places, many of the characters do unfortunately lend to become lost at the 
expense of the whirlwind production. Some clever theatrical devices and atmosphere· 
enhancing puppets added to the fun of the overall spectacle. 
Human Race on the other hand is a simple and amusing· jf usually grotesque and over-
the-top - tale, told in Andrew Buckland's novel and exciting style which might be 
termed physical theatre. The pleasure of the production "lies in relishing the blithe w it, 
the skill and the delicate touch 'trainees' in Ihe cast bring to the affair .... And for the sly 
humour of {Buckland's] own performance as three central characters - a hapless 
immigrant, a smarmy negotialor·cum-hatchelman, and a slime monsler called Roadkill -
in this depiction of life as a particularly pointless Comrades Mar~thon. Run the race, 
win the prize. Losers get their legs chopped oW' (Minervini, 1996:1). The only 
drawback of the production lay in Ihe subtl e disconnection between audience and 
performers. While the cast had loads of insane fun, the audience was often left 10 
absorb repetitiveness and mindlessness which made it difficult to distinguish e lements 
of serious commentary from moments of sheer fun. Nevertheless, the production 
proved Buckland to be a master of his craft - sk illed, well-practised, and intoxicated by 
his own love of this theatrica l form. 
It is worth mentioning in some detail Buckland's involvement in Gary Gordon 's First 
Physical Theatre Company. This exciting and innovative dance company has brought a 
thrilling new form to South African stages. In what Gordon refers to as a non·elitist 
theatre form, physical theatre combines dance, movement, drama, comedy, technology 
and a range of thrill -getting devices to stimulate the senses and indulge the imaginat ion. 
The Unspeakab le Swry, which was already a popular product ion at last year's Festival, 
has Buckland in a main role, as the painful memories of surreal ist painter Rene. Magritte 
are explored as a series of documentary danceplays scripted by Reza de WeI. 
Sumptuous dancing and anxiety-creating stage techniques ensure that every momen t is 
balanced by the extremes of classy comic ease and unsettling emot ional bombardment. 
The play is, in the end a tender tragedy, engaging not only for its artistic beau ty, but 
also its thrilling combination of creative elements. The First Physical Theatre Company 
has emerged as a veritab le showcase of superbly athletic dancing and physical 
characterisation cocooned within a strong narrative shell. 
There were few Fringe surprises - especially in terms of the drama programme - and 
these were easily outnumbered by hordes of shoddy and unimpressive productions 
ranging from the hopeful to the hapless. Shining lights on the Fringe, however, included 
Fred Abrahamse's wonderful di rection of Steven Berkof('s Greek. A startlingly well-
performed Baxter Theatre production, the play turned language inta a powerful tool, 
while the stage was used to create a sterile vision of a sick and twisted society. Turning 
the Oedipus legend into a wicked concoction concerned with the existential search (or 
true love, Berkoff's contemporary adults-only classic deals equally with social injusti ce, 
economic prejudice, political evils and the deconstruction of the contemporary family 
unit. Duncan Rayne Lawson gave a strong and unswerving virtuoso performance as the 
over-alert Eddie, while Terry Norton, Bianco Amato and Mark Hoeben, all contributed 
to the excellence of this delightfully striking play. 
While a number of the Main Drama productions might be seen to reveal universal 
realities which may be linked to contemporal)' South African issues, one Fringe 
production went out of its way to alter an existing text in favour of local political fare. 
Ariel Dorfman's acclaimed thriller Death and (he Maiden maintained its underlying 
message in the Windybrow Theatre's adaptation of the text, but as a whole, the 
production lacked the air of menace which would have been necessary to make it 
convincing. "'The translation of the original into' a South African mystery-thriller 
exploration of the ultimate worth of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, is an 
interesting concept, but many holes are left wide open in this often-pedestrian 
performance. The show involves Paula and John, a happily married New South African 
couple: he is black, she is white, and he has just been appointed to the Truth 
Commission. On the evening of his appointment, John - the victim of a flat lyre - is 
rescued from the side of the road by a kindly doctor. When the doctor visits John and 
Paula's home, Paula suspects him of torturing and raping her years before, while she 
had been a progressive, liberal student. She decides that justice would best be served 
by her taking her revenge right away, and she begins her almost violent search for the 
truth. All she wants is an admission of guilt. The ensuing "'court case" takes us on a 
psychological journey through Paula's troubled past" (Bain, 1996:5). 
While the atlempt at reconciling an internationally successful drama with a 
contemporary South African milieu, proved to be an interesting experiment for the 
Windybrow company, on the whole, the production discovered little which was truly 
new or refreshing through this adaptation. Slightness in the direction (by Damon Berry) 
also marred an otherwise interesting attempt at enlivening our theatre. Perhaps it is safer 
for the links between our situation and those more universal stories, to emerge natu rally 
- as they did through The Piano Lesson and Macbelh - than to deliberately concoct 
fictitious tales which all but ignore the universal worth of a successful theatre 
production. 
Another disappointment - especially since the poster gave such promise of excellence -
was the Chris Weare-directed mess, Dogs. Starring Anthea Thomson, who did her best 
to salvage a ghastly text, and an out-of-place Peter Hayes, Dogs attempted a stage 
version of recent White trash cinema exposes. While a darkly surreal mood promised to 
expose itself from lime 10 lime, this hope was laid to rest by poor dia logue and a no-
where plot. Even worse, was the sub-amateurish The Doomsday Play, which rearranged 
time and place in a flurry of deranged and deluded tableaus which 1051 more and more 
meaning as each painstaking moment passed. Paul Siabolepszy's Once a Pirate was 
funny and entertaining, while being thoroughly trite and unadventurous. Seputla 
Sebogodi seemed ill at ease with his Orlando Pirate-obsessed character, and the result 
was a lesHhan-polished performance. Kafka's Report to an Academy was attempted by 
Mario Schiefs, with Esmael Teixeira as the ape who has learnt to talk. A much 
shortened version of the original, the production was somewhat stilted and interesting 
only thanks to Kafka's entertaining observations about the human race. 
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The cast of Greek, from left to right, Bianca Amato, Terry Norton, Duncan Rayne 
lawson and Mark Hoeben. 
Two proven texts - one local, and one American - were revived for the Fringe, and both 
proved to be winners. Woza Albert, which was originally conceived and created by 
Percy Mtwa, Mbongeni Ngema and Barney Simon, was a lively resurrection directed by 
Bo Peterson and featuring two newcomers - Zwelibanzi Majola and Zolani Cata. The 
show was captivating in its sheer energy and bravura. David Mamet's celebration of 
Seventies' insecurity, Sexual Perversity in Chicago, proved to be a cheerful atmospheric 
romp which had audiences cheering for more. Mamet's once disturbing use of language 
today seems strangely comforting for audiences who have grown up with cinema and 
videos which have broken down most literary and censorial barriers. 
Dealing most successfully with the New South Africa, was Greig Coetzee's brilliant 
Tales from a Termite. Imaginative, physically astute and sparkling on stage, Greig's 
hilarious verbal and visual antics are simple and effective, and deal unashamedly with 
our developing political and social structure, while toying with the unusual 
personali ties who have shaped our nation. Stand-up comedians such as Mark Banks, 
with his Stark Raving Mark, and Ian Fraser, who delivered his Big One, commented 
unflinchingly on everything from the organisation of the Festival itself, to the desperate 
plight of our economy, and on to sensitive and inane sexual issues. Comic work such as 
this suggested quite strongly that there is sti ll much to be said about South Africa and 
the society which it has bred - even when many are sti ll dazed by the post-Apartheid 
euphoria which has led to catastrophes such as the Sarafina 2 scandal. 
There was much good work happening in terms of music and dance at this year's 
Festival. Adele Blank and Christopher Kindo's Free Flight Dance Company brought an 
extraordinary programme of three dances, The Lark, 90'5 4-Play and Us, the first of 
which was th is year's winner of the First National Bank-Vita award for .¥The most 
outstanding presentation of a new contemporary work". The quality and 
professionalism of this company - which has toured Evrope and Africa - is no doubt 
attributable not only to its talented dancers, but also to its two directors, Blank and 
Kindo. The Free Flight Dance ~ompany was one of the more Significant highlights of 
the Fringe Festival. On the .Main programme, however, the PACT Dance Company 
proved its worth under the artistic direction of Esther Nasser. Two programmes were 
presented, each reaturing existing and original works. Of particular interest was 
company dancer, Susan Abraham's choreography of Pedestrian, to music by the Soweto 
String Quartet. The piece combined elements of African and post-modern dance 
vocabularies to suggest an emerging South African dance culture which is both 
diSCiplined and original. 
Two operas were presented on the Main Fe~tival programme. Porgy and Bess was a 
large-scale production presented by CAPAB Opera, and under the direction of Angelo 
Cobbalo. The opera used a mostly local black cast, but reserved its leading roles for 
foreigners James D BUller (Porgy) and Roberta Laws (Bess). Conductor, Willie Anthony 
Water~; · was also imported from the Greater Miami Opera to lead the musical di rection. 
On a very much different scale, was Gian Carlo Menotti's Amah; and the Night Vis itors, 
which was translated inlo Xhosa by Patrick Tikolo. " Short, powerful and utterly 
enjoyable, Amahl and the Night Visitors is firm proof that ·opera is genuinely capable of 
embracing 'other' cultures .... these performers· members of CAPAS's choral training 
programme - have mastered their art to a fine degree. What is most astounding about 
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this straightforward, very pure production, is the nalural and wholly unforced style with 
which the finely-tuned vo ices are projected through Ihe audilorium. Everything, from 
the piano accompaniment to the universality of the Christmas story, helps to make this 
production completely user-friendly .... Amah! proves that opera need not be an about 
budget and spectacle. And if our diverse cultures are to fi nd common points of interest, 
let us hope this is one of them- (Bain, 1996; 14). Indeed, it was this type of cross-
cultural experience which truly raised one's hopes at this year's Festival - unpretentious, 
glorious in its artistic meri t, and thoroughly entertaining, this opera suggested a path 
forward for our country's developing cultural aspirations. 
While both Main operas were charged with energy and brilliance, I managed 10 see 
very little quality cabaret or musical theatre on the Fringe. While Nataniel's Pie Jesu 
received very favourable reviews in the press, and David Kramer's Kal and {he Kings 
was praised as being of "an international standard.¥ (Kerem, 1996: 1), there were only 
two musical theatre productions which left me impressed. Charl-lohan Lingenfelder's 
hysterical satire, Follies 3:16, proved to be fun and hip, while exploiting a range of 
musical styles and crowd-pleas ing stage antics (MacDonald, 1996;3). Up-and-coming 
musical director and performer, Anton Luitingh's tribute to El ton John, entitled Blue 
Moves, also left audiences satisfied that they had been treated to a quality musical 
production featuring three talented young perfomers. 
Commercially viable disappointment was my response to Theatre for Africa's usually 
inimitable style. Nicholas Ellenbogen's company presented a number of shows, ami 
featured a host of well-respected names with much theatrical talent. Despite thiS, and 
perhaps due to Ihe now overly-formulaic technique employed in productions such as 
Raiders of the Broken Heart, Theatre for Africa delivered little worthy of praise. Raiders, 
for example, served little purpose other than to present a range of puns and self-
indulgent jokes concerned with South African idiosyncrasies, while delivering a half-
baked anack on the Hollywood film industry. At R25 a ticket, the show proved light-
weight to say the least, and considering that most of the fun was provided by the 
tiresome and unfortunate audience participants, one wonders just why Ellenbogen's 
fans flock to his shows year after year. 
For myself, the 1996 Standard Bank National Festiva l of the Arts represented a strange 
paradox. Despite having my car broken into (before the Festival had even begun), 
despite the three day bout with food poisoning contracted in a si t-down restaurant, 
despite the appalling ablution facilities available at the camping site where ! 
experimented with alternative living conditions and despite the number of interminably 
poor shows which I bitterly ground my teeth through, the Fest ival was yet another 
week-and-a-half of magic and mystery. There is something undeniable about the power 
of theatre to transcend the minor inconveniences and sad realities of life. Perhaps 
Pieter-Dirk Uys' irreverent attitude during his Truth Omissions show best describes the 
spi rit of the Grahamstown Festival-goer - we all laugh deeply at our own recognition of 
the truth, which, in effect, is our unden iable complicity with it. We cannot escape the 
fact that we - the audience - make the show what it is, and it is our continued presence 
in, or absence from, the auditoria · which inevitably determine the success, or lack 
thereof, of any show. 
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The Role of South African Television as an Agent of 'T ruth and 
Reconciliation 
A Conference Paper 
Helen Dodge 
Vista Universily 
Television in South Africa celebrates its twentieth birthday this year, and is already accepted as a normal and often indispensable part of our daily lives. At present it is estimated that sixty four per .cent of the country's adult population watch televis ion 
in the average week (and forty nine per cent daily), and it would seem logical to assume 
that, as electrification of homes in the country increases, this figure will increase 
accordingly. The discursive position of a communication medium so prevalent in our 
lives seems worthy of some exploration. 
A letter from a member of the public to the Soweran, dated 26 June 1995, has rhe 
following to say: 
South Africa as a nation has suffered [rom a brutal po litical system, one that 
has systematically destroyed the culture and social identity of most 
Africans. The SASC was used to legitimise and perpetuate this unjust social 
order through images that maintained while supremacy, while cons igning 
black people to a depressed socio-economic status. 
Hence, in the new dispensation, one expects the SABC to be making and 
promoting programmes that confront Ihis oppressive portrayal and 
reconSlruct new images for a new social identity and hence a new nation. 
But, on the contrary, it seems the SAse now takes for granted its primary 
responsibility for the task of engineering a new social identity. looking at 
the programme line-up, nothing suggests any SASC concern with th is 
task. It nauseates me that in this era the SABe cont inues to pay only li p-
service in this regard . I think ii's high time the SAse looks seriously al its 
principal task as the chief socialising agent. II must begin to promole 
images that decolonise and transform how we think about our social 
rea lity,' 
The report at hand sets out to explore a number of the issues raised by this le tter and other 
docume:n ts, questioning the discursive position of SAse (South African Broadcasling 
Corporation) television: its political impact and responsibility, its status as prescript ive or 
descriptive, and the connection between these concerns and what people actually choose 
to watch. 
The remarkable prevalence and popularity of television has stimulated many widespread 
and well-known debates around the social and ideological influence Ihat the medium 
mayor may not have on its viewers: issues of sex and violence, the effects of televis ion 
on child ren, the moral accountability of television, and so on . 
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I t was while attending the MasterClass by Seattle-based, Plttsburgh-born Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright, August Wilson, that I heard some of the most InSightful comments at this year's Grahamstown 
Festival. Wilson, a writer whose works include Ma RaIney's Black 
Bottom, Fences (Pulitzer Prize-winner in 1987), Joe Turner's Come and 
Gone, The Piano Lesson (Pulitzer Prize-winner in 1990), Two Trains 
Running and Seven Guitars, spoke for well over an hour on the 
techniques of writing great plays. He spoke paSSionately about his own 
lifelong engagement with life and with writing - a heartfelt talk by an 
experienced and gifted creator. Before he began his wholly personal 
discussion, however, he commented on the marketing slogan which was 
printed on the T-shirt I happened to be wearing that day. 
The slogan read : "make believe!", and what was significant to me was 
the comment that this great writer made upon reading it. He said: 
"That's what it's all about... Isn't it?" Indeed, surely that Is what theatre 
Is all about. And certainly not only on one level either. Firstly, theatre is 
about the imagination: theatre practitioners must possess the ability to 
(re-)create characters, stories, worlds, Intrigues, histories or whatever, 
without recourse to the lUXUry of reality - one has to pretend, to make 
believe. Secondly, theatre practitioners must make audiences believe. 
Without a believing, captive audience, the theatre dies - it loses Its soul, 
It no longer has the right to exist. 
Grahamstown 1998 may have given rise to fears that there is no longer 
anything worth belieVing in. The Festival may have seemed a 
i:1 ~II 
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disappointment to the droves of performers, producers and directors 
who played to small or practically empty houses night after night. Critics 
and commentators may have developed serious doubts as to the 
continued viability of such a large and diverse festival. And the figures 
certainly suggested that the end is In sight... On the final day of the 
Festival, Cue, the official Festival newspaper reported that the "drop in 
ticket sales, both on the Main and on the Fringe" was "not as dramatic 
as first thought." Figures up to and including Friday 10 July were as 
follows: 42 224 tickets sold on the Main (13,13% down on 1997), and 
80 606 tickets sold on the Fringe (18,32% down on 1997) (Anon, 
1998:1). Perhaps not "dramatic", but certaily distressing .. . 
Indeed, the Festival was in competition with World Cup soccer, and 
more significantly, with the steadily deteriorating economic situation and 
rapidly falling Rand. Alex Dodd of the Mai/ & Guardian summed the 
situation up quite poetically: 
It's no secret: attendance Is down. At the most recent official 
count on Sunday, ticket sales on the main festival had dropped 
by 15% and by a whopping 23% on the fringe. Festival director 
Lynette Marais has Cited a number of reasons for this: the 
decrease In South Africans' discretionary income, competition in 
the form of World Cup soccer (woe is me), the existence of 
other festivals that have sprung up over the past few years ... 
The line I've heard, from artists and art-lovers alike, is that the 
festiva l has lost the crazy, whimSical spirit that used to pull 
them to Grahamstown like moths to a paraffin lamp in years 
gone by. The most frequently touted justification from people 
who haven't bothered to trek 'down for the festival is the 
"shopping and shopping" one - too commerCial, too sanitlsed, 
they say (Dodd, 1998:2). 
Dodd's article, which highlights some of the more obViOUS problems 
which appear to have kept the crowds at bay this year, also discusses 
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the wonderful diversity and quality which is at the heart of the Festival: 
, .. content-wlse, it's possible the festival is at its best ever. The 
diversity of work on offer seems finally to be organically 
reflecting the multipllcitous jamboree that is South African 
culture. There really is something for everyone - and even 
better, something of quality (Dodd, 1998:2). 
And what a pleasure to be able to share Dodd's enthusiam regarding a 
Festival which many critiCise as no longer being viable. Surely, it is the 
incredible excitement of the hordes of performers who challenge 
themselves by trekking to the Festival each year, that remains a 
constant reminder of the importance of such an event? 
Believing in oneself 
The addiction to Grahamstown is certainly much stronger than the 
obviOUS logic behind the saying "once bitten, twice shy". The financial 
whipping which my fledgling production company experienced with a 
Fringe musical in 1997 could not keep Two Man Productions away from 
the ever-present danger which poor houses hold for tiny theatre 
companies. This year, partner Anton Lultingh and I decided to take two 
shows to Grahamstown, and the results were rather mixed. Once again, 
we could not have pulled either of the productions off had it not been 
for student performers who offered themselves up for the task for little 
more reason than their love of the job. Gaerin Hauptfleisch, a Masters' 
student at the University of Stellenbosch undertook the direction of both 
plays. Also an act of love and charity, these were in addition to the 
Student Festival production, The Refrigerators, which he also directed. 
Our choice of productions for the Fringe was a strange combination : a 
serious drama by one of the world's most respected and celebrated 
living dramatists, David Mamet, and a science-fiction spoof which I 
wrote myself. 
,. i 
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Mamet's The Cryptogram is a 65-mlnute three-hander which was written 
in 1994. The drama unfolds as a puzzling reconstruction of a 
dysfunctional family as seen through the eyes of a 10-year-old boy, John 
(played in our production by 20-year-old female actor, Naomi Smit) . 
Seemingly simple and platonic relationships become the source of 
intrigue and curious conflicts which are simultaneously mysterious and 
reminiscent of daily life. Donny (played by Ruth Lavelle) is the mother of 
the sadly disquieted boy whose father's absence is the source of much 
emotional turmoil. Only Donny's male friend, Del (myself), tries to give 
the child any advice or direction, and even this supposedly natural 
kindness may disguise some hidden agenda. 
Hauptfleisch chose to use a stark, simple set which was drenched in 
black and dominated by harsh, hard surfaces. While the small and 
functional set helped to focus attention on the action, dialogue and 
narrative, it also proved useful in terms of Its financial viability. We 
worked in a semi-realistic style and put most of our focus on interpreting 
an extremely difficult and frequently complex text which asks more 
questions than it dares to answer. We received wonderful responses 
from miniscule audiences and a favourable - if somewhat bland - write-
up in Cue: 
Mamet's script is as cryptic as the title implies. The well-
rehearsed cast worked hard to convey and transcend a 
childhood full of dangers. Recommended for those who come 
to the Festival seeking intellectual challenge (Robin Palmer, 
1998:11). 
With the heavy Rand-Dollar exchange rate, the rights for the production 
cost a small fortune, and the serious subject matter obviously kept 
audiences far away. A disappointing result after a lengthy and 
emotionally strenuous rehearsal period, but we once again learnt a 
serious lesson about Grahamstown: serious drama does not fit in on the 
Fringe. The queues outside any rock music tribute show were 
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confirmation of that. 
In contrast with the Mamet play, my spoof was far from serious drama. 
Our intention with The Z-Fi/es was to draw in the crowds, and although 
we never quite pulled in the masses we were after, the production did 
manage to cover most costs. My press release described the show as "a 
fun-filled journey packed with mayhem and ridiculous Intrigue" in which 
"South African security and sanity are under threat". The play satirised 
the international television phenomenon, The X-Files, and poked fun at 
characters such as Fox Mulder (who became Socks Mulder or "Mully", 
played by Anton Luitingh), Dana Scully (who became Agent Sulky, 
played by Stephanie Hough), and the sinister Cigarette Smoking Man 
(who became Nicotine Man, played by myself). The text looked at the 
ridiculous possibility of an alien encounter in a South African milieu - a 
situation which Is complicated by the defrosting of Prime Minister 
Verwoerd, who has been cryogenically frozen since his apparent 
assassination. 
Hauptfleisch blasted numerous wacky sci-fi elements into the show. 
Incorporating outlandish weaponry and a demented vertically-challenged 
alien (again played by Naomi Smlt), these inventions appeared to be 
crowd pleasers. Added to. this was a marvellous, slightly off-beat sci-fi 
soundtrack with arrangements by Lultlngh, as well as the incorporation 
of slides to emphasise the television roots of the show. One reviewer 
raved about the "Impressive use of slides, music, sound and lighting in 
recreating a real SCi-fi atmosphere" (Breytenbach, 1998:8). But there 
were also criticisms. Strangely, coming from two different sources, these 
appeared to contradict one another; Die Burgers reViewer, Willem 
Breytenbach (1998:8) commenting that the storyline was overly 
complicated, and Cues student reporter criticising "the blatant and the 
obvious" (Humphry, 1998:12) pursuits of the production. And so the 
search for more fulfilling theatre criticism continues .. . 
The intention of the student drama festival is to provide a platform for 
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hopeful theatre practicioners of the future. And whilst this system does 
ctearly discriminate on at least some socio-economic level (only a 
handful of potential artists can afford tertiary education), it rema ins a 
wonderfu l source of encouragement for developing performers, directors 
and playwrights. The Refrigerators was certainly an avenue for 
developmental and experimental style. I was somewhat disappointed that 
the Department decided not to use an original text this year. An awkward 
and decidedly weird text which at times resembles a crude amalgamation 
of Ego/; and The Rocky Horror Show, it was certainly a good starting point 
for off-beat experimentation. 
Mario Fratti's bizarre play did undergo stringent editing, however. A play 
which sprung from a ctearly Seventies' imagination, it combines the 
absurd possibilities of cryogenic freezing and an outlandish black 
comedy thriller! Indeed, the results were nothing less than unusual. 
Hauptfleisch stretched the limits of the play by doing away with devices 
required by the text - potential set elements, such as the five 
refrigerators themselves, were played by members of the cast! In fact, 
in addition to being responsible for creating cartoon-like sound effects, 
we were also made to become, In turn, an assortment of home 
appliances and electroniC gadetry. The play managed to support a 
plethora of frequently confusing narrative possibilities from which the 
audience was forced to draw its own hysterical conclusions. Most of the 
laughter, however, seemed to come from the numerous sight-gags and 
the surprising relationships which developed between the actors-playing-
characters and the actors-playing-objects. In its concept, the production 
hinted at Brechtlan verfremdung, but I did sense that the audience 
failed to follow the narrative very clearly at all - If this was of any 
consequence anyway... The Refrigerators received a scathing review 
from Terry Herbst writing in the Eastern Province Hera/d, but playwright 
and Cue guest writer, Zakes Mda (1998:3), praised the show for Its 
energy, ingenuity and all-round good performances. 
15 
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Believe in the Bard 
Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream received an exciting - if 
somewhat imperfect - reworking at the hands of a group calling itself 
GAT (Graphic Arts Theatre). As a multimedia cornucopia of grungy 
music, ambiguous characterisation and varied performance forms, the 
Dream achieved almost cult status at this year's Festival, particularly 
amongst younger Festlnoes. Directed by Jesse Knott, the Bard's classic 
was presented as a loud but frequently inaudible event in which a live 
band, strange sound effects and a roving, quite voyeuristic video camera 
played some of the major roles. Apart from an energetic Puck (played by 
Rob Jansen van Vuuren), the performances generally left much to be 
desired - although as works of visual art, many of the characters did 
emerge as objects of fascination: 
At times, the production verges on becoming a visual orgy, 
with naked flesh, firedancing and trance-like moves combining 
with distracting video footage and 'sound wizardry' (sic) 
(Robertson, 1998:8). 
While fairies writhed and danced torturously, the dialogue emerged in 
an assoitment of stylistic reflections on the play itself - a postmodern 
post-mortem which was at once alienating and absorbing. A partially 
interactive playing space meant constant self-awareness on the part of 
the audience, and the no-holds-barred treatment of the material 
ensured constant questioning and re-evaluation: 
The stage area surrounds and encompasses the audience, 
placing you quite literally in the strange forest of the night, of 
which every space and dark corner seethes with undulating 
creature-like bodies. The punk-like fairies are straight out of a 
rock video, even, at the end, giving in to the urge to get down 
to the pulsating grind of the band, now hidden, now revealed, 
behind an Intricate screen and makeshift backdrop (Robertson, 
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1998:8). 
All-in-all, an unpolished combination of assorted talents and ideas made 
for a performance which certainly points a way forward - especially if 
theatres are to continue attracting audiences In the future: 
Knott's A Midsummer Night's Dream offers a thrilling and 
extreme alternative to bored and boring youth CUlture, but 
beware if you yourself feel 'past it' - it might not sit 
comfortably (Robertson, 1998:8). 
On the Main Festival, the accessibility of Shakespeare was also an issue 
in the Take-Away Shakespeare Company's production of King Lear. Sean 
Taylor received much praise in the press for his "brilliant" turn as Lear, 
"with his performance revealing both the strength of the man and the 
weakness that overtakes him" (Watson, 1998b:5). The minlmalistic 
production, adapted and directed by James Whyle, Ignored the outdated 
traditions of "Men in tights~ and lots of make-up speaking Iambic 
pentameter in an imaginary English accent" (Whyle, 1998:52) and 
consequently played to full houses. The director's aim - to create 
theatre which can compete In an arena of powerful relevance -
particularly for South Africans - was achieved through powerful 
performances, a "simple minimal set", "basic everyday" costumes and 
"limited but effective sound effects" (Watson, 1998b:5). Truly a 
production which suggested the lively approach which can be used in 
the staging of Shakespeare - an artist who wrote in response to his 
contemporary society. 
Disbelief: diabolical dialogue and deliberate disfigurement 
It takes an actress of the stature of Sandra Prlnsloo to be able 
to deliver the line, "Henry ate his father" and be confident that 
the audience will not fall about shrieking in disbelief. 
Not only does she deliver it but she makes us swallow a whole 
,_ , J 
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lot of dialogue that would make a lesser performer a laughing 
stock (Watson, 1998a:11). 
Clearly, Harry Hofmeyr's first play, Requiem (presented on the Main at 
the Rhodes Theatre), went down less successfully than expected. 
Directed by Deon Opperman and featuring a brilliant cast including 
Prinsloo, Eric Nobbs and Andre Odendaal, the play was described as "a 
guilt-ridden journey into South Africa's Calvinist past with the focus on 
one particular family and the highly melodramatic troubles they get into" 
(Watson, 1998:11). In actual fact, there was very little positive criticism 
in response to this sell-out show. 
On the other hand, there is much good to be said of the less-well-
attended Roy Sargeant production of Bernard Pomerance's The Elephant 
Man. It was a clean, slick, smooth production with beautifully articulated 
dialogue and perfectly recognisable characters. But perhaps this was 
also the production's shortcoming: in the final analYSiS, it was 
tremendously sterile and failed to give a true sense of the dirty, filth-
drenched world In which the title character, John Merrick, actually 
existed. But then again, perhaps this was the point of the stark, often 
shiny-white, set and almost clin ically clean performances: to encourage 
some sort of introspective comparison between Inner and outer beauty. 
Certainly, a major concern of the play is the obvious distinction between 
the outer hideousness and the heart and soul of John Merrick, who "is 
probably one of the most famous freaks in history" (Coleman, 1998:1). 
Indeed, mankind's social "attraction" to freakdom is commonplace: 
disfiguring diseases, surgical enhancement, Michael Jackson-like physical 
alteration - these are all topic of current and somewhat universal 
interest, and the Sideshow exploitation of this show's "Elephant Man" Is 
somewhat reminiscent of some of our prevailing social preoccupations. 
It is the stark contrast between a naked and spotlighted Merrick (played 
by Kevin Smith) at the start of the play, and his transition - through 
costume changes through the production - into a well-attired near-
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"gentleman", that reminds us of the impact which society at large has 
on the individual and hls/her status. Indeed, no make-up, prosthetics or 
other special effect was used to simulate the awkward physical 
appearance of the "Elephant Man". Only Smith's performance, and his 
dauntingly tortured posture, reflected the ' dreadful injustice of genetic 
inconsistency. And herein lies the importance of the story, that just as 
heriditary factors are subject to rolls of some great unpredictable dice, 
so society and our manmade milieu may come to otherwise influence 
and determine the course of our existence. 
The play enjoyed a number of polished performances with superbly 
crafted accents (courtesy of accent coach Shirley Johnston), but the 
ensemble did not always work - perhaps because of the disjointed 
dialogue and inane one-liners which attempted to convey the universal 
relevance of ea~h character's remarks. Also{ the vaudeville style use of 
placards to introduce each scene (and these were numerous), and the 
tedious - or rather unadventurous - entrances, exits and scene 
changes, added to the often stilted overtone of the production. Despite 
Smith's heartfelt performance and dedication to his role, it was at times 
difficult to believe in the overall sincerity of the entire production. 
Certainly, The Elephant Man is a difficult text to transform into 
captivating theatre, and perhaps David Lynch's film version of the same 
story managed to infiltrate the social consciousness at a far more 
believable level. 
Do you believe in zombis? 
Ail eyes are on Brett Bailey's [pi Zombi, deemed to be the buzz 
production of the Festival. It is a reworking of the show 
presented at the festival two years ago and is said to be the 
best representation of post-Apartheid African theatre yet 
(Snyman, 1998:5). 
Clearly, one of the Festival's most· talked about productions was Brett 
~ .. 9 
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Bailey's [pi Zombi? Staged In "the Power Station"{ a venue which had -
in previous years - been used for events such as rave parties, [pi 
Zombi? represented a journey for its audiences - not only because of 
the content of the production, but also thanks to the travelling involved 
in gettng to the just-outside-of-town abandoned power station. 
The subject matter is abso~blng. Based on fact, and explored through a 
ritual faSCination with music, singing, dance, and other performance 
forms, the concern is chiefly with contemporary South African life and 
the continued Influence of traditional and more mysterious features of 
our multi-cultural heritage. The story goes as follows : 
Another day In Africa : September 30 1995. More carnage on 
the road. This time it's a busload of schoolboys: 12 dead. 
Survivors report they saw 50 old women, naked in the 
darkness at the roadside shortly before the crash. Trainee 
witches, chasing after human blood to Inscribe their graduation 
certificates .. . 
The witches mutilated and then Imprisoned the souls of the 
dead as zombie slaves. Thirteen days later a Mrs Magudu, who 
Is believed to hold 12 zombies In her wardrobe, Is tortured and 
executed by a posse of youths. Emotion erupts at the mass 
funeral two days later. Witches' meat has been substituted for 
the bodies and there can be no burial. 
Two days later, another witch is executed. Youth leaders are 
arrested. For six weeks sangomas try to sniff out the witches, 
and resurrect the boys. On December 6, another funeral is 
attempted, but youths attack the bodies with axes to try to 
drive out the witchcraft ... (Knox, 1998:1). 
The journey to the Power Station could be taken in the heebie-jeebie 
shuttle, which transported audience members directly to the venue's 
front door. And the venue itself was all Important to the production 
whose creator is admittedly fascinated by ritual: 
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A scene from the much-acclaimed and much-hyped Ipi Zombi? 
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The space must be prepared physically and imbued with the 
vlbe. A week before the festival opens, the rest of the cast will 
move in and live there too. 
The spirit of the site is crucial to the work. Early rehearsals for 
the current zombie play were held in the sangoma's cave near 
Clarens. Inside Is a maze of mystics' shelters and stone altars. 
The zombie troupe prayed and chanted and did candlelit run-
throughs of the work, bonded with one another and the spirits 
during night hikes, and hobnobbed with amaqika and the ama-
Zion who also frequent this ecumenical neck of the woods 
(Knox, 1998:2). 
In the final analysis, however, the production emerged as slightly less 
successful (on a critical level) than had been anticipated. Comparisons 
with the previous year's iMumbo Jumbo suggested that this show 
"seemed often to be a shadow of Its predecessor" (Watson, 1998c:10). 
A less complicated tale than IMumbo Jumbo, the play was similarly 
imbued with "a great deal of declamation, drums and drama" but lacked 
the humour of its predecessor thus creating a "feeling of disturbed 
uneasiness" (Watson, 1998c:2). 
The show, which is musical In nature, "with 14 major numbers adapted 
from the songs of Mali, Pondoland sangoma chants and gospel 
favourites" (Knox, 199B:1), and apparently suffered somewhat as a 
result of Its overwhelming use of dance and drums - "a device which 
certainly oils the theatrical flow but which eventually begins to feel like 
padding" (Watson, 1998c:2). In a dusty, herb-scented atmosphere, the 
audience Is draWn into a world which Is at once alien and familiar. 
Ironically, however, it was perhaps this familiarity which proved most 
disturbing to many of the show's most vehement critics. Was the show 
not perhaps a over-typification of the "African" way? Daily Dispatch 
reviewer, Ines Watson (1998:2), commented that "[pi Zombi? is good 
theatre but it is also exploitative of black culture and has extremely 
worrying aspects about it.. .. Beating drums, chicken feathers and violent 
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death - is that really the reality?" Sowetan reviewer, Zaheda Mohamed, 
was even less impressed : 
IPI ZOMBI? - another Bunfight saga told by real life blacks to 
real life whites who sit with gaping mouths and googoo eyed at 
performers in trance-like states moving and talking like doped-
up freaks. Black people who are essentially portrayed as 
morons. The deeper part of their story obliterated for crude 
sensationalism in order to achieve maximum shock effect. If 
you are into seeing black people portrayed like savage morons 
tinselled with cross-dressing in calabash boobs and a dance on 
a coffin, then go ahead, indulge. 
Just what is Brett Bailey trying to prove?To create theatre that 
is creative and provocative- is one thing, but to denigrate 
people's stories and selves In the process is a cheap trick that 
whities can now get away with all.!n the spirit of reconciliation. 
They have the legitimacy to say as they please when they so 
please and dare you call that racist (Mohamed, 1998:3). 
On the other hand, black South African writer, Zakes Mda, praised the 
production as a "work of genius that maps out a path to a new South 
African theatre that is highly innovative in its use of Indigenous 
performance modes" (In Snyman, 1998:11). Fred Khumalo, writing for 
the Sunday TImes, compared Bailey's creation to the dark comedy of 
American filmmaker, Quentin Tarantino: "Uke Tarantino, Bailey takes a 
horrifying subject and gives it a funny twist" (Khumalo, 1998:3). It is 
evident that the show which received the most publicity at the Festival, 
was also central to much of the debate surrounding the (un-)changing 
perspective of the Festival. According to the festival's press officer, 
Marguerite Robinson, "Some people have complained that the festival 
has become too black, while others are saying it's still lily-white" (In 
Khumalo, 1998:3). 
..... .i3 
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Brazilian performer, Denise Stoklos, who presented her 
critically-acclaimed Mary Stuart as part of the Main Drama 
Festival. 
i 
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Believe in Brazilian brilliance 
First she takes you in. Like a wise old stol)'teller, she takes you 
by the hand and leads you into h~r world of fantasy. Within 
moments, Mary Queen of Scots is alive and she's one hell of a 
character - complete with twitches, quirks and Idiosyncracies. 
It's only later that Stoklos (In the character of a desperate, 
imprisoned Mary) declares: "I am Ulrike Meinhof. I am Nelson 
Mandela. My name is the name of any political prisoner on 
earth" (Dodd, 1998b:1). 
Denise Stoklos - according to every source I could come across (for I 
could not come across a ticket to her show) - was sheer brilliance, 
described as "all the rave in her Mary Stuart production" (Snyman, 
1998:11). With degrees in journalism and social SCiences, she began 
working in the theatre in 1968, and is now Brazil's most renowned 
actress. Her multi-talented achievements include choreographing and 
teaching, and she developed her first solo work, One Woman Show, in 
1979. She has had seven of her plays published and has won several 
awards for her work. She calls her pers.onal chOice of performance as 
"Essential Theatre" - a form In which the actor must rely on his or her 
personal instruments, namely: the body, the voice, the mind and the 
intuition. 
Stoklos presented her one-woman show, Mary Stuart, as part of the 
Main Festival programme. The work was written, directed, 
choreographed, designed and performed by Stoklos herself. And the 
result, it seems, was nothing less than phenomenal: 
Black curtains drape the stage, and her only prop is a chair. 
She ·1aunches her monologue at a peak, which she maintains 
through 90 minutes of controlled discipline in an over-powering 
show of dramaturgy, the likes of which has not been seen here 
before, and will probably never be seen again (Herbst, 
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Seeing is .believing: brilliant, bizarre, Buckland 
Andrew B~~kicind . J)as proven .himself _ as one of South Africa's most 
exciting and creative spirits. Based In Grahamstown, where he .Iectures 
at the Rhodes University Department of Drama, he has shown his 
t:heatric;al . ver:'7_ :Y!l~~ a~r ty~~r ilt tr~ Nati9nal Arts . Festival, and 1998 
w.as not except;lo~:: .. PlI1 ,/illiltW /ug[ller 'is a superb piece of theatre. 
• '," • • " , . __ \ ••••• '. J • '. '. 
l.Ib,surr;l" P,I1y,si~al,,: hr~t~risal, .pr9~9ynd L and challenging, the one-man 
s.how was dir.e~ted .by Bucklanc;l's Wife, J.aQet. '~ :' ; .; . i.:i J1. : 1) .. ' ; ' .: ' . :: . .. i ~ . '\ > . 
., ~ '. , .f,;"; : ~-. ~~ :' "' j, " . ". q t . .. . : .. ; :: . . ';. . 
Dea/.ing wit,h • .. myrlad . of is~ue~ , and .. ~singwater ~s a clear point of 
\n~p.i,at\~n~(., d~pa~~re;: ':~~he ' 6a~ritJv~ynfolds as ' ~ }ompl~x . saga 
suffused with profound messages .and deep musings relayed at almost 
.dl''', '.' -, i '., ) ~:,; .,' ::, ! :, " i", , . !~·t n~' . l · :~.~ :,,: ., . '!-, ' . ' . " ,: .. '!: - , 
tJr.E~a~-nli!ck .. ~Ree9", (j.,ipp,ert, i9~8;8). Yivip Images and sophi~is:ated 
sy:nbolism ~Din bin~ i~ a th~atri~al tale 'which is at o~e fan~iJrv, afld ,;lA 
honest evaluation at some of Mankind's current crises: "Water Juggler 
pOignantly dea.l~ with SQ, many. ISSl)es and Ideas - sexuality, virtual 
reality, mater[~il~iD, el=9Jqgy. '/; (HPP~rCl-99tl:8). " " , 
"" ' . ' -, ' .,' , . ~ 
, :. 
,.' .. l' ; . ' , . .. . .-
.. . make no mistake, this is a complicat~d .story. It IsJatill to let 
~ ' ,: ; : '. t; , , . ", 
the concentration be distracted for one moment by, for 
Instance, that strange collection of Garden~ 9an;!eO .fiWngs . on 
a stand because then all is lost. 
We would never be able to follow the strange journey of 
Walter, who is sucked helplessly Into the ruthless 'plans of 8 
businessmen (sicllntent on conquering the universe, Or: is this 
potential world playennerelY a 37-year-old man without much 
of a' life,\vho' live's' ili ·a, fii'ntasyworldof virtual· reality; desiring 
: only 'to be ' th'e 'favourJte' 'tif .. tl1at"seductivE' 'compllter, Sire';, the 
ProfitQueen?'(Will:!lon;' 1998d:2), ' .,' , . 
'.' :', 
To embark'·:'on ,. 'his ., fanfastlc voyage;.- Butkiand adoptis , numerous 
tIl E. - ,! :1 '- \..~ -,I: I !'·, 1)' .;, ' .. I, 
i · 
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personas, "juggling" from one character to the next with the utmost 
ease, Similarly, he flits casually from location to location, using the , 
simplest of set and prop devices to aid his illusionary journey. While 
imaginative text, mime, movement and suggestion help to concoct the 
bizarre (but fathomable) worlds of Buckland's playing area, further 
performance skills are thrown In for good measure to enhance our visual 
Interpretation of the scene as being a long shot or a close-up, for 
example. With the help of hose-pipes and taps, the performers rapidly 
transforms himself into a machine-like creature that spurts water across 
the stage, and just when the effect threatens to seem comically 
exaggerated, Buckland eases into his equally powerful subtle body 
movements, giving the overall performance texture and rhthym. 
A remarkable artist with a remarkable gift for creating universally salient 
theatre, Buckla,nd certainly delivers the goods, and his shows make for 
ideal Festival entertainment. Finding the balance between good fun and 
pertinent reflection on the plight of Humankind is surely the mark of true 
talent: 
The Water Jugg'ler has a lot to say about the environment and 
who controls It, but it Is done lightly. Humour, both physical 
and verbal, is the main weapon here and Buckland uses It to 
the full - until the perspiration drips from his body and the 
mesmerised audience strive to follow his frenetic tracks ' 
(Watson, 1998d:2). 
Believe in the bod V 
So-called "physical theatre" and "physical comedy" have been enjoying 
various degrees of success as performance forms at the Festival over 
the years. I recall first raving about Gary Gordon's First Physical Theatre 
Company several years ago when I was treated to The Unspeakable 
Story. Since then I have worked with one or two members of that cast, 
and my understanding of the genre has grown somewhat. But the 
terrain remains somewhat formidible, and continues to evade absolute 
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definition and categorisation. For physical theatre Is not simply dance, 
and the term "physical" more often than not confuses aUdiences, critics 
and academics who subscribe to the word's more obvious limitations, 
The fact Is that "physical theatre" is anything but limited. Rather, it is a 
theatrical form which - In many ways - allows for greater freedom in 
terms of communication and expression. 
At least four of the shows which were on offer at the Festival stood up 
to this "theory". Three were physical comedies, and the fourth, A Fridge 
too Far, manages to inject some humour Into the heavily tragic tale of 
the Greek heroine Medea. Directed by University of Stellenbosch 
Masters' student Jaco Bouwer, A Fridge too Far, at times seemed like a 
parody of the original story, but more often than not, it was heartfelt 
rediscovery of the female psyche. Four young women clad In white 
dresses undertook the symbolic "journey" which symbolised not only 
Medea's emotional torment, but the experience of women in general. A 
"cold-hearted" fridge stood In for the absent Jason, and bricks - used in 
a selection of exciting scenes - represented the stone hearts of the men 
In these women's lives. At one point in the production, the actresses 
mingle with the audience and share personal moments from their pasts 
using photographs as points of Inspiration. Imaginative and brave, this 
"physical theatre" production suggested the remarkable creativity of a 
talented up-and-coming director. 
The Killer Grannies was conceived and performed 'by three former First 
Physical Theatre Company performers, Lanon Prigge, Samantha Pienaar 
and Craig MorriS. By taking the journey into old age to "explosive 
proportions", an absurd tale of elderly women (played by the two males 
in the company) was remarkably brought to life. Human voice-created 
sound-effects, Intense physical action and various mime techniques were 
combined to concoct a bitter-sweet tale of revenge and senile lunacy. 
Lunar Spasm and Liverspread were another two outrageous physical 
creations which used the body - in all its limitless glory - to create 
absurd yet satisfying black comedy. In Lunar Spasm, created and 
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performed by Bevan Cullinan and Rob van Vuuren, a science-fiction soap 
opera is taken to its horrific extremes asnurperous characters and 
scenarios were etched using the simplest of props. Uverspread - a 5010 
performance by Bevan Cullinan - was an equally funny, yet much darker 
look at the extreme effect of a mind-altering substance and its influence 
on the body. 
Less rewarding, but extremely well-received by audiences and crlt[cs 
ali ke, was the F[rst Physical Theatre Company's three-piece show, Jeans. 
While much of the work was well executed and suggested certain artist 
conviction, I found the pieces less than satisfying and d[fficult to grasp. 
Jeans came across as if the journey of the cast to some esoteric 
hinterland were more important than the experience of the audience. An 
unexpected entrance and uplifting comic performance by Bevan Cullinan 
did inject some spice Into the production, but in the end one could still 
detect the dank mustiness of Indu[gent self-worship on the eventually 
water-soaked stage. 
One wonders which direction "physical theatre" wil[ lead us to next. Will 
the body be used as a shrine for self-important meditations on the 
prosaic, or wil[ [t be used to honestly reflect the need to laugh and cry 
which is inherent to all of us? 
Can you believe ... ? 
Whi le the Festiva[ had no theatrical "scanda[" to compare with 
Oudtshoorn's Bok/led furore, there was serious "outrage" over an art 
exhibition by Rhodes University lecturer, Mark Hipper. His " child porri' 
paintings came [n the wake of a huge legislative battle in South Africa to 
plug the loophole in the Publications Act which had "allowed for trading 
of child pornography on the Internet" (Sundstrom, 199B:1). The 
exhibition featured a number of canvases which depicted young children 
in various states of lJndress, some revealing the subjects' genitalia, one 
showing a naked young boy engaged in an act of masturbation. Indeed, 
a written or verbal description of such work sounds disturbing and 
~ 
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shocking, but in reality, It is the attitude of Hipper's critics which is 
disturbing. Far from being base or sordid, the paintings and drawings 
are fine works of art - inspired studies of human reality and emotional 
truth. While the works suggest an interest in the flesh, it is the feeling 
which is created Internally (in the viewer and in the subject) which is at 
the core ofthe work. 
Journalists, who obviously exploited the shock-scenario which erupted 
after the exhibition was opened, spared no adjectives in their highly 
subjective reporting of the "incident". The Weekend Posts Kathy 
Sundtrom, in a front page leader article, wrote: "At the centre of the 
storm are shocking life-like paintings of young children engaged [n sex 
acts and Sitting in lewd positions. Weekend Post has photographs of the 
so-called art which are unfit for publication, even censored" (Sundstrom, 
1998:1). It is this type of judgmental, and unconSidered journalism 
which serves as nothing more than garbage-for-the-masses. Hipper's 
more graphic depictions of lewd conduct are far from realistic and in 
fact, the artist uses both colour and form to comment on the personal 
experience in each of the works. Hipper, whose address at the opening 
of the exhibition made It quite clear that his paintings and drawings 
were Intended to eliCit a particular reaction In the observer, said: 
"Because of who we are as South Africans and given the 
history of censorship and moral taboos around the exposure of 
the human body, many viewers are like[y to be unsettled, 
though not unexcited I think, by these images. 
"RealiSing that the artist employs similar devices to those used 
in pornography Increases the unease ... " (Hipper in Sundtrom, 
1998:1). 
At a Fi[m and Publication Board discussion, however, it became quite 
eVIdent to me that the controversy raised over the exhibition had arisen 
as part of a much more sinister political agenda. Arriving back from 
Grahamstown, I found myself a member of this Board which had been 
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asked by the Deputy Home Affairs Minister, Undiwe Sisulu, to ban the 
exhibition on the grounds that it constituted child pornography. In 
1 
retrospect, of course, one discovers a far more plausible explanation for 
Sisulu's overwhelming concern in this matter. What better way to win 
votes in a forthcoming election than to ban an exhibition which the 
majority of the country will never see, based on the fact that it could be 
alleged to be a form of child pornography? 
What hope will there be for freedom of speech in this country if political 
Interference and hype-media stupidity continues to be an ever-present 
threat? .One critic's comments regarding the exhibition suggest the need 
for greater cultural education in South Africa : 
Viscera is, soos die hooffees-tentoonsteiling Bringing up Baby, 
'n reeks werke wat drlngende en dikwels geprivatiseerde 
sosiale kwessles random kinders in die open bare en politieke 
sfeer wil bring. Diegene wat nie bereid is om In visuele gesprek 
te tree met die gegewe van die tentoonstelling nie, gaan 'n 
belangrike boodskap mls [Viscera i~ like the Main Festival 
exhibition, Bringing up Baby, a series of works which aim to 
bring urgent and frequently privati sed questions concerning 
children into the public and political spheres, Those who are 
. not prepared to enter into a visual dIscussIon with the elements 
comprising the exhibition, are going to mIss an important 
message] (van Bosch, 1998:5). 
Believe in the Big Screen 
A number of film festival focus pOints and retrospectives represented 
Grahamstown's largest international influence and most diverse flavour. 
A variety of .world cinema as well as a concentration on a number of 
countries and particular directors suggested the wide-eyed interest of 
the Festival organisers. Three Scandanavian directors, Ingmar Bergman, 
Lars von Trier and Bo Widerberg, were honoured. Not only were 
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examples of their work shown, but two documentaries, The Voice of 
Bergman directed by Gunnar Bergdahl, and Lars Jonsson's Transformer, 
a film about the acclaimed and controversial Danish filmmaker, von 
Trier, were also screened. A selection of contemporary Scandanavian 
films, Including My Life as a Dog (directed by Lasse Hallstrom), Kjell-Ake 
Andersson's The Christmas Dratorio, and Pal Sletaune's 1997 Cannes 
International Critics' Prize-winning film Junkmail were also shown. A 
Czech film focus included films by Milos Forman, Jiri Menzel and Juraj 
Jakublsko. 
An African film focus included the Zimbabwean movie, Neria, directed by 
Godwin Mawuru, and the South African films, Letting Go by director 
Bernard Joffe, and Sexy GIrls by director Russell Thompson. Several 
long-awaited international films received their South African premieres 
at the National Arts Festival. These included Adriane Lyne's Lolita, 
Johnny Depp's The Brave, and Sally Potter's The Tango Lesson. 
Interestingly, the somewhat controversial Lolita, failed to draw the type 
attention one might expect from a politician like Deputy Minister Sisulu, 
despite the fact that the film glamourlses the sexual relationship 
between a middle-aged man and a young girl. Numerous South African 
and International documentary films also formed part of the Film 
Festival. 
Leon van Nlerop, well-known South African film critic and lecturer at the 
Pretoria Technikon's Cinema and Television School, introduced and 
discussed a number of films screened at the Festival. These included the 
enchanting local movie, Paljas (directed by Katinka Heyns, 1997), L.A. 
Confidential (Curtis Hanson, 1997), Kolya (Jan Sverak, 1996), and Wilde 
(Brian Gilbert, 1997). 
All in ail, an extremely pleasing and satisfying array of cinematic art 
made for an impressive Film Festival. 
i 
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Belief in the future 
There was a vast array of theatre, mUSiC, Cinema, comedy, food, fine 
art, debate, education and atmosphere to , indulge In at this year's 
Grahamstown Festival. other exciting offerings Included a repeat of 
Greig Coetzee's brilliant The Blue Period of Milton van der Spey, and the 
highly successful Pick Ups, an hysterical comedy about mating rituals 
and being single. Zombie Hands is surreal black comedy staged by the 
University of Western Australia. Written by Andrew Lippiatt and directed 
by Neil Wurmel, the play represented some of the better dramas on 
offer amongst a barrage of musical tributes and stand-Up comedies. It is 
sad that as the quality of the Festival continues to grow and as greater 
numbers of overseas performers attend, audiences appear to be 
shrinking and even disappearing. With the unbelleveable amount of 
talent on offer, it seems obvious that some serious rethinking will have 
to be done. Whether the Festival planners will have to re-evaluate their 
marketing strategy or find ways of scaling down the magnitude of the 
Festival, change is Inevitable. In his overview of the Festival, Cue Arts 
Editor, Peter Frost, expressed some concern: 
.. . It has become clear that the Festival is In the middle of an 
adjustment phase, down-scaling and stili searching for a solid 
identity, post-apartheid .... 
But for the most part, it is audiences, not artists that are 
staying away. Standards have been high in many areas; 
witness Iva Bittova, Love Child, Mary Stuart, Not With My Gun 
and King Lear on the main stage alone - work that is as 
dedicated to entertainment as It is to quality, and which makes 
you remember just why we all come to Grahamstown In the 
first place. 
The Fringe ... suffered most from the drop In attendance - a 
number of shows were cancelled, artiSts went home, money 
was lost. There needs to be action to stop this bleeding, but it 
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is a complex matter not easily solved. Artists are still learning 
who their post-apartheid audiences actually are and what they 
really want. Quality needs to improve, but desperately, so do 
venues. Better marketing and better support is needed for 
artists. 
The Fringe Is the Main of the future, and without financial help, 
there will be no Bucklands, Mhlopes or Ndodanas to entertain, 
provoke and inspire (Frost, 1998:1). 
Certainly, money is one thing which cannot be considered make believe, 
and while it would be the realisation of a wonderful fantasy if artists 
could forget the constraints of economic and financial reality, this is far 
from probable. There are ways, however, of creating great art which is 
at once entertaining and provocative. It will be the next great step 
forward if we are able to find that fine (and quite unique) balance which 
will make believing a realistic possibility well into the future. If the love 
of theatre and the spirit of creative energy which Grahamstown '98 
demonstrated is anything to go by, then one can certainly believe with 
great optimism. And Festinos have a spectacular 1999 event to look 
forward to. The 25'" anniversary of the Festival will be celebrated with a 
special two-week long programme. I cannot wait. 
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Farewell to the old Standard Bank National Arts festival in Grahamstown7 
Eckhard Breltinger 
University of Bayreuth 
The 27111 Standard Bank National Arts Festival from 28 June to 7 July 2001 at Grahamstown was 
definitely the last one to sail under the -flag of the Standard Bank. It had been made known well 
before the Festival that Standard Bank as the main and almosl only sponsor would withdraw and 
many people seemed to fear that the future of the festival and its continuation on an annual 
basis was seriously endangered. At a press conference which Manni Manim (Chairman) and 
Lynette Marais (Director of the Festival Committee) called, Manni Manim, together with Dr. 
Henderson from the Grahamstown FoundatIon, succeeded to brighten the skies aver the festival 
in assuring the journalists present that the festival win definitely continue. The withdrawal of 
Standard Bank was nat quite as total as had been feared, and together with Paul Bannister of 
Ignite Strategies, other sponsors and financial ressources from South African finance and 
business have already been located, a new system of sponsorship for the festival had been . 
brought on its way. The principal decision to continue with the Grahamstown festival has been 
taken, the details how to organise and fund the festival are still under discussion. The most likely 
possibilities would be that the Grahamstown Foundation and the Festival Committee split up into 
two separate organisational units, with the Committee running the artistic side of the festival 
while the Foundation provides the space, the venues and the infrastructure. The organisers 
made it Quite clear that the festival will have to change considerably, although it was not 
indicated into what direction change should go. It became, however, obvious that a reduction in 
size was inevitable. So far, the festival seemed to have a triple function: 
1. As an annual stoclHaking of the state of the art In the Arts, of the current trends in South 
African arts, including the artists responses to their political and social environment with its 
many challenges. 
2. As a spring-board for the top-class productions to move on from Grahamstown to the 
international festivals and intemational tours, as was the case with a number of Fugard's 
plays, with Waza Albert and the Handspring PuppeWYilIiam Kentridge productions of 
Woyzeck or Faustus in Africa. Thus, the intern a! showcase also served as the showcase for 
the outside world to see what was happening inside the cultural field in South Africa. 
3. As a rehearsal stage for young and upcoming talents to present themselves to a national 
audience, i.e. the festival served as platform where talents could be screened, where careers 
were started and shaped. 
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Any of these three functions has been important both for the festival itse~ and the arts in South 
Africa, but it is obVious that not all three can be maintianed at the same level. One line of 
thinking is definitely to charge participanls on the fringe programme, thus inviting the already 
current criticism that the festival has always been and stUl is too elitist, too British, too colonial_ 
too white. (Timm 2001:6 & Matshikiza 2001:15) So we look forward to what new profile will be 
developed for next year's festival within the next six months. 
This years festival saw several remakes and second comings, I.e. Productions that had been on 
the festival programme previously, productions that have since been reworked, reshaped and 
reproduced. While Zakes Mda launched his new prize-winning novel The Heart of Redness, the 
Cape Town Opera production of Love and Green Onions, subtnled A jazzopaIB (sic), premiared 
at the Monument Theatre as one of the highlights of the main programme. tt featured Gloria 
Bosman and Fikile MVinjelwa, two award-winning singers, in the roles of Toloki, the profeSSional 
mourner and NOria, Whose son ·had been necklaced. SCripted and directed by Michael WiUlams, 
based on Mda's novel Ways of Dying, the music written by Denzil Weale 'covers a wide variety 
of styles but reminds One most strongly of the romantic Hollywood musical movies' (Randall 
2001 :6). Ina Randall also criticised Sophiatown nostalgia. Zakes Mda's Ways of Dying had been 
seen earlier (1999) in a dramatised verSion, directed by Lara Foot-Newton. She also directed the 
revised version of Andrew Buckland's The Well Being. Andrew Buckland and Lionel Newton 
create with streams of newsprint, a watermelon and a few pebbles (dripping on the newsprint to 
signify the deluge) an unsavory fairy tale about rape and betrayal (Flo Deluge and Rev. Caketin), 
about romantic love and fulfilment (Flo and her dolphin lover), about SOcial segregation, 
scapegoating and male overfordfng. Clad in poorly fitting and unbecoming dungarees, Buckland 
and Newton watch and comment as frogs (we hear AristoPhanesl) on the stuffiness of a small 
town community that undergoes the trials of drought and noods, only to blame poor Flo Deluge 
for each and every mishap that befalls the community. Minimalist in prop and set, reductionisl in 
dialogue, Buckland and Newton exemplify under Foot-Newton's direction physical theatre at its 
best, displaying a richness in character, narration, atmosphere through mime, movement, body 
and physical acting only. 
This brings me to one feature on Which Adrienne Sichel (2001 :2) justly remar~ed: 
Women v.riters and directors continue to make an Indelible mark at this festiVal. And Lara Fool-
New1on's Waiting for Godot, presented by the Collective Theatre Company, has been drawing 
packed houses. 
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Lara Foot-Newton directing Godot and The Well Being, Janet Buckland directing Makana, Yael 
Farber directing SaZaR and Amajuba - Raising {ike Doves, Phyllis Klotz writIng and dIrecting 
The Stadium with Smal ,Ndaba, Reze de Wet's On the Lake shows an impressive presence of 
women artists with some of the most remarkable productions of this year's festival. 
Another intriguing feature is that of the intemational co-production with which South African arts 
consciously go beyond purely national productions. International cooperation can remain at the 
level of financial assistance (by HIVOS and Pro-Helvetia) as with Brett BaUey's Big Dada, or it 
can be on a purely personal basis as with Ensemble Refugium. This is a binational group of 
young musicians performing period music and their own new composItions, They met at the 
conservatory in Munich, Germany and have since cooperated and performed in South Africa and 
Germany. 
A large-scale international co-production between the Market Theatre and the Stockholm 
Sladtsteater was presented with Jean Genet's The Blacks. The Swedes provided the set, 
costumes, masks, the one white dummy, which according to Genet's directions, has to be 
ptaced in the first row and two Ugandan actors, William Ddumba and Stephen Lwanga (who 
trained under Robert Serumaga, the African Stanislavsky.) The Market provided an International 
set of black actresses and actors who - again following Genet's direction - played all the parts 
including the white masked queen, governor, missionary. Genet's farcical play about the racism 
behind colonialism, about the confron tation of black and white, inspired by a trip to the Congo, 
aquires new meanings and quite disturbing immediacy when performed In the new South Africa, 
rather than 1959s Paris, where it was first performed. It would be interesting to compare the 
reception by the Stockholm Stadtsteater audience, where the play shows from September 2001. 
The coconut syndrome of Franz Fanon's Black Skin White Masks also Inspired Lesego 
Ramplokeng 's Fanon's Children. Ramplokeng, so far known as poet and performer of his own 
poetry, mounted for his first playa collage of impressionist scenes, video clips, documentary 
footage (Lumumba's murder) touching in quick succession on forced removals at home, the 
refugees next door, military and guerilla atrocities and the CNN creation of a derogative and fully 
invented image of Africa. Ramplokeng's language is fast, rude and poetic, his approach highly 
intellectual and visuaUy direct, exposing the myths of Africa (including South Africa) as they are 
invented abroad and at home. The Blacks and Fanon 's Children belong to a whole group of 
productions at this year's festival that look at South Africa as part of the African continent, that 
thema\ise the polity , go,!d governance, power and resistance with a much broader and 
fundamental approach than the earlier topical political plays ever did. 
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SeZaR, Yael Farber's adaptation of Shakespeare's Julius Ceser, illustrates this approach. She 
changes the spelling of some names (Porshia instead of Portia), she trims down the cast to eight 
actors, but she retains the key notion of "the ides of March~, "the senate meeting", the "battle of 
Philippi" , and yet, she makes rt perlectly clear that the characters on stage are not dead white 
male Romans, but that they are modelled on the Mobutus and the Kabilas, that the civil war 
which Mark Anthony ignites is a war like that in the Great Lakes region , in Ruanda, Burundi or 
Angola . Hope Sekgobela's SeZaR/Cesar was criticised as befng out of tune, resembling "more a 
buffon than a conquering hero· (Eveleigh 2001). True, SaZaR is not Caesar, the level-headed 
general and politIcal tactician; he resembles more the "heroes of Independence", the Nkrumahs 
or Mugabes, who quickly lose sight of the politica l ideals for which they allegedly once fought. 
SeZaR, who toyi-Ioyis his victory dance, who wallows in the entrails of the sacrificial goat 
slaughtered by the witch-doclor/soothsayer, who refuses to lislen to the senators alerting him 10 
the AIDS epidemic; this reflects a composite image of African leadership. It is not modelled after 
one Single head of siate, as we have witnessed only too often. 
Brutus and Mark Antony have more rewarding roles to play. Menzi Ngubane, with the physique 
of a youthful Yul Brynner, portrays convincingly the straightforward soldier, who lives, thinks and 
speaks his ideals and thertore easily falls victim to the conceit of his frIend Cinna. Tony Kgoroge 
performs Mark Antony with bravura, particularly the famous memorial speech -Friends, romans, 
countrymen~. More than by this speech, I was impressed by the physical dynamics of Kgoroge's 
acting in the final act (Farber's version has only one intermission, otherwise an ongoing action 
on an open stage without curtains or pauses). In preparation for the battle at Philippi, Octavius 
and Mark Antony warm up with a traditional war dance. The physicality of these two knobkierrie-
wielding generals signifies the brutality of the impending civil war. Yael Farber's direction plays 
on the stylised dance movements into the following battle scene, where the fighting _ the agon _ 
blends the expressiveness of modern Ausdruckstanz and the rigidity of traditional war dance 
choreography. Yael Farber seasoned the original dialogue with Xhosa phrases, which were 
unfortunately lost on me, but from the audience reaction I could gather that this must have been 
a highly effective supplementation of Shakespeare's imagery. 
Farber's production has Impressive moments, but beyond the oracle scene, Caesar's murder 
and Brutus's suicide, she presents the audience with sustained and structured imagery. In the 
climactic final scene, we see Octavius and Mark Antony presenting themselves as victors on the 
higher level of the stage symbolically backed by the apparition of SeZaR's spirit. In their victory 
over Brutus they seem to shed their freedom and willingly become dependent agaIn on the spirit 
of autocratic ru le. At the same time, street cleaners pile up parts of dead bodies on the lower 
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stage, showing how the political leaders victimise the common people in their endeavour to 
retain their power, The street cleaners in thelr orange overalls and latex gloves, cleaning up the 
mess caused by politicians and stuffing it away in plastic bags is one of sustained images that 
re cur throughout the production. In addition to the Shakespearean topics of regicide, the 
timeless dilemma of the moral justification of killing the dictator, besides the issues of honour, 
betrayal, power struggle among the political elite, Yael Farber introduces a democratic issue: the 
silencing of the masses, of the common people by the politicians. This is illustrated when SeZaR 
and the entire political eltie of RomeJAzania refuse to listen to the street cleaner who warns 
against the Ides of March. This shows how much the politicians have severed their contacts with 
the real base of the polity, with the common people. This is repeated In the final tableau when 
Octavius and Mark Antony triumph, while the victimised masses mourn their dead. The 
associations with Ruanda, Burundi, Congo in recent years are only too obvious. 
The complementary play to Yael Farber's SeZaR is probably Bongani Linda's uShaka Kazulu -
TlIB Gaping Wound. It is a newly written and produced play, but another old story about the 
abuse of power, about the killing of the autocratic ruler and about the failed promises of the 
alleged liberators Dingane and MhJangano. The chronology and sequence of even Is is common 
knowledge. Thus, the interest of the spectator is directed towards the motivations behInd the 
action, the reasons and causes behind the events, towards the way in which the author retells 
the story. 
Bongan! Linda aims to tell his story essentially through a structured succession of dances, 
through physical movements rather than spoken dialogue. This implies a fair dose of abstraction 
in the narration of the plot and a specific type of Verfremdung. Dance represents the events of 
the plot in the ritualised and stylised form of movement. in the symbolic imagery of the 
choreography and the visual Images created on the stage. Bongani Linda further strengthens the 
ritualistic aspects of Zulu history as It Is recorded in the way he conducts the dialogue. He puts 
most of the verbal communication into the mouth of the Imbongi, the praise singer. It is only the 
conspirators Mkabayi , Dlngane, and Mhlangano (the aunt and the two brothers of Shaka), who 
converse in direct dialogue. This means that the whole narratIon of the plot is brought to the 
spectator in two forms of representation: 
1. in the poetic/.verbal representation in which the Imbongl has re-shaped the events; and 
2. in the fann of the dances in wh ich the events are transformed into mimetic representations of 
the body and its mov~ments/actions. 
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Particular1y Thembinkosi Chagwe as Shaka italiclses the ritualistic aspects of this performance. 
He hardly speaks, his movements are always fully controlled, even when he is stabbed to death 
by his brothers, he retains that calmness, that forced dignity with an entranced look in his eyes. 
In his playbill , Bonganl Linda stresses the role of Shaka as the king who unified the nations of 
Southem Africa and enjoyed popular support. The bloodshed that followed his death ~conlinues 
to haunt our country to th is day: Referring to the debate about another "African Renaissance~ , 
Bongani Linda concludes that ~Renaissance in Blood is an Effort in Vain~. 
Brett Balley's Big Dada - The Rise and Fall of Idl Amin Dada is another excursion into the recent 
history and trad ition of political leadership on the African continent. The show had been 
advertised In a rather ostentatious publicity campaign with a strong claim to authenticity , since 
Brett Bailey travelled to Uganda to do the field research for his show. (In a discussion between 
Robert Greig from Sunday Independent and Oarryl Accone this Is referred to as "Bailey's three 
weeks in Uganda to research sounds more like a CNN fly~in than anything else: ) (CUB, 
06 .07.01, p. 1). So the expectations were quite high for the way that Bre" Bailey with his record 
of his previous work would deal with one the most sinister characters of post~independence 
Africa . The playbill cites the Ugandan dramatist Charles Mulekwa saying, "Everything he [Amin] 
did, he did for show· , and that is exactly the ]jne which Brett Bailey followed in his production. 
Bailey lists aU the major facts , from the early bullying of Ugandans and the international 
community - the provocations of the British, the arms deals with Israel and Lybia, the "economic 
war', viz. the expUlsion of the Asians, the hUmiliation of all his ministers, the dismissal of the 
director of the Bank of Uganda and the Chief Judge - to the later butchering of any suspects, the 
murder of the Archbishop of Uganda, Amln's alleged cann ibalism or the feeding of the crocodiles 
in Lake Victoria . If Amin did everything for show, he suited the Western media so well, because 
he satisfied their voyeuristic greed for a blood dripping Africa - the dark continent. 
BaJley denounces journalistic voyeurism in his show, but follows exactly the same voyeuristic 
line. The play opens with Amin presiding over a cabinet meeting, where the ministers are lined 
up as if they were sitting on a chicken run with a big cloth between them. This image has been 
seen before in Nicholas EJtenbogen's Khaya Afrikhs. Bailey chooses to approach his "hero" 
through various forms of travesty . During the first part of the show, the scenes on the expUlsion 
of the Asians , arms dealing and police harrassments reveal the simplicity - even the triteness -
of a Punch and Judy puppet show. The figures of the Chief Judge, the boss of the Special 
Branch and even Amln himself appear with the flatness of newspaper cartoon or comic book 
heroes. A scene, probably meant to illustrate the frightful combination of sex, violence, sodomy 
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and killings, combines the ·sophistication" of the freak show and the peep show. If we assume 
that Bailey tried out these different varieties of travesty that transgress the grammar of the 
theatrical id iom with the intention to provoke the spectator, to challenge hislher viewing habits, 
and to expose the crimes and atrocities of one particular historical figure and representative of 
the political class, then he failed in his intentions. J found most of these travesties to be in bad 
taste and, what in my view is worse, Bailey made the crass violations of human rights and the 
disdain for human dignity and human life a laughing matter. It becomes a topic for farcical 
comedy mocking Ihe victims, rather than exposing the perpetrator. 
Amin's sexual prowess and showiness are used for yet another form of travesty. Since the cast 
is aU male and the plot line requires lots of dancing girls, we witness male actors slipping - not 
into skirts but - into tangas, garters and bras. One of the highlights Is a song ex10Hing the 
potency of Amin, presented in a Tina Tumer style of song/show, culminating with hot-panted 
Tina, played by a male actor, hailing from the shoulders of Sello Sebotsane as Big Dada, 
surrounded by male acted botton-wriggling dancing girls. So we see Big Dada enjoying himself 
in the middle of a drag show. In his finale, Bailey repeats this heavy borrowing from American 
showbiz and pop-culture, when he makes Sello Sebotsane with his full voice and strong stage 
presence sum up Amln's lifetime achIevements with the Frank SInatra song "I did it my way~. 
Another instance that appears to me more in the category of moral malapropism and bad taste 
than in that of unmasking, trangressive, exposing travesty . The show remains sensationalist, 
voyeuristic and never rises above pure spectacle in yellow press style. 
Brett Bailey would have been well advided to have taken a glance at e.g. Robert Serumaga's 
renderings of Amin's ru le in his plays like Ranga Moi or Amayirikiti, written from inside Uganda, 
or at Soyinka's farces about African dicators in A Play of Giants, Opera Wonyosi or the most 
recent King Baabu. In the playbill BaUey asks "Who was this charismatic General who burst on 
to the African stage ... " and that is exactly the question he does not even come near to 
answering . He only shows us once more the bloodthirsty clown, that we have seen so often in 
the media and even in a Kenyan film of the 80s, but he does not give us the faintest clue of the 
reasons , motivations, structures supporting that clown that would bring us a little closer to .an 
understanding of the Amin phenomenon. 
While Brett Bai le~'s Big Dada is the one show among many dealing with the African polity and 
leadership that faited and disappointed the spectators, Andrew Buckland's Makana, revisiting 
and revising Grahamslow~' s local history, was one of the acclaimed successes. Andrew's script 
and Janet Buckland's direction of the play do not aim at a historical documentary, a good old 
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"history play~ with period costumes, as was the case with a rather flat performance on Ntsikana 
in 1996. If one wants to look for models in the past, it would be Piekniek by Dingaon in th6 
19805. The Bucklands also use farcical elements, pomaps even travesties - of ri tualised military 
routine , boxing matches, of baptising and circumcison rituals - but they counterpoise the farces 
with other perspectives, e.g. Makana's recol/ections while imprisoned on Robben Island, the 
missionary's lack of concern for Ihe "natives·, the British commander's soldieHlke 
professionalism and colonialist convictions. The Bucklands unravel the complexity and the 
humanity of Makana, and do not get s~uck with the ~perceived s imp\jcity~ of African leadership as 
Bailey did. -Bheki Mkwani, who plays Makana, turns him into an ironic and mild kind of man, 
possibly Invested with more wisdom and humour than the original character might have had, but 
certainly more comptex than the history books would make out" (Randall 2001 :6). 
Makana's life story from a Xhosa upbringing to an early Christian convert, pentecostal preacher, 
trad itionalist Sangoma and leader of the AmaXhosa in their fight to defend their land against 
British settlers and British troops, culminates In the famous battle of Grahamstown and ends by 
his drowning when he tries to escape from political imprisonment on Robben Island. The myriad 
of places of that story are condensed into one single and simple set with a backdrop of 
corrugated iron, suggestive of todays Xhosa habitat Nombulelo in - or rather outside _ 
Grahamstown. Only four actors, Noxolo Donyeli , Nyebho Swaartboi, besides Buckland and 
Bheki Mkwane, manage to fill the stage in quick succession with crowds of prisoners and 
warders, Xhosa warriors and British infantry men, sangomas, Xhosa iniUates and Christian 
worshippers and all that - true to the Buckland credo in physical theatre - with very little tatking, 
but lots of acting and miming on stage. 
The actual battle scene is a case in point: a mixture of a pas de deU1( between Makana and the 
British commander, of a war dance and a boxing match with the Koi marksman speaking the 
running commentary of a sports reporter. Buckland irC?nlcally subtitled Makana as "the miSSing 
Iynx~ , i.e. he never claims to uncover "the whole truth behind the story", as Brett Bailey did, but 
he teUs us so much more about an African leader than Bailey's yellow press version of Amin. 
Lara Foot-Newton's production of Waiting for Godot remains perfectly true to Samuel Beckett's 
Original, and yet strikes out into a new direction. It opens the spectators' minds to a South 
African reading Of rather viewing of the play. Beckett's original was written and performed when 
the memories of World War II and the Holocaust were fresh , when a new start in European post. 
war societies was needed, and the play hit the nerves of the times in describing the lack of 
direction and orientation pertaining in those days. When Seputla Sebogodi as a jocular Vladimir 
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enlers the stage - Gerhald Marx's stage design strongly suggesls drought and barrenness - to 
join Lionel Newton as Estragon, frantically trying to pull off his boots, we immediately accept that 
tt)rs play is set in South Africa. We see a male bi·racial couple that has always been living in an 
uneasy , strained , and tense relationship, where the wish to end the partnership for good is 
strong and recurring regularly with heated arguments and unwarranted reproaches . At the same 
time both know that they can and will not part, not because they got so used to each other, but 
because they are subconsciously aware that they identify themselves mainly in their relation to 
the "other', just like B08sman and Lena. 
Together with the psycholog\cal limbo, in which SeputJaNladimir and lioneVEstragon seem to 
talk away the time, the unspecified expectation with which they wait for Godot to lead them out 
of this transitory stage in their lives aU seem to f it the South African situation like a glove. When 
Robert Whitehead as a full·bellJed Pozza drives Bheki Vilakazi as his beast of burdem with the 
ironic name of Lucky across the stage, this appears like a visitian by the ghosts of the recent 
past. SepuUa Sebogodi and Lionel Newton emphasise the comic aspects of the script; they 
conduct their dialogue with instant repartees as in a cabaret sketch , but they also maintain 
dramatically effective silences. They always make a strong undercurrent of seriousness, of 
sadness, perhaps even existential angst shine through their comic antics , Adrienne Sichel 
(2001 :2) justly remarked: 
When Vladimir talks of man as being "astride of a grave and a diffICult birth", with a gravedigger 
waiting below with forceps, the graveyard is not London, Belfast, or Paris. It is in Seweto, Pretoria 
or Cape Town. 
We mentioned the role women playwrights and directors played at this year's festival: Lara Foot-
Newton directing Waiting for Gadat and The Well Being, Janet Buckland directing Makana, 
Phyllis Klotz presenting The · Stadium, Yael Farber scriptIng and directing SeZaR. Yael Farber 
produced yet another show with the North West Arts Drama Company, Amajuba - Rising like 
Doves, ~based on the true lives of the performers·. AmajubB takes up the dramatic style which 
Fugard popularised with My Life and which had appeared on the South African stage with the 
Theatre of Resistance in the Asinamali style and gained prominence with the TRC plays: the 
narration and re-enactment of individual life stories that share common features and can thus be 
combined to propose a general thesis. In Amajuba Yael Farber went beyond pure 
documentation; she stripped down the narrated biographies to their bare essentials, highlighting 
stylised and symbolic key experiences, which she arranged in such a way that she achieved a 
poetic structure from prosecution to redemption. The stages in this process are symbolised by 
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the four elements: fire, air, earth and water. The fire of the necklacing, the air after the tear 
gassing, the earth that has turned lnlo dust in the streets of the townships or the barren fields of 
the homelands, that is the dirty legacy of the past which the younger generation washes away 
with water in a cleansing ritual to rise like doves Into a new future . Yael Farber and her acto rs 
succeeded in conveying the sord id experiences of the past, the determination to overcome, and 
the optimism of being ready to enter into a new and positive future . 
But it is not only the women playwrights and directors who made a strong imprint on th is year's 
festival. There is also the impact made by a number of actors/writers through the major 
productions of the festival. We admired Lionel Newton not only in Waiting for Godat al the side 
of Seputla Sebogidi, but also together with Andrew Buckland in The Wall Being. Buckland 
performed brilliantly ;n his own play Makana , together with Bheki Mkwane, who in turn received 
enthusiastic responses for his street theatre production iLobo/a together with Ellis Pearson. This 
performance on the lawn behind Drosty Arch of Rhodes University produced a maximum of 
enjoyment from an absolutely minimalist set and equipment, which the two actors compensated 
for by an exuberance in theatrical inventiveness and mimetic brilliance. 
It seems obvIous that the most Impressive productIons and performances of this year's festival 
were achieved by a relatively small group of artists, writers, directors, aclors who cooperate 
closely . One definitely noted a trend towards a concentration on a few artistic personalities with 
their particular theatrica l styles and idioms. Whether this should also be the direction into which 
the organisers of the new festival should go from next year onwards is a different but also a 
difficult question. 
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African modes. 
In fact I've been wanting some people from Chicago's Second City to come out and run 
workshops. I believe that's a wonderful form for here. Because sometimes you can go through 
hell in rehearsals of people not turning up, but with satire or cabaret, you can work in sections. 
So practically it's an excellent thing too. Those are some of the things that are most valuable 
about .' South Africa that people overseas don't even begin to smell, like paradox, living in 
paradox, the transparency of hypocrisies. 
What about Peter Dirk-Uys's work? 
Yes, but people are still intrigued by the fact that he's attacking the government. I'm talking 
about in general, in life. You know, humour is a weapon of survival in this country. Laughter. 
. What is your central intere.!It in theatre here at the Market? 
You know, there's a Hasidic saying, 'God created man because he loves to listen to stories'. 
That's as close to religion as I get. I'm fascinated about the stories of people. 
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An interview with Gary Gordon, Rhode. University, October 1994. 
Ilona Frege 
University of Stellenbosch 
It i.!I interesting that GrahamstowD, whith is a small rural town in the isolated eastem 
Cape, should be the location (or lome oftbe newest and 1I101t experimental dance work.. 
emerging in South Africa. Judith Lynne Hanna mentions urban areas as being a ~entre 
for new daoce, but here there .• eems to be ao inversion of that tbeory. To wbat extent 
does your location affed and iDOueDce the 'Work that you ue doing7 
I think. that the place where we're at has a lot to do with the way that we work and the amount 
of work that we do. I know that whole idea of the arts and the metropolis, but I think. that the 
opposite is also true. If you look at dance in America, at. say, Martha Graham's time, the 
work was generated at Bennington College and then it went back. to New York City. The 
same with Merce Cunningham and John Cage - it was at Black Mountain College. So I don't 
think: it's always the fact that the new takes place in the city. Perhaps you have to get out of 
the city to be able to reflect on it. I also think that colleges, and I'm using colleges in the sense 
that that's what the American equivalent was at the time, or universities, are 11 place where 
people come together. I think that what is special about Rhodes University Drama 
Department is that staffand students do like working together.l think that collaboration is a 
term that is ellSily used, but it's not a very easy process. You've actually got to want to, 
you've got to listen, you've got to discuss, you've got to be criticised, you've got to be 
critical. It's a dialogue. but I think. that people here are very receptive to that and that's why 
the making of new works flourishes here. 
The other point is that a lot of us on the staff. and the students too, haven't always been here: 
we've been in Johannesburg or Cape Town or London or wherever and then we bring that 
with us here and create here. Our focw and attention is on making work rather than on 
travelling around the city, going here, going there. The courses also have a large role to play 
in that. It's not just Grabarnstown. it's the way that we have worked on shaping the 
choreography course and in generating new works. Each tenn the Masters and Honours 
students present a new work. The accent is very much on being artistically productive. 
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So, for me, there are a lot of factors con~ibuting to Grahamstown being quite rich. The other 
point is that it's become the centre for the biggest arts festival in the southern hemisphere. 
Although at other times afthe year it might be quiet, there's still a sense that if you live here, 
you are a part of that, so we are not existing in an artistic void. 
Your.work is deeply rooted in education as opposed to training dancers. Does the fact 
tbat you are working in a drama department, as opposed to a dance institution, bave 
any specific relevance for you? 
That's quite an involved question. There are a lot of issues at stake. I suppose I have to be 
personal and talk about myself. My backgrOlUld has always been in drama and dance. I don't 
like to separate them. When I went to university, I did Rudolf Laban and we did dance drama, 
which already was bringing those two together. It had an expressive element, it dealt with 
communicating content. Dance drama as Laban had it is based in German expressionism, 
which has to do with the human psyche and emotions and what expressionism has -
fragmentation and distortion, intensification of the emotions, so there's always that content to 
do with the interior landscape. When I went to the Laban Centre, a Jot of people were quite 
interested in my work as a performer because I had. a strong dramatic ability and they enjoyed 
that you can move and act and that is what dance theatre is about - bringing together motion 
and emotion. When] returned, I thOUght that we should focus on that and not think I'm trying 
to do drama and always excusing the dance, but rather make that a feature of our work. 
So, for me, physical theatre is really updating dance drama. I think it's dealing with a current 
direction in England and Europe, but I also think that iris a part of Africa's heritage. If you 
look at dramatic ritual and practices here in" a rural context, for example, that whole idea of 
bringing together the arts and communicating to people - communicating intent or social 
corrunentary is part of Africa and there you use dance and movement and drama and text and 
song and poetry. So 1 think it has a basis here as well. I don't only see it as an import. 
In tenns of the educational policy of the ANC, they are introducing a general education. 
certificate, which is the right of every yOlU1g child until about fourteen years old and part of 
that is a combined arts programme, which would be a course subject. Physical theatre is 
wonderful for that because it is already bringing together drama, dance and design. And that 
1· 
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is something which we focus on very strongly. as well as creative writing. Certainly. in 
creating a physical theatre experience, you lend to draw on the different arts and you need to 
collaborate with other artists, which is probably what arts educators should be doing in a 
combined arts programme, so I believe it could playa very important role in that way. 
The term "physical theatrell has strong political implications. Could you discuss wby 
you've called your repertory compauy the First Physical Theatre Company? 
It's a terrible question because everyone always wants to know what it is. It's a lot of things. 
The political agenda is crucial to it. I think that, historically in this country, we have a sense 
of art with a capital A and that there are only certain kinds of ways that you can perfonn or 
make works. I think. that physical theatre really changes that (our brand of physical theatre). 
] think that it alters peoples perceptions. To be political, you don't always have to be 
screaming and shouting. In fact, it can often be the hidden agenda and I think. ~at, sometimes 
in our work, it is that. One of the strongest things that seems to confront people when they see 
our work, has to do with gender. They see our treatment of women in particular as quite 
different, although I think it's our treatment of women and men, because as much as women 
do the supporting and sharing of weight, the carrying, they have another Idnd of strength and 
that's what we've been investigating. In the same way you're also allowing men to be 
sensitive, vulnerable and delicate. You need to look across our repertory, though, to 
appreciate that. If you look at "Shattered Windows", you might think who's being fragile or 
delicate there, but if you look at another work like "Dialogue", which is about male 
relationships, then I think we are, 
The other thing about physical theatre and its political implications, is that it is the process 
that's important, so it doesn't deal with a dictatorial process where the choreographer would 
come with the given vocabulary and that's how you must do it. There is an investigation, an 
interaction with a theme by the choreographer and the perfonners, and this affects the 
material. So there's a dialogue and that's very different in terms of making work and that 
process) to me, is absolutely crucial. The other thing is, that when we do our work, we don't 
present the narrative or idea - we don't display. It's far more tactile and kinetic. The focus is 
on each other, so, in a way, we're shifting from a patriarchal viewing of hodies to One in 
which people are in interaction, ]t is visual in a way as well because theatre works like that, 
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but you're not presenting the body and displaying the body. You're also concerned with 
bodies' interactions. It's bringing together the tactile with the visual aspect To me, that's a 
very strong shift in the way that you make and present a work. Seldom in our work do people 
come and "show" the audience or flirt with the audience or seduce the audience, unless it's an 
integral part of the work. 
One of your works, "They Were Caught Waiting", challenges peoples' perceptions 
abou' the body in age by placing an elderly person as a strong focus in the work, 
something which is not often seen in dance in this country. 
It's quite interesting that, because if you go to something like the Dance Umbrella, it's a very 
young performer and I think that that brings with it young concerns and that is why the work 
in this country tends to be "high energy" all the time, because you're not really having a 
mature voice. Not that young people are immature, but it's a different experience. You need 
to address your whole conununity and there are young people and there are old people. 
The art of choreography appears to be quite neglected at some dance institutions in 
South Africa. A new work is often a stringing together of different classroom 
combinations as tbe outer expression of how the cboreographer is feeling or likes to 
move. 
Yes, the emotional content is almost superficial to the vocabulary. There's not a research into 
a language that is appropriate to that particular theatrical experience. It's not actually peoples' 
fault: it 's the history of choreography in Western theatre. I mean, if you were a 
choreographer, you were one of the lucky men, because it was very much the men that made 
the dance. It was only a very few people that could choreograph those ballers in the old days. 
It's only in this century that people thought about teaching it. Doris Humpluey is the person 
who's really central to that. Her work was published in the late fifties ~ obviously she was 
doing it before that, but it's fairly new. You're looking at forty, fifty years, so it doesn't have 
a long history. l don't think. I'm actually teaching someone to be a choreographer, but I think 
you can set up an environment that is creative and critical and that you educate peopl~ 
through and about dance. That's always been a problem: dance education has always been the 
training of a dancer before this. What we' re doing is shifting there again. When you're 
dealing with educating people, you're also dealing with an experiential aspect. which might 
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be performance, but it will also be with creativity. with improvisation and the making of 
works. That,. to me, is absolutely crucial in educating people and 'that sbould be a core area. 
To just keep it on perfonnance, you go back to the idea of dance training.l am more interested 
in educating people through and about dance. 
What would you classify as truly South African in your work? Is there a greater 
influence from your experiences overseas or is tbere a mixture oftbe two? 
Just to be contentious, I don't think anything is South African. I don't know what it is 
anymore because there are so many influences around us - the television, the radio, the music, 
literature, the magazines, that impinges. on us. I know that people are looking for a South 
African aesthetic. 1 don't know what it is. Is it me as a white South African or is it Boyzie 
Cekwana who's a black man in ballet? There are superficial things I suppose. You can find 
music that is made by a South African composer or drumming or sounds that come from 
black African dance. I always think. to really deal with an aesthetic, you need to go more into 
form than into content. It's very easy to take a South African story and say this is South 
African. but you could be using a Western format in the structure. Perhaps you have to work 
democratically. through process. through incorporating people. but that's not necessarily 
South African - that could be American. It's an impossible question to answer, but I do feel 
that people that look for it, tend to go for superficial things ~ some traditional African dance 
steps combined with modern or jazz. 
I suppose tha~ over a period of time. things evolve. The trouble with dance and with any kind 
of theatre-making, is that it's also individual, but individuals an: also part of a society and a 
setting - perhaps that is being South African. Perhaps you have to look at many people and 
many different groups, dealing with many diverse possibilities. I. myself, as a choreographer, 
wouldn't strive to be South African - you can also be quite fascist! 1 think you should just 
make works. Obviously, as an artist, you're sensitive to where you live and to what's going 
on around you, otherwise perhaps you wouldn't be an artist 
I think the critics have really set up this idea that we must have a South African aesthetic. 
When 1 use the word South African dance, I think it's more a place where you are, rather than 
something that you just plaster on and say this is South African dance. I don't think you 
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should try and do it. I think it evolves and it doesn't happen overnight. It's probably in about 
ten years time that you're going to see a synthesis - dance forms coming together. 
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REPORTS 
Journey to Grahamstown: the 1995 Standard Bank National Arts Festival 
Peter Lar1ham 
San Diego State University 
Watching Athol Fugard's The Island at the Rhodes Theatre yesterday was like the 
completion of a long journey which started in New Brighton decades ago, seeing the 
fathers of South African theatre close the circle of their vision. 
Sandile Memelain Cue, Tuesday July 11, 1995. 
Just over a year ago the first democratic elections took pJace in South Africa. What changes 
have come about during this transitional period? What economic, political and social 
conditions prevail? And most of all, what effect, if any. has this monumental change made 
upon theatre in South Africa? 
, 
The miracle of the peaceful transition to democracy. accompanied by relief and goodwill by 
almost all South Africans, has given way to skepticism about the economic future of the 
country. Doubts centre around a mediocre growth rate in a country with an estimated 43% 
unemployment, and a union push for stricter government regulation of the labour market 
which is likely to deter foreign investment, already low due to political uncertainty and a higb 
crime rate,l Other concerns include the state funding of primary health care services, the 
provision of education and the creation of more employment that cannot keep pace with 
current population growth. 
The July 1995 two-ciay meeting ofSocialistIntemational- the council of the world federation 
of social democratic, socialist and labour movements - in Cape Town scrutinized problems 
common to most African countries; spiral of debt. soaring population. growth. dramatic loss 
of share in world markets - not to mention war, famine and disease epidemics.) The negative 
image of Africa in much of the rest of the world is characterized by media emphasis of these 
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Physical Imaginings: the translation 
of memory in the danceplays of First 
Physical 
By Juanita Finest:one, W.vtfer 2001 
FhJtPlfblisbedin the pfVl2£dingJ of tbe third bf-amtlkil (J')flfol11/JaJ, Cm#~Il1!S, Uriter:Ji!y of Gpe 
T()}~1? .Ttr!/2(19.1. . 
"The danong body ~ th~ relerulessn~s of its ~~tfOtl and the ineVitability.of l!s' evane:,cence 
leaves .in its wake so little from which to reconstrw.:t .its presence, emu:: in the itDaginatiori or in 
history. 'X'hereas' clioreogra0'=' have accustomed ' tluimselves to this disappc:u:anct: act, . 
historians have typically focused an projects urli:iiroed' by more pennanenl kinds of I~. 
They have priyileged infonnarion that moves within the textual field from historical document io 
histodan's text and tended to ignore cve;nts and aGtions o~e the textual that are unavailable or· 
resisl2nt to the process of translliiion." (SllSalll.eigh F~stCr, ~ ~96) 
Introduction 
R econstructing the appeaca.nces and clisappea.raoces of bodily memory through time and space is the choreographer's proposition and underuoking. Bdgi2n choreographer. Wun Vanderkeybus bas ereated a work entitled. What lhe boify mm wI ffllftn1W (1987). I have found myself repeatedly mesmerised by the idea of memory as it is presented.in this title Given the work's context within a Physical Theatre, it seems to express an iroay in relation to the body,'s inevitable nostalgia and reflection within a coatext of fonnaUy choreographed movement 
Moreover, it attempts to confound the logic which reganis bodily memory as 'truth', The incoagruous juxtaposition of intimacy 
and estrangement that we ~~erieoce and express through our bodies daily seems to embrace the incongruous, and in 
Vanderkeybus' tide. it becomes uncanny. The uncanny can be conceptualised as a return of an aperieoce of familiarity within 
an unEuniliar context which makes the fumiliar, as Freud suggests, Clunbeimlicb" or unhomely. Vandakeybus' reference to a 
disappearing, amnesiac body or body of memory seems somehow 'wiliomely' - the known body rctuming to a now disguised, 
or consciously unknown body. His title hints at this duplicity of bodily memory, commenting on the way the body disguises its 
re;ponses in order to re-inveot its history. TIlls 'forgetting to remember' is pardy how the body re-coostructs its own hJestural 
history of habit and defense against its more rational narratives of autonomy and control 
The plii,>ht of poor Bottom as he emerges from his dream with Titania in Shakespeare's Midsw11Imr Nights Drr/vn is recalled 
WIth an ass' head superimposed on his own, he srumbles back to his companions, who are utte:dy aghast at his trJ1lsfocrnation, 
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at how he has been 'translated'. The metaphor of translation assumes a comic refereoc~ h~e co the uncanny - the f.am.iliar 
Bottom now, unfiuniliar Bottom - as the curious rciation of Bottom's double visage questions rhe relacionshlp of the known to 
the unknown. In a sense, the aLL of translation here becomes uncanny in its presentation of an "unheimliches" moment of 
transference. Bottom's 'unhomdy' appearance signals his disappearance. 
The notion of 
transllltlon also 
provK:les a 
centralising 
conceptual context 
for the discussion of 
creative 
interpretations and 
choreographic 
transfonnations 
through processes of 
writing the body 
Tb.is diffuse and somewhat ghosdy disappearance of bodily memory suggested by Vande:rlreybus' ride and 
the disappearing choreographic text referred to by Foster. seemed to me to have something of this U1lCl.l1Dy 
recall in common. This relation of presence and absence through the body seems to be one of the defining 
moments of the choreographic process. Hen; it bas become a departure point for tranSlating the idea of 
<concept to concerr'. The nonoo of translation also provides a cenu:alising conceptual context for the 
discussion of creative interpretations and choreographic trnnsfounations through processes of writing the 
body in the work of Hrst Physical Theatre Company. With close reference to particular works within the 
rep~ry of FtrSt Physical, some of the at'aUve choices, working processes, inspirations, crafting principles, 
training methodologies, and intuitions from source to final product wilL be reflected upon, assessed and 
analysed - ' 
Within this research process, the role of researcher becomes one of In:mShtion - to change in form., to 
transfo.on, 10 decipher and unravel the choreographed tat. The: r~er begins to trmslate, witness, 
document, remember and interpret the evanescent memories of thew dlOreographic moments.' This question of uanslation is a 
vital one for dance given its lick of easy documentJ.tioo and sad hIsto.ry of,illiteracy. Experiential knowledge via participation in 
the processes described .. 1s based on personal investment in. m.any of the: wow, via iltanati.ng roles as cbareographer. 
perfoaner, teacher, fund m. ... -er l )( leseucher. Reference to both n::searchcli- and expecienDaI mOdes of enquiry may coax these 
seemingly resisbnt choreogcipbic to.ti: mtQ app~ helping to aiake. tht: absent proce.sses mtu:e present 
Somatic expressions" Of n;!emo~ history, and nan alive 
.-., 
. .. one of the greatest Postmodem arv..I ~olonial diOCowses have e1uc:ida::<:4the multiple vokeS and subjectivities of history. 
r .... .-.1; ...... that ru.~~ not about fampr troths but. :;oeccive intef]"'1"Ct2tio 15 and translations of events and obstacles to memory ... y~ • • _.0' 
people. As ]enlllu,;UggesO;, the past is 'gone.lt· bas d;Sappeated and hisoogophy;,; what historians make is in fact, memory 
itself ,., of this past , """pOst'PM rotory 'jJ.m p. if:: atM' OcnklDs, l S91' 5). ffitiogmphy ~ an mtcr-texoul, linguistic construct. ..If we agree ~~.:.. ~. aliOLfl 1D~retarion and story-telling, then similarly, we 
must concur that mem.<!!t. consists Of .c ciar-amf of .selective recall Memory.is not personal truth, or 
autheotic revelation. Adam Phillips in his text en~ On F5rtotion _. the tdling oj.ItW ... discusses how one of the gre;t~ 
ohstacles to memoey is in fact, memory itself As he suggests, by imaginative acts of substitution. we repress and replace 
wharever has been unacceptable in our experience and hence our memory is often a defense of memory. He cires Fttud's 
suggestion that m~ocy is akin to dream in the sense that it is neither logical, rational Dor chronological. Freud noted that "the 
falsified memory is the first that we become aware of'. Uotil this memory is iotapreted, it remains a "screen-memoty". a 
waIcing dream of the past (Phillips. 1994, 65). While Phillips compares and contr.iSls acts of writing the self through 
autobiography aod psychoanalysis, it is useful to examine this conundrum in relation to writing the self/body through dance 
perli:nmance. 
Ooe of the most useful processes of unearthing potencial responses to source material is via improvisation. The use of 
improvisation is one method that can be used effectively by the choreographer as a sowrz for devdoping fresh, innovative 
movements and responses from performers. It provides individual physical statements and .images with wlu~ the 
choreographer can then interact 
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"Improvisation as a source generates material which, in its complexity and unexpectedness, 
could never be planned or arrived at by logical means". (Tujnell and Crickmay, 1990: 194) 
Improvised responses to a given source can provide the Cltalyst for unleashing unconscious responses to marerial that oncrge 
through a dreamlike logic. Briefly retumiog to Phillips, he states that like dn:am, free associarion is one way of tlpping iato or 
behind defensive memory: . 
"free-association is memory in its most incoherent and therefore fluent Jonn; because oj 
repression, the past can only return as disarray in de-narrativisedfragmenrs." (Phillips, 1994: 
67) 
Choreography via an improvised process CUl become a ricb site for the meeting of collectlve and personal. histories. Graph.s or 
fragments of memory are .released that can be shaped and played with by the choteo~apner to create compcllirtg images of the 
body and its relation to nao:ative, identity and history. As Sandor Ferenczi notes, "the ;/ianml is 11/)t amd i?J pt-a!JOlidling, ht is mmi 
wbnt Ix con frn a.!Jotiall' (quoted in Phillips, 1994: 67). Phillips concurs that the aim ofahaIySis i.s oot to recover the past, but to 
make recovery of the past poo®Je. For the choreogopher, this journey to source an auwennc rcspoose from the pefionnetS, 
involves, via the body, suc:b, 'a returo of the repressed It becomeS an' !U:tempt to allow the., hody to remember what it has 
forgotten to remember. ' Ib d. process of writing the body bee :~~ ~;cdextual proc~"of translating in order to te-invent 
'This is much like postcolonial ~jscow:se which seeks a re-invenoon pf the past for the putpQses pf the present 1lUs intriguing 
relationship of collective Vetl!.l.1s. ~onal memory :raises valuable W~bfB for a coou:mpomty understanding of identity, 
history, and memory as it is explored and presented through Souib Amcall performance a1d. dance. The complex and playful 
:relation of memory to choreographic impulse and r.r"xe~ will oJ.·ex:arnined and presented here as a series of vignettes, each 
ex.am.ioing different aspects of the choreographic ethos' and ~ati-;n within a P~ysicil Theatre. 
. ' . ,. .. 
Public Vignettes - biograp.hieS andlas collective 
. . 
memory 
r 
Two of Gary Gordon's danceph.is
lo
• ~vide a valu;mle ~ i~ I"JAbomting thi~ &Jogue between creativity, history, 
transformation and interpretarion. In Th! ,TJ~bkStory (1995) a~f &p:k.'iJ-readt~OO), Gordon becomes historiograpber-
be caU'i both works documentaty dan~ys , Tn botb, G: ·t:tariSlates ~  of two historical figures, :re-inventing 
naoacives from thei.r: lives for a cout:etOporaty tOlitcxtL. HiS worlOng processes include an attention to source, artistic 
collaboration, an integrated and intc:rtextual approach to devising texts (aural/physical/visual/seosual) and the mobilisarion of 
the:: body's pres~ce. 
While not denying the In his .inaugural speech at Rhodes University, Gordon identifies the struggle of Physical Theatre as having 
mysterious alchemy 
that is transmuted 
through and by the 
creative process, the 
company ethos 
strongly affirms 
processes of 
researc h. 
a commitment to transfo17TUltion - the trnnsfonnation of ideology, and to the aotions of theatre/ dr.!nla 
and dance (Gordo~ 1996: 17). Th.is idea of rmnsformanon retLins a provocative questioning of 
maiustrelm aesthetic and political views. It re-reads and re-mvents coateots, foans and perfonnance 
modes in its attempt to find inventive approaches to devising theatre. While aot denying the mysterious 
alchemy that . is transmuted through and by the creative process, the company ethos strongly affirms 
processes of research. Embodied in this vision is a challenge to assumptioos that creative implllses are 
lnoate talents that oae either possesses or Dot - the idea that works arc inspired by a benevolent 
Terpsichorean muse and those creative acts are feeling things mther than thinking things. In a paper 
entided, Th< Mm, and Archa.ololfst (1997, and which can be read on the company CD Rom), I have 
discussed at length the play involved in this research whc:re the artist becomes the archaeologist who must 
discover, dig and sift through sourcing and delicate working processes to eventually exhume his/ her 
artifact, or parts thereof 'Ibis process brings together roaoy of the conce:ros of a Physical Thea[(e - the idea of an integrated, 
holistic approach as well as the notion of artistic collaboration. In Physical Theatre, each artistic medium/ colhboration 
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(music/text/ desigo/ physicility) becomes an integrated yet intkpmdmt aspect of the wack. Each medium adding a layer of 
meaning to the work through irs own interpremtiou of the images and concepts being e."tplored. As a result, the range of 
creative sources that go into the work ensure that all the artists involved in the collaboration have contributed fundamentally to 
the final product. .-\.nd this, I believe, is what makes the work an original collabotatiOD - the creative input of a range of 
inclividuals peoneates the work providing it with a rich, multi4neosiooal and multi-media texture. The work becomes a 
collaborative remembering. 
A public and intimat e 
landscape is re-
constructed us ing 
Bessie Head's past 
as a source to 
assemble im ages 
and design 
responses to 
questions of power 
and identity. 
In Bessie's Head (2000), Gordon becomes cartographer as be begins to map Ollt a site for the excavation 
of the imagination. TIUs historical evocation of creJ.tMty is figured in South African writer, Bessie Head. 
A public and intimate landscape is re-coostructed using Bessie Head's past as a source to assemble images 
and design responses to questions of pow~ and identity. Head's novd, AQUtstion oJPowtr, deals with the 
psychic disintegrn.tion of a woman and her struggle to free herself from the controlling, tonneated voices 
she heats in her head. Resonances between Head and this female protagonist bear resanblance. He:rd's 
own histoty ap~ to have been a battle with mental instability and a deep longing and nostalgia for her 
origins (represented in Gordon':,; danceplay by the focus on her mothcr).+These repressed emotioos fonn 
the spark from which creativity is birthed. The programme note sen; dUs up: 
"A documentary dpnceplay that dissects the events surrounding the birth of,the writer born in 
South Africa: Befsie Head. Facts and stories .... da~~e (lryl drama .... words and songs .... music, 
design and imagination collude in this interior vie-r.-ing of (OJ. artist's prilfate domain. A 
theatrical visrun that reveals sights of passion, tenderness and power. " (Gar)' Gordon; March 
2000) . . . , 
Head's memories' and multiple voices emerge through .Gonipu·s interpretatiC?l1 m .the' fonn of an illogical and fragmalted 
ruw:ative. Phelan points out that this wcstero myth of t¥~ye prder is not .rometbt;,.g shared by the body, or in fact, eVa! the 
mind. She declares: or 
"The body, in short. does not share. consawusnf!Ss'sfaith in narraJive order. The uneven join 
betweeruhe body and cnn.rcioUsness is packe4 with the expan.,il1e' ooze of the unconscious .. . 
the body 's 'movements are the oaming room.< in which p,t)'clUd. "troths ' are lodged". (Peggy 
Phelan, 1996) " 
. . 
. , . 
In Bmit'.r Head, both the choreography an~ ~ text share thiS lack :If cbroooJ~ The woLk evolves through a number of 
disjointed and episodlc fuagroents. Gordon mtt::rprcts Head's dtcam of the! mother she longed for, bue never knew. The work 
pursues this nattarive deconstruction of Head's history - how Bessie Head herself bad re-constructed a narrative via stories 
Th e echoes in side 
Bessie's head, her 
imaginary 
compositions of her 
mother are 
juxtaposed with and 
re-constructed in 
relation t o the voices 
of reason and power -
the somber vo ices of 
m a le authority and 
rational diSCOUrse. 
about her mother and her own wish-fulfillment in on:ler to make seese of her abandonment as a child. 
Head's physical and imagined exiles from her own history - first as a child and later as a political refugee 
living in Botswana - became poignant stories from which to translate her presence in the work The 
working process included a :range of strategies for interpreting Head's obsession with origins as we too 
perfoancd our reading of what her body did and did not remember. 
Tne opening image .is of a group of bandaged people wandering lost Onto .the stage - they enter from the 
audience and then stare out at them and leto a blinding spotlight The audience sees only their chest and 
faces. They present a Proh§le which becomes a succinct and economic chronicle of the work - through 
gestures and voice, the unconscious emotional residues of the danceplay are conjured up. The echoes inside 
Bessie's head, her irnagiruuy compositions of her mother are JUXtaposed with and re-coostruacd in relation 
to the voices of reason and power - the somber voices of male authority and rational discourse. This is 
elicited through De Wet's text which performs itself in a voice-over. 
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Woman's Voice: 
Man's Voice: 
Woman 's Voice: 
Mall 's Voice: 
Woman 's Voice: 
In the dark. QuietLy and brokenLy. 
My mother is my private goddess. I alone adore her. 
Slowly lights up on head 
Deep and resounding 
My purpose is to clarify· to verify. Since I am the senior 
member still living, being of reasonably sound health a/mind, 
and with my knowledge, it is my duty to compile an official 
record of the white antecedents of Bessie Head. In particular, J 
wish 10 give true information abOUI Toby, my sister - mother of 
Bessie. 
Broken. 
"Minds crack, they say, sometimes siUJtter . .. 
Now sounding quite normal. and rather '''proper ''. 
. ' ,. 
Who thefather w~!' Is dnnpletely unknow~mid speculation is a 
waste of time. A b"rjej'Ciiwunter? A misuse oJher mental stale? 
WCf8.she enticed so~~vhere? . 
To me she remained ... an utter 
Chorus a/wailing voices: Who ... who ... whoooo ,. , is ... she? 
AND/OR Sound of retreating, resowuiingjoorsteps. Many heavy metal doors being slammed. 
Cries - close andIar off. Cries ojwomen, of birds, of animals. 
The wot:k provides very different and subjective accounts of events surrounding Head's coeception and birth, dispelling any 
norion of a fixed or official historical 'truth'. 
\'{'(! are drawn into Bessie's head through the set which is a large pecspex rc-coostructlon of a head - big enough to move iIL In 
moments throughout the wock, it becomes a metapho.cica11oc:Ue for the perfOlmers - they lite:cilly become Bt'Ssic's thoughts, 
At the back of the stage hang three shrouded heads which are grotesque, mask-like visions. At the end of the work, these 
colhpse and crack open, an image that is echoed throughout the work 
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Woman's Voice: "Minds crack, lhey say, sometimes shatter. " 
Thf! costume design is dynamic in the way it trwsfoans from a cle::m, virginal white at the stnrt of the work to a sweeping tide of 
blood (red), The rising red stains on borrom of the perfoaner's dresses and pants gradually spread upwards to consume them 
TIlls accwnul;ltion of colour throughout the wock evokes the violence and emotional flood that is wrought by the anguished 
memories of the female characters. 
The final dance is Gordon's celebration of Bessie's fantasy of her mother. A talJ., elegant female performer enters the empty 
smge, clad in deep red velvet. As she walks aD, clearly looking for someone, the famous Albinoni adagio for Strings in G minor 
sounds out its exquisite sadness. Anticipating nostalgia, the composer has cheekily adapted the score, transfomllng its themes 
into a sumpruous tango. The woman relinquishes her yeaming and acquiesces to an ecstatic remembrance. The chorus from 
the opening provides a brief epilogue in their reactions to her, An ahilarated dance become:H!~ resounding expression of the 
creative impulse. The finalimagc returns to a mother and child, embraced in each other as the faint sound of heartbeats retum. 
With the premiere of a film adaptation at the 2000 National Arts Festival, Bes.rie's HeM is nnw featured as "the country's first 
dance-in-camera production". 
c 
. , ~. , . 
"As it grows and is doc..wnented, so too is it docuinentinl i lself ... Bessie's Head, as an artistic, 
theatrical expression c~nbinesfactwilh imagint11iQrian'if.ilzkes us into a reafm where past and 
present collude - a realm ofth~ beyond, an.. ·in-between space' wher('~neglJtiation on cultural 
meaning and interpretation, as well as sigtrSojidentity and innOl'a!£Ve collaboration, can take 
place." (Rob MurrlIj'. 2000) . '" . • 
It was always interesting for me to bear respoosr_'i ,from ¥ ~.md:iellce - especially those who believed the work to be an 
inaccurate and jumbled account of Head's hiStory. 'J:'lk ncat fura legitimate and chronological history confounded, the mystery 
of Head's birth remams. The p!Ogramme}~~C: a quo.tatioll 'from a letter sent"'to Dottie Ewan, a mutual friend of Head and 
ours: . -
i . ' .. 
"The world has to change pefhaps subtly, arid4he ,Jimeioj c/umg-e areJascinaling. The eyes 
that capture the new andiunusual open miLny~oorSror,()lbers. ,;" (Bessie Head in a letter 10 
Dotrie Ewan, 30 Septembe;. , 972) . . 
This letter, discovered in the New English Literary Museum during our research makes it possible to say that perhaPs, the point 
of reclai:ming or re-inventing histories makes it possible to allow the repressed. and silenced voices in our own heads to bear 
witness to themsdves. In the resultnnt fmctures, perhaps a new space is cracked open. 
Utilisjng similar strategies of aar:rative fragmentation and deconstruction, Gordon's TIM Unspeakable 5/Qry (1996), sets out to 
irnaginativdy re-iuterpret an event in the life of SllJl'eaI.jst paintet:, Rene Magritte. Using his paintings and various biographies oa 
lY!agri:tte as source, Gordoa isolates one event in his life - hi'i mother's death by suicide - and re-presents this woman's story. 
South African dance critic, Adrienne Sichd has called this work a "choreographic splicing of met and magic" (Sichel, TIM Star. 
March 7, 1996). 
Gordon provokes a questioning of the creative, of social and of personal memory in this documentary danceplay. The borders 
between the personal and the public ar"..! blurred with each episode providing a different perspective intO this woman's suicide. 
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The story migrates in a nomadic way between the past and the present - ber story is re-constructed and re-presented as stories 
about dance, art, life and death. 
Gordon notes that during his research for the wodcing process, be recalls reading about Magritte's obsession with cheap 
detective novds and he int~cts with this thnlling idea by incorporating it into the wode as mystery. The danceplay becomes a 
thriller - a mystery that is being U!lmveled. The programme: note reflects on Magrittc's own words: 
" the mysteries in those books can be unlocked with a key ... I mean, if there is a mystery in my 
work, it's.a matterafthe unknowable". (Magritte, 1898 - 1967) 
There are six episodes in the werle and each archetypal episode represents a different~· of the "ttpt4kahk Joa of this woman's 
ttagic death. TIN Afirror is a nostalgic journey of reflection - the young boy's memory Qf hii.. home and of his parents. Utilising 
the music of the popular 1940's band. The Inkspots, Gordon here recalls Magritte's oose5oon with cheap detecti:ve novels. To 
place this information in period, he uses the popular music to take the audience bacli The River explores a more expressionist 
vocabulary and oamltIve. It becomes the "emotional heartland of the dance - into which the woman plunges her deepest 
oblivion" (Finestone, 1995: ~~~ The Funmdis a grotesque and maailire funereal ritual-.~eriwe are: witness to a vaudeville act 
and singer's floocshow, a fll20ilire fashion parade and a duet that qu6tuJTlS the speed and power play of Larin Ameri.Cln dance 
styles like the tango. In this scene, the memory of the dead is ~ lit' to be what it JIOmetimt..'S socially is, frivolous and 
pretentious. The Drrom is more surreal and rnkes the audience ltltll chI.' bOys. unconscious - into his dream of his mother, The 
distortion of film images''$js th1. surreal dream-like experience. rm@y. ii{lpe 0ck. the dmcers all become tcpresentations of 
t..-bgritte's mother. The wOman is never .repr~ented by OIle chamcn:t. 'but each perfoauer becomes one of her myrod 
representations. 
The cliffercnt a<tistic styles rod conventions also make.:' ~";'k a p",,~ ~e with art itself - with questioning the 
choreographic creation and with representation, For t'~le, thc'~ecomes such an intertextual play with Magritte's own 
creative strategies. The box-like structure of the sct: "ouse) 'is ~ with Magritte's famous clouds and at the bottom of 
the set, the followiogwords are painted: «OP..1!.'mfa! 1m ~t' This is a playful interaction with Mag:citte's painting, ThiJ is 1101 
a Pipe which serves to question the autho~'al;lthenticjq:m~ of acts of representation. For a full analysis of this wack, 
see Finestone's unpublisbc:d thesis, TiM PoGIia ani! Podia,!OJOrroU"P"': TiM Dona"ll lJ3r!J In S,urhA}u»f D""", 1995. 
I: ' .• 
The idea that 
m emories become 
cau terised, santtised 
and obliquely 
forgotten or lost in 
t he body allows for 
the body to become a 
prime site for 
In the above ~rks, we see how th~ .cho~?ber ha3'~latt.,j histories. bow memories can be 
constructed aDd n.1:rieved via .aa!rJttve rluuugh '.tlie:' 'ott.ogmpLic process. The idea that memories 
become cauterised, saMlStd and obligud)' forgOltl::ru or lost ill the body allows for the body to become a 
prime site for reroem erlng.....:llie 1:&dy .. beC6mCS'a p1aCC'tO unearth these dusty ml"mooes. The landscape; 
of the mind, emotions and spirit are traversed and felt through skin, muscle and bone. It is to this physical 
aspect of the creative process thac T now wish to tum. 
remembering. In 1996 I crc:ated a work called Tht Passion ojJlltias for the National Arts Festival as part of a First Physical 
progrnmme called Almndana, 10 this wotk, the idea of storytelling via collective history and private 
memory became source for the exploration of the biblical Story of Judas - his betlayal, guilt and absolution, At the time of 
creating the work, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in the Eastew Cape bad just begun. It became a place of 
reflection and acute que~-cioning for most South Africans as we struggled to :recaIl the most vile excesses of Apartheid, The 
wode attempted to respond and reflect on some of these processes of remembering, David Alcock, in a paper for the SOHlh 
African Thtafr! As/And bl/mJtntion conference hdd.in London in August 1996. has written the following about the worle 
"During the performance, one male perfonner is in a bent kneeling position while lWO other 
male peiformers, one carrying the other, proceed to stand on the kneeling man's back. The 
tension o/Ihe moment caused by our sense afthe endurance of the kneeling performer islelt in 
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kinaesthetic sympathy by Ihe audience 10 the point of being unbearable ,., if explores the 
impact a/human beings 'telling their story and collapsing under the weight afit' (programme 
note), as well as other related issues, such as the tension between public and priVQze 
experience; the process whereby inner motivations become public information; and how 
individuals in the present desperately seek absoiutionfram their personal stories of crime in 
the past." (Alcock. 1999: 56) 
Ann Cooper Albright in ber prolific account of the body and identity in contemporary dance cites the use of II tenD by Audre 
Lorde - (fnomythography" - to describe a process where naaatives «weave the historical facts of pt.."Ople's existence elaborating 
,,;,;oruuy sag.lS of social and personal stuvival" (Cooper AJbrigh~ 1997, 151). Albright suggesu; that m oro", to be effectively 
and potenrly embodied.in perfoDTWlce, histo.q bas to be recast 
"situated in a different light and taken up by different bodies. The import~ce of history here is 
not the importance of historical fact or artifact; such documents, aUlluirlzed in the service of 
white dominance are rightfully suspect. Rather, history for so many AfriCan-Americans is 
located in the story - in the telling again and again ._. It is this creative element in retelling the 
story that makes this history" the history of peoples and their storie~ rather than the history of 
facts - inherentlypeiformative." (Cooper Albright, 1997: 151 -153) . . 
W'hile Cooper Albright's bt,obviously refers to the Afro-Aruencan cxp~ce. the South African experience echoes similar 
strategies of stOJ:y-telling as survival MjaimlO :">ldebel.c, in an article entitled, memory. ~1. and tht triumph of!lOfTlll:iVe notes bow at 
a certain point during the Truth and ReconCiliation Cl'ImIll1s.'ii.on, 'tCstt!uooteS' trnnsfonned to become 'stoty': 
. . 
_' • r,. 
, , 
._" 
"and so it is that the ston'es of the TruJ/1 aiu1 ReconciiWtwrI Commission seem poised to result 
in one major spiJ1~off, among others; thP. resl&ration' oj M ho-ative. lnfew countries in the 
contemporary world do we have i lil1Ut "~mpte o/people re-inventing themselves through 
narrative." (Ndebeie in Kelln,:'. 20...00. 24~ 
Cooper Albright highlights the idea t~ ~interpreti.tW; hisr(~ needsJ o be ~tive m~ ~ static This notioo of creativity 
embraces the idea of translation as h<i1l.'imanatiou, In The POI.JWn ofJuLios;the workiof. ~es and tr.Uning of the pcrfoancrs' 
bodies became vital to the reme:ro~ '- our own "b'iomythogr--otp , were created by exploring the perfonners personal 
responses to ideas of bettayal, both iO.ci~nate apd public We r.c:a.d tens fn)Jtl the bihk:. newspaper articles from the me, wrote 
stories about personal betrayals md plaYcc.t:v.<itfi .the mc:mlngs ~t'WheJ;e~thesr; evoCations collided. Via improvisation and the 
clmreogrnplllc manipulation nf the emerging rnatcriaI throUgh =ftiDg. • Janguage for the content emergod This w.y of 
working has become part of the ethos for a Phy.;ica11beatre. With regard to choreographic process, it provides a vital tole for 
the perfonner to collaborate with and to translate the choreographer's vision, 
Ana Sanchez-Colberg. m her ground-breaking article, All=d S""es omi S.biminal Spoas: dxnting!lx rood /,wordr 0 PIgsi(d/ TIwtn, 
begins to conceprualise: the eclectic production displayed in Phy.;ical Theatre. She argues that the teen itself denotes a hybrid 
character and suggests that this is testimony to its double legacy in both avant-garde theatre and dance. Sbe further states: 
"The locating of physical theatre within the avant garde musr be given to issues of anti-
establishment within the context a/alienation and transgression common to bothforms," 
(Sanchez-Colberg, 1996: 40) 
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Re-e.'Utl'lining tb(: role of avant garde dance within a Physical Theatre., Sanchez-Colberg bas noted the process of Laogu.age 
devallL1000 that occucred within avant garde theatre and highlights a "poralkllJ1irtru.rt of rodifid 'hn/?ages of tbe bot!y' ..• proenl in the 
bUto1J' of ro1tlempomry dance from Dunton /(J BomeS' (Sanchez-Colberg, 1996: 44). She examines, for e."'GlllJple, the impact that 
Ge.rnun expressionism and the innovative choreographer and dance meorist. Rudolf Laban's approach has bad for 
contemporary dance and Physical Theatre. She examines the influence of Laban's study of choreology 00 a questioning of the 
accepted role of movement within the dance medium which supportS the devdopment of most dance vocabularies aod 
recb.n.iques. She argues that Laban's guiding principle, that of the 'body in space' before movement, appears a simple concept to 
grnsp. but that carefully re-examined, it provides a new context for undootaodiog the move away &om codified techniques 
utilised historically by various avant garde artists (for example. Wtgroan and Bausch) and many Physical Theatre practitioners 
today. Succinctly re-reading·be< pwposal, Sancbez-Colbe<g axgues that to accept that dance is about the 'body in space' through 
movanent is a shift from the assumed notion of reading dance as the 'body- in- movement' through space. In this way, 
movement becomes effecr and not cause. I....abaa's claim that "empty space does not exist" has provided a critical interrogation 
of dance languages. He theorises that we move in order to fulfill a need and that when the dancer moves, the mavt=ID.ent 
becomes the mediator between two areas of experience - iotemal space ('land of silence') and the cxtemal world ("'land of 
action'). Movement always hru; intention 
- < 
Extending this discussion in relation to Ausdruckstanz and Taozteater, Sanchez-Colb<;rg suggests that thi:; viewing provides a 
oew context for understanding the way that . 
"these artists p roposed a devaluation of the 'language' of technical virtuosity in which the 
body is bound '10 idealfonns which exist outside it ;lluj,whiCh leads to the boay's 
objectificati'on and reification (exacerbated by i t& links to music) and eilrryiruftes the a~priori 
relationship bet';"een. the ~(Jdyund space. " (San(:.he~-Con;e1'g, 1996: 45),: 
- . ~ - .. :. . 1 
As Sanchez-Colberg suggests, movement becomes .rel~o1 ~y in as much-as i~ l!UY express aspects of the body-space nexus 
and hence the boundaries of wbat can constitute: c,ianc:! movement ate <pCOed and hence also the boundaries of what 
coostitme5 the dance medium (Sanchez-Colberg, 199~: 451.' 
Within a process of 
improvisation and 
experimentation, the 
physical 
vocabularies found, 
are often created 
from and by the 
perfonners own 
The above concqrt~afioo expI;Uns why the choreo~ler for a PhYS1caJ Theatre would need to 
trnnslate very diff,~y from mainst:rt:am dance, the~ needs for ~ .sjciIls, body type, perfotmer, 
crafting stra~aod theatricalitics. \t'itbin a p.c0ce5S of provisatioo ... ·..., apcri.mentation, the physical 
VOOlbularies found; are often cr"'bated from and ttr Wi. pnfmntr1.ok.'bOJet thus providing a space for 
. ""--' "". ,y C tb --' Th creattve cOuuCluratlon and coutributlpg to,.aq ~ eo,; 'enencc l Ot e p".uODllet'S. r:y are not 
«docile bodiesn '(FouciuJt's teun) l~ely 1~''Step;s but ~participatiog in the creative ptocess of 
tIanslating idClS IHto tb~ physical ocl'he i)h~ 1t1tO .. "tbe Yisuaf ' They are participants .in these physical 
imaginings. Through ~cly 'U l t~ ;nO~C;Ut$ and ideas, the participants leam to trust their 
judgments :md to make choices. The context of exploration sets up a creative continuum that is not 
bodies thus providing fommlaic. I~ fundamental ethos lies in the way it provides an imaginative context fat a very indi9idual 
a space for creatJva 
collaboration . ., 
and personalised creativity which can assume a wide range of stylistic and media choices. Penoanas are 
given the opportu.ni.ty to explore what it is that their own bodies have to say without the censorship of 
speci.fi.c technical or choreographic structures. Without being prescriptive. a Physical Theatre training 
allows creativity and ariginality to be fostered within a context of collaboration and empowerment In this 
sense it is possible to cill the perfoaners, interpreters or translators withW. the choreographic process. As Carol Brown argues, 
"reductive definitions simplify the role of the dancer into the image of the Dancer as Body ... 
Dancing bodies are beginning 10 leak, 10 betray the illusion of a chaste, hygienic and 
contained body ... I would. suggest lhat/he acquisition of a stereotypical dancer's body is to 
some degree an inevitable aspect of the physical demands of training ... but this body is only a 
stereotype if it continues to reproduce the tired gestures of a classical inheritance which 
assumes the harmony of fonn over matter. What matters now is the mailer o/bodies, their 
instabilities, imperfections, pleasures and deceits, We need to see beyond the surface imagery 
of the body to the play offorces and intensities at work within and through it, and to how these 
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movements invent new understandings of Ihe body, as well as varieries of the bod)' which 
exceed the existing typologies." (Brown, 1999: 14 · 16) 
A wmk like Gordoa's Lith (1998) exemplifies such an attempt at new understandings of identity and the body. In this bruising 
work, Gordoa renuns to an expressionism reminiscent of earlier works like Shattmd Wtndow.r (1993). Here, the identity of Lilith 
is refracted and refleLled as her historical tale is re.inte:rpreted. An archaic and archetypallUlderworld is evoked through the tat 
which describes the mythic betrayal of Lilith by Adam. The te.."tt also conrernpocises the naa:aave ttaciog dear historical and 
culrurm threads to contc01porary life> and pointing to the awginalisacion of Lilith's story in religious discourse. The text of a 
COOtempor.uy coW! case depicting a divorce settlement re-iterates the age old battle between the se:tes for autonomy and 
identity. 
It was Artaud who The work: is a primitive rire which approximates an Artaudian theatre of cruelty. It was Armud who called 
called for a theatre to for a theatre to be "cruel" in the sense ofbeiog demanding for the pecillimers and the spectators alike. He 
wanted m etapbysics to enter the mind through the bOOy (Artaud iD. Sdiumacbc:c, 1989: lOS). for the body 
to perfOlID its subjecriv:ities. Artaud's focus on reclaiming the 'bod has made his writing accesSIble to 
dance practitioaers and it is interesting to note how often be is-refCin:d to within contemporary dance 
discourse (Steinman; Gordon). His image of theatre as plague 15 callechto mind in Li5th as Gordon takes 
this pcit:niiMsm into the realm of myth 2nd the collective uncoasdous. It scratches beneath the veneer of 
social tJwrality and body etiquette. TIlls wade calls on the universiL :;'jtlie tharacters are mythic, immense 
and god-like. Their costumes are earthy, sf!lIsuaI in a.~ way arid scant, cxposiog flesh and isolated 
be "cruel" in the 
sense of being 
demanding for the 
performers and the 
spectators alike. 
body.p-Mts. The set design by Cupsa, conudes With J.he' physical ~d verbaJ texts to add another layer of 
visual meaning to the volatility ~f l.ilith's instability. Inspired bv ;rJ~..ue SCulptures, the set consists of a labyrinth of metal 
crutches aboue a metre high; ' , • 
. , : 
The opening image is of lilith walking over these crutch~'caayi~ what agppci t lIle:l baby. The dangerous and difficult task 
of balancing on these crutches for a prolonged period of ~ 1S another cwnple of the taW. uncompromising physicality that 
the choreography demands from the performers. a cert:aIn' volatile pre:;enc.:C.and risk. Tun EcbeIls,.in his enmination of trends 
within cootemporary performance, speaks of a ~~.ielaci ,; berween the spectator and perfODllec relationship wir:hin 
contemporary work. He perceives, in certaio 1J1.Sra:hce/, the audic;ncc tv be present in an act of witnessing, which he axgues, 
occurs when a particulat: kind of investmeo Qt~kis being t:tken .bY the performers; • 
. -l.. ' . • t - . • " _ 
"Investment is what happt'.t1S when the jJerjonners before us seem bound up unspeakably with 
what they're doing .. . ~,'e Q!'c:watching people befi!re~~~ pot rep senting~somethjng but going 
through something. T~ lay,lheir bodies'otl the line.and .w.~ are trw:tSjonned - not as audience 
to spectacle but wimesses to an..f'l!ent." (Ercbplls .... }999:A1) 
~ - . .' .~ 
Coopee Albright, .in her reading of contemporary performance, particularly dance, argues that shifting the dynamics of the 
uaditional gaze is oae of its hallmarks. Her insights into the idea of wicnessing refer to responsiveness, the response/ability of 
viewer to performer, wlllch she argues, is unlike the "conswning" gaze of the spectator. Wttnessing is more intemct:ive dynamic, 
• "mutual dialogue". (Coope< Albright, 1997, xxii). 
In Iiith, the physicality comes from this iavestmcnt and presence of the perfOlIDers to the movement material. At one point in 
the dance, the body of a nearly naked man is seen crawling over and aloag the obstructive maze of crutches. Beneath the 
ladder, Lilith awaits him, 
"Love has lit aflame in my heart; 
It bums like a candle that no~one can put out. 
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Though I carry it in the wind, against the fury of the east and the north, 
I can find no peace or rest, it cannot be blown OUI." (De Wet: Lilith, 1998) 
Toe language of the text reveals Lilith's pow~ and status ,- she can command the spheres. The duet that: follows is a 
tempestuous and passionate dream - it is her memory of Adam and the eooanity of their passion. The duet is a bruising and 
violeot oucburst bordering on the edge of pleasure and pain. The two perfoaners collide, sweat, and COntort as their epic batde 
is ..wged The duet's condudiog energy residing in exhaustion - and the onset of their separation. It is also at this point that 
Lilith commits [0 and calls up her curse 00 Adam: 
"May you be filled with an ever-lasting unfathomable longing for me. Not only you - but all of 
your progeny. Even when they have forgotten the name oj Lilith ... may ),ou bum in the 
p rofane OJId in the sacred fire . .. (De Wet: Lilith, 1998) 
Thea her world explodes and the set transfotlIls into an anarchic, volcanic surge with. the a.'le of the opet:lrlC Schnittke score. 
Flesh collides, bodies hurtle through space, falling and impacting against othe( bodies. p~ means resound through the clutter 
of bittemess that is wrou!".nr through the bruising clashes with flQru- anti roecal A ritual, of utharsis and deliverance ensues. 
Lilith's vengeful wrath i. . finilly combusted and, exhausted, she givo bi¢t ~I the moon. . 
Personal Vignettes - profiles in transr ion: the auto-
.', .. . 
biographical imagination;: 
~ , 
.~: J,'? 
French psychoanalysr,J.B.Pontalis claim.; one shouldn't 'have one autobiography"but "ten of them, or ' ... hundred because, while 
we have only ODe life we have jnnum~way5 of reoountJug that life to oUfSrlvCs" (cited in PbiJIip;;, 1994: 73). These multiple 
identities that we embody are all the sb)~ that we tr;ll bursdves abOut ~-r{o we think we·are. Out self oacratives are 
com .. trum:d a little like our dreams, ~ a ffi'cwar ana 1D5~ logic. .o:.~ Phillips s~' 
- J ' 
'-~. , 
... .. ;.. 
"Dreaming may be our onlylruly solitaryjonn-ofa;'coligEruphy." (Phillips, 1994: 73) 
Pontalis' suggestion debunks assumptions about autobiography as it is conventiooally presented - as essential personal truth. 
I-fis comment highlighrs this dusive, embellished nature of memory and reveals autobiography as the rc-invf:1Jtion of what we 
imagine our most intimate memories to be. 
In :l work like Con BaJ:i John Fil Into B« Dadtbi Shots? (1994), Goedon questions this idea of memory and truth. In the 
programme note we fead that the wat:k is: 
"A past modern dance charade in the manner of the grotesque ~ the story of Baby John with 
Big Daddy, Mother Mary. the Nutcracker, Little Jimmy and of course a Dancing Master and 
two very big Men About Town . .. 
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In the operu....g scene of the work, we encounter the nam;.[or, a contonponuy Merlin figure (or Salieri at rimes). He is sitting in a 
wbeelchair in his boudoir, sta.ring at his aged and myriad reflections in thre~ Illirrors. He begins to laugh with an uncontrOlled 
and raucous abandon. It is only wben he bc:comes aware of having an audience that he turns to address them, first having to 
breathe into a bag to catch his breath. Using the rhyming couplets and rllythms of pantomimic verse, be proceeds to narrate his 
story. He uses flashbacks to the past in an attempt to ~ his memories from history and to reo:~te his nru::rative fiction. He 
commands all the 'facts' and action throughout the danceplay through his control and manipulation of the re:n and the music. 
He is, as Gordon sugge:;:ts, the «deux ex machinae" - it is he who informs the actor/dancers of the roles they ought to adopt in 
his story. Through his conscious and visible manipulations on smge, the audience witness how the little <fictions' of his story are 
pieced together from recollection. Is he tclliog the truth? Are we to believe his charade? The exposure of his auto/biography 
as fiction, not &cr, is left open to interpretation - just as the tide itself suggests an open-ended questioning. 
A circular narrative 
tells a number of 
stories 
simultaneously. 
The narrator invites the audience to eater his cb.ar.Kle, which is at once iruu1c and ffiaClbre, and in which 
no single or 1egitimate' nacranve essence prevails. His play with fun~aod magic, as he conjures up his 
tales, refer endlessly to the wodd of the im:agioarion and art Allusions: to fuirytales (Cinderella's shoes), and 
to mythic realms (dragons and damsels-io-d.istress) all serve to distort linear time structures. A circuIar 
oam.tive td.Is a number of stories simultaneously. The story',<?f '?qurgeois mocility embodied in the 
nuclear fumily with its patrian:hal hi=hy of power - Big Daddy ana his chorus, the Men about Town, 
'meek' Mother Mary and BabyJohn - are the caricatured, cartoonesque f.uniJ.y. He tells the str?!Y of the COmlpt and sterile social 
'manners' of this bourgeois wurld - through the groresque 'bird-like masks' that society ~ lbe pretensions, arrogance and 
vanity of their behavior and t5syches are e.mibited and exposed in th.e.¥ ~ and fashiOns. The story is told of the 'sexually 
deviant Baby John who IS forced to live with these expectation.·,; :" ~ pressure causes b.i:rii, 0 deny his true homosexual 
feelings and needs. '. 
. ., 
~ .::>~~ i: · 
Gordon states that thae is no presiding choreographic s:t:Y.fuin the work. like .the d~ and music, the choreography "jumps 
cheekily foan oue style to another (Gordon, 1994). There:S.oo purist or cc.eristiod' ;l:IDguage. There are numerous allusions to 
oth", dance >tyJes throughout the wo,k - the gavotte, .tfti7!,~oot, ~ ·'Contemporary. Both the fiuniJy and Big Daddy' 
chorus use ~ and gestw::al vocabularies, whilenurpe ' the mqdc. of::iJerformance for Baby John. The Men about Town 
use a more athletic Physical Theatre - their movemeu'ts ':he bold an~D using fists while also obliquely alluding to sports like 
fencing and duds. Though more lyrical, the 1~ d~S'between B-JbYJOhn and Little Jimmy explores an athleticism fragmented 
by short gt.-stural phtases which echo the tiadi.tio"-l.ll" positiuri:~· of romantic love - lying head in lap, for instarJce. Theatrical 
allusions abound - «1 am nOt Hamlet" or n¥.:nd jilt your,band.ifyour eyes be n~twet". both Shakc~ea.cian sources juxtaposed 
out of context and hence they beco':l1c ~ dements. The text bas a p,:Z:~Qglle and an epilogue in the tradition of many 
theatrical texts.. .. , ! 
.. - .... 
TIlls is the daocing-mastet:s story - a rale .oftre2Son, decu.lence and ih . le.""t is also Gordon's personal questioning of rue 
constructions of sexual identity in a Sou~A.6:iCan tiOOety -'fes$o~sm~tr a."l confoxmity. It questions the binary strictures 
set up by phallogocentric discourse that places dancing. t1i~, the ~e, and the homosexual within a derivative and 
submissive status. The fragmented nanative .in the work displaces and disrupts the construction of a legitimate, coherent trulh 
of identity for the dancing master. 
Cooper Albright points to the wa.y that traditiooal theories of autobiography struggle to dislodge the binary which coostructs the 
white male lxxly as uruverul and the black female body as other: 
"the universal selftranscellds all racial/sexual and class differences to assume that every 
subjectiviry is made in his image - that his r~aders share the privilege of not having 10 account 
for their difference ... Ij, as so rrumy theon'scs are quick 10 point out, white male identity has 
traditionally been predicated on a psychic disembodimenr, the body might just be the right 
place to begin to dismantle thal privileged '1'. " (Albright, 1997: 135) 
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Or that disenfranchised 'other'. Foe if one destabilises tbe binary structure, the hia'arclllcal ordering of a prime/ derivative 
relationship betweeo self/ other also collapses. Annette Kolodny proposes the follo'W'1ng view 00 the starus of the female voice 
in autobiography: 
"Women internalised a picture oflhemselves that ilselfprecZuded the kind of sellauention lhat 
might generate autobiography. "(Eakin, 1992: 80) , 
Perhaps this is what makes attempts at auto-biography so provocative - jt is where two areas of public and privare experience 
either collude or collide. It questions the known relation betw~ bodily experience and rult:w:2l representation, tracing re:la.cioos 
between body and identity. It is this resonance, tbls meeting of the socially inscrip[ed body (culture) with the individually 
inscribed body (experience), that may question the constructions of gender and identity within dance . 
A[ the 1998 Stllndaffi Bank National Am FestivaJ,Jeanette Gin~ov presented a work·caIIro HinUriand (1998) for FItS[ Physical 
Theatre Company in the programme called Irons - Purtrai1.s. An inteMe\lI" with Ginsl~ aftl!r the work. was created and 
performed, establisbed my cOD\'ipion that the work was in many w.ays an attempt to present ~ auto-hiogr~phy. I shall briefly 
discuss the worle as an exampl¥- of a solo autobiographical voice in South.Africa. 
~ 
Hintmond is a dense and po.wetfur work that sets up a confroo~~ dialogUe with cliscow:ses on dance, language and gender. 
It is at once both intensely cerebrai-ao -~e. An ~tiOn~f the programme not6 iLtdicates the range of sow:ces that 
have inspired the work. These include a pas~10Jlltte ,respt;Jpse to J.M.Coetzee's DOVel, In;The Heart of the Country and most 
specifically to the hecoine's struggle to unearth a voice-thiUugIi' hpguage that is her-own. Coetzee has captured the.idea of this 
sean::b for a true language: and it is this aspect that appeus to h3.ve fuscinarcd.... a ~ired Gioslov in her own search for a 
language both personal and artistic. . .""" - _. 
' . ~, 
~', , 
"The idea of searching for a lQn~~~e: a su:fl:r;r;can language lhat is neither ~ite 
languages or ancient langunges" 0 'African. languages but somethmg from the interior, a 
personal language and it's. got to do with ~hai,landscape whl..re that woman is .~. ·she is in an 
ego-less state ... a pre-ver.ba'lsJate ... sO she/s stripped down: ... ~ all she's gor!efi is this 
wildness, this chaotic tftmpdzi'ment that is ~sionate andIt:'i anguished P1fd,.its Looking for a 
means to communicate·mJhfo..lly." (GVtsLoV; nlerview: 19· 8) 
, -: f" ' ."'-4.: 
, , 
.. 
-"" ... ,' "": " ~ ....... -
Ginslov's vision becomes a parallel battle t~"co~;;;;~dte a ~D~ struggle for recognition and for a vital choreographic 
vojce and in this sense the work becomes an autobiographical account of her experiences as a female artist worlcing in the 
current South African context A discussion of the title, Hinterlond, illuminates these explorations ioto the personal Hinterland 
is a remote area .removed and isolated from mainstream. activities, organisation, sophistication - it echoes a mUtky, out-oa-the--
edge terrain, an unnamed, wild, untamabJe place. As Ginslov argues, it also links to Coetze:e's own tide, In The Heart of the 
Utlntry. As she suggests: 
"II'S remote pla.ces ... and with my work f sense that I've pushed myself into this Hinterland." 
up against mainstream forms of dance which are still Afro-fusion, or very Graham-inspired, 
Limon, and not much dance theatre or issue-based theatre ... the superstructures and 
instirurions lhat govern and more or less control us are not well versed in these new fonns of 
dance that are happening '" we stand with this knowledge but we are in the Hinterland ... this 
sense o/injustice is something that drives me alwaysjorward." (Ginslov; Interview: 1998) 
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Ginslov has cre:lted a sparse yet effective theatric:ility foe the work which coincides with 7 short chapters.. The different 
perfounance modes and known dance vocabularies explored are jwnbled about, deconstructcd, resw:recred, :iplintered in the 
attempt to find a "true language of the heart" (Coetzee: progrnmme note). 
The work begins in da.ckness. From this silence, the desperate, murdero~ wblsperi.ngs and hoarse moans of a woman am be 
heard, puncruating the stillness. This chap"" is called words. Chapter.; th= (words in tiM poin~. four ("ttm in tiM body) and five 
(bot!J aJ medimn) fOnD a conceptual context dealing with the themes of "communication. the medium and the message of the 
medium" (prognunme Note). The sixth chapter, dona a.t metaphor, begins with the woman putting on a dress, shoes, and 
placing onions into the dress. With deliberate confidence, the laden dress is proudly hoisted up and tantilisingly tranSformed 
through the Shosmkovich score which becomes a reverie for her seductions as she tempts the audience with her bitter fruit. 
The se:rual persona is placed on display and we are throwo into her chaos. At one point the onions a..s::e let loose onto the stage 
and she pursues the waltz alone. There is an dated, erotic state of transfoanacion. GinsIov descnbes this: 
" ... when I perform it, it is the chaos inside me and all the contradictions .. . this woman in the 
novel, in this egoless Slate, is marching toward with total abandon and it{s so liberating and to 
per/onn it is so liberating ... breaking down preconceptions ... why can 'fa woman roar onstage, 
why can't a woman break down the dictates of language which have set up by these bloody 
patriarchal systfms and get down into this murky sludgy place thal is t)i' and its to find the 
vehicle." (Gins!ov; fntervzew: 1998) ~ 
, 
, 
The final chap~> oction with .ma ~IIJ ~/itct:oll, cctums to a more pedesuian perlo.unance mode where the woman begins to 
chop the oruon with a carving knife, weepmg a:i lj:hc peOOImS t:hiS taSk. GiOslov remar:ks "?' me note: 
"an outside/orce is motivating the tears. tollll! without rej[ection and yet done with reflection 
when f conceived o/it." (Ginslov; fmen1iew: 1998) ' ' 
The chapter retums to a poigrulnt atc:ru of lSoiation and un(;oosummated pa.sclc)o. The light fides 00 ber frantic, desperate 
chopping and a voice-over echoing the.huriai whispering is ba last res~t attempt to cODlmoruc:r:te. We are left in the murky 
residues of her Hinterland. . ;., .', I 
., .Y 
" , 
Referring to American choreographers" Jikc ~ill. T. Jonei and :Job:uli"la~oyce, Cooper Albright examines the 
audience/ perfonner dialogue that utilises a ~ mUinate T. 
"Claiming a voice within an art/orm that traditionally glorifies the mule body, these 
choreographers used autobiography in performance to change the dynamic of an objectifying 
gaze. Almost overnight, dance audiences and critics had to contend nOl only wich verbal teX! 
in dance, but also with personal narratives that insisted, sometimes in very confrontational 
ways, on the political relevance o/the body's experience ... " (A lbright, 1997: 121 - 122) 
Albright notes the way that their work c.'q)ands notions of autobiography and re-organiscs the boundaries of the sdf/ other 
dichotomy. Ginslov's wack is such a provocation. It insists upon self-acrentioo and the complex ::;ubjectivities ofhet experience 
- both of-her body and of me represeutltion of her body-as-woman. 
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In our most recent wOJ:k, lake ... beneath the surface (2001), a collaboration in which Gorooa and Fmestone have co-
choreograpbed, the complex subjectivity and multiple identities of the female protagonist, Arkadina, is created through the use 
of a double character. The werle. abouods with intertatual references as it is a response to Reza De Wet's play, On Tht Loh, 
itself a response to Cbekov's S eoyjIH. Jah ... bmtath 'hi mrfoa is a response to both, with the c..iaracter of A.rkadina simult:a.neously 
played by cwo female perfoaners, similar 1n appearance. In the scene, entided Arkodino's Monologut.s. Arlcadina. appears, 
disheveled and tired.. She looks mvaged, not the picture of a youthful, Cuncus and beautiful actress from Moscow. The double 
soJo attempts (0 depict the txaosformarions of Atkadirut from young girl to the DOW aglng woman In orda to captu.re this 
tenlfying duplicity and changeability of tbe body as her memories collide, the twO peaOCIDO:S 'evoke different aspects of her 
psyche - one talks and the other dances - though they do keep bleeding inco and tbrougb each other's movements. Later, when 
her identity disintegrates and fragments even further, aJ1 five performers re-enact her nightmares in an aoacchic and grotesque 
ritual called Arkodina's Shadows. All five pedOllllCl'S re-invent A.rbilina in an erotic and sw:real dance of death, desire, neurosis, 
and dream. In this work. a complex image of subjectivity is created while any sense of a fixed and immutable truth of memory 
is oblitaated. 
Concluding Image 
''Memory is the song wluch we Sing to ourselves, a path ofhieroglyplis and \,erfumes ~th whiCh 
we draw nearer to our.;elves." (Batba, 1995: Chapter 6) 
The choreographer transforms relationships of collect:lVe:~ rpe.rsonal bistocy-~' bodily memory is translated, re--read and 
interpreted through processes of rehearsed transfomllrtioo. and the tra:nsfe1t::uce of sources and signs. In these creative 
imaginings, bodily memory is given a primacy forus and Hirenaoo.. The rriulsJa:i6ns of source - the traIlsfeteoce of matecial from 
source to choreographer, performer to choreographer, tats to mcarung.- become the intriguing visage of the choreographic 
process. In my discussion on &S';'~'f.I'adJ?ixX.U;!'" Unspeokabk Story (1996), T}" Pumo. olInda; (1996) and 
Lioth (1998), I have ~ed, ,that the ch.oreograpbers have utilised rustocical source to fe-interpret public 
narratives. The cbo~lu- ~oo uas engaged with.-C\~ective memory ~ biography to re-invest 
these histories w;th a'. __ po""}' presence. In works lik 0m balfy John F#1nto Big DaddJ~ Shoe, (1994) 
Hi.tmand (1998) and 1ih •. }"",.alb th, <ni"" (2001), ,,!,t<i-biographigl- ,;"emory is re-;nvenred as the 
choreographas que.i:100 identity and absence of ~ fi"¢d. authentic'suPi~tivity. The dclicate interface 
between notion.~ {lfLi'i>;grnphy (the public) and auto-bwgraphy (t:hc:mt:lf!lare) as an evocation of memoq-
the 'Wild water of me ~oreograpl:iic unconscio1.ls ~-.. are part of dle c~oieographe:r's collective and pasonal 
The choreographer 
transfonns 
relationships of 
collective and 
personal history as 
bodily memory is 
translated, re-read 
and interpreted 
through processes of 
rehearsed 
transfonnation and 
the transference of 
sources and signs. 
recall. 
:;-.< 
Barba's poetic image evokes the ephemer:al trnces memory leaves behind - like a scent, it is always 
disappearing. Sim.ilacly, the choreographic process, in its evolving path from concept to concert, echoes the 
mysterious alchemy of the dream, performing its prese:o.ce in a series of disappearances. 
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Appendix E 
On Tonight 
• • Contemporary dance and phYSIcal 
theatre featuring: 
Rhodes University Drama Dept 
Home Theatre Productions 
Free Flyer Dance Company 
First Physical Theatre Company 
Disabled Integrated Group 
.., 
Umdudo Views 
FNB Vita Dance Umdudo: The Eastern Cape} Foremost Festival of Dance 
Long Live Miss Thandi! 
By Fred Hagemann 
miss thandi's journey is both 
painful and celebratory. We 
are introduced to her and her 
creator, Raymond, through a 
collage of video images as the 
company of musicians stand in 
tribute to her life. 
Raymond'sjourney begins in 
innocence. Tiny finger move-
ments test the air while pic-
tures of dolls float past his 
head. He tries out his body, 
which seems not to move in 
ways expected of a man. 8al-
ancing on one leg. he precari-
ously reaches out further into 
space, twisting and stabbing at 
the air. Instability turns to con~ 
fusion as Raymond stares at 
an unfamiliar image of himself 
in the mirror. 
Make up and a wig save him 
and Miss Thandi, the drag art-
ist, is born. This is no chorus-
GregolYVuyani Maqoma in last nighrs performance ofl1is latest work miss Ihendt 
at the FNB Vita Dance Umdudo. Pic by Elsabe van Tonder. 
line lovely - she stoops and 
struts, but as the reality of 
miss thand/ takes hold, Ray-
mond becomes free to cele-
brate the lives of Xhosa 
women as on ly a drag queen 
can. 
Continued on page 3 
Meeting point for diverse South African cultures at the FNB Vita Dance Umdudo 
The FNB VITA DANCE UMDUDO 
2002 opens the doors to a 
free for all fringe programme 
on Thursday 18 Apri l. 
The fringe consists of four pro~ 
grammes featuring con tempo-
raf)' dance and physica l thea-
tre, fusion, traditional dance 
and youth groups. This festival 
is a meeting point for diverse 
South African cultures to come 
together in a festival celebrat~ 
ing our differences through 
dance. 
The first contemporary dance 
and physical theatre pro-
gramme features new works 
by Daluxolo Papu's Disabled 
Integrated Group, Bongani 
Diko, Nyaki Tsana, Rhodes 
University Drama Department 
Honours Choreography stu-
dents, the First Physical Thea-
tre Company's Professional 
Training group and the First 
Physical Adult Education 
Group. 
Daluxolo Papu's Disabled Inte-
grated Group integrates dis· 
abled performers with able-
bodied performers. Vuku· 
ham be, SI. Thomas and indi-
Viduals from local Eastern 
Cape groups will perform th is 
work. 
COntinued on page 2 
Eastern Cape Provincial Arts and Culture Council sponsors groups to participate 
The Eastern Gape Provincial 
Arts and Culture Council seeks 
to promote and develop dance 
throughout the Eastern Cape. 
The Council have provided on-
gOing support for the FNB Vita 
Dance Umdudo since 1998, to 
encourage the opportunity to 
create dance. but also to pro-
mote the appreciation, under-
standing and enjoyment of 
dance. 
In 2002, the Arts and Cult ure 
Council supports the costs of a 
number of dance groups trav-
elling to Grahamstown from 
every district of the Eastern 
.cape. These groups include: 
Eastern Cape Ensemble, 
Amacele (Sud ens), Uphondo 
Lwe-Afrika, Senzeni Cultural 
Group, Border Youth Dance 
Theatre , Umtata Happy Danc-
ers, Fighters of Peace, 
Abaxolisi, Lingelitale Dance 
Group, Disabled Integrated 
Group, Velwano Traditional 
Dancers, Sikhululekile Dra-
matic SOCiety and Mount Ayliff 
Modern Dancers. 
The Council has also sup-
ported the presentation of this 
year's guest artists. 
In a speech by Ms Lindiwe 
Msengana-Ndlela, at the FNB 
Long live Miss Thandi continued from page 1 
miss thandi sits on edge of the 
stage, balanced between the 
reality of the auditorium and 
the. unreality of the theatre 
space. Her body starts to fall 
over and Miss Thandj's fright~ 
ened and confused eyes dart 
over the audience. We realise 
she is fading, 
In a most skilful dance se-
quence, Gregory ailows Ray-
mond to reappear through 
Miss Thandj's mask. In an.ex-
quisitely constructed dance of 
fragmented gestures that play 
between rest and action, Ray-
mond tries to force Miss 
Thandi's body back to life. 
Miss Thandi takes the stage 
urging the musicians to play 
but under the mask we see 
Raymond weeping for her 
passing, He reaches for a roll 
of cellophane and wraps this 
around Miss Thandi's legs, 
desperate to hold her together. 
In forcing herto live he has-
tens her painful walk towards 
her end . 
., Workshop till you drop 
By Zingisani Mkefa 
Performers and choreogra~ 
phers have a chance to share 
their skills and to broaden 
their dance experience 
through a variety of workshops 
on offer. 
The three guest artists invited 
to the festiva l will set the tone 
for t.his year's workshops. 
Gregory Vuyani Maqoma, from 
Johannesbu rg, wi1! take partjcj~ 
pants through an exciting con-
temporary African dance ex-
perience, which should be 
popular at this dance festivaL 
Bevan Cullinan, who some 
may remember from the we!l~ 
known breakfast television 
show, The Toasty Show, will be 
introducing mime and physical 
theatre in a workshop entitled 
"The Physical Clown". 
Thabo Rapoo is the th ird guest 
artist and he offers a work-
Vita Dance Umdudo 
1999, the Council ex-
pressed: 
"Through these festivals 
we can liberate ourselves 
emotionally, intellectu-
ally, and in our capacity 
to fulfil our potential as 
human beings. By so do--
ing, our people are able 
to take their rightful 
places in the social, po-
litical and economic tife 
of our communities". 
Eastern Cape MEC of Sports, Recreation, Arts and Culture, Nosimo BalindleJa, at the 
reception held after the opening night of the FNB Vita Dance Umdudo, chatting to Dr 
Colin Johnson, Vice Principal, Rhodes UniYe~ity, Pic by Claire Reddte. 
The importance of this work is 
in its construction of a master-
ful psychological narrative. 
Maqoma's movement tech-
nique is based on Miss 
Thandi's favourite routines 
flavoured with his own body 
impulses. IUs clear in style 
and meaning, 
Miss Thandi does not need to 
be wrapped in cellophane. 
Through repeated perform-
ances of this work, she will 
become a living history. Long 
live Miss Thanpi, long live! 
shop on Afro-
Contemporary 
Dance. 
Other workshops in-
clude "Integrated 
Dance", which ex-
plores the interaction 
between abled and 
disabled bodies; Contemporary 
Jazz by the Guild Theatre 
Dance Company; and e-
MOTION, which explores the 
body through everyday move-
ment. 
''lie reaches for a 
roll of cellophane 
and wraps this 
around Miss 
Thandi 's Jegs, 
desperate to hold 
her together_ " 
Dally workshops are on offer at the 
Rhodes Theatre complex during the 
FNB Vita Dance Umdudo. Pic by 
ElsaM van Tonder. 
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Stnk leer jon 
niks oor wie 
Bessie was 
WAL DO MU LLER 
7 
BESSIE'S HEAD, '11 dansc1rama uitgc"ocr dcur 
First Physical Theatre Company. Gcsl\,cp dcur 
Gary Gordon. Teks deur Ucza de ,\-Yet. l\-Iusiek 
dcur Leonard Praeg. Ontwe.rp dcur Raux E.n-
gell.n:ccht: : . . ' . . 
ONDANKS 'n span knap dansers \Vat hul uitrnun-
tend van hul taak gekwyt het om Gary Gordon 5e 
innovercnde choreografie vir Bessie's Head tea-
traal en ligg:aarnlik te real isccr, was hierclic stuk 'n 
tcleurstelling vir diegenc wat 'n il1siggcwende bie-
graficsc bi ii, op - of sclfs net '11 fragmcntariese VCl'-
kenning van - Head Sf:! le\\'o as gcmarginalisccrdc 
vrou/skrywer verwag het. . 
. In die promosiematcriaal en program word dit 
as 'n "dokumentcre dansdrama" beskryf, maar dit 
. ...,was moeilik om iets meer oor Head tc leer uit hier~ 
. die praduksic. Dit is asof dici'~gegC\\'e vasstcek by 
die fcit dat die skrywel' in 'n tehu is vir sielsiekes 
gebore is en by gebOOlie van haar ma geske i is. Die 
toestand van kranksinnigheid word so amvangryk 
vcrken dat dit 'n oqrheersende teenwoordigheid in 
die stuk verkry. Daar is saveel tbespelings op gees-
tcsversteurdheid dilt 'n mens byna vergeet Head 
,. .. ' was 'n begaafde skrywer. . 
Steminsetsels oor luidsprekcrs - deur onder an· 
dere Andrew Buckland en Reza de Wet - verskaf 
slellteldatums ult Head se lc\vensvcrhaal en lewer 
under vcrbale insette, maal' van 'n duidclike ver· 
hllai ' lliteensetting is cli1ar min sprakc. . 
Head was 'n Afrika. skrywer, maar die stuk gaan 
mank aan 'n Afrika identitcit. Hoekom Cesaria 
Evora se weergawe van" 'Besamc l\1ucho" en Eric 
Satie so "Jc Te Veux" ingespan word in 'n stuk oar 
iemaml wat haar Ie we lank in Afrika gewoan het 
en oar die ervarings van Afrika vrouc geskryfhet, 
weet ntlgter alleen. Daar is immcrs 'n skatkis van 
inhccmse Suider·Afrikaanse musiek. 
Die agt dansers - JUanita Finestone, Martin Gyl· 
ling, Zingisalli !\,1kefa, Jane O'Connell, Daluxola 
Papu, Helen Seaman, Tanya Surtees en Acly Tang 
- het almnl in eie reg gcskittcr in solo· en graepdele 
met choreografic \vat wissel van sensuecl tot bisar. 
nit was egter nic nit:yd duidclik hoc elie danson· 
cierafdeling:s met I-iced se vcrhaal vcrband hall nie. 
Dlt is oak mocilik am 'n moth'ering te vincI v'ir die 
stcurende half-skalkse, half·sardoniese uitdruk· 
kings \vat in sommige dansdcle 01) Gylling se gesig 
te sien was. 
Die dansers sc gebruik van stem vcrdien we! spe· 
siale vermelding. Op spesilieke tyo het hulle met 
uitstekelldc tyclsberekening gesis, geblaas, gefluit 
en gchyg am merkwOlardigc ritmes cn klanke voort 
te bring. Stilte het cgter net so 'n b'elangrike rol ~s 
klank gespeel en die slim aanwending daarvan het 
die stuk se clramatiese impak heclwat versterk. 
Dit is net jammer dat bale van die minder inge· 
ligte ledc van die gehoor na aaaop van die stuk die· 
selfde vraag bly vra het W<lannee hulle by die tea· , 
ter opgedaag het: Wie op aarde \vas Bessie Head? /: 
i' 
INTRI GUING: Juanita Finestone (bottom) and Helen Seaman in Bessie's Head, Gary Gordon's new documentary 
dance play choreographed for his First Physical Theatre Company. It runs at the Baxter Theatre Centre until Satur-
day. 
PICTURE: ELSAB£ VAN TONDER 
NOT FOR FAINTHEARTED 
Sensitive,grippll1g 
BESSIE'S HEAD. A documentary dance play by Gary 
Gordon for his First Physical Theatre Company. Music 
sLllections by Satie, Evora, Leonhard Pracg and others. 
Original Texts by Reza de Wet. Michael Carklin 
designed the lighting, Roux Engelbrecht the sets and 
costumes. At the DaxterTheatre Centre until Saturday 
March 25. SHEILA CHISHOLM reviews. 
k s Gary Gordon's First Physical Theatre Company has become synonymous with cerebral and engag-'og theatre fans will welcome this visit after an 
absence of nearly hvo years from the Bax.ter. 
Bessie's Head is a taut, 70-minute journey through 
South African-born writer Bessie Head's filial fantasies 
surrounding a non-existent relationship with her mother 
Toby who, while permanently committed to an asylum, 
conceived her, then was cloven apart at birth. Interlaced 
with that mind-ache was an insight into the grimness of 
life when sanity is irretrievable and the old colour-bar a 
spedre (Bessie's mother was a white, her father black). 
Not a salubrious tale, yet choreographed and danced 
with such sens itivity it gripped and held attention 
throughout. Bessie's Head opens against dimly lit black 
velvet curtains and a grotesque, translucent, cavernous-
mouth bust off-centre downstage. In Silence, eight men 
and women clad in brief tops and shorts slowly shuffle 
across the stage into a hvo-line huddle. Then their own 
multi-various voice sounds begin, pianissimo, moving 
their feet gradually and rising to a great crescendo of body 
movement. It is as this group dissolves into sequences of 
duets, solos and further ensembles, with musical inter-
ludes and recorded voice-overs backing up the intimate 
personal interactions Gordon explores, that his choreog-
raphy is at its most innovative. 
Dancers intertwining then parting emphasised close-
ness, passion and cracks in these relationships, white the 
kinetic sculptures the bodies carved flowed fluidly from 
one into the next. Gordon's use of fingers and hands 
spoke volumes. Flat hands, either shaking or still, turned 
up or down, concealing eyes, ea rs or head and curled or 
spread fingers, brought home feelings of despair, hope, 
fear, paniC and psychosis. 
Keeping his dancers earthbound and covering space 
economically added to the introspective feel. But there 
were also moments of great beauty. Tanya Surtees and Mar-
tin Gylling were poetic in their pas de deux, set to Satie's Ie 
r, Vel" as was the long-limbed, beautifully trained Helen 
Seaman in her final solo. "Although the dancers are not 
equally well-endowed technically, meticulous rehearsing, 
dedication to detail plus strong commitment from every-
one, makes Bessie's Head into a marvellous piece of physi-
cal theatre. But it is not for the fa intheJrted. 
. " 
/ . 
e 
Classified advertising ~ 743-4343 
iFascinating butflawed 
~ESSIE 'S HEAD, at th e Guild . •. . '" • . . . . . . 
h'heatre. · . . . 
!tHE SIMPLE way that" person ':M~'"· ,::" I moves, every detail that is I incorporated into one single 
movement, is manifested in 
thYSiCill Theatre. . Fascinnting to some and jncredi-~lY boring and obscure to others. it attrac ts eclectic audience!) which reb ably explains the poor tumout at the Guild Theatre on Wednesday In ight for The First Physical Theatre 
Company's performance of 
Bessie's Head. 
.:.- . 
Before the perform;].nce beg:lIl, a 
large incongf1Jous head sat off-cen-
tre. It presented a bit of quandary -
the point was made but the vehicle 
presented like a drama student's ser. 
desi gn piece. Enough said. ~ "~ 
Bessie Head-was born of a whi te ;: :'.<~ . 't ­
_mother who was committed to an 
insane asyl.um. She was someone 
_whom Bessie never knew and yet 
! . , .... - , .... -
; " 
.. .. . ...... 
ho profoundly affected Bessie's : ~ ; 
·Iife. 
Y. Gordon and his company hilve 
Jocused largely on the inSilnity of 
:both Bessie and her mother, but 
::~\lith same stunning sequences 
:p.~voted to the mother/daughter 
elations hip and malelfem~tle reb-
tionships. . 
The· simplicity of love and depen-
dence, fragility and inspiration was 
made so much mo.re tender by the 
fluidi ty of Juanita .Finestone's and 
Helen Seaman's p·erformance and 
was enhanced by · the backdrop ·of 
fine, frail hanging lace. 
Jane O'Connell was inspiring. 
Her facial expressions and sheer 
vivacity on-stage all but nl:.J.de 
everyone else d isappear. 
Tanya Surtees, too, has an inter-
est ing presence on- stage. She 
breathes an aura that demands 
attention. 
The · fast-paced, drum-crashing, 
do-some-steps-all-together-and-
look-intense seouences fell short of 
the mark. Phys i~al theatre has prid-
ed itself on not conforming to the 
strictures of jaz.z and ballet. 
Rather it incorporates elements 
from other styles of dance which 
enhance a piece .and throws out that 
which places boundaries on what a 
performance can do which is why 
the little chorus number came as. 
quite a surprise. 
Bessie's Head comprises a cast of 
exceptionally good performers -
they hJve yet to build up an 00-
stage dynamic. 
-' -~ . --""","-.~.--~ --- . 
FLUID FORMS: Marti n Gyll ing and Tanya Surtees in a scene 
from I3~ssj e; 's Head. 
The pi"ece ·i~ '.hlso · a lot less fluid 
than previous produclions and lacks 
. the experimenrai air which makes 
physical theatre so inter<!sting. 
Gary Gordon is a brilliant choreo-
grapher who h<ls the ability to draw 
inspiration from his performers, 
which is why it's unfortunate thm 
Bessie's Head came off as a little 
jaded and too old-hat. 
.Toni Muller . 
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B· odieswhisper hidd~n mem6ries. . perfo";"ers iunct;~;";';;;YO~ and highly . Yoices rasp moribund passions. physical witnesses ari.~ · conspirators in . Minds mouth resonating psychic ·. Gordon'~inquiry: :: :.,. . . . . impulses. .•. Recorded voices pr~Vide snippets of 
. The psychological and metaphysicitl . biographical information on Bessie's 
conspire with the physical in Gary Gordon's mother Toby, "my :private goddess", from 
I Bessie's Hetui, created on a special FNB Vita whom she was removed at birth. Toby is 
Dance . Umbrella commission. : The portrayed by Reza de 'Ne), who wrote the 
conception and birth of South African original texts and lyriCS .. Leonhard Praegs 
writer BeSsie Head in t>,e Pietermaritzbw-g· . score and arrangeinents·· and impressive 
Mental Hospital in 1937 is the touchstone periormerZingiSaiii Mkefa's songs provide 
for this docwnentary danceplay. . substance to the scenario. 
The choreographer-director focuses on Uniortunately . Roux Engelbrechrs 
Head's cross racial origiils, then ventures off melodramatic set design detracts from the 
into realms of mental and creative madness aesthetics of this piece, despite the 
springing from the agony of separation and effectiveness of Michael Carklin's lighting. 
disloc,tion. More specifically Gordon The true impact of this 70-minute work 
probes !TIythical mother-daughter rela- lies in how Gordon articulates his 
tlonsrups and male-female ' bonds by researched choreographic "isior:. Hc:rein 
expioding gender and mcial stereotyp<.'S.· lies the heart of human biography. 
The opening ~quencc profiles a mix of There arc breathtakingly crafted ducts 
men ilnd women, lit oniy to their '.V'alsts. .Jnd ensembles which .\ ide· .. stcp the 
Ti\l:y 7emble, hop-', drl'Jm, iaugh, cry, in prcJictabli.' <HILi proJU((: fresh vocabulary 
unison. The r:lght F! f~r [lhysiG""t1 -~heatre <; t<lmpcd '/'lith integriiy ~:1d inrirnacy. The 
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· First Physical 
·.Theatre ·· 
' .. Company's ., 
... Juanita . . 
: Fineston~ . . 
': •. cushioning ·A~ 
· Tang, flanked by 
.. :.Martin GyliiJig 
:.:. and Helen · 
· Seaman in Gary· 
:. Gordon's Bess!e's 
.... Head. PICTURE: . 
·' ,Jo;','-HOGG .. 
." '.. . 
. . ' . 
senSuouS .' simplicity : and .. complexity of 
romantic love and· sexual !u;;t is . lyrically 
woven into the bodies ofTanya Surtees and 
Danishdan.cerMartin GYlling, coupling to.a 
Satie song.' · "' .. .. ·.:<·:,·'f· : , .. . 
·Gylliing epitoinisesllqUid ' athJ~tidsm; 
and the male libido;·in a: solo accompanied 
by recorded whistling. In ·contrast Acty 
Tang · embodies the : tnigedy· of mental 
incoherence. . 
First Physical, a combination of students 
and prpfessionals, is spear:headed by the 
expertise .and seasoned artistry of Juanita 
Finestone ·and the technical ,vizardy of 
Helen Seaman. . 
Together:: these · two women create a 
mesmerising partnership in a seminal 
sequence which conjures with the traceries 
of shattered umbilical ties. 
B",sie's Head is less documentary, in the 
iiterary sense. than J. journey into the 
intim<lcl ~s, vulnerabilities, secrets and lies of 
the mino, the heart and l~e tortured soul. 
And the s ilences in-ber .... een. 
Star T()nj~h i I1I1I m~1 ill~1! II! 
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From the source 
Adrienne 
.Sichel 
Reviev.: c· , ...... " .. ', , ..
• WHAT~FNB Vita Dance 
Umbrella Programme 10~' '. : ::, . 
• WHO: Rodney Place and the 
Inzalo Dance and Theatre ' 
Company, Vincent Sekwati 
Mant~e, David Gouldi~, . 
. Sylvia Glasser, Robyn Orlir., 
Moeketsi Koena " 
• WHERE: The Wits Theatre," 
tonight at .~.30pril :~. 
. . , 
S 0 rri~y ~f ~he sources and . ' tributaries of ': 
South African dance 
are reflected in this 
aesthetically varied 
prograTnme which is 
studded with major 
premieres. 
Chief among them 
is Vincent Mantsoe's 
Banna (ta be repeated . 
at the gala evening on 
Saturday), the ruth in a 
series ofJanlli'11ark solos. 
:·If you are.at all 
. interested in the 
nation of the African 
Renaissance, this 
.2S-rninute foray into 
traditionalism and 
Africanism is 
compulsor): 
Barena (Chi~rs) is a 
brilliant articulation of 
cultural alienation and 
reconnection tju'ough 
·the lise of material 
~symbols of1>Ower - a 
:kierie. a manUcilnd a 
carv~d stobl ~ and of 
Mantsoe's extraordinary 
creative ¥tistry as a 
choreographer and a 
pcrformet: 
This highly eclectic, . 
quality, evening 
features a number of ~ 
commissions. Sylvia 
Glasser's lVoMooniCity 
Image cycle ... 
Moeketsi Koena 
and the silhouened 
personae of Lawrence 
NkosinathiMncube and 
Robyn Calvert in The 
Washing of the Soaps: 
Coming Attraction 
prCTURE: JOHN HOGC 
WoMooniCity, which 
is locked into a tight 
structure and the use 
of props signifying 
buildings, has moments 
of beguiling beauty, but 
at its premiere lacked 
the choreographic scope 
and spiritual thrust 
'of Glasser's SlOne 
, eaSt Ritual and 
· ~. Trancejormations. 
for Movjng Into Dance, 
in collaboration with 
designer Sarah Roberts, 
plugs into many of her 
Afro-fusion roots, This 
work for three women -
Constance Rau, Talia 
Lacoh and Joanne Rutter 
- and fow-men. plays 
I; with the dualities 
Glasser anributes to the 
militaristic man-made 
city and the femininity of 
the moon in' nature.' I 
In her ritualistic 
quest, which culminates 
in the: abilHY of th e.-
fcmah: l moon wheal 
y iolcnci! and restore 
holis tic: lifL' rlWlhms, 
the chorl'Ugraphcr usc::\ 
si}.:naturt' symmc! ries, 
blllili:lr l~I{Jy ~nd <.trm 
\\' e;lV(~S and IHher 
nHlvl'!llL'nl !1lotils. 
'!'lw:-;v, \lO\\"l'ver. lL! nti 
(,' Iii' l"I' :-; l rWj II\!' :llId UII! 
.. Robyn Orlin, in her. 
· creativ~ work with 
National School of 
the Arts studen ts, 
has a formula based 
on satirically 
.deconstructing dance 
issues which she ag~in 
uses· in Lamb Dressed as 
Mutton (which will not · 
be repeated tonight). 
.Familiar as this ploy 
• may be - the ballet girls 
· doing zany things with 
'point shoes and music 
teacher Louis Maritz 
leading the mayhem 
from a baby grand-
there is a fresh twist: 
Rapper Vuyisile . 
Mdleleni takes on the 
plight of dancers 
trapped in classical 
stereotypes and giant 
fur,u'immed padded 
· coats that render them 
headless. 
David Gouldie 
imaginativelyelaboratcs 
on the same themes of 
sq..lrrcLi femininity o.nd 
artistic flu.x in Wilen tli e 
Shadows oj Your }Jasl 
Haue Filially Faded, a 
collaboration with \'i:->ual 
artist T'nmlYll Martin. 
The versatile' women 01" 
Durlmn's Fantastic 
Flying Fi~h D~ncl' 
Company are h;ltleJ'l' tl 
bahy £lol1~, 011 11oink. 
whose prelly Western 
s(:lvcsdi:.mh~;..:ra\l ~ Yl: t 
IIH ' v '1In' l\',' :111\' \\'1111"11 
OrigInal musicai scan: 
interwoven with 
Amanda Strydorn songs 
in Afrikaans. 
Collaborations are 
the cornerstone of The 
Washing of the Soaps: 
OJming Attraction which 
is pa..rt of an ongoI ng l project, titled Retreks, 
'! byvisuaI"artistRodney 
I Place, who produces and 
,II
I directs, with Inzalo 
Dance and Theatre 
Company. I The language of body . 
i and image, both human 
. and video, is niftily 
'
I explored in the context 
of packaged conswner 
realities. 
J 'Inzalo also does its 
I ov·m,multi-media 
I inquiry" in.Moeketsi 
I
' Koena's commissioned 
Thought Of Thoughts, 
which is an ambitious 
, interplay of verbal, 
I, physical, intellectual and 
visual concepts. 
• 
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Hous.e.of Truth 
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J t-LL\. VE a se rjOt1~ ,weakri'css"(or in~clligencci a (;:Iult of mine that 
has taken a major hashing this week It's been" week ill Wllich 
I'n~ been exposed to'!:icycrtll vcr}' intelligent things. At the Bax· 
ler last night, I got to seG Bessie's Heeld .. a "ctoclIlllcnt;HY dance-
plar" [;)' the First P~)'sic"l Th~atrc Camptlny. nl1l1l1ing until 
tomorrow night, it ranks, 'in ~l}' mind, as one of the most intd-
ligent dallce pieCes to"be s~cn ' in Cape Town in a long time. 
The reasons for this ~He many. The piece is based OIl thE' 
c,:ui}, childhood of Bessrc Head. She was born in an asylum in 
1937, the offspring of ~ white woman \ .... 110 hacllJccn collllnit· 
ted ~nd an unknown black man, and went on to become one 
llf South Africa's most eloquent writcfs, 
Departing from such a fllscinating South AfriCilll story, the 
eight hiShl)' talented dancers of first Physical, choreographed 
by Gilf)' GordoIl, toJ ke the audience on a lyrical, sometimes dls" 
turbing, journe)' into Bessic's dreams anci nightmares, 
Bcsid~s the organiC confluence of music, body mOVclllcnt, 
f,lcial expression and storylinc, wh<1t lend.s nessie's fkcld its 
force is thc fJct th.:lt the d~Hlccrs seem to sincerely believe in the 
stor), they tIre tdling, And why not? Thcy arl' not obfuscJtect 
by SOIllC tr('od}" esote ric thcme, such as urb<ln terrori511l in 
CJPl' Town or millennium mJdnl'ss, or h;n1l5trullg by the 
Ilowing C0sttnllCS of a war\.; conn~l1iclltl>' ntllcd from thl..' Eu ro, 
pean CCll10l1, but havC' ilchicvcd the feat of getting into thc 
hl'Jd'i of rca! pellpk' G\ug!l! up ill the tl)jl:t)'·ttln-y \\'or!d t!\,lt 
\\':1S, and is, South AfriG1. 
It's J fl.!J! achic\'ed by the fact tllat Gordun appe;Hs to harl' 
gi\\'n his d~Hl(er$/c(lI1JburJtors lots of frl'cdom to e:qx~rirn('nt, 
.lnd thl'1l put ill the Illan)' hours of work rcquired to honc till: 
pie.::e into its final, t!lOught -PrQ\'oking, JIH.1 C]uit~ be;\utiful, 
" i\)f1\L In my IJyfllan's opinion, First Physical is streets <!.heJd of 
<!.n::pt,hcr dJlln: group J\'c seen in t'fll:Sl'lxlrts in OVI..'r a ycar. 
It's <!. pity, though, t h~ll CJPC Town's till.'.1trl'·gDing public 
ci:IJSl..' to do thl' dumb thing Clnd fork out betm .. 'cfl IUSO ~nd 
1-:3:,U to sl.!e Lord uttlh' J),lIl:'e,l'\othing likt: fin!\\'Ofks. sm okt.' 
m,~i.'hin ... '.s: illlli il]cg;,·tlccibc! .s:ound to hau! in tiE.' CfLW,lli, ell? 
TIut theil ag:lin, [ figured, intclllgt:llcl: is rd.ltl\\' , If South 
:\t"ri:,:an') choosc tu lIIilke SOlllC Irhh guy stinking rklt whi k 
neglecting their own homegrown talent, who am I to raise a 
\vhimper? After all, lilldert' stirllating our O\vn resources is 
something for whjch we're world famous. Just look at how the 
Americans havr overtaken us in tilt· ostrich market - a bird in 
thc hand of a South African is a bird quiclJy Omvn away .. , 
But the fur:1I1), tiling is, Lenny Kravitz silid to mc o\'crdrin,,? 
in the early hours of \'Vccincsda)' morning, being a suder is a 
l1l<lticr of choicl'. He WJS bus)' doing the maths after the last of 
his three shows in South Africa, Ovc, 70-tilOlisand pcople had 
paid betwecn Rl95 (lnd R2S0 rand a ticket to sec hil11, That's <l 
total of around R16·millioll rand, not to mention the giJnt 
lci:\p his roy.:tJtjes \\'OllI1J take once those t('cnyboppt'l's rLlsh(.'d 
out to buy all his pre\'ious albums, a huge chunk of thl.'l11 possi. 
blr turning into life·long fallS, Looking up from the gold·linl.'d 
serviette on which Ill' was scribbling with his c!iamolld·stud· 
den pen, he fiashccl me that sexy smUt': "Not too bad for a 
black,Jt'wish dUell' WilD droppcd out of high school to play tlie 
electric guitar, eh"!" 
And here we sit, I thought, blissfully content to h~lIld on:>r 
<III our dash to I.enlly anJJallct am1 J3ono and Mich:ld FI:ltll:Y, 
\vhile remaining wilfully ignorant of the sea of ra\\' taknt in 
which \\'C \\',Jllo\\', YlIp, it'..s tl ','('ritablc goldminc out there, of 
}'uling pcopk of all cn~L'ds ilnd rolaurs \-\"ho 1l,J\'~ all lilc palen· 
ti;1I in the- \\'orld to lle stars in the glob,11 indust ry known as pop 
llll1sic, s\\'dlillg the coffcr~ of the i{ecl'in,'f, and providing wo:\.: 
for ail army of musicians, publicists, road crews, record COr1lP<~' 
nil'S, agents, 11Illsic viJeo makers, d:lIlCefS, visu;::d artists, h,Hr 
dressers, COStll!l1~ ell'signers and catCfl'rs, 
But potL'lltial Il1I..'Jm less than nothing unless fulfilled, and 
ullcnl gocs 1I0\\'l1er<..' if left to wilh.er on the \'ine- . South Afric.:I, 
l'oulltrr of SllC\.;l'r.~ that it is, pro\'ick'S 110 fJdliries for the young 
citil.L'1l \dth till' r;:\'S talent ilnd 1ll';1rtfcl\ desire to chil[lcng(' 
1,l:nlly,J~l!h·t Or ~I jc h;).cl F/J tll.'Y, Ami so, while the r .... st of tl~c 
world r,lel'S <Ihl'<lll itt full throttk, jo)'ousl~' jangllng its clcctnc 
guitar, \\:~ c\100SI..' to trundle along in our hors~ and Gmi=lge, 
fitkllin:; \':i til OL:r \'iolin string::., , 
That's what Leon\-' told !l\0 O\'t..'f drink.::. tile other !lIght 
. -R)'ClIl roriLlllc 
World-class show from Gordon 
BESSIE'S HEAD, First 
Physical Theatre Com· 
pany (Opera House): 
BESSIE'S Head is a doc· 
umentary danceplay 'that 
dissects the events sur· 
rounding tbe birth of the 
writer, born in a South 
African mental institution, 
known as Bessie Head. 
Choreographer and 
artistic director Gary Gor-
don bas conceived a fas-
cinating dialogue between 
the spoken word, dance 
drama and musi~ to tell 
the story, with great depth 
and insight, of this intrigu-
ing woman. 
First Physical bas now 
brought ,toget&er dancers 
of quality with a dramatic 
ability alongside tbeatrical 
players. The result is a co-
bcsh'c whole that was lack-
ing before, they have now 
grO\m their genre into an 
exciting art form, whkh is 
world cluss. 
The refined movements 
of the dancers as they 
weave their intricate pat· 
terns, adding laye red di-
mensions to the unfolding 
story, is captivating. 
The lo\'e duct between 
Tanya Surtecs and l\"lactin 
Gylling, to music Je Te 
. Veux was beautifully 
cyocativc and well execut· 
cd. GyUiilg, a dancer of 
great breadth, is '\isiting 
from Copenhagen, 
Janc O'Connell in Be· 
same Mucha bad a saucy 
quality. 
The interlude on piano, 
with members of the cast 
adding the sound instnl-
ments, was hUmorous. 
Helen Seaman delights 
throughout, l\ith a mag-
nificent body tbat call do 
aOj1bing and amazing 
dance quality, she bas now 
deyeloped a depth of the 
dramatic that adds another 
dimension to this very tal· 
ented artist. Her final 
picce in red shorts and top. 
against tbe rest of the cast 
in white, was exquisite. 
The music at all times 
was well choseo and the 
acting, facial expreSSions 
and musicality poignantly 
related the tale, 
Th e minimalist set and 
cosfwncs gave atmosphere 
to the drama unfoJding. 
-ANN KNIGHT 
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Breaking dance limits 
THE l"IRST j1ltVSICAL THEATRE 
COMPANY's suson in the Baxter 
Th ~atte starts tonight lIntii Friday 
March 21 al8.1Spm, and Saturday 
March H ~t 6pm &. a.30rln. 
ANlJltF.W GIl.OF.R prcvit~. 
TIF. advrn t of physical theatre onto the South Afric.an CDntem-poril!}' d~nn' scene has been due 
largely to the efforts of Professor Gary 
Gordon, currently Head of Drama 41 
Rhodes UniverSi ty in Grahamstown. 
GouJon's brainchiJd, 11le I-im I'hys-
ical TIleatre Company, is due for a week 
of pcrfomlanccs in CapeTown as part 
of a national tour 01 their latest offering 
&$d('j Uteld. 
Tile perfoJrllcu of the UK-based 
oomp;!ny ova are perhaps the foremost 
expon('nU of physical thealJe interna-
tionally, and with dlrcctor Uoyd New-
son booted the orten gf'ntc~J art of 
dance into a ne w dimension with 
works such as I>tad Drtonu orMo1lo-
duomt Men and srranJt f bll. 
In Ihis spirit of extension of the 
dance aesthetic comes Fint Physical. 
The companywu formtd In 1993 On 
Gordon's return flam a three-year study 
and Je.:turi.ng sojourn at the Laban Cen-
lIt in london. The impetus for its for-
mation Is GOIdon's knowledge of the 
l..l.ban Centre's own rt'~idtnt wmpany, 
Tramltions. 
l11u ensemble gives fourth-year per-
formance smdents the chance to wOlk 
professionally for a year, on a full -time 
basIs with choreographen from the UK. 
America and Dnada. 
The 1993 Standarri Rank National 
Arts Festival In GrilhamSlown servec.l as 
the plalform for the official launch of 
Fint Physinl, at which the company's 
manifesto was outlined In three pro-
grammes of physical theatre - a.ptly 
mtitltd Manifesto I, 11 and m. 
From Ih.il $tatement ofinlt'n! comcs 
the foUowingdefi.n1tion of physical the-
atre - a movement-form oft!!n 
mallgned by Illore tndltiona.J ot>serw f~ 
old-me!;"; 
-Physical Theatre Is not a Sfparat151 
performing art, but an artistic mani-
festo that includes f~CI, fiCtion, move-
men t, mime. text, song, dance aLld 
design. It Is a plea for a hollitic ulea.tre 
ex~rlence Ihat draWS logether mInd, 
body, emollon, thl.>lght, a::tlon and 
word." 
Under the auspIces of First l'ti),slcai 
wu launched the N~w VO;"I pro-
gramme whJ c.h gave young choreogTil-
phen a platfonn to pr~senllheir own 
work. The lut of South AfrIcan modem 
dancen and choreographm who havt' 
paned through the port~ls offered by 
First Physical reads like I who's who of 
the local profession. 
)eannene Girulov (Artistic DiJa:tm 
of DNA Dance Theatre), P J Sahb.3gha 
(Artntic Dlreclor 01 Forgotten An~k 
TheatreCompany and ~f at Wits), 
Sarah Tudge (Artistic Dhe(lor of Capt' 
Town-based Heel Arts Collective), 
Samantha Pienaa.x and Lanon rrtg.,," 
(cf:H1lrecton ofTheltle body in Stelll'n-
bosch whr.rl' Pit'ruar is a!solJt't.turer in 
GETTING PHYSICAl: The First Physical Theatre Company Pt:rfocms Bessie'S Head at the Bctxter from lonip)1t until Saturday, March 25. 
Ih~ Drama Department), Gladys Agul-
has (onc: of l'nly ... halldl'J! ofyn LlIIg, 
bl3c\;, fc:mal .. chol\.'¢gr~Ph('r..i. 
TbiS lisl b 1.1)- IltJ ml'JIb l'.xllluSlive. 
C"Jltll'fl'~ Llh.'St \~!lIUr(', IklSir's 1fr!Ud, a 
..... ork comm l ~~ior!.td b:. F!~D ViIJ, had 
Jt\ ftrn ~lt{'rn~ll\.~ at O"Iu )'I:;)(~ O;m~ 
11mbl"el\ll at thc Witsl1 ,CaiJ .. on M~I\.t; 
11 O1nd 12. liot off tht' G~LltcnJ; t.I3;.!r, 
Ihe piea Is 10 enj(), a \','{'{"I:~ run at th~ 
BiU1erTheatrr from lonlghl. 
Inspired 11)' thl! t:\'(,I11~ sU'lO\lnding 
thC' birth of SOlLth African-born \\'nte, 
&':5s:':: HI'all, thr ",'ork h Iht' reslLlt d a 
cvIlJbl.'r.ltir'n bctwern Gllrdon and ~ 
\,:lrkty oj ' ,ther artim - - 1~'l()wI1N 5A 
pla)w,Ig\l1 Rt:lll de Wet \~as rc.\pon~iNe 
fm tl\(.' I,n: . kl)ux EngdbrC'chl f(lf the 
Ik'sj.:n' ,("urinne COOpti. l..,o, .haJd 
1 ';:"Il'~ ~1I.:l ?;'1giSllLi MJ;i.'f,l ba\"t ,~al! e 
the sco re,and Mich ael CafUin tldS 
dI.'StgTIed thC' lighting. NOl to mertllon, 
of roll1~, Ihe curlrn! nop of ~lr.jI f'h}~ . 
ica!;>erfolm'·I"'i. 
TvplrJllr i, ' ~ (;'(, ... 1vrlt~'" ,'rlX\."l flf 
CfCJlinglhc w>I,l. hr;: .. n ill (>.~ tt' ,u ivr: 
ItS(" I1Ch, ~I Ih~ [nf,I!~11 I.II~tJli Mu)t-
urn, int" thr L'nl!::nJ. ~urrounrJing 
Be1~il- fkJu's Linh. 
• :\;lll1r \',l iter 1'0:1 ... ·1: f r}IJ \J Ih,-,'I'er 
~boUI ht'l orig1m w~\ tl l;! t \I .. ~ Vias bom 
in all is}1um. hu 11II.IIII:r \'.-J~ ULJd, ht'l 
fatitrr,1 "meil',.-, antil/l ,l: ~I;c \\;1-; In 
(1.\fI~I'r, "" Ih, 1\'1\~ 10\,1. jOt" cn"ll1~ up 
Ii\.;\' hN ,:Iothel 
h l lh ~ wl.·"h I'~ Hi-,,,I "I ont\' 101 ~ 
I,h:ll i~ fI~$h anLI wilel Jr., l MW.~ l illl 
1'1!)"~I(a r\ w(lli' (ouM JI.-, b.: <1",,'11\,<,\ 
\1\ 1 11<'\<: le"~I.}. 
/'. •• t :. ,1 ... tll['\I'\I. 
'Bessie' displays depth and insight 
THE raison d'ctrc: be-
hind the annual commis-
sioning of new works by 
the foND Vita Awards is 
to provide a choreogra-
pher with sufficient time 
(resulting from finllllcial 
freed.om) to explore 
ideas with mUXiH'lUill 
creativity. 
Too. of len, though, the 
commission which results 
looks 'as if li ll ie new 
thought has gone into live 
minutes or so of " take' the 
money :md run" choreog-
raphy. 
JI is therefore cnti.rely 
appropriutc that Rhodes 
University's Gary Gordon 
should be given an hour-
long programme for . his 
. lkssic 's HC<ld, for he rcpl- . 
\y shows the value of the 
process when tackled with 
depth and insighl. 
Although Gordon 
insists thal this piece has 
been morc extensively 
workshoppcd with lhe stu-
dents [han ,my other he has 
done, it has been sirongly 
guided to [lrobe the unqui-
et mind of men tal disorder 
with restraint and integrity. 
Last year he touched on 
the fevered mind of Edgar 
Allan POI.! in his J:."ye of {he 
Shadow, when the pef-
formers manipulated 
heads hung with rl!d rib-
bons of blood. This time 
the heads hang r rom the . 
flies, and the ribbons arc 
wom by the liv ing whose 
while muslin over-eos-
FNB VITA DANCE UMBRELLA: Programme 9 (Wits Theatre) 
CHOREOGRAPHER: Gary Gordon 
By Mari lyn Jenkins 
turnes 
become in-
crc3singly tainted with a 
blush of blocxl. 
All her life, authoress 
Bess ie Head keenly fell 
her lack of roots, both geo-
graphical :lnd familial, for 
she was 'bom in 19:}7 in 
the Pietermaritzburg 
Mental Hospital, fo ur 
years after her white moth-
er hac! been ins[itution-
ali sed. Her ' father? An 
unknown blaek man. 
The programme note 
indicates that Bessie her-
self had a different pereep-
lio n" thilt the pregnancy 
came first and thal her 
mother had been consid-
ered insane as u result of a 
liai::;on all ~partheid soci-
ety eould not coun.tcnancc. 
Confusion and Oashes 
of sanity, drivcn by a uni-
versal need to love and be 
loved, arc explored in this 
work with a gcntlcncss 
ilnd sympathy. Th!!rc's 
ulso a restlc.s~ncss :Ibout 
the process as the perform-
eni switch personae. 
After an opening line-
up of deep rasping breaths, 
whistles, laugh-
ter and sudden 
head lurns, the tex ture 
changcs. Movements afC 
hung out to dry like cor-
morant wings, le:lps arc 
lightly made in vo1Ulling 
over or onto another's 
back, and there arc tender 
ducts with the hU:iband she 
divorced four yeurs before 
being committed, with her 
unknown bl:lck lover who 
is shown as the seduced 
rather lhan Ihe Sl.!ducer. 
and with her son who died 
in a laxi accident when 
only fOllr years old. 
AgHin, Gordon hilS 
shown a supreme COln-
Illand of the usc of weight 
and bodies us fulcrullls, 
but this time it is fluid, 
dream-like and imbued 
with a sense or inevilabk 
despair. 
Upstage, II tran:ip.ilrcm 
model of a skull gazes 
with empty eye -sockets 
;Ind cavernous mouth, ,md 
il split c1eavcd dow II it ~ 
nosl.! which gapes widl.!f 
and wider as the mother's 
·madness takes firmer hold 
and performers seek 
refuge within iL Thl.! two 
halves of her pcrsonality 
filially open up colllplete-
ly, frecing her to slip total-
ly into lhe peace of tolill 
dislocation, d;lI1cing the 
rcd-c1;!d tango of an 
ultercd min~1. It takes two 
to tango, uner all. 
The danced lex t is nesh-
ed out here and thew by 
pertinent voice-overs ,U\d 
Ihe score, which is surpri!-i-
ingly eclectic, includes 
Satic, hil paraders like 
Bcs<lllle Mucho and origi-
nal music by Leonhard 
Praeg. AI oLle poin!, 
there's even an edlO of 
Marat -Sauc as lhe per-
rormer~ gather beside " 
side-stage piano to h()w\ 
.mel squl!ak their injlUu::-
lion to "keep hl!r on thera-
py -- give her a pill ". 
Yl.:t there 's 110 1'1.:;11 dis-
cord in 13cssic's Hcad. 
Dcspitc the contex t, it h'1S 
a strange tranquillity 
and it works. 
l:Joraon C1elves into Bessie's Head 
by Cathryn Pearman 
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It is very rarely that you are blessed by watching a theatrical event 
which moves YOLt as deeply as Gary Gordon's Bessie's Head moved 
its audience all Saturday night at the WIts Theatre. 
The work , commissioned by FNB Vita for the Dance Umbrella, 
reinforced Gordon and his First Physicaf Theatre Company as the 
masters of physical theatre in SA. 
You wou ld think that if you discovered a winning formula, you would 
s tick to it, but choreographer Gordon certainly does not believe in this 
philosophy. He simply continues to look for bet1er means, better dance 
vocabulary, new formulas, new dancers, and the result is physical 
theatre which is at the cut1ing edge of South African choreography. 
Gary Gordon's piece deals with aUlhor Bessie Head's writings about 
her mother· a woman who was put in a Pietermaritzburg Mental 
Hospital because of her sexual relationship with a black man which 
resulted in the birth of Bessie - born in the mental hospital. 
Gordon has managed, through a mixtUre of acting, music, audio clips, 
and dance, to create a touching and beautiful collage about Bessie's 
head - what she envisaged her mother to be like, the man she had an 
aHair with, her husband, the tragedy of losing her first child, and how 
she felt when her second child - Bessie - was taken away from her in 
the mental hospital. 
Through clips of Be~sie Head's own writings, and other texts written 
by Reza de Wet, a story is created, and the audience is thrust inside 
Bessie's head . 
j"t 
A large white head is set in the back, right-hand-side of the stage, and 
during the work, three more heads drop down into audience view, but 
unlike the first head, they have long , flowing veils attached to them. 
The dancers use the space in, under and around these constructions 
to weave the life of Bessie Head. 
The work shifts from the mechanical and chilling motions of the first 
part of the work, to the beautiful creation of a story - with secrets, 
romanticism, wanderings, fear, misunderstanding, pain, and most 
strongly , motherhood. 
Performers Juanita Finestone, Martin Gylling. Zing is ani Mfeka, Jane 
0 ' Connell, Daluxolo Papu, Helen Seaman, Tanya Surtees , and Acly 
Tang fu lfilled every ounce of the work's Vision, each playing various 
roles and dancing with dedication and feeling. 
Where First Physical Theatre used to perform with deadpan 
expression, they have now incorporated facial expression, and the 
use of it has created a new expressive dimension to their work. Along 
wittl this, one cannot help but notice a new element to the VOCabulary 
used by the company - moves and sleps unlike anything we have 
seen from Gordon's choreography, were spellbinding. 
\Mth wonderful periormances from Juanita Finestone, the longest 
standing member of First Physjcal Theatre Company; Martin Gylling 
who has come from Denmark to perform with First Phy!>ical Theatre 
Company; and Helen Seaman, FNB Vila Nominee (for Most 
Outstanding Female Performer); Bessie's Head is taken to talented 
heights. 
The work encourages a deep sense of imagination as the audience is 
left wondering , as Bessie Head did, about the mother figure, left in a 
mental hospital and grieving for her daughler who was so unkindly 
removed from her. : . 
Bessie's Head is a Dance Umbrella highlight. It is wonderful to see 
such impeccable choreography merged and working together with 
talented performers and intriguing subject matter. This is one of the 
best works I have seen from Gordon and the First Physjc~1 Theatre 
Company . .. and I have seen works which I thought could not be 
topped. 
Add your comment 
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Intieme dansteater pril{l{el 
EDUARD GREYLING 
BESSIE'S HEAD, 'n dansteater· 
aanhieding deur die First Physi· 
. cal Theatre Gesclsl<ap. In die Dax· 
ter Teater. Tot Saterdag. . 
DIS 'n dokurnentere werk met as uit· 
gnngspunt die Suid-Afrikaanse ge· 
boorte van die skrywer Bessie Head 
in 'n hospitaal vir sielsiehs in Pie· 
termaritzburg in 1937. 
Met 'n wit rna en swart pa is sy op 
soek nn haar identiteit in die apart· 
heidsera. Onderstetm deur 'n teks 
van Reza de Wet neern Gary Gordon 
ons op 'n rcis deur die emosies van 
'n gernartelde sie!. . 
Tweepasse van liefde en leed, in· 
tieme gevoelens en oomblikke van 
censaamhcid is die tekstuur waar-
van die bewegingsimpetlls dil'(~k 
korn uit die cmosiegedrewe tcks. 
Die interpretasie van die kunste-, 
naars is eerlik en onpretensieus en 
sonder om erg drama ties to wees. 
Die onkonvensionele lywe van nie-
dansers (veral van die vroue) is nie 
die stereatipe wat dikwels in die 
danswereld verwag word nie, en die in en uit beweeg. Teen die swart ago 
work se teer en st reng vroulike "ge· terdoek hang lang wit stukke ma te· 
daantc" vlord nag meer daardeur ge· riaal waarvan 'n paar stukke teen 
aksentueer. die einde neerstort op die grand . 
Die inhoud word nie aan jOll opge· Teen daardie tyd is die kop oopge· 
c1ring nie, maal jau simpat ie word . vlek. En hierdie byna ItaIm arron· 
uitgelok. Bessie 's Head gaan nie sam· ding karn nu sawat sewenlig intierne 
mer in jOll klere sit nie. minute, asof iemand in c1aarclic tyd 
Een opmerklike aspok van die be· jOll rustig 'n hn r tscor s torie vertel· 
wegings in die fisieke teater is dat h ot. · 
dit hoofsaaklik egalig vlaei van die Die First Physical Theatre Gesel· 
een tot die ander. Nooit word 'n be· skap bied die gclecnthcid vir jong 
weging skieHk gestap om 'n verkIa· stuclente en professionclc Imnstc· 
ring tcmaak n ie. Die oplossing Ie in nanrs am saam to work en d it is mis-
die beweging self. Iden juis in claardic respel< vir me· 
Dic teks, musiek en ander klanke }U\ar dat die groep sy volwaardige 
is subtiel onderdanig aan die bewe- pIck op die hcdcndaagse verhaog 
ging, maar vorm wei 'n steunpilaar vind. Die onreclmntighedc wat nou 
in sornmigegedeeltes. Ondermeeris. en dan in somm ige van die kUl1stc· 
die oorspronklike musiek van Leon· naars se bewegings te bespcur is, 
hard Praeg en stllkke 500 5 Evora se docn nie afbrcuk ann die geheel nie, 
Besame Mucha eq SaUe se Je Te mnar die cnigste danser wat SOlTIS 
Veux bclangrik in soverre dit die opsigtelik onselter op sy voete Vaal" 
drang om Hefde tc gee en te ontvang korn , is Martin Gylling. 
ondcrskryf. Dit is die middelpunt a Gary Gordon sc ontwikkcli ng as 
van die werk. 'n vername chorcograaf op die Suirl· 
Die llekor is eenvoudig met 'n AfrUw<lnsc verhoog bcrcik met Des· 
groat beligie deurskynende ka}) in sie's Head 'n nuwe hoogtepunt in c1ie 
die een hoek waardeur die dansers aanbieding'van fisieke teater. 
, 
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reflections 
of life in a 
dance step 
the dance umbrella draws at tent ion to 
issues of the day, w ri tes vuyo mntuyedwa 
T here is a lime for e ... erything, Indeed, the DAnCE' Umbrella at the Wits Theatre was the 
platform for remembrance, 
celebration and praise, 
This was e ... ident in Lucy, a 
'._ =.' piete by Valery Berger, a 
chorcngrnpher from Reu nion , 
~ ~ In Lucy, a work inspired by the 
. :- di:;co ... ery of the hominid 
~ adar region of Elhiopia in 1974, 
' •• ' Australopithecul': aferensis in the 
i erger is awe-inspiring and dt'eply 
. ~. ' focused, using minimalist 
! :. : 1l1ll\'cmenLs to c:'lpture Ih(' r € vulnerability oflhig human 
;::! 
, . 
.: ~ 
. , 
,Incestor. 
In the production nOles the 
ch oroographer SilyS "he is "I ri ... ing 
lo dt!fin c the importance of 
rcsearth into humanity's origins so 
as lo overcome the present-day 
difficulties orliving in a multi-
cultural society, She says he 3151) 
waoLs Lo speak out I'I cainsl e thn ic 
cleansing, 
The work is;1 pTf)test against 
roci sm and all f(lrms of 
segregation, says its 
cboreographer. 
~Lucy has nu colour. She is 
uni ... ersal, a symbol or peace and 
unity, ~ Si\ys Berger. 
Gregor.)' MaqanUL..lhe recenlly 
l1ppoinl.eda~;.!,te ~~" . 
director ofMovinC Inlo bance, 
presented Miss Thantli ';a rrj'o ... ing 
tribute to the late RaYnlond--
Malinyllne, a drag arli"snn'd the 
founder orthe Mro·Vib!"$""-· ,._. -
Foundalion, which is onsed in 
Am~terdillll : Holland , --"'- . 
• 
Avid foll(lwers of the-
:rahamslown arts ft'.t>livil.1 m!g.l.~~ 
('ml'mbe r MalinYllnc ...... ho use<nu 
. rr-b,'lJlarly prc~rnt his-rlrng-show, 
Mis~ Thandi. thert", - . . '-. . 
:Maqoma"clearly show!; that he 
IOf:t a de(1r friend niid' th r"'w'ork is 
powerful Rnd mllvin~, 'toud'li ng- ;n: 
it does nn issueli' of identilY"' and 
rrpre~sed sei uaii tv: Video' foolage 
of Malinyane IS usCdJil.'s-.!iod,c1fr-ct. 
M u~ic w~s providr-d bt The ..... 
Vll\'illl i F.n~emhl(o,'Wh;d:; t"TI;xe.t> 
m:;~kandi with tnuiitiollAi XHhsa 
nj,iSlc. Mar1in Machtlpt1l"ounch; oIT 
·the mix wi~h hnunting},c rinefudii:: 
\"I)(:lls, "-
, Maqoma becom('s the 
e lnhodime-n ~ nr"M:i"lTTiY~liie: 
prnnc inl:' <'Ironnd th.~~.gill. 
mimi<;.king Oi:\:'orHl! a.r1.iSk 
cf'Hnph-lr 14.'lth. 111iilii;""·up .i.!ll~, ~'ig , 
.Jan Blom. who li\'PG with 
Malinyane, wept after the 
performance. 
In Ek Se Hola. a work 
perfnrmcd hy the dazzling ~1o ... ing 
Into Donee Mophatong (MID) and 
choreographed by Maqoma, the 
energy or kwaito music and its 
dance styles such as manyisa, 
~walalsa and kWIl"a-kwasa Me 
celp.braled, It's a pity that the$c 
l':tyles a rc not fu lly c:'(pillred a" 
Maqoma chooses to fusf' them with 
clll~sical billlet.. 
In Nnt..,lir. Fi!iher's Moya wa 
Lcrato - S pi rits of P""sion, Lorna 
Maseko of Ballet Theatre Afrikan. 
proves that she is ready fo r ~o!o 
work. She comhines well ..... ith 
Russel Cummings in a mO\'ing 
piete 1'1l-.out the power of love. 
Nhlanhla Mah langu, Lesole 
Maine and Constance Kau are 
pro ... ing to he essential cogs in 
M 10'$ machinery as WtlS evident in 
their performance of Canadian Joe 
Laughlin's Sonke Sisonke-Every 
Body_ 
The work s howcases 
Mahl a ngu's other talent, singi n!!, 
lind questions lhe perceptions of 
beauty and physical differences. 
Mocketsi Koena's Awakening-
Tsoha, which reatures break 
dancer Moshe Mobe, and other 
new members of the In'lalo Dance 
Theatre. Maropeng Sellge and 
Delbrah Shnbangu, dro ... e hume 
the message of Africa's need to 
assert itse lf. It al so featured 
poetry by Thokoza n i Mtlliyane and 
music by saxophonisl Karabo 
Mohlaln , 
The proble m orthe e ... er-present 
towoship ruhbish dumps C3me 
under the spoUight in Jackie 
Scm cia's MlltJakala, wilh the 
slighlly nervous dancers doing a 
cl)nvincing job. 
l'hp. ma:;Ler of shock, Stp. ... en 
Cohcn, drop!': onW th(' stage in 
Chandelier. a work that set's him 
wrapped in a lit cha ndelier that 
"Olmd.<: like' a wind chime, 
Thp. d:mccr·performance artist 
s~y~ it i!': !l work thM e:<ploTt'S the 
cliche of · cj\'i lisrd Europe meetinll 
dark t's t ArdCil~. 
M:lster of shuck nllmbf'r twu, 
Elu, prese nted "Brokpn Bird~ a 
th(lu ghl~p ,-ovoking piece in whi ch, 
ol>lrich·fouted , he limps on sloge 
while" ... ideo ~how!< him hohbling 
:l long a p<'l"'cmt'nl amonjoC the 
pigeon!; near tile Home Affairs 
offices in Commissioner Street. 
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He";"n: :"I:I(;on:l1 Circul:Hion: Ji I''ZS 
fOanci ngl~~l:t~:,?~Je 
forms. My choreographi'hlWaYsfu· . . to a one-year. stint at the 13russels· Robert Colman 
. valves music/hzeat:re~~fasruoYi;.Viaoo;: · based Performing Arts ·Research' 
G regory Vuyani Maqama is visual art anrr"p6etrY.fr;.Hls · btli~r· ,~(':' and Teaching Studios (parts). · ... . one of the young choreogra- source oC·ideas.1.:.ts~ar[e·~2ity';~·Its;';~':··.: f;~·Coinpleting a circle.,he-has'been phers conurussioned to do a ' vib~cY.·AnifitS;·~quarertgs~~;TIie':;:~~_·inVite{fto take Rhythm Blues to afes': 
piece for this year's FNB Vita Dance buildirigi;~':th'e~treelS;'the';ilib)idngi:"itivi.i:a:i: Pans after tbe'Dance Um-
• • • _,,,'" : ..... . ' .. _ .... ~~ , ~:;. • .• -,. .,_ . '!T,<,. ... ..... . ..... ' _ .... . . .. _ _ •
'Un;>brella, I sat in on a rehearsal of andilie:rtileS'ar .. alI1iqil~The'ci~'~i?bielhii}Nhile 'studyjng ,in·BrussaIs 
his work, Rhythm Blues , at the ,isalso'iiui':jllaygriifuic.:;'rh1te>is;il"i.ii.\'j,.'",ciior,;Cigrllph'ed Rhythm 1;2,3, 
Dance Factory. At first 'the· dancers ::~: constant. exchali·ge'.:6fJenetiilIf.i!(¥;vfutl{p\-~enl1.~r~d;~~Amsterdam ! 
are self-conscious, pretending not to .: .. :.~the City;tliatirirutes~mej):ptirii1s·tic~.~~:RliY:"tliiTr·~iiliJ.ef.?:i'S ~~the baby 'of 
I be, of the stranger in the. rehearsa(.;;,:-aboUt-SoufuMncan:-6ii~·,we:artt'-¥:Rhyihmjl2;t3~~~~~~: ... <',;, -; ;:::i· ; ~: 
: room. But th~ysoon ~orget ~bo~t.~e ~~:~~.~~.~~!~~~.~~ ~?~Y~~.~~~~~~~F~~11r~~~~'~~1~~~~~~~e~·~~. o.u~ 
,and get on wlth the )0 b" , ' ' i" ' .'; ,tj ,of etiltUrEiS ,to 'dta:",~on" Cultufes~()f;therCOUlltiY.;we'>:" not gomgto 100\' 
. . .-.. ;.. .. ~ .-- -.,~ . - ... ... '- .- :- ~" ~~"'" ,-", .. -.,. .. ...,.-.,-, .,.-.. , .... . -.- .. ,";,~.,....,-,:.. , . . 
, - 'Maqoma takes Zakhele Nkosi::';to'fuse::"rrus is'lIiteg1'3l,td'his,stjle,;':; Wis:tilentectyoung,'artlst He'still 
' through a solo,"Do you have ajef'{C':that' he 'descrlbes);s::a'filS-i<5!to(jt:wanfs1li'jOikhere and to contribU!e' 
"sey to tie around your waist, some: ,~· ~IAfiicalf:md:Westerri·f6nns:rt:~~ .. ~~o~j~td it1le:aeVelopn:iei1t ·of -daD.eein this. 
thing that wiggles?" he asks, The re:" ,::;- ", :iRhYthiri'BiuiiS', 'featuririfa;ii~~:(:\:rotilttY.,;t~lias established tlie Vuyani 
hearsalroom is soon filled with tli.e{~;bandand ai)J:6n'stage;'!cioksa~the~;,banc",P~6je<:t to do'just that; to de' 
energyof.music and movement, and'~:t nltiSfc :and,cta1icr{ of.~.th~:.r950s\uidif~.veiop"'an'd·:take dance into the-com..;. 
. . . '. ' _' . . . . . _. _' ". . . •.. .-' '~H. ,..-:J""' .-• . _, . • _... . . ... . . . . 
'the concentration of Nkosi mirror- ", 19605:' ~TiriI60ki.lig'afhow tbe past(~:;lIliliiity;wi'th-!he ailii of. attracting-
ing Maqoma's steps, A combination haS influ'"i'cedi1fe :prl,'seril="Weiive'i}~aiiaien8e's'm·iheirfullestdiVersity.: , , 
,of sensuous fluidity breaks into in a societY6f'iami.':lirig,;Toaa~mli~;">-~~He'hoiiE;s-tiiatRhjthmBluesw;u. 
leaps and staccato contractions. If · sic, danc'e ari:d.fashion~m.-iili-~am~~~t:ta·k·e;)ilis.~au(1ience ·on a "journei" 
the finished product is anything like ,,: pied. but'afe'StiJiilifl6.~ncedjJy.Jiiaf,,:r';::Like'wafch.iilg'a movie slowly,Un' 
the short.pi~~e. r ,,:,atched, it, ~roh ,g~n.e~!:i~.I;-.:~2;~7t~~*~~~~~~:~~~~~§~.~,~~aUdi.e~~:~~.~~-. 
mises to. be ~sfixing ~~ ~Xc:?ng. '·; .:. : ... ~:~aq9.~~~~1~S~3l:$.~~~i};.~~:~~{tt-~&"':.tc:.~~:~~?:::·s.~~~~~.~~~_~~ .~. e~~ : 
Talkmg to the talented 27-year- smee he'statted:danemg,m .19B,7;,,,,,.tertain; Worm andmove them. My , 
old afterwards, it is clear that Maqo- . ' doing "st:re;;fil.iiil&;'~:aoomiililati6ii~1i:wor:kJslliie;poet&.:rwanttoruiniy, 
rna is a choreographer to watch out ' of township~dalic·~tob:ils-~;y:,hi'c-h~1S~tiOi~ilce 'alid~w-antiheni to fill me.! 
for - an eloquent young man brim- 'were mostlY:AIDeHranjrulu-enGelt~;~~It~s~a~~.wa'y .. th.,ng:.!;~ ~. " "~'.;~::. ~ .. '.~- . ~ 
ming with ideas and optimistic "We'd seestufr .. o'n:·t;v;~music· .Video~::..:;~?t~'f:;7""::i~:·:C: :i%'h-:~·;,;",..r.~.~~ ':". . - -~~' ;': 
about the future of South African ' Michael JackSoii: thalsoif6'i,:tfurtg;:,,'f.;'RhYihmBlues will be peifanned at 
dance and culture, and imitate ,it ;witfi 'a-jownsliip~"12iii'r.biinceFiiCioD"in MareJIUand " 
He is inspired by the broad spec- flavour," HisinUitic'skills 'n'alllillg;%,~'!16byGn;gory:,vuyoniMaqonui;C ' "; 
trum of the arts, "[ don't look at includingdance; ch6repgiai>hy:and,j~iZ!ikMtiiNkDSi,PortiaMashiga ,,""" 
dance as separate fro m other art teaching, at Moving into'Dancel,ed ':'c:'iirid Sfianell Winlock, ".' ~, ' ',:,": , f':i", : 
_ .. - ---- --~ --.... -. _ . .. - - ...:..;..;...:; .. , ,, ' . . .. - ." ' . .. .. - . .' -_. ~-" , :,,-- --- ~ 
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EVENT: FNB Vita f)~IIH"C 
Umbrella Pro~r:JnJnll' 13. 
l.tCo.;cil'ct l.'d works). 15 and 16 
il. rn is.'i thandi hy C;rcJ.!urv VllnlJli 
i\ 'laqullI:J ( \Vits TI1l::1tl'C)' . 
h. Fu JI Time Funl hv Bevan 
~ Cullilllln (Wits ThciJ(n')' 
c: . L ' Odl'ur du Voisin hy 
(.Ullhcrmc Botelho anel Caroline 
de CClrni~' rc with the dannfs 
(Oann F<lc{nfv) 
d. T he Dou'l'c R~)()m hl' P.I 
SahhaJ.!hll (W its The.11re) • 
c. Cha ndelier hy Steven Cohen 
By UNDA PEYTERS 
Circulation : 100300 
_.(!~nccd with the ma in t.;OllllKIIlY 
Slnce.l.9BJ. he went on to study ;11 
P.A.H.'r.S. in Hrussl'ls. wlwre hl~ 
forn1(~d his o\vn VUY;111i J)iln('( ~ The· 
al rc Project 
Last week he W;IS appninll'c1l\s-
sllei; llc 1\1'1 i::>tic Director (I r 1\1 II) M. 
following in the rootst!~ps()fhis lOll!.! 
lime friend ;Inri colleague Vincent 
~~~w;nrM:fii.lS(x~. who 11;mains with 
tIle company ,is f..i1ist ic (:()I1suila lit. 
Nlaqcni'lil'S Rhythm C%ur will he 
staged al .tJ~(!Gri-lhall1sI0WI1 F~s[ival 
in. ,JuJy_2.n02as his StalHlanlliank 
_Youn~ Artist's Awarll r.ommis-· 
sionei l work. 
.. Ili~ new work for Ihr. FNB \'ita 
( ~ lJS) I{l~s) ... GHAPI~.r:R _ ........ iireg(Ixy Dance UmTiicfla \\:;rsTl1~ln:(1mlfiis· 
yuyan~ .M~q.oJ~~ is. rlj;.~I!~{ gl.lj·ng s,j. (.jT"e{l~ -Ch(jrcogf;lphcrl ;'lnd PCt--
Q'?Wes, In htS;!ftlstic vision and his .f() rmeQ..~y · Maqomil_ miss thUJidi is 
career. Actually" he has already been .. .... ~~~.~~i tive t..ri hufl~ 10 dr;lg Rtiist Hay·-
placC'S. I·laving trajTlt'(twjt~1<wing- _ tno!.!!!~lryoMat j I1Y;lna. an "UIlC(,"-
mto D;:mce Mophatong (M1DMjffiiTi- .yqn.l.!onal c:wtural runb.1s. ...... Hlor .. who 
died in the Ndhcr"la·llds."Thcfas-
qiiaffrig musiclll sco re is per-
'nfrmcclby" qu ltc··a.n oddha\ r co\-
- . Icdion ofmus ici:lIls: Sipho Nxu-
malo (concertina), Hcza Khol,i 
(b'llital"), Mart in Macilapa (\toeal-
ist) and COInI)()Sf!r D;mieillutc.hin· 
son (organ). Thc origillFlI soull!1 
anet movemcntare inOue1l(;t.'fl bv 
the repea ting Pill.t(~rn ofMilskml-
da music. 
_In miss Ihmuii, M;.lqQ!11<-l has 
foood" a tffll);iili tTientic voiccahtl 
6C-CHKS J1 cYl gr lHTl111· il1 terms or 
langu:\gc, l~'rs ch(lreogr<1-
·fefre.s.hingly. unsclrcim-
. unapC?J.(!gct ic ilml Ins-
. Ailjcan. . 
In anotllCT succcs~ful com· 
missioned work. Bevan Cullinan 
plays Iheroal in his tell minute 
Full Time 1"001 f:ish, t/lr/llks (;(xi 
I'm aJrea.k_ l li s lIl ime-kari!lkL' tIl 
Queen's Bohemian Rhapsody b 
<1bsolutely hilarious~ Th!! wdl · 
ti med and fluen t brand ()fph~-si­
cal slrlpstick and cOIl1l:dy Ih,mk· 
fully never tips lIH!! c;llc 10 he-
cml1C just plain si II.\'. And ht!rllrt, 
Ih(' l\arH'e fnrrisls O\\llherc' com-
pi:lilllhnl this is not ··d;m('p". h b 
GREGORY 
Vuyoni 
Moqomo in 
m iss thondi. 
,-('<:!0,;:- ")-, 
newsCiiP')o~ 
' --_/ '" 
l'urtil in (,; II ! im:lluil's illll'am;11 k ;1Il( I 
hrief rmtn:cllat qual n.:, 
1't1<'I"1' was a mOl"(! -;lIbt h~ use or 
hUlllour ill visi ting Swiss cornpanv. 
AJi:ls Compagnie's JJ "OcJeur ,ju 
Vui.-;ill nhe neighhour's Sll1!:!11 
dlOn~ohrr,IJlhl'd by (~uilht!l111C Boll ·l· • 
hnand Cil l"oJinedt: Cornicr!! in co l-
lahonlt ion with t he dilncpr~. The 
first ha lf is sel in a restau r ant and 
the second ill an office. A sr.riC!'i of 
~'ih'11et.tes puL" hum:lll rel;ltiol1sll ips 
111 SOCH!ly under a mir.roscopt:. The 
t.:hanH:terisa t ions wen~ remarkahl v 
detailed and the movement simlli . 
taneously spa!'ilnoll ic and wOIHh:r· 
fully free flowing, C \(!ver thcfttricaJ 
tricks punctuate!\ the i1ction in all 
altogether engaging piece. 
P.I Sahbagha and Ihl! Vorglillcll 
1\ nglc Theatre Colla borat ivc pr{~­
sented TIle iJouble Room, ii tUl11u l-
luuus journcy into th e' minn an d 
memories of;'l pcrsonli vi ng Vol illJ 
li lY / Aids. Th!~ impn~ssive s(>t. 
whkh oril;;inaily looked Iike'some· 
thillg out of a Fugarri pl;IY. con-
stantly shifts realilY ilS dancers en· 
terthl 'oug-h waUsand slip away into 
1) couch. 
In Steven C'.ohen's CiwndtJlier. the. 
i~llerSl'ction nr"arf' anrl lifc is starl-
lmg ilnd surreal. Tn the 11C1i-ormam:e 
hI! descended_ resplcl1Ilcnl in ruli 
hody paint and dresser! i n a rea l 
cll<J nde1i (~r, rrom the ronfofth r.lhe-
.1trc before tee tering and chinking 
through the aucliencc. /\s ht! left tile 
audituriulTl.;1 videu began tl) play or 
Cohen. in the same r.oslunw_ a t the 
(telnol it ion or SqUi1tt~r sc ttl! ~meI1 1 in 
N!~wtm.,m. The reactionsofthe hllllll"!-
kss onhxJkers almn~t st'cmr.d stag!'! \. 
hut. of cnt1rst~_ wcre ahsurdly re;\I . 1 
fl)und the jUX1aPOS ilion o f" imn~('~ 
pl"nlinllld anil i llt!'l1sdy moving, 
The VNB Vita !J;IlH'I~ UmhrP1la 
c 'nds on Sal un!;lY l!l r.,'I;lIrll. Ti('kl 'Is 
;t l ('PI\l(.llll ic\H' 1. 
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The night SA dance finally grew up 
Adrienne Sichel Maqama's miss thandi is an cultural stereotyping also sur-
ullflincliiiigry-hOi1eSt---m:ulfF- face in Ink's Sonke Sisonkel Every 
Saturday was the night South mealaoiographyandatitcibiogr:,, "'--Body, a poetic collage about 
African dance finally grew up, jJhy-oflwd lilack South African ' mother Africa and her children, 
Gender and social politics under- -atlIsts c_~':!.ght ,gi" ~g..e , cro~:Sfire of This still under-lit dance theatre 
pinned the three works presented 1:l1€TI'- sexuality and -tuTturally work tackles the weight of death 
by Gregory Vuyani Maqoma, ~nredded identities. Otf video is and the value of life and lan- ' 
Canadian choreographer Joe Ink 'RlI.ymond'-VuYo ' Mahiiyana, the guage ~ verbal, vocal and physi-
in collaboration with" the Moving -actor, singer" -ahd Xhosa drag cal. 
Into Dance Company, and perfor- attist who'tUed in Amsterdam in . Cohen, ever ' the ar.tistic con-
mance artist"Steven Cohen. 'November. On 'stage, at first in quistador, emerged' from the tli, 
Apart from ' a few misplaced -silhouette, is Maqoma 'clad in a in his crystal chandelier tu:'. , 
wolf whistles, . the patrons white designer mini dress~'Strips sig'nature killer platform heels as 
respectfully experienced vari.ous '·ef .... white; red and black-cloth' des~ - a seraphic symbol of conscience. 
perspectives, , - ignating 'passages of Matinyana Even though the ClW.ndelier 
Amazingly, all three pieces on ' aria Maqama's life demarcate the" project has been well and pub, 
Programm.e 14 at this year;s aanCii1g ground. DanielFiutthiii:~ licly documented by the artist, I 
Dance Umbrella set up a dialogue son;, ':inventive -musiC, -drnwiilg wasn't prepared for the raw 
about Africa's relationship to the oii-' traditional maskanda ' and impact of the footage shot as a 
rest of the world, They also don't 'o'ther forms arid 'performea-Trve settlement was being ripped 
pussyfoot around issues of iden- on' -organ-:-COhtertlna, -'guitar, apart in Newtown. Cohen again 
tily and prejudice - racial and percus.sion amf VOice, echo Maqo- redefines the role of the perform-
sexual - as they ' accessed and '-m,a's wren-c}ilng~e'x'pre'tsimr--of- - ing artist as a fearle~s mediator. 
stretched ·several musical and displacemen,t and belonging. ;- unrelenting social commentator 
performance traditions. . . Repressive "raCial, gender and and magician of metaphor. 
NEWSUi'P 
lli!!E 1 G Mar 200f; 
Star Tonirht 
• ~ 11111111!1!111~ i7 
kt"inr. : C.;;UI::n~' r norma 1111 r. . I (,(, 53': 
.Dance . that's got:~~ 
rhythllla.nd blue·$.~: 
". . "'::/:. ' .~. . . :~:~:!~~.:'. 
Adrienne 
Sichel 
Review 
• WHAT: FNB Vita Dance 
.: Umbrella Programme 11 - . 
• WHO: Gregory Vuyani 
Maqoma, Susan Abraham, 
Valerie Berger, FauStin 
Unyekula. Selic Pesa •. 
PJ Sabbagha 
• WHERE: Dance Factory, 
tonight at 730pm 
Dark City meets ' 
Sophiatown meets 
Meadowlands meets 
Jozi meets Eldos in 
Rhythm Blues. 
Greg Maqoma's 
tribute to the black 
South African musical 
history of the '50s and 
'60s, and its continuing 
influence on 
contemporary cultw"e. 
has an amazing mix of 
influences. Vuyani 
Dance Theatre Project -
Maqomajoined by 
Zakhele Nkosi, Portia 
Mashigo and Shanell 
Winlock - teams up 
with four musicians 
(under the direction of 
Sipho Nkosiyane), poet 
Kgafelo oa !I'lagogodi 
.1 and DJ Puna at rus 
mixing desk. 
Following in the 
spirit of Maqoma's 
Rhythml,2,3, Rhythm 
Blues goes the post-
I Choreographically .. ' 
'1 Maqoma's signature of 
mutating rhythms ' . 
, that electrify Ibe body, 
his in particular, is .. 
extended in its embrace ' 
of traditional and . modern route. Texts are 
fragmented, forms 
collide and fresh 
expression irreverently 
emerges. The rapping 
poetwho"floatslike ....... 
MalOlnbo and stmgs 
likes a bongo" provides 
a key to this fusion of . 
aesthetics, styles and 
urban African dance 
. melded with 
contemlXlrary -
techniques. Certain . 
sections, however. need . 
tightening. 
Rhythm Blues, 
which has terrific 
.performances by the 
Vuyani foursome and 
the musos, isn't only 
nostalgic, U'sgreaffun: 
The satirical eriding 
takes the form of a post-
colonial/apartheid 
.. flashback - it 's all in the 
tulle ballgowns and Ibe 
·curtsies. 
.f 
This programme has . 
a lot to oller in the form 
of Susan Abraham's' 
Touch, which 
energies. It is the 
repeated line: "I lay the ' 
law of the dance floor". 
Maqoma and his 
,performers confron t 
matters - social, 
luxuriates in spatial 
and gentle physical 
cormections; and 
Valerie Berger and 
Faustin Linyekula 's 
political, cultural, I 
musical and choreo-
graphic, with a dollop of 
gender issues - and . 
deconstruct them on 
D·eux. a delicately 
crafted. resonantly 
textured, tacWe duct 
from Reunion. 
Ibis dance floor that 
symbollses the people's 
halls, hostels and clubs 
of the past and prescnt. 
Projected images of 
Sophia town and 
.Alexandrd icons, from 
BaiJey's African 
Archives, form a con text 
as do theju.x1aposed 
poetry amI (not always 
audible) monologues by 
the dancers ill L'>Ot.sirao[ 
:and Afrikaans. . : 
lnzalo Dance and 
Theatre Company 
strikes again \vith 
Sella Pesa's innovative 
I 
Same but Different, 
which juggles with 
I 
repetition, shifting 
space and body-carvillg 
. rhylbm(ology) 
I PJ Sabbagha', I ;~:::!~~~~~c~:\:l:~:~~r I digest at fIrst viewing, I especially at the cnd of 
I ' ~U.~~~ ?:~~n.d~n.~:: .:.:. I J cvenmg .. . " .: '. 
\ 
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A" rrlca's s ilences are as po-; . ··tent as her dru.ms. . ' . .'-1\rr lca's spaces usonate with beauty, brutality and 
exile. A new genera Han of uldeIien-
dent Mrlean performers Is daring!o 
bring these realities to the stage. 
In their quest to express their 
true Identltle!, the Democratic Re-
public of Con So's Fnustln Llnyekula . 
Ngoy, 2'1,and South Africa's Gregory 
Vuyanl Maqome, 2.0, collaborated to 
create Tole! qJf the Mud Walf. 
This conceptual 45-mlnute dance 
work had Its South Aftican premiere 
Dt the Wits theatre thi3 We1!:1I: as part 
of the FNB Vita Dance Umbrella, 
and has a final performance tonight 
at 6pm. It Is an Independent initia-
tive by Maqoma's Vuyanl Dance 
Theatre Project ftJId L1nyekub. . 
Lnsl August the piece was select-
ed to be developed as 'part or the 
danceNEXT project at the Tan,-. 
wochen Wlen festival in Vienna. . 
·DnnceNext was erealed to cele-
brate the flflh anniversary of the 
danceWEB - European scholarship 
prcgramme for contemporary dance 
that MII-Qoma took part In In 1997 
and L1nyekula In 1998. 
The two dancer/.choreographers . 
originally met In Nairobi, Kenya, In 
1996 when Meqoma was tourIng 
with MavinI:' Tnto Dllnce as II dllncer. 
They kept contact and met again 
lasiyear in Johannesburg when Lin-
Yl!k~la w as ' perform lng wtlh 
Reunion dancer/chore ographer 
Valerie DCrgcr. 
Tolu off the Mud Wall WllS large- ' 
ly negoillited and developed by its co-
cre1ton by e -mll.(l. In VIenna 11 
cllused a stir because It didn't fit tho 
ethnic norm. 
L1nyekula says: "Why can't we be 
true to who we are, coming as we do 
from a mixture or vlUaco mud huts 
llnd the Inlernet? Why should we re-
malo true only to a stereotype? 
"Belng \:rUe to whowe are also ac-
knowledges the many centuries of 
evolving historically. culturally, po- . 
IItlcally. We can'ljust erase that." 
In Vienna the African ensemble 
had to deal with bellig in a country 
with a controversial rlght·wing gov-
ernment, where UleJr participaUon . 
- ' SUNDAY;CULTURE 
. ''-. .: " 
• ,Q:Y~rrid~iIg , tl}~, Af*ifanJot;ni~hi ~: .'. 
A Congo-South African dance workfuses mud hVts.and the inte rnet,writes Adrienne' Sichel 
.,... . . ,'. . -" .: ',' .; .. :-.:', : ... ;, .... : ... ~, .. .. :: '; : . . :' .. .:: . .. .. 
they stayed two hOlU'S,H 
One DC th e comments, adds 
.:LEnyekula, was that theirs WIlS the , 
only won: at the CusUva.! with human 
:bClngs, notJust dantcl1i. "We're com-
inG here with the! memory DC all 
that,"he5a}'$. , 
Both mcn take their roles 'as ' 
artists leriousiy; According to Maqo-
· mil.: "First oC all you are black a.nd 
from Africa illld the expectation Is 
: always so-ea1led primitive dance. · 
· "I'm trying to find a balance be-
· tween my own Identity and the con· 
fhmtatlons J (ace In everyday Ilfe as 
II. Soulh Afrl~. That is ~ burden." , 
Eight years ago Llnyekula, who 
trained A5 an actor at the French 
cultural centnl In KtsanCllnl, len 
Congo and went to Kenya. He 
worked wUh mime ' artist Oplyo 
Okatch and formed a movement 
company, La Compa8nl~ Gaara, 
~ which created. the awardwinnlns 
·CUaris/ng. This opened doors in Eu-
rope but Llnyekula continues to 
~ , 
Wrapping 
up the 
Umbrella 
Dance Umbrella 2001 heads Into II 
last week with II f1 uuy oC intern! 
tlDnalgues~ andloca.l cOnJ.ml:s:>!on: 
Durban's Jay Psther premlen 
his commissioned work '1'0.10. m 
chance, performed by the Slwe\ 
Sonke 'Dance Theatre, Ilnd Vlllccr 
Sekwatl Mantsoe unleashes Mo~w 
Hou In tonight's programme at th 
Wits theatre from Spm. 
The mixed b,g tomorrow lUI 
Tu.t.!Iday night at the Dunce Factor 
- WD at 6pm, features Zc'eva Cohel 
profcs.sor oC dance at Princeton un 
verslty, in her Nrgot~flons, II. dill 
between the biblical figUres Sara 
and lIagar., At 8.15pm Britain' 
Akram Kahn makes hb SOUl 
· WOJ:k in Oieatre and dance in Kenya 
and Upnda, 'and even did a stint In ... 
:R:Nanda, 
African debut with his conwsny I 
lWsh and solo in hls nx. (Kahn lit 
aseason at the Playhouse In Ourba 
"Wherever I GO, evan com ing 
here, I am constanUy reminded of 
where I come from, That pu.ts pres· 
sureonme to be anambassadoc . 
"First of aU, as artists we express 
our little beings and timt u.mpoken 
atalus. Last year I was In Paris and 
· the Cona:olese ambassador $AId that 
as an artist 1 could touch people the 
way pollUc!Jlns can't TIlLs respellSl-
bUlly Is an honour and a burden. 
This project is all about that." 
In June Ltnyekula is hoping to 
head back to Conco and live work· 
'shops In Kinshasa: 
No to stereotypH of AO:1ca: fiu,Un Llnyekula Ng~y, left, and Gregory Vuyanl Mllqoma in their co'uaboraUvo work Tales off tM Mud ·Walf, 
whlch breaks with tradiUon and focuses OD sllence PHoTOGRAPH: JOliN HoG,,' 
His return will coincide with the 
biennial Festival Internallonal de 
I'Acteur, which has survived all the 
turmoil and hi now tntrodudng 
dance. Soufu African Boy:dc Cek· 
wana', FloaUn&, Outfi t Project has 
been Invited. In the long term, 
was a political staleme.nl They also 
felt pressure to present a formula In . 
terms of of how the work looked Rnd 
what It sahlin the context or a conU-
nent riddled with war and ravaged 
by the AJds pandemic. . , 
MOur response," expl'lns MaQo-
ma:Uwas, 'We don't want to project· 
that plct~ or Arrlt:a: All we want· 
ed to do was get Into a space and . 
sha..re our experlenees. Our stcrles 
are very similar and very different. ~ 
Thies off /ht 'Mud Wall wis lnl-
tially descrlbetl. a:; a piece for. live 
. performers, a wall and ~ audience. 
Everyone was expectinG" ~n~rget lc, 
rbythmlc, Afrlcan·flavoured dance. 
What they got was predomlnanUy 
sllence, w[th two verbal1nterven· 
lions In EnglISh and Llngala. . 
To the dancers' astonishment thl! 
European audience bought loto It. Llnyekula envisages co.ncentrating 
MaQoma recall,: HThey took It on teaching dance In K1ruhasa and 
over, It was theirs ___ they went un consolidating h is South African 
their own journey, people cried. At connections. . 
the end we stand cn the edge of the Tolts off the Mud Wall has 
stage. After IS to 20 m inutes we broken down many barriers: artls-
: hoped thBy'd get It, that It was over - . tic, ee.o;1hetlc and geographic.. 
, rrom March 22 to March 2.4.) FiJ 
land's Arja Raaltlkalneo Is also 
guest artist, with her solo Hopro. 
Soweto's Sello Pe , o Bnd n, 
\Ullon's Valerie Berger present U 
. conunlssioned EueryJay al the Wi 
amphitheatre on Tuesday and 0 
Thursday at 6pm willIe Reunion 
Pascal Montroua:e premieres h 
Because '1'11e,., l.s SofMthlllg Abo, 
you nWt Gets on My NUVG at l.! 
Dance Fl:ictory at 8.15p11lthis l-'t1w 
An evenllul Dlonth culminalt 
with programme 1<1, at the Wits til 
alre e n FrJeiay at 7.3Opm nnd en 51 
urdaY.l11 7pm, featuring the ~omp!t 
cd version o( Doyzle CekwaTl~ 
compeUing Shlfl and Gary GordOI 
Rock«l -Bye/ora Sl«p/1I1J Man UIW 
Barking Dog by the Grahamstov 
First PhyslClll. Theatre Company. 
. The evening ends with the Iv 
FNU Vita young choreo&:rapher 
grant commissions - }.I,gwall/al 
by Moeketsl Keena and /tflding5. 
thr Edgt by Gladys A, .. uih.u. 
